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Chapter 1

Semitic languages: Are they really
root-based?

Joseph Shimron

This book is about Semitic words. Let me start with what I mean by ‘‘Semitic’’ and
‘‘words’’ in this context. What is often referred to as the ‘‘family of Semitic
languages’’ is not easy to define. That is, philologists agree about family member-
ship, they can tell us who are (and were) the members of the family by pointing
out common threads between the languages in question, as well as unique features
of specific languages or groups of languages. But they are less certain about the
parents or whether parents ever existed at the top of the family tree (or any
branch of it) from which various languages and dialects presumably later evolved.
Indeed, Rabin (1999) suggested that the common threads among Semitic lan-
guages were developed in regions where these languages were spoken, and that the
concept of branches that preceded the languages themselves is somewhat mis-
taken. Even researchers who clearly believe that it is possible to trace the genetics
of Semitic languages admit, like Faber (1997), that ‘‘In particular cases, it may be
difficult — if not impossible — to determine whether a particular similarity
between two Semitic languages results from their shared ancestry or from subse-
quent contact’’ (pp. 3–4). Indeed we know, for example, of influences of Akkadian
on Semitic languages that were spoken far beyond the regions of that language.

However, there is no denying that the questions raised about genetic develop-
ment of languages may have empirical answers and that these can be deliberated
within a well defined theoretical and methodological framework of an acceptable
theory of a genetic relationship among languages. Indeed, both Rabin and Faber
who cautioned against genetic speculations suggest a family tree that depicts the
genealogy of proto-Semitic and its offspring.

Within the limited scope of this chapter, I first delineate the geographic
perimeters of the spoken Semitic languages, past and present. Then I briefly
mention aspects of similarity among Semitic languages, and present one view of
the evolutionary relationships.

Regarding ‘‘linguistic space’’, one should remember that speakers of a certain
language do move beyond the space of their community. That was evidently true
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in the ancient world and it is of course truer today when speakers of a language
may be found all over the world. Historically, the Semitic family of languages,
which by itself is one branch of the wider Afroasiatic group of languages, extended
in the west from Sudan, Ethiopia, and Saudi Arabia in the south to what is today
Syria in the north, and further east to what is today Iran and Iraq. Communities
of Semitic-speaking populations also exist in the Mediterranean (e.g. Malta), and
along the northern coast of Africa (e.g. Morocco, Tunis, and Algeria). Evidently,
at all times the Semitic space was a much larger area than the traditional Fertile
Crescent.

Most of the Semitic languages are no longer spoken. The largest population of
contemporary speakers of Semitic languages, in and out the ancient Semitic space,
speak Arabic in its various dialects. Several Ethiopian languages, most notably
Amharic, are also in wide use, and so is Hebrew, primarily in Israel. Maltese, an
Arabic dialect strongly influenced by Italian, is spoken on the island of Malta.
Modern Aramaic, Mandaic, and Syriac are still spoken in different areas. They
have apparently survived because their speakers live in isolated, often mountain-
ous and remote, regions. In the southern corner of the Semitic space a modern
South Arabian language is spoken in six dialects by about 200,000 people.

Hebrew was not a spoken language for a long time, but the language was
continuously used and developed for communication among Jews, and of course
for reading and writing in a variety of script types. Presently, modern Hebrew in
Israel is spoken not only by Jewish immigrants, but also by a second, third, even
fourth generation of Hebrew native speakers. Modern Hebrew is in a state of
constant change and expansion owing to waves of immigrants and the need to
adjust the language for communication in a modern world.

Common threads among various Semitic languages are related to each and
every linguistic aspect, namely phonology, morphology, lexicon, and syntax. On
the basis of these threads philologists depict the proto-Semitic evolution and the
genealogy of its offspring languages. A concise version of Faber’s (1997) family
tree of Semitic languages is presented below. It rests on shared innovations in
groups of languages pointed out by Hetzron (e.g. 1976) and others. One may also
consult Dolgopolsky (1999), who grounds his distinctions of Semitic genealogy on
a further criterion, namely repeatability.

East Semitic languages (2500–500 bce). These are Old Akkadian with its two
dialects, Assyrian and Babylonian, and Amorite, a wide-ranging language of whose
writing system no unique text has survived. What we know about Amorite is
mostly reconstructed from Babylonian (Gordon 1997). Finally in this group is
Eblaite, a language of which we learn from a rich archive dated at the third
millennium bce. The archive was found in the excavation of Ebla, an ancient city
in northwestern Syria. Eblaite is considered to be a relative of Akkadian. All
languages of this group are extinct.
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West Semitic. Languages of this group are divided into Central Semitic and
South Semitic. The Central Semitic languages consist of Arabic and a number of
Northwest Semitic languages. Among these are the Canaanite languages: Hebrew,
Phoenician, Moabite, Ammonite, and Edomite; some scholars also include Ugaritic,
a language discovered in 1929 at Ras-Shamra on the northern cost of Syria. Others
consider Ugaritic a separate Northwest Semitic language. The early scripts on which
our knowledge of the Canaanite languages is based are from the second and the early
first millennium bce. With the exception of Hebrew, all Canaanite languages are
extinct. Another Northwest Semitic language is Aramaic, which as stated is still alive
in remote areas. The evidence of Old Aramaic comes from the period between the
10th and the 7th centuries bce. Over the years, and in different regions, a number of
Aramaic dialects developed, most notably Nabatean, Mandaic, and Syriac.

Among the South Semitic languages is South Arabian, a language attested first
by inscriptions of South Arabia from the 8th century bce to the 6th century bce

(Dolgopolsky 1999). A Modern South Arabian (consisting of six different dialects)
exists in the South Arabian peninsula, in the Republic of Yemen, and the sultanate
of Oman. The language is spoken by 200,000 Arabs (Simeone-Senelle 1997). A
large group of Western South Semitic languages exist in Ethiopia. Faber (1997)
distinguishes North Ethiopic and South Ethiopic languages. Among the first group
she includes the Old Ethiopian Ge‘ez, and the modern Ethiopian Tigre and
Tigrinya. South Ethiopic languages include Amharic and a number of languages
spoken by smaller populations of speakers such as Harari, Gurage, Chaha, Gura,
and several others.

*‚*‚*

Generally, words can be viewed from different angles: their semantics, phonology,
orthography, and morphology; their role in syntactic structures; how they are
stored in our mental lexicon; and the order of their acquisition. This book
concentrates on the morphology and formation processes of Semitic words, how
they are stored in the mental lexicon, and what we may learn from the ways new
words are acquired. As this book is primarily about Semitic morphology, we shall
mainly focus on the often-considered unique characteristic of Semitic morphol-
ogy: the non-concatenative merging of roots and patterns to form words or word
stems. Psychologically, the central issues of this book deals with how the special
characteristics of Semitic morphology affect the linguistic behavior of speakers,
and what we can learn from the linguistic output of these speakers about the
internal representation of Semitic words.

On the personal level, as one for whom a Semitic language (Hebrew) is my
mother tongue, and the traditional view of Hebrew grammar was the only one I
encountered in my education, I had no doubts about the defining morphological
features of my language, that is, the central place of the root-template structure as
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the sine qua non of Hebrew morphology and the organizing principle in our
linguistic knowledge and behavior. My motivation in suggesting this volume was
to illuminate this unique Semitic morphology and its implications from the
linguistic and psycholinguistic points of view.

And indeed, in the course of preparing this book, I realized that the psycho-
linguistic data (with which I was fairly familiar as a psycholinguist) matched my
expectation: most of the psycholinguistic evidence supports a view claiming
psychological reality for the root-template construct, or at least is consistent with
the notion of the central role of the root and template feature of Semitic morphol-
ogy. However, some of the linguists’ contributions furnished empirical data of a
different kind, and expressed serious reservations about the root-based approach;
so much so, that the status of the root-template construct as the central organiz-
ing principle of Semitic morphology became the major theme of this volume.

The root-template construct has traditionally appeared as a central morpho-
logical structure of Semitic language because firstly, as I explain below, the root
and the templates are indeed there, in Semitic words, and cannot be simply over-
looked. But it is also the result of a long history of linguistic research, as reflected
in Goldenberg (1994; see his references for other accounts) and Owens (1997). I
will soon review the traditional approach and the recent reservations, but first
some methodological distinctions may be in order. I tend to think now that
although the root-template structure is obviously present in most Semitic words,
it may or may not play a role in all kinds of Semitic word formations. Also, the
root-template construction is not equipotent in constraining word formation in
every Semitic language. Finally, roots and templates are not equally malleable.
Roots may take different forms and their radicals may come in different numbers.
Templates, however, are less flexible and are fairly strictly constrained in processes
of word formation, particularly with regard to their merging with roots. For
example, the three-slot principle to be discussed shortly is highly robust even in
novel word formations of denominatives derived from borrowed words.

In addition, it may be useful to distinguish sensitivity to the root and template
structures from the actual involvement of the root and the template in ongoing
linguistic activity. Possibly, speakers of Semitic languages may be aware of or
sensitive to the presence of the root and the template, but this may not affect
every aspect of their linguistic behavior.

The traditional view of Semitic morphology

Let me delineate first what may be called the standard view of Semitic morphology.
Most researchers of Semitic morphology refer to the principal characteristic of
Semitic morphology as non-linear or non-concatenative. Namely, instead of the
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morphemes being placed linearly, one after the other before or after the word stem,
as prefixes and suffixes, as in English, the morphemic structure of Semitic words is
characterized by at least two morphemes interwoven (or interdigitated) within each
other in a discontinuous (or non-concatenative) manner. One morpheme, the root,
is inserted into the other (call it template, pattern, or scheme) in certain slots of the
word stem structure. As two morphemes, the root and the template are incomplete
in every respect, morphologically, phonologically, and semantically, until they merge
to form a word or a word stem. Indeed roots and templates are both bound mor-
phemes because only when a certain root and a certain template merge a definite
word is completely specified phonologically, morphologically, and semantically.

Yet although roots and templates are rightly defined as bound morphemes they
are not entirely devoid of phonological, syntactic, and semantic content. The
phonological content, although incomplete, is indicated by the melody of the
template and its affixes, and by the phonological features of the consonantal root.
With some ambiguity, most templates indicate a relation to syntactic word groups,
characterized by having a certain syntactic roles. Semantically, most roots are often
associated with some vague core meaning. General templatic structures (in Hebrew,
verbal binyanim and nominal mishkalim) convey certain grammatical and semantic
functions. For example, pucal and huf ƒcal are generally passive and the hitpacel
indicates change-of-state incohatives, true reflexives, and reciprocals or mutuality.
There are many exceptions, to be sure; some roots and templates have several
meanings associated with them and some template constructions (binyanim and
mishkalim) contain different denotations. Yet in most cases the meaning of a
certain novel word derived from merging a known root and a known template may
be roughly guessed or quite accurately worked out by combination of the knowl-
edge of the core meanings of the root and the template. As we shall see, this is also
evident in the analysis of children’s innovative word formation (cf. the chapters by
Berman and Ravid in this volume).

Roots and templates may be easily discerned in word stems for the same
reason that eyes, a nose, and a mouth are easily discerned in every normal face
because they appear invariantly in different contexts. The same root appears in
different templates, and a single template accommodates different roots; thus they
stand out as independent entities. Consequently we can easily differentiate the
root and the template within most Semitic words.

Roots may be seen as a common element in the nominal, verbal, adjectival,
and adverbial systems of Semitic languages, so it seems justified to refer to Semitic
morphology as ‘‘root-based’’. Yet, as we shall see, there are reasons to view the
templates, not the roots, as the more influential factor in determining Semitic
morphology.

The combination of a root and its vocalic pattern may form a word or a word
stem. The stem may be flanked by linearly attached affixes to produce inflected
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and derived forms. Thus, Semitic words should be viewed as having a mixed
morphology: non-concatenative with regard to the word’s stem, and concatenative
with regard to the affixes attached to it. However, researchers disagree about
templates’ inner boundaries, so that the dividing line between concatenativity and
non-concatenativity is in dispute (Junger 1987).

The formation of Semitic words can be viewed as a simple mechanism
consisting of two lists: a relatively short list of templates, no more than a few
hundred, for forming nouns, verbs, etc. in all their inflected forms; and a much
longer list of several thousand roots (in fact an open list). In one sense, one can
use the Periodic Table from the field of chemistry as a metaphor, as suggested by
Ornan (1983 1990). The two lists can be imagined as two axes of a huge matrix,
where words are placed in cells that correspond to a certain template on the
templatic axis and a root on the root axis. The intersection between the two axes
may be seen as a cell containing a word or a potential word. The fact that not
every cell is actually occupied leaves room for the construction of new words
without adding roots or templates to the matrix as a whole. For a development of
this suggestion see Ephratt (1985). Ephratt suggested the existence of two tables,
one ordered by phonological criteria and one by semantic ones. Let me zoom in
on major features of roots and templates.

The root

As said above, although the role of roots in the actual use of Semitic languages is
debated in this volume, the sheer existence of roots is never questioned. Roots are
easily detected in most nouns and every verb, regardless of their actual role in the
linguistic process. So even if it transpires that in the actual use of Semitic lan-
guages one doesn’t pay attention to roots and templates or process them as
independent entities, it may still be true that a Semitic speaker can easily identify
roots, and if necessary inflect them in various ways to produce derivations based
on such roots even if these are newly borrowed.

Roots appear in all verbs and most nouns. For example, in Hebrew, the
language from which I take my examples, KaLaT (he absorbed), niKLaT (he was
absorbed), KLiTa (reception or naturalization), KaLiT (absorbable or intelligible),
hiKaLTut (the process of being absorbed), and miKLaT (shelter), all have KLT as
their root, and most of the words in this group are somehow related semantically
to the core meaning of absorption. Thus, as stated, although the root is a bound
morpheme, and semantically vague, in most cases it is loosely related to some core
knowledge, sometimes to more than one core.

Phonologically, the root is almost invariably composed of consonants (but see
Rose in this volume). These consonants may be articulated with different vowel
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patterns; the root itself has no definite pronunciation until combined with a
vocalic pattern. Yet from a psycholinguistic vantage it would be a mistake to
perceive the bare root as not carrying any phonological value until it is inserted in
a template. Just as any evocation of a consonant or vowel in isolation activates
certain phonetic values stored in our phonological lexicon, so the cluster of
consonants that makes up a root must trigger phonological realizations from some
associations with the phonological mental lexicon (memory).

An interesting question with regard to Semitic roots is whether there are any
restrictions on the appearance of consonants in Semitic roots. Ever since the
publication of the frequently cited study of Greenberg (1950) we have been aware
of several restrictions on the appearance of consonants in tri-radical Semitic roots.
Greenberg dealt with the identity restriction — the possibility of identical
consonants in one root. There are two types of identities. One is a ‘‘homoge-
neous’’ identity of two consonants such as SMM or SSM or MSM, and the other
is a ‘‘homorganic’’ identity, an identity of place of articulation such as DTK,
where the first two phonemes have the same place of articulation, or NPB, where
the last two phonemes have the same place of articulation. A complete identity of
all root consonants such as KKK never occurs. However, identity of two conso-
nants does occur. As we are dealing with tri-radical roots, there can be three types
of such identities: first and second, second and third, and first and third identical
radicals. Greenberg (1950) suggested that for the first and second radicals both
complete identity and homorganic similarity are prohibited. A second-third
identity is restricted homorganically, but not for complete identity, and a first-
third identity is partially restricted on both counts (for a more extensive discus-
sion of root restrictions, including a review of contributions that preceded
Greenberg’s paper, see Ephratt 1985.)

The restrictions on radical identity have recently aroused new interest as a
result of the development of Autosegmental Phonology and its ramifications with
regard to the possibility of viewing consonants and vowels as if they are separately
represented on autonomous tiers and activated independently, although eventually
interconnectedly, in normal language use. The theory of Autosegmental Phonol-
ogy was initially used to describe tonal phenomena, but later expanded to cover
other levels of representation (Goldsmith 1990). It starts with the observation that
a word’s stress is not an inherent property of a particular phoneme but is free to
move from syllable to syllable as affixes are added to the word’s stem. Similarly, in
tonal languages, tones are shown to be independent of phoneme deletion. The
Autosegmental Phonology theory does not require a one-to-one correspondence
between elements on different tiers. Elements on one tier may be linked in a one-
to-many fashion to elements on another tier. Thus, rising tones or falling tones
can span several phonemes, and similarly, vowels can stretch continuously, across
a string of consonants. In the process of lexical access, of course, the separated
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tiers of consonants and vowels are interconnected by a process of tier confluence
to form the word skeleton, namely a sequence of timing units appearing as a skel-
etal tier, represented by the linear sequence of consonants and vowels (McCarthy
1979).

This view of consonants and vowels as subword entities was elaborated by
McCarthy (1979, 1986), who suggested that Greenberg’s restrictions on radical
identity of roots can be explained by a principle which, again, was first suggested
for analyzing tonality, namely the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP). The OCP
(originally proposed by Leben 1973) prohibits identical adjacent phonological
elements. If we accept that a Semitic root is linguistically a separate entity (meta-
phorically, represented on a separate tier), then a restriction on first-second and
second-third radical identity can be applied to roots exclusively, that is, notwith-
standing the vowels as phonological elements that enter in between root radicals.

Remember that second-third co-occurrences are not in fact restricted like first
and second co-occurrences. McCarthy suggests an elegant theory to explain the
phenomenon. He assumes that roots such as SMM are a product of an underlying
bi-consonantal root such as SM. To be aligned with the tri-radical template con-
struction of Semitic words, a process of left-to-right spreading (e.g. SM > SMM),
a duplication of the root’s bi-literal final radical, produces SMM as the output of
SM. Presumably, only the second consonant is free to spread because the initial
consonant doesn’t have an empty open slot to its right. Indeed, at least in Hebrew,
SSM roots are extremely rare, while SMM roots are not uncommon.

As suggested by Bat-El (1994, this volume), and corroborated by Berent and
Shimron (this volume), the fact that surface non-adjacent consonants seem to be
controlled by the OCP argues that they are adjacent at some level in the grammar.
This is the level where the consonants of the stem form an independent unit,
known as the consonantal root. Therefore the co-occurrence restriction provides
grounds for the morphologically independent existence of a consonantal root in
Semitic languages.

Obviously, if the premises of Autosegmental theory are not accepted, other
explanations for consonant co-occurrences (also termed reduplication or gemina-
tion) may be produced. Schwarzwald (1973–4) ascribes Greenberg’s restrictions to
phonological-phonotactic causes. Also, if one sets aside the idea of separate tiers
for consonants and vowels, so that all phonemes stand on the same tier as it were,
in most cases the OCP wouldn’t hold because often a vowel exists in between
identical consonants. As for constructions where vowels do not intersperse
between identical or homorganic consonants, Schwarzwald suggests that in
Hebrew identical consonants tend to merge.

Note that the OCP doesn’t explain the restriction on first-third radical identity,
nor does it explain examples in Arabic and Hebrew where in some constructions a
triliteral root is transformed into a quadriliteral root by duplicating (or augment-
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ing) a middle consonant. Be that as it may, psychologically, even if we disregard the
multi-tier theory, we may still exploit the inherent restrictions on Semitic roots by
looking for speakers’ sensitivity to these restrictions. If it is found we may conclude
that Semitic roots as such do have a unique role in the linguistic process or at least
exist as linguistic entities in the mental lexicon of Semitic language speakers (cf.
Berent and Shimron and Deutsch and Frost in this volume).

The template

The Semitic template may be thought of as whatever is left of the word after the
root is extracted. It always consists of a vowel pattern that accompanies the root
and dictates its articulation. In most words it also includes other consonants and
vowels that may or may not be considered affixes. According to some researchers,
it may be helpful to discuss template structures with regard to specific word
categories (Buccellati 1997; Owens 1997), for example, to consider verbs and
nouns separately.

The Hebrew verbal system has seven major structural classes, traditionally
called binyanim (singular binyan). Each binyan may be inflected to mark tense,
person, number, and gender. That makes about 30 different word forms in each
binyan. Importantly, the inflection system contains redundant elements across
binyanim. For example, the suffix -ti is always used for marking first person
singular in the past tense. Some initial elements appear in all forms of a certain
binyan in a specific tense (e.g., hit- in past tense of hitPaceL or ni- in past tense
niFcaL). Invariances such as these enable us to view the -ti or the hit- components
as affixes that are separable from the entire verb template. In recognizing affixes in
the verbal system, we may define the verb’s central component as the stem, which
consists of the root and its vowel pattern, while affixes are optionally placed before
or after the stem/base, according to the form of inflection or the choice of binyan.

Apparently, this view is less suitable for other lexical categories. As regards
nouns, word elements beyond the root consonants and their vowel pattern may not
be viewed as affixes. A more economical view of root and template, which encom-
passes the entire word as two bound morphemes, may seem more appropriate.
Thus the word miKLaT (shelter) may arguably be represented by the root KLT and
the template mi--a-, without mi- being regarded as a prefix to the stem KlaT.

An important distinction about templates is made by Goldenberg (1994), who
emphasizes that the major characteristic of the template, is its three open slots for
accommodating roots. This is equally true for verbal and nominal word forms.
The importance of the three-slot structure can be appreciated by observation of
how this basic constraint may also be applied to the minority of biliteral, quadri-
literal, and quinqueliteral roots. That is, even these exceptional roots are inserted
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in the word template in a manner that still preserves the three open slots of the
Semitic template. Goldenberg shows how quadri-radical and quinque-radical roots
are ‘‘pressed, as far as possible to fit in a three-place pattern’’ (37–9); two or even
three consonants are clustered into one or more of the canonical three slots. For
example, the quadri-consonantal Hebrew root GLGL is cast in binyan Picel to form
GiLGeL ‘rolled’, in the same way as the tri-consonantal root PKD forms PiKeD
(commanded). Quinque-radical roots behave in a similar manner. The word
TiLGReF, ‘he telegraphed’, a word formed with a loan root, TLGRF, extracted
from the word telegraf, which has a five-radical root, is compressed into the same
template that accommodates GiLGeL and PiKeD.

In my understanding the original theory propounded by McCarthy (1979) is
consistent with the triality principle (the three slots open for root elements in
Semitic templates). For example, as pointed out above, the Obligatory Contour
Principle (OCP) explains the asymmetrical appearance of a considerable number
of final gemination (consonant duplication) in originally bi-consonantal roots
(SM > SMM) on the one hand, and the rare initial gemination, such as SSM, on
the other hand. As noted, the idea is that geminations derive from bi-consonantal
roots via the simple mechanism of spreading or reduplication of one consonant.
Because the linguistic process is presumed to proceed in a left-to-right direction,
initial gemination is prevented because the spreading cannot go from right to left.
However, left-right spreading is possible.

Thus, a word such as SaVaV may be created from the bi-consonantal word
SaV. The important point here is that the bi-consonantal root SV spreads to form
SaVaV because the template contains three slots which demand to be filled. Indeed
there are many such examples. This theory seems compatible with the three-slot
principle advocated by Goldenberg as a central characteristic of Semitic templates.

The number of noun structures, mishkalim (singular mishkal), is not clear.
According to one estimate at least 285 mishkalim exist in Hebrew; but the actual
number may be far greater (Ornan 1983). It depends of course on the criteria for
counting roots, for example, if we count non-productive roots (those that appear
in one word only). Notably, in spite of the significant differences between the
nominal and the verbal structures, some researchers would consider integrating
the two into one group of templates, into which roots may be inserted.

Reservations about the centrality or the validity of the root and template
construct: The linguists’ views

Hoberman and Aronoff (this volume) point out that much of the debate about
the centrality of the root-template principle in contemporary Semitic languages
may suffer from confusion between the diachronic and the synchronic treatment
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of Semitic languages. From the fact that roots and templates can be found in every
Semitic language, they say, one can only adduce that the parent proto-Semitic
language of some five thousand years ago must also have had this structure.
However, a synchronic approach to Semitic languages requires systematic struc-
tural support, and this can be achieved only through a close examination of the
variety of word formation processes in each and every language.

But if root and template are not necessarily the governing elements of Hebrew
morphology, what are the alternative morphological or phonological structures?
Analyzing Maltese, Hoberman and Aronoff suggest that ‘‘the productive verbal
morphology is decidedly affixal’’. If so, they add, ‘‘Semitic is no different from any
other language family: to the extent that members of a family share some peculiar
trait, it is purely an accident of history . . .’’. For them, the alternative to the root
and template construct is what they call ‘‘templatic morphology’’. That is, ‘‘affixes
occur in a fixed order, sometimes unmotivated from a syntactic or a semantic
point of view . . .’’. Thus verbal patterns consist of an ‘‘inner stem with fixed
vocalism and a fixed prosody, surrounded by fixed affixes (if they are present) and
in some cases, different prosodies and vocalisms in different tenses, aspects or
moods’’. Moreover, this, they suggest, ‘‘is true of modern as well as classical
Semitic languages and the patterns govern the shapes of borrowing quite rigidly
even in languages like Modern Hebrew’’.

Indeed borrowing in Hebrew has raised doubts among several linguists about
the dominance of the root and template as a governing factor in modern Hebrew
word formation. According to some linguists (Berman, this volume; Ornan 1983
1990; Scharzwald 2000), the mechanism of inflecting or deriving a borrowed word
involves (a) extracting the vowels from the borrowed word, and (b) inserting the
consonants (now considered root radicals) into a selected template. However,
borrowed words often have more than three consonants. Going by the traditional
way of forming denominative verbs of quadriliteral roots, they should have, for
example, the CVCCVC structure, like MiSPeR (enumerate) from MiSPaR (num-
ber). This is so because the quadri-consonantal roots are usually conjugated in picel
or hitpacel, where the middle consonant is normally augmented. Sometimes this
augmentation may be conceived as gemination (Ornan 1959), although it may also
be viewed as a transposition of the fricatives /v/, /f/, and /x/ to their stop counter-
parts /b/, /p/, and /k/ respectively. On other occasions, different types of augmenta-
tion (Goldenberg 1994) may be exhibited, including a clustering of consonants in
cases where they outnumber the tri-radical conventional Semitic root.

Most borrowed denominal verbs (verbs formed from borrowed nouns) indeed
fit the traditional way of interdigitation along the lines of Goldenberg’s templative
restrictions. In Hebrew, for example, TiLFeN ‘telephoned’ is derived from
TeLeFoN ‘telephone’, where a four-consonantal root in binyan picel is inserted
into the three slots. However, such a possibility is often not borne out. Bolozky
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(1978, this volume) has pointed out a strong tendency in Modern Hebrew to
preserve the source cluster. The segmentation of denominatives such as PRiKLeT
‘advocated’ derived from the noun PRaKLiT ‘advocate’ does not adhere to the
expected placement of roots inside the template (i.e. PiRKLeT). Similarly, the verb
hitPRakLeT ‘became a lawyer’ in the hitpa‘el binyan, is conventionally expected to
become *hitPaRKLeT. Apparently, some denominations are affected by factors
related to their borrowed source rather than playing their role as independent
morphological elements (roots and templates, in this context).

According to Bat-El (1994, this volume): ‘‘[T]he model of Semitic verb for-
mation suggested so far cannot account for cluster transfer without some ad hoc
lexical marking’’ (1994:ƒ579). She then adds: ‘‘It is necessary to abandon [root]
Extraction plus Root-to-Template Association and to consider Stem Modification
as the appropriate approach’’. On the root as the governing element of Hebrew
word formation, Bat-El suggests that ‘‘what is crucial is the bisyllabic structure’’.
Such an approach demonstrates that the number of consonants is actually
irrelevant. Note, however, that Bat-El’s objection to the traditional view is not
inconsistent with the three-slot principle in Hebrew, because in most cases, the
bisyllabic structure is compatible with the three-slot principle.

From an entirely different vantage, Schwarzwald (this volume), whose con-
tribution here deals with opacity in Hebrew words and utterances, particularly
with homonyms, realized that in some cases, regardless of whether the words are
formed by derivational or inflectional methods, their phonetic output is the same.
For example, the word pkidut ‘office work’ may be attributed to either linear
affixation (i.e. pakid ‘clerk’ + ut) or root and template mechanism (i.e. P.K.D. +
CCiCut). Schwarzwald takes such examples as evidence that it is not the word
formation technique that makes them similar but their syllabic structure. Like Bat-
El, she suggests that words derived by root-based morphology may be formed in
the exact same manner as words derived by linear morphology.

Additional opposition to the traditional root-based view is presented by Rose
(this volume), who takes a particular phenomenon of the southern branch of
Semitic languages, the Ethiopian languages. Analyzing it, she concludes that
neither templates and roots nor word-based models of derivation are capable of
capturing the range of possibilities in this domain.

The morphological phenomenon in question is ‘‘a form of internal reduplica-
tion, often termed as ‘frequentative’, which appears to be formed by infixing a
‘reduplicative syllable’ into a regular verb stem’’. Rose observes that this derivation
mechanism appears to be word-based rather than root-based. Yet she argues that
‘‘internal reduplication is not formed simply via infixation into the corresponding
regular verb . . . but neither is there a ‘frequentative template’ . . . to which a root
is mapped. Instead, the shape of the frequentative is dependent on the templatic
shape of quadriliteral verbs in general, and also the root’’. Rose argues that ‘‘the
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root must be referenced, even in word-based derivation . . .‘‘. She concludes by
arguing for an alternative approach that combines word-based morphology with
additional templatic constraints as well as a crucial reference to the root.

Benmamoun (this volume) in his chapter on Arabic goes much farther. He
suggests that ‘‘the two fundamental assumptions, namely, the central role of the
root in deriving words and the status of the template as the realization of gram-
matical forms are not empirically valid’’. Moreover, ‘‘lexical relations in Arabic are
based on derivations involving words/lexemes and morphemes, very much like in
English’’. As for the linguistic mechanism that is responsible for the formation of
words, Benmamoun suggests that ‘‘the input to the formation of the causative and
reciprocal formation is the imperfective’’. However, the vocalic melody — the part
of the word template that dictates the articulation of the root — cannot predict
alternations between specific classes of verbs: ‘‘These alternations can only be
accounted for if the mapping from one to another or the correspondence relation
between the two verbal paradigms takes into account the whole word and not just
the consonantal melody as the pure root-to-template account would do’’.
Benmamoun argues that the same conclusion applies to the nominal system. For
example, one ‘‘cannot claim that the whole vocalic melody in the singular is a
default because singulars vary in most unpredictable ways as far as their vocalic
melodies are concerned’’.

Benmamoun is not the first to suggest that we need to abandon the assump-
tion that only the root is central to the derivation of lexical relations. Hammond
(1988) and Ratcliffe (1998) argued that Arabic broken plurals (see below) consti-
tute a problem for the root-template concept as they are differently related to
singular structures without regard to their roots. McCarthy (1993) also proposes
a mechanism that requires both the vocalic and the consonantal properties of the
base form to derive other lexical forms. So not only is the root central to the
derivation of lexical relations. As an alternative to the root and template model of
word formation, Benmamoun suggests viewing the Arabic imperfective as a
default form of the verb when it does not carry temporal or aspectual features. In
addition, it acts as input to Arabic word formation processes used to derive other
verbal and nominal elements. The imperfective is then affixed to encode person
and number features. From a syntactic point of view, the imperfective, according
to Benmamoun, is the unmarked syntactic form.

A similar suggestion for derivations in Hebrew is suggested by Ussishkin
(1999 2000). I will not elaborate on this proposal here except to say that his
suggestion to see Pa‘aL as the unmarked form in Hebrew seems problematic
because compared with the other six binyanim it has the largest variability of its
vocalic melody in different verb forms (cf. Schwarzwald 1996).

Finally, Heath (this volume) is somewhat more moderate than Benmamoun.
While a case might be made for consonantal roots in strong verbs in Moroccan
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Arabic, he suggests, it will not hold for weak or hollow stems. As for nouns, Heath
finds no reasonable way to separate consonants and vowels into different levels
because the vowels cannot be grammatically motivated. Like Benmamoun he
posits that Arabic has a core of underived stems, such as the singular of simple
nouns and the imperfective of simple verbs. These underived stems can be fed into
derivational processes that produce derived stems by ablaut, affixation, or both.
The input to the derivation processes is often an underived stem, but can also be
the output of an earlier ablaut derivation.

Note that neither Heath nor Benmamoun argue that Arabic is not productive.
They suggest, it seems, that different patterns of productivity are applied to
particular language domains. Yet they insist that the idea of a generative master
plan made of a word template that contains a stem composed of a root and a
vocalic melody doesn’t work for too many linguistic domains. At times the stem
or even the word as a whole is the input for further derivations. Here is what
Heath says about the ablaut (a shift of vowel pattern) as a central mechanism of
Arabic stems (or words) that are used as an input for derivations:

Arabic ablaut involves many such webs of ablaut types that have suggestive
phonological and grammatical affinities. However, the sheer number of such webs
and the somewhat contradictory analogical pulls that they have on individual
ablauts make an overall formal integration difficult, and in my view, unattainable
in principle, for linguists as well as native speakers.

As for underived stems, Heath concludes:

Once we acknowledge that all of the productive Arabic ablaut processes are
directional (i.e. have input stems and output stems), there is no good reason to
decompose underived stems into roots, templates, and vocalic melodies, and
Arabic lexical structure can be reconciled with those of the great majority of other
languages.

Psycholinguistic studies: Evidence from language acquisition research

The issue appears quite different when psycholinguistic data are considered. Two
groups of psycholinguists in this volume discuss the root-template vs. word-based
controversy, one dealing with evidence from language acquisition data and the
other with that from data of laboratory experiments on linguistic behavior in
adult speakers. Among the language acquisition researchers, Berman (this volume)
collected her data from Hebrew-speaking children’s lexical innovations. She argues
that ‘‘for speakers of Hebrew, the consonantal root has definite psychological
reality as both the structural and the semantic basis for new-word formation.
Moreover, this is true not only for more erudite literate members of the Hebrew
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speaking community, it applies to those naively ‘natural’ of speakers, preliterate,
preschool children who do not have access to the orthographic representation of
the words they know and who have not been explicitly introduced to the gram-
matical notion of shoresh, ‘root’ in the formal school study’’.

Berman collected her data by presenting children with existing words and
asking them to innovate words with the same roots, but in patterns that are not
normally inflected or derived with these roots although they could have been. In
a sense, they were asked to innovate words that fitted those empty cells in the
above-mentioned root-template matrix. New verbs can be derived from nouns,
adjectives, or other verbs. For this, as noted, one needs to perform two kinds of
operations: root extraction and pattern assignment. With root extraction, the
speaker identifies the consonantal skeleton out of which a word is formed. With
pattern assignment, the speaker assigns a suitable affixal pattern to this root so as
to produce a verb that is structurally well formed and semantically appropriate.
The critical question is whether these processes will conceive a verb that is faithful
to classical Hebrew verb formation even though currently and historically it is a
non-occurring verb.

The variability of responses recorded by Berman was found to be negatively
correlated with age, and the less canonic or transparent the consonantal base and
syllabic structure of the source noun, the poorer the match of the base consonants
of the source noun with those used in contrasting novel verbs. Yet the data of the
coinage of such new verbs showed that children from a young age were able to
identify and isolate the consonantal skeleton (success rate of about 80% among
preschoolers and above 90% among school-age children). In verb innovation,
Berman found that children aged three or four were less successful; they gave far
more varied, often idiosyncratic, responses to most items. But the four- and five-
year-olds attained over 80% success. However, even the three- and four-year-olds
produced very few items that violated Hebrew verb-structure constraints.

Berman concludes, ‘‘Hebrew-speaking children can perform consonantal root
extraction from as young as age three years both in interpreting and producing
novel verbs in relation to familiar nouns and adjectives. Moreover, as soon as they
are able to derive novel verbs, they do so in the classical Semitic way’’.

Borer (this volume) is interested in what children miss when they have
already mastered the knowledge of morpho-phonological (verb) structures, and
have a fair knowledge of roots’ core meaning, but combine them at random. That
is, they fail to choose the correct verb template, binyan, in which to embed the
root. Remember that some binyanim have a canonically associated argument
structures configurations and particular interpretations (features such as transitiv-
ity, voice, and incohativeness).

Borer suggests that the acquisition of Hebrew develops through four stages:
Naming, Morpho-phonology stage, Morpho-syntactic stage, and Adult language.
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In the second stage, children demonstrate their knowledge of combining roots and
templates, but have yet to learn the templates’ syntactic restrictions and the
specific idiosyncrasies of root and template matching that don’t fit the canonical
features of the binyanim. Borer pointed to evidence that a two-year-old child had
already entered the morpho-phonology stage, and was syntactically correct in
placing the arguments appropriately, as well as using the correct verb for express-
ing the meaning intended. But she erred in her choice of the appropriate morpho-
phonological form, the binyan, for the root she selected.

Borer suggests that because of the ubiquitous unpredictability in matching a
binyan with a particular argument structure, correct use of the language must have
access to the mental lexicon, which in turn must have listed pairings of roots and
binyanim associated with particular argument structures. Thus, while the produc-
tive word-formation component of adult grammar is overwhelmingly regular, and
is acquired in early childhood, the pairings of roots and binyanim associated with
particular argument structures is gradually acquired through the morpho-syntactic
stage, at which correct pairing of binyanim and roots in particular syntactic
environments is acquired.

Ravid and Farah (1999) supplement Berman’s data from Hebrew-speaking
children with data dealing with pluralization in Arabic. Arabic has two forms of
pluralization: a regular form obtained by suffixation, e.g. falla:H ‘farmer’ >
fallaHi:n, and an irregular (broken) form, e.g. shubba:k ‘window’ > shababi:k,
derived by exchanging vowel patterns. Ravid reports that ‘‘broken plurals’’ are
mastered slowly and gradually between the ages of two and six. Yet she suggests
that the late emergence of broken irregular plural formation is due more to the
variety and inconsistency of broken plural patterns than to problems of root
extraction. Once again we encounter a dual-components view of word formation:
one component that operates by morphological productive rules, and another that
relies on a search in the mental lexicon to emit a correct word.

In another study in Arabic, reported by Ravid (this volume), Kawar and Sakran
asked participants to identify root relations between two extant words, and tested
participants’ ability to use a certain root in another word. Again, the results
indicated an early awareness of the Semitic root. The young Palestinian Arabic
speakers were easily able to identify pairs of words related through the roots, and
also to provide another word from the same root. Ravid (this volume) argues that
these studies and their like in Hebrew constitute evidence for the robustness of the
root in the perception of two Semitic languages (Hebrew and Arabic) from early on.
By third grade, when children start learning their language formally, they demon-
strate an explicit knowledge of the roots in their language. Such knowledge grows
through the school years. Ravid suggests that the fact that Hebrew and Arabic
morphology is a central topic in schools cannot be ignored in the explanation of
how root perception is enhanced in older and more schooled language users.
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To conclude so far, the language acquisition studies presented in this volume
demonstrate that the ability to extract roots and templates from existing words is
acquired quite early. More time is required to master the unique knowledge of the
often idiosyncratic links between roots and templates for expressing well formed
utterances.

Finally, Hebrew is a morphologically rich (synthetic) language. With some
exceptions, verbs may be inflected to mark tense, person, number, and gender; and
nouns can be tagged for gender, number, and possession. Adjectives may be in-
flected to mark number and gender too. Being morphologically rich, Hebrew may
allow a flexible word order and also the so-called ‘‘empty subject’’ or ‘‘pro(nom-
inal) drop’’ syntactic structure. This volume does not deal with word order. It does
present a study on empty subjects in Hebrew in a developmental perspective. An
empty subject sentence is one in which the subject slot, which may be occupied by
a pronoun, is not filled by an overt subject. Morphologically rich languages can
afford empty subject sentences, although some non-morphologically rich languages
do permit empty subject sentences, and some morphologically rich languages do
not. Actually, Hebrew is not fully a pro-drop language, because the Hebrew present
tense lacks person distinction; consequently, sentences formed in the present tense
do require overt subjects.

Levy and Vainikka examine the development of the knowledge of rules of
empty subjects. They claim that the acquisition of syntax of subject omission
crucially involves the acquisition of the pragmatics of conversation. Thus they
suggest that the acquisition of pro-drop is due to ‘‘Mastering the notion of person
in a conversational context along with the consequences that this pragmatic
knowledge might have for a syntax of a given language’’.

Evidence from experimental studies of Semitic morphology

Experimental studies on Hebrew morphology are only a decade old. They were
apparently triggered by the increasing interest in word recognition, often referred
to as ‘‘word comprehension’’ or ‘‘lexical access’’ (cf. Balota et al. 1990; Taft 1991;
Feldman 1995; Pinker 1999). The early studies (beginning with the pioneering
studies of Taft and Forster 1975, 1976) investigated European languages; none of
them dealt with Semitic languages. Basically, they can be seen as an attempt by
psycholinguists to examine issues of generativity or productivity of morphological
processes involved in word formation and comprehension. In the language of
psycholinguists, this is often referred to as an issue of representation, in this case
representation in the mental lexicon. As Goral and Obler (this volume) put it, the
question is whether the mental lexicon is organized by ‘‘full listing’’ or by ‘‘sepa-
rate storages’’. The full listing hypothesis assumes that all words, simple or
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complex, derived, inflected or not, are listed in the mental lexicon as whole units,
regardless of their internal structure. The decomposition hypothesis suggests that
words containing more than a single morpheme are listed in the lexicon in such
a way that word stems and affixes are stored separately, thereby providing a more
economical system for the construction or comprehension of complex words. If
the latter hypothesis is closer to reality, it requires the word recognition process to
operate at times through a process of word decomposition. The comprehension of
a complex word requires word decomposition, identification of the word stem and
its meaning, identification of affixes or other morphemes, and finally, synthesizing
the complex (comprehensive) word meaning.

Midway between the two poles of ‘‘full listing’’ vs. ‘‘separate storage’’ several
models have emerged, which I will not describe here (cf. Gural and Obler, this
volume). In a Semitic language (Hebrew) the issue was first studied just over ten
years ago by Bentin (1989), Bentin and Feldman (1990), and Feldman and Bentin
(1994). The initial studies were designed to investigate the possibility of word
decomposition in Hebrew with an experimental paradigm known as ‘‘repetition
priming’’. Participants are asked to read aloud a list of strings of letters comprising
words and nonce words. Their task is to decide as fast as possible whether these
strings of letters are actual existing words or not. Their reading time from the
stimulus onset to the marking of their decision by their pushing a button is
recorded. A priming effect is found when a particular word makes the reading of
another (target) word, later on the list, faster. Maximum priming is attained when
the prime and the target are identical. In such cases, the reading of the target is
always faster than the reading of the prime. No priming is attained when the
prime is unrelated to the target. In cases like this, the reading of the target after
the prime is more or less the same as the reading of the target word without any
priming.

In Bentin and Feldman’s studies, taking advantage of the large number of
words in which a Hebrew root may appear, some of the primes consisted of
Hebrew words which were related to the target words by a common meaning,
others by a common morphology, and still others by both semantic and morpho-
logical relationships. When the primes preceded the targets by a short lag, a
priming effect was obtained in all three conditions, although the semantic and the
semantic+morphological priming had a significantly larger effect than the
morphological priming alone. However, with long lag repetitions, a priming effect
was obtained only by the morphological or the morphological+semantic relation-
ship. Because the morphological relationship was based on the repetition of the
root, the results support the argument that Hebrew speakers are sensitive to the
root during the process of word recognition.

In another experimental paradigm, known as ‘‘segment shifting’’, Feldman et
al. (1995) asked Hebrew speakers to take a segment of a ‘‘source word’’ and attach
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it to a target, forming a morphologically complex word. They were then asked to
name the resulting word as fast as possible. The source words were always
legitimate voweled words like maZKeRet ‘souvenir’. Their roots were either
productive (roots that appear in many Hebrew words) or non-productive (roots
appearing in only one Hebrew word). The target stimuli were strings of consonant
letters, forming neither real words nor even legitimate roots. The participants’ task
was to name the string of consonants using the word pattern of the source
(prime) word, e.g. maCCeCet, that is, to extract the pattern of the source word
and to merge it with the target stimulus as if the target stimulus were a root. The
researchers hypothesized that it should be easier to detach word patterns associ-
ated with productive roots than from patterns associated with non-productive
roots. As predicted, the targets were named faster when the roots of the source
word segments were productive. The authors interpreted these findings to mean
that Hebrew word identification includes a stage in which roots and word patterns
are decomposed in spite of their being interwoven.

Goral and Obler (this volume) continue the experimental tradition of Taft
and Forster (cf. Taft 1991). Dealing with verbs only, in a lexical decision task, they
examine word decomposition in Hebrew by comparing the word recognition
latency of words and two types of non-word. One type of non-word was similar to
(real) pseudo-affixes in English, in that the Hebrew non-words were composed of
a normal Hebrew word template but the roots consisted of a string of consonants
that did not constitute an existing Hebrew root. The other type of non-words was
real roots inserted in legitimate templates, not the templates that are usually used
with such roots (remember the empty cells in the root-template matrix discussed
above). These authors expected that if the non-words composed of real roots were
decomposed, and the real roots were recognized as such, they would slow down
the ‘‘No’’ response in the lexical decision task. If, on the other hand, words were
fully accessed, all non-words should be rejected equally fast.

The results suggested that overall it was indeed more difficult for the partici-
pants to reject non-words comprising a legitimate root. The error rates were
higher and the response times were longer in the real root non-word condition.
This study again supports word decomposition in Hebrew, or at least the assump-
tion that roots are extracted in the process of word recognition.

Deutsch and Frost (this volume) report more research in (an improved)
repetition priming task and other experimental paradigms, which allow more
refined evidence with regard to word decomposition in Hebrew, and an examina-
tion of Hebrew speakers’ sensitivity to roots and patterns. In their recent studies,
they investigated the power of the root and the template as organizing factors in
the processing of Hebrew words. The improved priming paradigm known as
‘‘masked priming’’ (developed by Forster and Davis 1984) allows a very brief
presentation of the prime preceded and followed by forward and backward
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masking. In this paradigm the prime is presented so briefly, and its trace in our
memory is so circumscribed by the backward and forward maskings, that it is
unavailable to conscious processes, although it may still affect word perception.
Owing to the task conditions, such priming is not sensitive to semantic factors and
it exerts its effect on the sheer perceptive, presumably automatic, processes that
are affected by word orthography or morphology, or both. In a series of studies
(Frost et al. 1997; Deutsch et al. 1998), these researchers found a clear priming
effect when the prime was a root and the target word had a nominal or a verbal
form derived from that same root.

One contribution of the studies reported here by Deutsch and Frost is in
demonstrating that the sensitivity to the roots is not necessarily affected by their
meaning. Rather, the root as a morpheme has an independent effect uncon-
strained by semantic mediation. This conclusion is further supported by eye
movement studies conducted by the authors in collaboration with Rayner and
Pollatsek (Deutsch et al. 2000). It is inconsistent, however, with earlier findings of
Bentin and Feldman (1990). Altogether, this series of studies suggests that the root
is independently represented in the mental lexicon, and perhaps governs the
process of lexical access in Hebrew, unrestricted by semantic factors.

Deutsch and Frost also report that with different word patterns as primes,
investigated by the same experimental method, they found a different pattern of
results for verbs and nouns. Whereas no priming effect of word templates was
found for nouns, there was a significant priming effect of templates for verbs.
Such findings are perhaps explained by the fact that the number of verb patterns
is much lower than the number of nominal patterns. But recall the caveat men-
tioned above that the role of roots and templates may not be the same in different
word groups such as verbs and nouns because of structural differences between
these groups.

Interestingly, when a special kind of verb was examined (weak verbs, in which
one consonantal root is not pronounced) with the same experimental paradigm,
to assess Hebrew speakers’ sensitivity to their constituent morphemes, the priming
effect of the roots was not found even with verbs. It thus appears that roots which
deviate from the canonical three-slot pattern are less powerful as a morphologi-
cally organizing factor. If so, the force of the word pattern that dictates the syllabic
structure of Hebrew words seems highly important as a basic structure (template)
that subsumes the root. Its importance is perhaps equal to or at least no smaller
than that of the root in governing the process of word recognition.

Berent and Shimron (this volume) examine word decomposition in Hebrew
from another angle with a different experimental paradigm. Basically, they assume
that if Hebrew speakers are sensitive to the root as an independent constituent of
Hebrew words, they should ipso facto be sensitive to the morpheme’s idiosyncra-
sies or restrictions. As regards the root, Berent and Shimron take the consonant
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gemination (reduplication) constraints discussed above as their starting point for
examining the sensitivity of Hebrew speakers to roots as independent morphemes
in Hebrew words.

Remember that there is a marked asymmetry in the location of geminates in
the root. Root final gemination is frequent, while root initial gemination is
extremely rare. In fact, there are only five roots with root initial gemination
(mmn, mmš, ddh, kkb, and nns), of which only two are productive (mmn and
mmšƒ). Berent and Shimron apply McCarthy’s OCP theory (McCarthy 1979, 1986)
as an explanation for the asymmetry. The advantage of such an explanation is that
it is based on a fundamental principle of phonology, not tailored particularly to
the Hebrew phenomenon. In Berent and Shimron’s studies, the asymmetry of
gemination patterns was exploited to assess Hebrew speakers’ sensitivity to the
Hebrew root, and of course to examine the validity of the OCP theory. The
question asked was whether Hebrew speakers judge roots with restricted frequency
as less appropriate for novel Hebrew word formation.

We used two tasks, a production task and a rating task. In the production
task, speakers were asked to generate words from roots. They were presented with
a novel root and a word example. Their task was to create a word on the analogy
of the presented exemplar word using the given non-root. To accomplish the task,
the participants had to extract the root from the exemplar and to replace it with
the non-root. Among the non-roots, some were tri-radical roots comprised of
different consonants, to which no constraints were applied. Other non-roots had
just two radicals. In such cases, considering the three-slot structure of the Hebrew
template, in order to accomplish the task, subjects would normally add one
consonant. They could either add a new consonant or geminate one of the two
consonants presented to them. According to the constraints discussed above and
the OCP theory, we expected Hebrew speakers to geminate one of the radicals.
Moreover, we predicted that the frequency of final root gemination should be
greater than root initial gemination. Indeed, these predictions were fully borne
out. Root initial gemination corresponded to less than 1 percent of the correct
responses, whereas root final gemination corresponded to about 46 percent.

In the rating task speakers assessed the acceptability of words derived from
three types of non-root: one with root initial gemination, one with root final
gemination, and one with no gemination at all. Our participants were asked to
rate the acceptability of the non-word patterns in which these three types of non-
root were inserted, as if these were candidates for becoming new Hebrew words.
The results of the rating task showed significantly lower ratings for the root initial
gemination than for the root final gemination. This pattern emerged regardless of
the location of the root in the word in three mishkalim and a variety of conjuga-
tion types, so the rejection of the root initial gemination cannot be explained by
its location in the word. Instead, the findings suggest that the speakers paid
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attention to the root structure. In conclusion, both methods provided strong
support for the OCP theory on the one hand, and the word decomposition
hypothesis on the other, by demonstrating that Hebrew speakers are sensitive to
the roots’ constraints. Such results are consistent with a root decomposition
hypothesis. Importantly, when participants in these studies were asked to explain
their rejection of root initial gemination they were unable to do so. Hence there is
no reason to attribute a conscious awareness or a schooling effect to these
findings.

Because root gemination restrictions have nothing to do with meaning, the
studies of Berent and Shimron also support the view that the Hebrew root is an
independent structural force in addition to, or perhaps above and beyond its
semantic power. Such a position regarding the independent psychological reality
of the root as a structural unit is corroborated by Deutch and Frost’s report in this
volume although not by earlier studies such as those of Bentin and Feldman
(1990) and Feldman and Bentin (1994).

However, by stressing the morphological role of the root or any other
morpheme, one cannot fully deny the semantic role of the root (cf. Bentin and
Feldman 1990; Marslen-Wilson et al. 1994). Feldman and Raveh (this volume)
examined this issue while applying a cross-linguistic approach. They suggest that
opposing data originate from different experimental paradigms. The question is
whether differences are related to the semantic role of basic morphemes as
language-specific factors or whether they can be attributed to variations across
experimental procedures.

As mentioned above, Bentin and Feldman (1990) did not find a semantic
effect in Hebrew in a simple repetition priming paradigm after a long lag, as was
similarly the case in a study with English words (see Feldman and Raveh, this
volume). However, in studies investigating a priming effect after a short lag, a
semantic effect was found in some experimental settings but not in others. For
example, Bentin and Feldman (1990) found a semantic priming effect after a short
lag, and in this volume Feldman and Raveh report a significant semantic priming
effect with both Hebrew and Serbian verbal inflections and derivations. Impor-
tantly, in a series of studies in English, Feldman and her associates found that the
time interval between the presentation of the prime and the target dramatically
influenced the results. After exposure to a very short prime duration, a semantic
effect did not surface. Possibly, the authors suggest, when prime visibility is
relatively limited and time to process the prime is restricted, there is no effect of
semantic priming. Such a conclusion is consistent with the observations reported
here by Deutsch and Frost. Based on their review of studies involving a variety of
priming techniques, Feldman and Raveh conclude that there is no evidence that
semantic priming is determined by language-specific factors. More likely, it
depends on the specific experimental setting of the priming procedure.
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Summary

In sum, while most linguists contributing to this volume argue against the
traditional root-based approach to Semitic languages, and prefer a word- or a
stem-based approach, the experimental psycholinguistic data support the claim
that is consistent with the decomposition hypothesis, or at least with the notion
that roots and templates have an independent status in our mental lexicon. As can
be seen in this volume, the root and the template may prime the whole word,
perhaps to a different degree, in both verbs and nouns. On the one hand, the
template by itself, when accompanied by a non-root, delays a lexical decision. On
the other hand, subjects are clearly sensitive to the internal characteristics of the
root as demonstrated by the manipulation of the restrictions on consonant
gemination. In addition, children from a very early age can successfully demon-
strate their knowledge of legitimate template structures such as mishkalim and
binyanim and are able to produce new words that are legitimate morpho-phone-
mic structures.

How may one explain the differences between the linguists’ observations,
presented earlier in this chapter, which in a sense reject the role of roots and
templates as governing the linguistic behavior of Semitic speakers, and the
psycholinguistic data that imply at least a definite sensitivity to roots and tem-
plates among Semitic language speakers? I suggest that we should first verify that
the two parties are focusing on the same facets of the linguistic phenomenon. This
may not be the case in the collection of articles in this volume. While linguists are
interested in examining the variety of mechanisms of word formation consistent
with the input-output principles of morpho-phonemic generativity, most
experimentalists, intrigued by the possibility of word decomposition as part of the
general process of word comprehension, investigate speakers’ sensitivity to the
main morphemes of Semitic words, the root and the template, and their indepen-
dent power to prime a word or to affect a lexical decision. These concerns are
somewhat different.

Let me explain by an analogy. You may enter a room where there are some
people doing whatever it is they do. If you know the people in the room you will
naturally become aware of their presence. Still, this awareness may or may not
dictate your behavior, unless the situation causes you to interact with the people
in the room. Generally, psycholinguists find that (a) speakers of Semitic languages
are aware of the morphology of their language, and (b) under the conditions and
requirements of a specific task they tend to behave in a way that is consistent with
their linguistic knowledge. That in itself doesn’t mean that in all other conditions
and for all other purposes Semitic language speakers will follow these morphologi-
cal rules (and procedures). Linguists have in fact shown us that for other pur-
poses, and under different conditions, Semitic language speakers may apply
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additional linguistic rules in a way that has little or nothing to do with the
speakers’ knowledge of or sensitivity to roots and templates.

More specifically, the converging evidence obtained from the psycholinguistic
data is the following. (a) The root and the template prime the whole word, and
the template by itself, even when accompanied by a non-root, delays a lexical
decision. (b) Subjects are sensitive to the internal characteristics of the roots, as
demonstrated by the manipulation of consonant gemination. (c) Children from a
very early age can successfully demonstrate their knowledge of legitimate template
structures such as mishkalim and binyanim and are able to produce new words
while obeying morphophonemic rules. All these data clearly imply that roots and
templates probably exist as special entities in the mental lexicon of the Semitic
language speakers examined in these studies. Yet none of this evidence precludes
the possibility that other parts of Semitic words, segments that are perhaps larger
than or different from roots and templates, may have their own independent
status in our mental lexicon.

Among these other elements, the word’s stem may be particularly important.
Again, taking my examples from Hebrew, many Hebrew stems are words in their
own right, but they may also serve as input for producing other words. As already
noted, when the vowels are stripped from stems/words we normally get the bare
root. Then, allowing ablauts to play their role by transforming vocalic patterns
and/or affixing the stem in different manners, we arrive at the central mechanism
of word formation.

I suggest that if we agree to see stems as independent morphological elements,
alongside roots and templates, as well as a variety of affixes, the process of word
decomposition may sometimes stop at the stem level; at other times it may go
deeper to the root and template level, or still deeper — in verbs — to the level
where the root consonants may be identified as an independent entity separated
from the vocalic pattern. The word decomposition process may also act at the
level where affixes may be stripped or added. Thus the evidence attesting that
Semitic language speakers are sensitive to roots and templates does not mean that
such sensitivity has a role to play in every linguistic process; nor does it preclude
sensitivities to other types of morphological elements. In addition, following Borer
(this volume) and Pinker in a number of studies (cf. Pinker 1999), I assume two
mechanisms of word processing: a productive mechanism operated by using
morphological rules, and an associative mechanism, operated by retrieval of words
and subword elements from the mental lexicon.

My suggestion extends the model suggested by Deutsch and Frost in their
chapter. These authors suggest a dual-route model for morphological processing
of Hebrew words. One route is used for the search or activation of whole words,
the other leads towards the extraction of the root and/or the word pattern. In
view of the variety of linguistic data mentioned above, I find Deutsch and
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Frost’s model, taking into account only words, roots, and templates, too restric-
tive. I suggest a more versatile or an expanded model of word decomposition to
account for the multiple sorts of data uncovered by linguists and psycho-
linguists.

To sum it all up, yes, roots and templates are likely to be independent entities
in our mental lexicon, but they perhaps exist alongside stems, vocalic patterns,
words (or a certain part of them), and all sorts of affixes. At this point we cannot
be certain because research on this issue has just started. Still, I believe that Semit-
ic language speakers are smart enough to exploit creatively the variety of data in
their word formations.

In addition, in the attempt to reconcile the gap between the conclusions of
linguists and psycholinguists, it should be pointed out that some linguists examine
processes of word formation of very special types of words — often borrowed
(loan) words. Indeed they have found that speakers are affected by features of the
source words, sometimes at the expense of the general structural rules of Semitic
inflections and conjugations. Nevertheless, it may not be too far-fetched to suggest
that violations such as these are to be found in every natural language. They do
not necessarily rule out general principles.

Finally, let’s remember again the caveat of Hoberman and Aronoff when
suggesting that the general root-based characteristic of Semitic languages may only
indicate a property of the parent proto-Semitic language, while each language
independently has continued to develop in a direction of its own, and, perhaps to
develop novel procedures for productive word formation. So it is perhaps no
accident that precisely in Hebrew, a language not spoken for 2,000 years, roots
and templates are so easily demonstrated as independent entities, perhaps govern-
ing most venues of morphological processing, while other Semitic languages
continued to develop other strategies of word formation.
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Chapter 2

Semitic verb structure
within a universal perspective*

Outi Bat-El

The distinctive character of a Semitic stem is usually identified by the root-and-
pattern structure, whereby a stem consists of two interdigitated segmental units, a
consonantal root and a vocalic pattern.1 Interdigitation is governed by a prosodic
template which determines the syllabic structure of the stem, i.e. the number of
syllables, vowel length, and gemination. The vocalic pattern and the prosodic
template together form a binyan, which may be accompanied by an affix. This
type of word structure appears quite different from the more familiar structure
involving morpheme concatenation.

Is Semitic morphology indeed so different? Within this volume, which high-
lights the distinctive aspects of Semitic morphology, I reconsider this question,
claiming that the Semitic stem structure is not so peculiar, at least not to the
extent that is usually believed. I will show that phonological phenomena constitut-
ing evidence for the consonantal root, the vocalic pattern, and the prosodic
template in Semitic languages can also be found in non-Semitic languages. I will
argue that the difference between Semitic and non-Semitic languages is not a
matter of type but rather a matter of degree and combination. The phenomena
characterizing Semitic-type morphology, i.e. those which constitute evidence for
the consonantal root, the vocalic pattern, and the prosodic template, can be found
in other languages but often to a lesser degree. In addition, while each phenome-
non can be found in other languages individually, their combination within the
same language is not found outside the Semitic family.

The discussion is divided into two parts, one concerned with the consonantal
root (Section 1) and the other with the binyan (Section 2). Section 1.1 offers a brief
review of McCarthy’s (1981) structural interpretation of the classical view of the
Semitic stem, based primarily on root cooccurrence restrictions. Cooccurrence
restrictions in other languages are presented in 1.2 as evidence that in this respect
Semitic languages are not unique. Section 1.3 discusses a universal approach to
cooccurrence restrictions within the theoretical guidelines of Feature Geometry.
Section 2.1 presents the phonological properties identifying a verb in Modern
Hebrew, which include the vocalic pattern, the prosodic structure, and prefixes.
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Section 2.2 shows that these properties can also be found in non-Semitic languages.
Section 2.3 proposes an account of structural relations within the verb system that
does not appeal to a consonantal root. Section 3 concludes that Semitic stem
structure is not unique, but also details what does characterize Semitic morphology.

. Cooccurrence restrictions

‘‘[T]he basic unit of morphological analysis is the root (’a�l ‘root’), a consonantal
skeleton’’ says Owen (1997:ƒ46) in his review of the Arabic grammatical tradition.
A similar view is presented in Goldenberg (1994), who claims that the root should
‘‘be conceived as the primary lexical representative in a paradigm’’ (p.ƒ30). Owen
and Goldenberg express the widely-held view among Semiticists as well as general
linguists (see review and references in Goldenberg 1994). One of the supporting
arguments for the existence of the consonantal root as an independent morphologi-
cal unit is based, in McCarthy (1981), on the cooccurrence restrictions on conso-
nants within a Semitic stem. This section challenges this approach.

. Evidence for the consonantal root

Greenberg (1950) conducted a survey of 3,775 tri-consonantal roots in Arabic and
arrived at the following cooccurrence restrictions (the restriction regarding C1 and
C3 will be mentioned in 1.2):2

(1) a. C1 & C2: The first two consonants in a root cannot be identical nor
homorganic (i.e. roots such as m.m.t and t.d.k are impossible).

b. C2 & C3: The last two consonants in a root can be identical but not
homorganic (i.e. roots such as t.k.k are possible, but roots such as
t.k.g are not).

McCarthy (1981) attributes the restriction in (1a) to the Obligatory Contour
Principle (OCP), a constraint which prohibits identical adjacent phonological
elements.3 Assuming that segments are composed of hierarchically organized
features (see (6) below) where features of place of articulation form an indepen-
dent constituent, the OCP can be viewed as referring to the place constituent.
Identical as well as homorganic consonants have identical place of articulation and
are therefore excluded by the OCP.
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The definition of the OCP includes two arguments, identity and adjacency; the
latter is most relevant for the present discussion. In a common Semitic stem such
as CVCVC consonants are usually not adjacent (although in Hebrew, for example,
C1 and C2 are adjacent in binyan hifƒcil, as in higdil ‘to enlarge’, and C2 and C3 are
adjacent when the stem-final vowel is deleted due to the addition of a vowel-initial
suffix, as in gadal-a → gadla ‘she grew’). The fact that surface non-adjacent con-
sonants seem to be controlled by the OCP may constitute an argument that they
are adjacent at some level in the grammar. This is the level where the consonants
of the stem form an independent unit, known as the consonantal root. Therefore
the cooccurrence restriction in (1a) provides an argument for the independent
existence of a consonantal root in Semitic languages.

The non-linear representation in (3) below reflects, in phonological terms, the
morphological independence of the consonantal root, as well as of the vocalic
pattern. In such representation, first proposed in McCarthy (1979), the vocalic
pattern and the consonantal root appear on distinct tiers. The segmental units are
linked to a prosodic template expressed here in terms of CV-slots. A subsequent
process, termed Tier Conflation in McCarthy (1986), folds the two tiers into one
linear segmental tier where vowels and consonants are linearly ordered.

This non-linear representation reflects the well-known morphological distinction
between the consonantal root and the vocalic pattern. This representation without
the consonants g.d.l is actually a non-linear representation of the traditional
binyan, which includes positions for vowels and consonants as well as the vocalic
pattern.

Since the OCP excludes identical adjacent consonants at the left edge of the
root (1a), it is expected to do so at the right edge of the root as well. This is,
however, not the case. According to the cooccurrence restriction in (1b) identical
but not homorganic consonants can appear at the right edge of the root. To
account for this discrepancy McCarthy makes the following assumptions: (i) a
C1C2C2 root, where the last two consonants are identical, is underlyingly a C1C2

root; (ii) association of the root consonants with the prosodic template proceeds
from left-to-right. When the root does not have enough consonants to fill all the
C-slots in the template, the rightmost consonant spreads to the empty C-slot, as
in (4a) (spreading is indicated by a broken line). Since association goes from left-
to-right it would always be the last C-slot that remains empty, therefore (4b) is ill-
formed (as indicated by the asterisk). Since association lines must not cross it
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would always be the rightmost root consonant that spreads to the empty C-slot,
therefore (4c) is ill-formed.

Notice that the representation in (4a) respects the OCP since what on the surface
appear as two identical segments (e.g. two ds in kided) are at this stage one
segment only (d).

A structure such as in (4a) is possible only if we assume a non-linear repre-
sentation where vowels and consonants do not interact, i.e. they are located on
distinct tiers (5a). A linear representation where vowels and consonants interact
and in which one consonantal element is linked to two C-slots is inadmissible
since it violates the representational constraint prohibiting the crossing of associa-
tion lines (5b). A linear representation with two identical elements is well-formed
but it does not give rise to the OCP since the two identical elements are not
adjacent (5c). Within the spreading view of consonant doubling the latter repre-
sentation cannot explain why two identical (or homorganic) consonants are not
allowed in stem-initial position.

The OCP thus accounts for the cooccurrence restrictions on surface non-adjacent
consonants in a Semitic stem. Since the OCP requires adjacency, its effect can
arise only within a non-linear representation where vowels and consonants appear
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on distinct tiers. This representation supports the view that vowels and consonants
are distinct morphological units, where tier segregation is actually the nonconcat-
enative version of the morpheme boundary.

. Cooccurrence restrictions in non-Semitic languages

Cooccurrence restrictions are one of the prominent issues in current phonological
research and numerous examples of such restrictions are found in a variety of
languages. Cooccurrences restrictions on vowels are well attested in languages
which exhibit vowel harmony. Turkish, for example, requires vowels in suffixes to
agree in terms of the feature [back] with the preceding, but not necessarily
adjacent vowel (Lees 1961). For example, ip-in ‘rope Genitive’, el-in ‘hand Gen-
itive’, pul-un ‘stamp Genitive’, son-un ‘end Genitive’.

In Chumash, a Native American language of California, coronal sibilants agree
in anteriority with the rightmost sibilant within a word (see Shaw 1991 and
references therein). For example, k-sunon-us ‘I obey him’ – k-ʃunon-ʃ ‘I am obe-
dient’, uʃla ‘with the hand’ – usla-siq ‘to press firmly by hand’, uqsti ‘of throwing’
– ʃ-uxʃti-ʃ ‘throw over to’. Notice that in Chumash neither intervening vowels nor
intervening consonants block spreading. Analyses of Chumash sibilant harmony
attribute this cooccurrence restriction to an OCP effect on coronal sibilants which
forces spreading of the feature [anterior].

Cooccurrence restrictions involving labial segments can be found in Tashlhiyt
Berber, an Afroasiatic language spoken in Morocco, where a labial nasal prefix
becomes coronal when the stem contains a labial consonant (see Elmedlaoui 1995
and references therein). Compare, for example, m-xazar ‘scowl Reciprocal’ vs. n-
xalaf ‘place crosswise Reciprocal’ and am-las ‘sharer’ vs. an-lrml ‘tired person’ (a
similar case can be found in Palauan; Josephs 1975). The alternation in the prefix
reflects a more general restriction in the language which prohibits two labials
within a derived form. Notice again that the two labials need not be adjacent, and
the intervening segments can be vowels as well as consonants (see Selkirk 1993 for
an analysis of such phenomena).

The cases above exhibit cooccurrence restrictions within morphologically
complex words. Cooccurrence restrictions within a simple stem, as in Semitic
languages, are also attested. Padgett (1991) has shown that Russian does not allow
identical or homorganic consonants in monosyllabic roots of the form C(L)V(L)C
(where L is a liquid and C is a consonant). That is, while greb- ‘dig’, koz- ‘goat’
and tolk- ‘explain’ are possible stems, *greg-, *gok-, and *told- are not. Padgett’s
account for this restriction relies primarily on the OCP, as does McCarthy’s for
Semitic cooccurrence restrictions.

A blocking effect of the OCP can be seen in the Yamato stock of Japanese,
where a restriction known as Lyman’s Law prohibits the cooccurrence of two
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voiced obstruents within a stem. This restriction blocks the application of
Rendaku, which voices the initial obstruent in the second element of a compound
(Lyman 1894 and McCawley 1968; see also Itô and Mester 1986 for an analysis
within a more recent phonological framework). Rendaku freely applies in ori kami
→ ori gami ‘folding paper’, yama tera → yama dera ‘mountain temple’, and onna
kokoro → onna gokoro ‘feminine feelings’. However, when the second element in
the compound contains a voiced obstruent anywhere in the stem Rendaku is
blocked, as in kami kaze ‘divine wind’ (*kami gaze), onna kotoba ‘feminine speech’
(*onna gotoba), and doku tokage ‘poisonous lizard’ (*doku dokage). Notice that the
two relevant obstruents are not adjacent, and there is no reason to assume that
they are adjacent at some earlier stage in the derivation. Regardless of adjacency,
the restriction against voicing identity holds in Yamato Japanese as much as the
restriction against place identity in Semitic languages.

A restriction known as Grassman’s Law (found in Indo-European languages),
prohibits two aspirated segments within a simple stem. The synchronic reflection
of Grassman’s Law in Attic is the deaspiration of the first of two (not necessarily
adjacent) aspirated segments within a simple stem (Steriade 1982), as in thakh-us
→ tak hus ‘fast’ and threph-ō → trephō ‘to feed’. In related words where the second
aspirated consonant loses its aspiration due to an independent rule, aspiration in
the first consonant is preserved; cf. takhus ‘fast’ vs. thattōn (from thakh-yōn) ‘faster’
and trephō ‘to feed’ vs. tethrammai (from te-thraph-mai) ‘I have fed’. Notice that the
cooccurrence restriction on aspirated segments holds only within a simple stem;
two aspirated consonants across morphemes, as in phaethō (from phae-th-ō) ‘to
shine’ and graphethi (from graphe-thi)‘ to be written’, are permissible, as much as
the two ms in the Hebrew word me-maher ‘he is rushing’ are not excluded. The
prohibition against two aspirated consonants within a simple stem (but not across
morphemes) is also found in Emakhuwa, a Bantu language spoken in Mozam-
bique (Charles Kisseberth p.c.).

The examples above reveal that cooccurrence restrictions on surface non-
adjacent segments are not specific to Semitic languages. An analysis of cooccur-
rence restrictions should thus account for all the attested instances, regardless of
the language where such a phenomenon is found or its prominence within a
particular language.4 The prominence of a phenomenon within a language is
irrelevant as long as the phenomenon reflects knowledge of native speakers (i.e.
the forms which exhibit the phenomenon are not listed and learnt individually).
Any analysis which attributes the cooccurrence restrictions in Semitic languages to
the morphological independence of the consonantal root fails to account for
cooccurrence restrictions in non-Semitic languages. Such a language-(family)
specific account is theoretically erroneous because it is blind to the similarity
between languages and thus misses the universal aspect of grammar.
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(6) Universal hierarchy ConsonantsVowels
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a. b.X XY Y Y

. Adjacency without morphological segregation: feature geometry

The theory of Feature Geometry represents segments as hierarchically organized
sets of features (as opposed to earlier theories, where features are grouped into
bundles), and thus allows for adjacency between surface non-adjacent segments.
Most versions of the feature hierarchy encode the distinction between vowels and
consonants by devoting to each a distinct type of constituent. Each segment thus
forms a subset of a universal hierarchy.5

The hierarchical representation of features recognizes constituency, dominance,
and independence. Distinct features or nodes appear on independent tiers and are
thus not adjacent. Adjacency between two identical features (or nodes) is obtained
when the two are dominated by adjacent segments as in (7a) below. More crucial
is that adjacency can also be obtained when the identical features (or nodes) are
not dominated by adjacent segments. In (7b) below [Fi] dominated by X is
adjacent to [Fi] dominated by Z, even though there is an intervening Y between X
and Z; Y in (7b) does not impede the adjacency of the two [Fi] features because it
does not dominate [Fi].

As argued in Bat-El (1989), the representational enrichment provided by the
theory of Feature Geometry removes the necessity to isolate a consonantal root in
order to account for the cooccurrence restrictions on consonants within a Semitic
stem. Cooccurrence restrictions in a Semitic stem can be accounted for within the
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(8)
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b.C & C (*kVkVC)1 2 C & C (*kVbVk)1 3

V-Place

C-Place

same theoretical framework as cooccurrence restrictions in non-Semitic stems.
In a stem such as C1VC2VC3 the place features of C1 and C2 are adjacent

since the place features of the intervening vowel are on a different tier. Thus, the
OCP rules out a stem where the place features of C1 and C2 are identical (8a).
As Greenberg (1950) further observes, C1 and C3 are rarely identical or homor-
ganic. Given the feature representation sketched above, where every place
feature is on a different tier, the identical place features of C1 and C3 are
adjacent when C2 has a distinct place feature (8b). Following (1a), represented
in (8a) below, the features of C1 and C2 are distinct and thus allowing adjacency
between C1 and C3.

6

It should be noted, however, that this account fails to explain why violations of
the cooccurrence restrictions are found in C1 and C3 more often than in C1 and C2

(see Frisch et al. 1997 for an alternative account).7

It thus appears that the phonological tier segregation offered by the feature
hierarchy renders redundant the morphological tier segregation specific for
Semitic languages. That is, it is not necessary to assume that vowels and conso-
nants appear on distinct tiers because they belong to distinct morphemes. There-
fore the cooccurrence restrictions on consonants within a Semitic stem are no
longer an argument for the existence of the consonantal root. As evidenced by a
large number of linguistic studies, the theory of Feature Geometry accounts for
many phonological phenomena in natural languages, including the various types
of cooccurrence restrictions. The inclusion of the cooccurrence restrictions found
in Semitic languages within the general account is thus not surprising as long as
we are not biased towards the peculiarity of Semitic stem structure.

The account given above predicts that the OCP would also rule out stems
where C2 and C3 are identical or homorganic. This is, however, only partially
correct. According to the restriction in (1b) C2 and C3 cannot be homorganic but
they are very often identical. This exception to the general prohibition against
identical consonants in a stem must be explained.
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o o root node

With McCarthy (1981) I assume that stems with identical C2 and C3 are cases
of consonant doubling, hereafter reduplication (which should not be confused
with reduplication involving the addition of a prosodic affix). Taking Modern
Hebrew as an example we see that there are quite a few reduplicated words which
have a related unreduplicated form. For example, �agag ‘to celebrate’–�ag
‘holiday’, �ided ‘to side with’–�ad ‘side’, šadad ‘to rob’–šod ‘robbery’, dagig ‘little
fish’–dag ‘fish’, ’išrer–‘to reconfirm’–’išer ‘to confirm’, and katnuni ‘petty’–katan
‘small’. A relatively large number of such structural and semantic relations in the
language allow the native speaker to construct a grammar of reduplication. This
grammar may expand to forms which look reduplicated but do not have an
obvious unreduplicated related word. For example, xilel ‘to play the flute’ is
related to xalil ‘flute’, but it has no related word with only one occurrence of l.
There are also a few reduplicated forms which lack a related unreduplicated
counterpart but have a related fully reduplicated form (e.g. clil ‘sound’–cilcel ‘to
ring’, blil ‘mixture’–bilbel ‘to confuse’).

As noted in 1.1, McCarthy (1981) accounts for C1VC2VC2 stems by spreading.
Within the view advocated here, where vowels and consonants are not morpho-
logically separated, spreading is unattainable. In order to permit reduplication of
the entire segment it is necessary to spread the root node, which dominates all
features associated with that segment. However, as can be seen from (9) below,
spreading of the root node would violate the prohibition against crossing associa-
tion lines since the intervening vowel also has a root node.

Thus I claim that reduplication is not manifested by spreading but rather by copy-
ing. This view has been put forward in Bat-El (1984, 1989) within a root-based ap-
proach and later in Bat-El (1994a) and Gafos (1998) within a stem-based approach.

If reduplication is copying then stems with identical C2 and C3 violate the
OCP as much as stems with identical C1 and C2. As claimed in Everett and Berent
(1997), this is indeed the case. Surface violation of grammatical constraints in
natural languages cannot be ignored, and the recently developed grammatical
theory known as Optimality Theory has the formal tools to account for constraint
violation in a systematic way.8 According to Optimality Theory universal con-
straints are ranked on a language specific basis, and competition between two con-
straints with respect to one or more output forms enforces the violation of the
lower-ranked constraint. For example, when the input is CCVC there is a compe-
tition between faithfulness constraints which require input-output identity and a
constraint which prohibits a complex onset. In languages where the constraint
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against complex onset outranks the faithfulness constraints the output would be
CVCVC (or VCCVC or less likely CVC), depending on the particular faithfulness
constraint and the interaction with other constraints. In languages where faithful-
ness outranks the constraint against complex onset the output would be identical
to the input, i.e. CCVC. That is, the higher-ranked constraint forces the violation
of the competing lower-ranked constraint. The question is then which constraints
enforce OCP violation in Semitic reduplication?

It must be assumed that there is an anti-insertion faithfulness constraint
which prohibits addition of a new consonant. This constraint disfavors relating a
C1VC2 stem to a C1VC2VC3 or C1VC3VC2 stem, where C3 is a non-affixal conso-
nant; i.e. kod ‘code’ cannot be related to *kidel or *kiled, although neither of them
violate the OCP.9 There is also a prosodic markedness (surface structure) con-
straint which requires a minimum of two syllables in a word (see Section 2.1 for
the notion of ‘minimal word’). This constraint blocks relating C1ViC2 to C1VjC2, so
that the noun kod ‘code’, for example, cannot have a related verb *kad. These two
constraints outrank the OCP and so force its violation. Therefore the forms that
violate these two constraints (*kidel and *kad) are ruled out, leaving the form that
violates the OCP (kided) to survive as the surface form.

The above discussion accounts for OCP violation in reduplicated forms, but it
does not explain why the OCP can be violated only at the right edge of the stem, i.e.
why reduplication always occurs at the end of the stem. Gafos (1998) as well as
Everett and Berent (1997) account for the preferred right-edge reduplication by
positing constraints which refer to the copied consonant. I believe, on the basis of
word recognition models, that the cardinal element is the base rather than the
copied material. The constraint which rescues the left edge of the stem from OCP
violation is one which requires alignment of the base with the left edge of the
output. It is often the case that the base stem can be identified within a reduplicated
form (regardless of whether one or more of its segments, especially the vowels, have
been altered). In [C1VC2]VC2 the base stem (enclosed in brackets) is aligned with
the left edge of the reduplicated form, and in C1V[C1VC2] it is aligned with the right
edge. In order to account for the fact that the latter form is ruled out in Semitic
reduplication, an alignment constraint must be assumed. This constraint enforces
a left-alignment of the base within the reduplicated output (i.e. the left edge of the
base aligns with the left edge of the reduplicated form). Left-alignment of the stem
is compatible with the cohort model of word recognition proposed by Marslen-
Wilson and colleagues (see Marslen-Wilson 1987 and references therein). Accord-
ing to this model, the lexicon is activated by the first (i.e. the leftmost) one or two
phonemes in the input word and proceeds from there until only one candidate
consistent with the input remains. Left-alignment thus allows a faster processing of
the reduplicated form in association with its unreduplicated counterpart.

The highly-ranked left-alignment constraint ensures the absence of redupli-
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cated C1VC1VC2 forms. However, as pointed out in Schwarzwald (1974), Bat-El
(1989), and Goldenberg (1994), among others, there are several consonantal roots
in Modern Hebrew whose first and second consonants are identical (e.g. mimeš ‘to
materialize’ and sisgen ‘to variegate’) or homorganic (e.g. tidlek ‘to refuel’).
Broselow (1984) raises the same point with regard to Amharic, which according to
Mantel-Niecko (1964) has nineteen verbs where C1 and C2 are identical.

With Everett and Berent (1997) I claim that forms with identical C1 and C2 are
not reduplicated; they arise due to various historical and synchronic effects, and they
lack a counterpart with a single appearance of the consonant.10 Hence, while many
C1VC2VC2 stems are related to C1VC2 stems, C1VC1VC2 stems do not have a related
C1VC2 stem. If a C1VC1VC2 stem has a related stem, the latter must also be a
C1VC1VC2 stem, as in mimen ‘to finance’–mamon ‘money’ and sisgen ‘to variegate’–
sasgoni ‘variegated’. In such cases the constraint forcing left-alignment is not
violated, but the OCP is. Violation of the OCP in this case is forced by an anti-
deletion faithfulness constraint requiring to preserve all the consonants of the related
stem (see Bat-El 1995). The anti-deletion and anti-insertion constraints reflect the
segmental faithfulness between related forms. Segmental faithfulness ensures seman-
tic transparency between related words, a view supported by Raffelsiefen’s (1993)
argument that semantic stability is contingent upon phonological transparency.

While Modern Hebrew exhibits long-distance OCP violation (i.e. across one
or more segments), there are no local OCP violations in natural speech.
Schwarzwald (1974) and Bat-El (1989) point out that Modern Hebrew does not
allow surface adjacent identical or homorganic consonants, as evidenced by the e
between the identical consonants in garera ‘she dragged’ (cf. gadla ‘she grew’) and
between the homorganic consonants in tedirut ‘frequency’ (cf. txifut ‘frequency’).
Similar examples can be drawn from truncated imperatives (Bolozky 1979; Bat-El
2002), where from tesaper ‘you will tell’ we get tsaper ‘tell!’ but from teta’er ‘you
will discribe’ we get ta’er ‘describe!’ (*tta’er). The OCP in Modern Hebrew thus
makes direct reference to local adjacency, which is a subcase of general adjacency.
As shown in (10) below, while in general adjacency reference is made to one tier
only, in local adjacency two consecutive tiers (which form a plane) must be
adjacent (the tier distinction between the vowels and consonants in (10) is
phonologically motivated by the feature hierarchy and should not be taken as the
morphologically motivated tier segregation advocated in McCarthy 1981).
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Therefore we must assume two OCP constraints, one general and the other local
(see Everett and Berent 1997). In order for a specific constraint to have an effect
it must outrank the more general one (Pā �nini’s theorem, the elsewhere condition),
as is the case here, where Local-OCP outranks General-OCP. Local-OCP is never
violated, and is thus assumed to be undominated by any other constraint in the
language.11

The General-OCP is lower ranked as evidenced by the violations enforced by
other constraints, in particular the faithfulness constraints which prohibit deletion
or insertion of a consonant. The consequence of this ranking, as pointed out by
Charles Kisseberth (p.c.), is that the general OCP has no effect. Within the
framework of Optimality Theory there are no constraints on underlying represen-
tations, and therefore an input with two identical or homorganic consonants such
as mimen or tidlek cannot be ruled out by the OCP. The general OCP functions in
Semitic languages as a systematic control on contrast in the stem inventory; a
language does not need all the stems resulting from all the possible combinations
of the segments available to it. Languages tend to reduce contrast in a systematic
way, as shown by cases of positional neutralization. Steriade (1995) in her
discussion on positional neutralization shows that various languages tend to
eliminate contrast in certain positions. For example, Chumash (a Native American
language of California) uses only three of its six vowels in affixes, Bashkir (Turkic)
permits round vowels in initial position only, and Maidu (another Native Ameri-
can language of California) allows laryngeally-specified consonants (i.e. ejectives
and implosives) only in syllable onsets.

To conclude, it has been argued that within the theory of Feature Geometry
which provides a phonological segregation between vowels and consonants, the
morphological segregation imposed on Semitic stems is redundant. Surface viola-
tion of the OCP, exhibited by Modern Hebrew and other Semitic languages, can
be well accounted for within the framework of Optimality Theory. Within such
approach there is no place for the consonantal root.

While reference to the consonantal root as a morphological unit is widely
accepted, there are opponents of this approach. The most well-known critical view
is expressed by Brockelmann (1908) who claims, according to Troupeau (1984),
that the root is nothing but an abstraction that has the benefit of making the
ordering of vocabulary easier. In Brockelmann’s view, the concept of root is
unserviceable for morphology, which should start off with forms of words that
had, or still have their own existence. Lipiński (1997:ƒ202) claims that ‘‘the
morphological analysis of basic Semitic words and forms . . . reveal a relative
stability of radical vowels, which should therefore be regarded as forming part of
the root. . . . Semitic roots are continuous morphemes . . . subject to vocalic and
consonantal change. . .’’. Owen’s (1997) view that early Arab grammarians such as
Sîbawayhi (d.ƒ794) and al-Khalîl (d.ƒ792) referred to a consonantal root suffers
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from misinterpretation of their writings. They used the word ’a�l not with
reference to a root but rather to a ‘base’ or ‘foundation’, which for them meant
the original state of a word, prior to the phonetic and morphological changes that
it may undergo (Troupeau 1984). Although arguments against the consonantal
root are rarely made explicit (see, however, Heath 1987; Bat-El 1994a; Ussishkin
1999) several proponents of the root seem to ignore it in their formal analyses of
Semitic word structure (see a review in Ephratt 1997). McCarthy and Prince
(1990:ƒ219) claim that Arabic broken plurals ‘‘cannot be obtained with the
ordinary resources of root-and-pattern morphology. The category root is also
morphologically inappropriate as the basis of broken-plural formation, since some
derivational affixes are transferred intact’’. Guerssel and Lowenstamm (1993), like
Lipiński (1997), assume bases with consonants and one vowel in their analysis of
Semitic apophony (ablaut; see Dor 1995 for a similar view). To conclude, the con-
sonantal root is a traditional notion; tradition should be respected by all means,
but not at the cost of masking scientific inquiry.

. The binyan

From a phonological perspective, the binyan determines the phonological shape of
the verb, i.e. its vowels and prosodic structure. As pointed out in Bat-El (1989)
and Aronoff (1994), recognition of a binyan in a verb is essential for inflection; a
verb that does not conform to one of the existing binyanim cannot be properly
conjugated and thus cannot enter the verbal system. Therefore, ‘‘every new verb
entering the language must conform to one of the existing vocalic patterns’’ (Bat-
El 1989:ƒ16).

A Semitic binyan has two obligatory phonological properties, one segmental
and another prosodic. The segmental property is the vocalic pattern, which
provides information regarding the quality of the vowels in the verb stem. The
prosodic structure assigns the verb its syllabic structure. In addition, some of the
binyanim are characterized by an affix.

With McCarthy (1981) I view each structural property of the binyan as a
separate entity, which can be captured in terms of constraints on surface represen-
tation; this view is justified in 2.1. A prosodic assignment in a non-Semitic
languages is presented in 2.2, and an assignment of a vocalic pattern in non-
Semitic languages is given in 2.3. Section 2.4 outlines a unified theoretical analysis
of Semitic stem structure which eliminates all structural peculiarities of Semitic
languages and thus reduces the distinctive characteristics of Semitic languages to
natural differences among languages. The discussion centers around Modern
Hebrew verb structure but the arguments should be viewed as referring to Semitic
languages in general.
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. The phonological properties of a binyan

Given the great semantic idiosyncrasy of verbs, I assume that all verbs in Modern
Hebrew are lexically listed (other Semitic languages suffer from a similar idiosyn-
crasy). However, not every phonologically well-formed sequence of segments
constitutes a well-formed verb (only non-defective verbs are considered here). For
example, (i) there is no verb with four syllables (suffixes excluded), (ii) there is no
verb whose vowels are {u.ƒe}, and (iii) there is no verb with a prefix whose vowels
are {a. a}. These facts illustrate that the phonological shape of a verb is restricted
by (i) a prosodic structure, (ii) a vocalic pattern, and (iii) the conjunction of a
vocalic pattern with a prefix. These restrictions collectively form a binyan, which
can be defined as a set of phonological constraints which delimit the shape of a
verb. The following discussion elaborates on what constitutes knowledge of a
binyan and its inflectional relations.

Below is the phonological shape of the five binyanim in Modern Hebrew in
their past tense and future tense forms. I assume that the vocalic pattern (in bold)
consists of two vowels and the stem is thus disyllabic (a dot indicates a syllable
boundary). Prefixes identifying the binyan are overtly specified and the Future
tense prefixes are indicated by F. Prefix consonants occupy in some cases the onset
position of the first syllable of the stem (as in B3), and in others they form an
independent syllable (as in B5).

(11) Binyan Past Future
B1: pacal Ca.CaC FiC.Co/aC
B2: nifƒcal niC.CaC Fi.Ca.CeC
B3: hifƒcil hiC.CiC FaC.CiC
B4: picel Ci(C).CeC Fe.Ca(C).CeC
B5: hitpacel hit.Ca(C).CeC Fit.Ca(C).CeC

Following (11) above, the generalizations regarding the phonological shape of
Modern Hebrew verbs are as follows:

(12) a. Prosodic Restrictions (see Bat-El 1989):12

i. All verb stems are disyllabic;
ii. A stem final syllable must have a coda (i.e. gidel is better than

*gidle; see McCarthy 1993 and Bat-El 1994b);
b. Vocalic Patterns:

A verb stem consists of one of the following vocalic patterns:
{a. a}, {i. a}, {i. i}, {i. e}, {a. e}, {i. o}, {a. i}.

c. Prefixes and their dependence on the vocalic patterns:
i. A prefix identifies some verbs in the Past:

n appears in a stem with a vocalic pattern {i. a}
h appears in a stem with a vocalic pattern {i. i}
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h and t (where h precedes tƒ) appear in a stem with a vocalic
pattern {a. e}.

ii. A prefix identifies all verbs in the Future:
’: 1st pr. sg.; n: 1st pr. pl.; yƒ: 3rd pr. sg. and pl.; tƒ: elsewhere.13

iii. A prefix forms a separate syllable when the vocalic pattern is
{a.ƒe}; otherwise it occupies the first onset of the stem.

iv. When the prefix occupies a separate syllable, it is followed by i
when the syllable is closed (B5) and by e when it is open (B4);
the prefix of B2 exceptionally takes i in an open syllable.14

I view the properties in (12) as restrictions on the shape of the verb, where a verb
is fully listed in the lexicon. These restrictions allow us to identify a form as verbal
as well as to form new verbs. They also allow distinguishing between the binya-
nim, which are argued to be specified for semantic features (see the semantic sys-
tem of the binyanim proposed in Doron 1999).

Other structural constraints are drawn from universal grammar. In particular,
priority is given to unmarked syllables (see Clements and Keyser 1983 for univer-
sal syllable markedness), and therefore gidel is better than *gdiel, since in the latter
the first syllable (gdiƒ) has a complex onset and the second one (el) is onsetless.
Marked syllables with complex onsets or codas can be found in denominative
verbs derived from nouns with more than four consonants; since a verb consists
of two syllables (12a–i), it can host, without complex onset or coda, a maximum
of four consonants. The marked syllables with complex margins are enforced by
the anti-deletion faithfulness constraint mentioned in 1.3 above which does not
allow consonants to be deleted in the course of word formation.

Further knowledge is required to express inflectional relations within the verb
paradigm, as summarized in (13).

(13) ƒB1 B2 B3 B4 B5
Past n h h, t

{a. a} {i. a} {i. i} {i. e} {a. e}
Inflectional relations

{i. a/o} {a. e} {a. i} {a. e} {a. e}
Future F F F F F, t

Inflectional relations can be expressed by the schema [X]Future ↔ [Y]Past. This
schema states that ‘the Future form of a verb with the phonological shape X has a
Past form with the phonological shape Y, and vice versa’. For reasons of brevity
only one direction of relation is considered here, [X]Future → [Y]Pastƒ. I do not make
any assumptions regarding the input (see Horvath 1981), I merely view the
inflectional paradigm as relations between surface forms.

Structural relations within the inflectional paradigm (suffixes are ignored) are
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usually expressed by affixation and apophony (ablaut), where apophony serves to
arrive at a well-formed vocalic pattern. As indicated in (14) below, in B3, B4, and
B5 the phonological shape of the Past form is minimally but still sufficiently
different from that of the Future. The relations are expressed by the following
permutations:

(14) a. B5: [yitCa(C)CeC]Future →‚[hitCa(C)CeC]Past2 Prefix: h
b. B3: [yaCCiC]Future →‚[hi(C)CiC]Past

2 Apophony: a > i
c. B4: [yeCa(C)CeC]Future →‚[Ci(C)CeC]Past

In B5 there is only prefixation, and in B4 only apophony. B3 involves both
prefixation and apophony. Notice that the Future prefixes, recognized by speakers
as limited to the Future tense, are eliminated in the Past. When the Past has a
prefix, it takes the position of the Future prefix (B3 and B5); otherwise the Future
prefix is ignored.

The phonological simplicity of the inflectional relations within these
binyanim, in particular the absence of alternation in the prosodic structure, allows
B3, B4, and B5 to be the most productive, where productivity here is measured on
the basis of new coining (see Bolozky 1978 for the selection of a verb shape in
denominative verbs).

The lack of prosodic alternation allows the stem consonants in B3, B4, and B5
to occupy the same syllabic position in both the Past and the Future forms. For
example, in gidel–yegadel ‘to raise B4 Past–Future’ g remains in the onset of the
penultimate syllable, d is in the onset of the ultimate syllable and l is in the final
coda. Such preservation of prosodic position is not found in B1 and B2. In gadal–
yigdal ‘to grow B1 Past -Future’ g shifts positions between the onset (Past) and the
coda (Future) of the first syllable. Similarly, but in the reverse order, in niklat–
yikalet ‘to be absorbed B2 Past–Future’ k shifts positions between the coda (Past)
and the onset (Future) of the first syllable. This prosodic shifting is imposed by the
restrictions in (12) above. Both gadal and yigdal must be disyllabic (12a–i), but
yigdal, being a Future form, requires a prefix (12c-ii). Therefore there is no other
shape available for these forms (recall that unmarked syllables are preferred and
therefore *agdal or *yigadl are ruled out). In B2 the Future prefix must occupy a
separate syllable since the vocalic pattern is {a. e} (12c-iii). In the Past form of B2
the prefix occupies the first onset of the stem and therefore prosodic shift between
the two forms is inevitable. Again, the requirement that syllables be unmarked rules
out *nikalt (where k is in onset position as in yikalet) or *yikalaet (where k is in the
coda position as in niklat); *yiklate suffers not only from prosodic shift (of t) but it
also violates the restriction which requires a final consonant in the stem (12a-ii).
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Limitation on the internal syllabic structure of the first syllable of the verb
stem need not be independently specified in Modern Hebrew. The facts are that
the first stem syllable in B1- Past and B2-Future is never closed while that of B4
and B5 (Past and Future) can be closed or open (e.g. B4 kibel ‘to accept’, tirgem
‘to translate’). These facts should not be attributed to lexical specification of the
prosodic structure of the binyanim (see Bat-El 1989 and Inkelas 1990) but rather
to the relation between the Past and the Future forms. In B4 and B5, as noted
above, the consonants do not change their prosodic position, while in B1 and B2
they do. Thus an initial closed syllable in a B1-Past stem will result in prosodic
shifting which may, in some cases, enforce epenthesis to rescue violation of the
Sonority Sequencing Principle. That is, had there been a B1-Past verb such as
*talfan its Future form would have been *yitlfan, which would have to surface as
*yitlefan where the impermissible lf onset is avoided. Epenthesis, which obscures
the syllabic shape of a verb, is strongly avoided (see also n. 11). Thus, only verbs
which preserve their prosodic structure in both tenses allow the first syllable to be
closed (this includes B3). Further consequences are that only the binyanim whose
prosodic structure is constant in both Past and Future allow denominative verbs
with more than three consonants (see Bolozky 1978). Due to the additional
phonological load expressed by prosodic shifting, B1 and B2 are not at all produc-
tive; B2 is never used for new coining while new verbs in B1 are relatively rare. It
should be noted that without the phonological factor the poor productivity of B1
is surprising considering its high frequency in the language (reported in Berman
1997 and earlier studies).

All the phonological properties mentioned above, whether basic or conse-
quential, can be compressed into one simple structure such as CaCaC for B1,
Ci(C)CeC for B2, etc. Does this mean that all these properties form together a
morphological unit? Not necessarily.

The structure consisting of the compressed properties is known as the binyan.
Traditional studies in Semitic languages represent a binyan as one morphological
unit, from which it can be understood that the phonological properties of this
unit are inseparable (see also Aronoff 1994). There is no doubt that all phonologi-
cal properties of the binyan are essential in defining a well-formed verb, but this
does not necessarily entail that they form an inseparable unit. I argue that these
phonological properties, although contingent upon each other, are independent.15

First, the prosodic structure of Modern Hebrew verbs is a universally defined
prosodic unit, the minimal word (McCarthy and Prince 1986). The minimal word,
which can be disyllabic as in Modern Hebrew or bimoraic, has been shown to
function in phonological systems of various languages and therefore its indepen-
dence of the vocalic pattern in Modern Hebrew is not in doubt.16 The indepen-
dence of the vocalic pattern is manifested by the Hebrew passive pattern {u. a}
which is not linked to a particular binyan. This pattern is usually associated with
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B3 and B4, and some descriptions of Hebrew wrongly refer to this association as
two additional binyanim, Huf ƒcal (passive of B3) and Pucal (passive of B4). The
argument that {u. a} is free of prosodic structure is supported by a few forms
where this vocalic pattern is used to passivize B5 verbs. The verbs hitnadev ‘to
volunteer’ and hitpater ‘to resign’ can be passivized with {u. a} yielding hitnudav
‘to be forced to volunteer’ and hitputar ‘to be forced to resign’ respectively. Unlike
Aronoff (1994), who follows Berman (1982), I do not see any justification for
postulating an additional binyan Hitpucal for such cases. A verb with the vocalic
pattern {u. a} is recognized as a passive verb regardless of its prosodic structure.17

To summarize this section, I have argued that a binyan is a shorthand for a
collection of restrictions on the prosodic structure, vocalic pattern, prefixes and
their association to each other. On the basis of these phonological restrictions a verb
can be inflected. Inflection, based on relations between surface forms, is affected by
altering the phonological shape of the verb in accordance with the constraints.

In the following section I will show that each of the properties characterizing
the binyan can be found in non-Semitic languages as well. The goal of this brief
review is to show that a wider spectrum of exploration reveals that Semitic lan-
guages are not unique, at least not to the extent that it is often believed.

. Prosodic structure in non-Semitic languages

The prosodic characteristics of a binyan, i.e. the template, can be found outside
the Semitic family. In the Yawelmani dialect of Yokuts, an American Indian
language of California (Newman 1944; Kisseberth 1969; Archangeli 1984), there
are two types of affixes, neutral affixes and template affixes. Neutral affixes do not
affect the prosodic structure of the root (not to be confused with the Semitic
consonantal root), while template affixes enforce a particular prosodic structure
on the root, regardless of its inherent shape (which surfaces under neutral affixes).

In the table in (15), six roots are presented with neutral and template affixes.
To see the effect of the affixes notice that the prosodic structure of each root
remains constant when neutral affixes are added. However, when template affixes
are added the root receives the prosodic structure assigned by the affix.

The template affixes in Yawelmani, like the binyanim in Semitic languages
enforce a prosodic structure on the verb. The assigned prosodic structures in
Yawelmani are limited to CVC(C), CVVC(C), or CVCVV(C). This can be com-
pared with the binyanim in Classical Arabic, where the Perfective, for example, is
limited to CVCVC in the first binyan, CVCCVC in the second, and CVVCVC in
the third (similar distinctions can be found in Tiberian Hebrew, Akkadian, and
other Semitic languages). Template affixes consist of segmental material (the affix)
and prosodic structure. The same is true for binyanim, which consist of segmental
material (vocalic pattern and in some cases affixes) and prosodic structure. In
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pe(15) Yawelmani neutral and template affixes
Neutral affixes Template affixes

Root -al

‘dubitative’

-t

‘passive aorist’

-(’)inay
CVC(C)
‘gerundial’

-’aa
CVCVV(C)
‘durative’

caw‚‘shout’ caw-al caw-t caw-inay cawaa-’aa-n
cuum‚‘destroy’ cuum-al cuum-t cum-inay cumuu-’aa-n
hoyoo‚‘name’ hoyoo-al hoyoo-t hoy-inay hoyoo-’aa-n
diiyl‚‘guard’ diiyl-al diiyl-t diyl-inay diyiil-’aa-n
ilk‚‘sing ’ilk-al ’ilk-t ’ilk-inay ’iliik-’aa-n
hiwiit‚‘walk’ hiwiit-al hiwiit-t hiwt-inay hiwiit-’aa-n

both languages there is evidence for the independent phonological existence of at
least one of the two properties. It has been argued above, on the basis of the
passive {u. a} pattern, that a vocalic pattern in Modern Hebrew exists indepen-
dently of the prosodic structure. In Yawelmani these same prosodic structures
function independently in limiting the prosodic structure of the roots.

Another example can be drawn from Temiar, an Austroasiatic language spoken
mainland Malaysia. McCarthy (1983), based on data from Benjamin (1976), shows
that Temiar’s verbs exhibits a templatic system similar to that of Classical Arabic.
For example, the template of the Causative Perfective is CCCV(:)C and that of the
Simulfactive Perfactive is CCVCV(:)C (vowel length is drawn from the stem as in
Arabic broken plurals; see McCarthy and Prince 1990). The second C-slot in both
templates is filled by the causative marker r while the other C-slots are filled by the
stem consonants. The first vowel in the Simulfactive Perfective template is filled by
an a, while the other V-slot (in both templates) is filled by the stem vowel. Thus,
the Causative Perfective of slɔg ‘to lie down, marry Perfective’ is srlɔg and its
Simulfactive Perfactive is sralɔg. When there are no sufficient consonants to satisfy
the template an epenthetic t is inserted as in trkɔ:w ‘Causative Perfective’ and
trakɔ:w ‘Simulfactive Perfactive’, both related to kɔ:w ‘to call Perfective’. Verbs
which have too many consonants (e.g. sindul ‘to float’) cannot fit into the template
and thus remain uninflected or subject to simple affixation.

As shown above, the prosodic aspect of the binyan is not peculiar to Semitic
languages. In 2.3 below I show that the vocalic pattern is also found in non-
Semitic languages.

. The vocalic pattern

As shown in (11) above, every binyan assigns a vocalic pattern for its Past and
Future forms. The phonological alternations involved in the relations among the
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binyanim is identical to that between the tenses in each binyan. This relation is
expressed by apophony (also known as ablaut or gradation), which is defined as a
morphologically conditioned alternation, in this case vocalic alternation.

Apophony is dominant in Semitic morphology but its presence in Indo-
European languages cannot be ignored. In English the relation in Present–Past pairs
such as come–came, speak–spoke, meet–met, strike–struck, swim–swam, etc. is express-
ed by apophony. A similar group of verbs in German includes Infinitive-Preteritum
pairs such as h[e:]ben–h[o:]b ‘to raise’, f [i]nden–f [a]nd ‘to find’, k[o]mmen–k[a:]m
‘to come’, r[u:]fen–r[i:]f ‘to call’. The stem vowel in the Perfect is in some cases
identical to that of the Infinitive (e.g. k[o]mmen–k[a:]m–gek[o]mmen ‘to come’), in
others to the Preteritum (e.g. bl[ei]ben–bl[i:]b–gebl[i:]ben ‘to stay’), and in some
cases it is different from both (e.g. f [i]nden–f [a]nd–gef [u]nden ‘to find’).

The phonology employed throughout the verb system in Semitic languages is
the irregular phonology of modern Indo-European languages, and indeed, these
verbs are often called irregular verbs (Quirk et al. 1985). However, in ancient Indo-
European languages apophony is much more common (see the grade system in
Ancient Greek and Latin), and Meillet (1912), as well as other studies on Indo-
European languages, does not fail to draw attention to this similarity between
Semitic and Indo-European languages. McCarthy and Prince (1990) make a similar
correlation between sound and broken plural in Arabic and irregular and regular
verbs in English. They note that ‘‘The main difference is that the subregularities in
English do not span much of the input space . . ., while broken plurals are formed
on literally every canonical noun type in Arabic’’ (p.212). Apophony in English and
German does not have a morphological function beyond expressing relations
between the forms of these particular verbs. That is, it does not have a role in
identifying morphological classes nor in determining the inflectional class. Phono-
logically, however, apophony in Semitic and Indo-European languages is identical;
the stem vowels alternate on the basis of morphological information.

As shown in McCarthy (1983), meaningful apophony affecting two vowels, as
in Semitic languages, can be found in echo words in Gta’, a South Munda
language spoken in India. For example, the pattern {a. a} conveys the meaning
‘equivalent’ as in kito� ‘god’–kata� ‘being with powers equal to kito�’ and kesu
‘wrapper worn against cold’–kasa ‘cloth equivalent to kesu in size and texture’.
Similarly, the pattern {u. a} conveys the meaning ‘different’ as in kito� ‘god’–kuta�
‘being other than kito� and kesu ‘wrapper worn against cold’–kusa ‘any other
material usable against cold’. McCarthy (1983), based on data from Mahapatra
(1976), provides an analysis of Gta’’s echo words based on the same structure and
principles underlying his analysis of Semitic verb structure.

Apophony is not the only morphologically conditioned phonological phe-
nomenon found in natural languages. Rotuman, an Eastern Oceanic language of
Melanesia, expresses its Complete–Incomplete relation by metathesis (Besnier
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1987; Blevins 1994 and references therein; e.g. mofa–moaf ‘rubbish, refuse, litter’,
mure–muer ‘(of wind) to blow gently’, tɔfi → (tɔif →) tæf ‘period of six lunar
months as the usual length of reign of a Rotuman king’). Alabama and Choctaw,
as well as other languages of the Muskogean family spoken in the southeastern
part of America, form their Plural and Repetitive forms by subtracting the final
rhyme of the root (Martin 1988 and Broadwell 1993; e.g. Alabama: balaa-ka ‘lie
down sg.’–bal-ka ‘lie down pl.’, kolof-li ‘cut once’–kol-li ‘cut repeatedly’; Choctaw:
bonot-li ‘roll up sg. Object’–bon-li ‘roll up pl. Object’, bakaaf-li ‘split sg. Ob-
ject’–bak-li ‘split pl. Object’). Cf. subtraction in French blã:ʃ–blã ‘white fm.–ms.’.
Rendille, a Cushitic language spoken in Kenya, expresses gender relations in some
polysyllabic animate nouns by accentual alternation (Oomen 1981; e.g. ínam
‘boy’–inám ‘girl’, áram ‘husband’–arám ‘wife’, sibéen ‘young male goat/sheep’–
sibeén ‘young female goat/sheep’). Cf. stress alternation in English cónvict–convíct.
More examples of this sort, accompanied by a detailed discussion, are provided in
Matthews (1974) and Anderson (1992).

Morphological relations expressed by phonological alternation are less com-
mon than those expressed by affixation, nevertheless they should not be ignored by
grammatical theory. Apophony is a type of morphologically conditioned alterna-
tion and since it is also found in non-Semitic languages it should receive a unified
account, assuming that it is part of the native speaker’s knowledge of grammar.
Within the Generative Theory, apophony in Indo-European languages has not
given rise to morphological distinctions between consonantal roots and vocalic
patterns (although the structuralists’ approach could be interpreted as such). The
relation between meet and met is not expressed by a root {m.t} accompanied by the
morpheme {i} in the Present and morpheme {ε} in the Past and thus there is no
reason why apophony in Semitic languages should motivate such an analysis.

Morphological relations expressed by a phonological process cannot be
accounted for by a simple concatenation of morphemes. Matthews (1974) and
Anderson (1992) provide extensive discussions on this type of morphology and
conclude that morphological relations should be expressed by operations (or
processes). An operation can be an addition of phonological material, i.e. affixa-
tion, as well as an application of a phonological rule, e.g. vocalic alternation
(apophony), metathesis, or deletion (truncation). This view is also adopted in the
following analysis of morphological relations in Semitic languages.

. A stem modification analysis

‘‘One way of handling a phonologically conditioned alternation is to set up a basic
form which undergoes a modification where necessary’’ (Matthews 1974:ƒ97). The
same is true for morphologically conditioned alternations like English man–men
(ibid. p. 128). In this section I propose a structural interpretation of stem modifi-
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(16) gadal gidel→ mit m t→ ε

g a d a l
i e

ª ª ª

m i t
ε

(17) famar yi mor→ ʃ

y
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ʃ a m a r

Prosodic structure

Vocalic pattern

Pre²x

o

cation which expresses the morphological relations between stems in Semitic
languages. The analysis takes a fully specified surface stem as the base of the
operation rather than root and binyan. In many cases the phonological operations
involved do not provide the clue for selecting the base and, for our purposes, it is
actually not at all relevant. Lexical-semantic considerations, like those in Berman
(1978), are often responsible for selecting the base. The task of the morphological
operation is to express the structural relations among words.

The structural relation between gadal ‘grew’ and gidel ‘raised’, for example, is
expressed by apophony where the vowels in gadal are substituted by {i. e} (or the
vowels of gidel are substituted by {a. a}). This relation is identical to that in
English where ‘‘the Past form of sing is formed by replacing /I/ with /æ/’’ (Ander-
son 1992:ƒ62). As can be seen from (16) below Modern Hebrew gadal–gidel and
English mit–mεt are alike; the fact that Modern Hebrew involves two vowels and
English only one is insignificant (see Section 2.3 for two-vowel apophony in Gta’).

Notice that apophony does not involve reference to a consonantal root as it
operates directly on the stem. Thus, not only can the cooccurrence restrictions on
consonants be accounted for without isolating a consonantal root (see 1.2, 1.3),
but apophony also does not support the existence of such a unit.18

The relation between gadal and gidel exhibits only apophony; the prosodic
structure in both forms is identical and thus vacuously assigned. There are,
however, relations in Modern Hebrew where the prosodic structure alters as well,
as in the derivational relations gadal ‘to grow’ B1–higdil ‘to enlarge’ B3, and the
inflectional relations ʃamar ‘he guarded’–yiʃmor ‘he will guard’. Cases of this sort
provide evidence that the segments are conveyed from the base to the output
without the prosodic structure. The prosodic structure is assigned independently
as proposed in 2.1 above.
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(18) telefon tilfen→

i e

ª ª

e f o net l

The association of the segmental material with the prosodic template proceeds
edge-in, leaving the a (of the first syllable of the base) without a prosodic position
and it is thus deleted (see Steriade 1982 and Itô 1986 for prosodic licensing and
stray erasure).

As can be seen in (18) below, exactly the same operation is involved in the
formation of denominative verbs (see further details in Bat-El 1994a, 1995). In
this particular example there is prosodic assignment and apophony, and due to
the edge-in mapping of the prosodic structure the medial e is deleted.

Whether presented in procedural terms, or within a constraint-based approach
(see Sharvit 1994 and Ussishkin 1999), apophony as well as alternation in the
prosodic structure takes as a base a segmental string of vowels and consonants, i.e.
the entire stem. In Bat-El (1994a, 1995) it is shown that a stem-based approach is
not only a possible alternative to the root-based approach but for some data it is
the only possible approach. It accounts for cluster transfer in denominative verbs
as in flirt ‘flirt’–flirtet ‘to flirt’ (*filret) as well as in faks ‘facsimile’–fikses ‘to send a
fax’ (*fikes). It also explains the fact that denominative verbs whose vocalic pattern
is the marked {o. e} such as xokek ‘to make a law’ can be derived only from nouns
whose base contains an o, in this case xok ‘law’.

Errors of binyan transfer found in child language and aphasic speech can as
well be accounted for within the stem modification approach. Berman (1986 and
other studies) reports on many cases where children use, for example, zarak ‘he
threw B1’ instead of nizrak ‘it got thrown B2’ and *nifrak ‘B2’ instead of hitparek ‘it
came apart B5’. Similarly, Barkai (1980) reports on a Hebrew speaking aphasic
patient who said, for example, gadlu ‘they grew up B1’ instead of higdilu ‘they
enlarged B3’ and *mitnavélet ‘B5’ instead of niv(h)élet ‘she is shocked’. Such errors
do not provide any evidence for the existence of a consonantal root; they are due to
binyan transfer by which the binyan of the target verb is exchanged with another
‘existing’ binyan via stem modification. Evidence for the existence of the consonan-
tal root should be based on errors of root transfer, whereby the binyan of the target
word is preserved but the root is exchanged by another root, where all roots in the
produced errors ‘exist’ in the language (as are the binyanim in binyan trasfer).19

The stem modification approach takes a fully specified stem as a base on
which phonological modification operates. Its superiority is motivated on empiri-
cal and theoretical grounds and therefore the view that Semitic morphology
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requires the dissection of the stem into morphemes should be abandoned in favor
of a universally unified approach.

. Conclusion: What then is special about Semitic morphology?

I have shown in this chapter that all properties characterizing Semitic stem struc-
ture can be found in non-Semitic languages as well. Thus, in terms of phonologi-
cal phenomena, Semitic languages are not unique as they do not exhibit any
property that cannot be found elsewhere.

What is special about Semitic morphology is the combination of these proper-
ties. To the best of my knowledge there is no language outside the Semitic family
whose morphology combines prosodic enforcement, apophony, and cooccurrence
restrictions on surface non-adjacent segments.

In addition, the degree of prominence of these properties in Semitic morphol-
ogy is much greater than in other languages. All properties mentioned above are
rather limited in non-Semitic languages, either lexically or phonologically. Russian
cooccurrence restrictions are lexically limited as they are found only in C(L)V(L)C
stems. The same is true of English and German where apophony is found only in a
subclass of verbs, and of Gta’ where apophony is limited to echo words. Further-
more, Yawelmani prosodic enforcement is a property of only some of the affixes
and does not affect stems consisting of more than three consonants. Similarly, in
Temiar only verbs that can fit into the template (i.e. verbs with two or three
consonants) are subject to templatic morphology. Phonological limitation is found
in vowel harmony which affects only one or two vowel features, as well as in
Chumash cooccurrence restrictions which refer only to coronal sibilants. However,
all these properties are part of native speakers’ knowledge (i.e. not sporadically
listed on particular lexical items) and therefore their prominence is irrelevant.

I claim that the combination of properties unique to Semitic languages, as
well as the dominance of these properties in the language, do not justify a distinct
morphological structure for Semitic languages. Each property should receive a
unified account regardless of its status in a particular language or language family,
as long as it consists as part of native speakers’ knowledge.

Notes

*‚I would like to thank Charles Kisseberth, Joseph Shimron, and an anonymous reviewer
for their helpful comments.

. The term ‘stem’ refers to a word without its affixes. I confine my attention to verbal
stems although various types of nominal stems exhibit a similar structure. The data under
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discussion consist mostly of unaffixed verbs. However, no claim is made regarding the
underlying stem within a verbal paradigm. The discussion in this chapter abstracts away
from semantic considerations but it should be noted that I view the stem as the unit
carrying the semantic content which can be enhanced by grammatical properties assigned
by the affixes and the vocalic pattern (i.e. the binyan).

. Further study on this issue within current theoretical frameworks can be found in
McCarthy (1988), Padgett (1991), Frisch et al. (1997), and Everett and Berent (1997). It
should be noted that the generalizations given in (1) are usually attributed to Greenberg
(1950), but credit should also be given to earlier grammarians. From Allony (1969), an
edited version of Ha’egron written in 902 by Rav Secadya Ga’on, it can be learnt that this
issue had already been raised during that period. Grammarians discussed the division of
consonants into groups (which correlate with current division on the basis of place of
articulation) and the impossible sequences of consonants (which correlate with
cooccurrence restrictions). It should be noted, however, that the discussion refers to written
letters rather than to speech sounds, and due to the consonantal writing system it appears
to make reference to root consonants.

. The OCP was first introduced in Leben (1973) in the context of tone systems. See
Goldsmith (1976) and McCarthy (1986) for further development, as well as Odden (1988)
and Yip (1988) for critical views.

. The reviewer suggested to account for the above mentioned restrictions in terms of
Cairns’ (1969) ‘‘universal ordered set of redundancy rules’’, which I believe can be
translated into constraint base approach (Cairns considers universal restrictions on initial
consonant clusters in terms of implicational relations and the SPE markedness theory). This
is indeed an interesting program that unfortunately falls beyond the scope of this chapter.

. The theory of Feature Geometry was first introduced in Clements (1985) and Sagey
(1986). Further discussion can be found in McCarthy (1988), Padgett (1991), Clements and
Hume (1995), and references therein. While phonologists agree that features are hierarchi-
cally organized, they often debate the precise organization. Here I abstract away from this
dispute and hence the hierarchy in (6) provides only those nodes relevant to the present
discussion. The ‘root’ is an organizing node dominating all features (not to be confused
with the consonantal root); the ‘C-Place’ node dominates the consonant features, and the
‘V-Place’ node dominates the vowel features; ‘F’ stands for a feature.

. The relevant features for consonantal subgrouping are actually place and stricture
([sonorant] for sonorants/obstruents and [continuent] for stops/fricatives). For example,
three groups of consonant are identified within Semitic coronals: coronal sonorants (l r n),
coronal stops (t d and the emphatic stops), and coronal fricatives (2 ð s z ʃ and the
emphatic fricatives). Padgett (1991) argues that stricture features are place-dependent and
thus allows the OCP to refer to place and stricture as a unit.

. The fact that the OCP is limited to the stem can be attributed to a language specific
ordering within a rule-based approach (i.e. the OCP applies before the affixes are attached),
or to a language specific domain restriction on the OCP (i.e. the domain of the OCP is the
stem).

. Optimality Theory was first introduced in Prince and Smolensky (1993) and its
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application to prosodic morphology has been studied in McCarthy and Prince (1993). Since
then quite a few studies within this theoretical framework have been conducted, some of
which can be found in Archangeli and Langendoen (1997) and many others on the web
(http://ruccs.rutgers.edu/roa.html). See, in particular, Rose (2000) for an account of OCP
violation in Semitic)

. In cases such as kis ‘pocket’–kiyes ‘to pickpocket’ it is assumed that the y in the verb
corresponds to some existing vowel in the input, either in the base or in the vocalic pattern
(see Bat-El 1994a and Ussishkin 1999).

. A common historical source for C1VC1VC2 stems is full reduplication. For example,
kabkab ‘star’ in Amorite changed in other Semitic languages into kakkabu(m) or ko:kab <
kawkab (Lipiński 1997). Another source of identical or homorganic C1 and C2 is prefixed
nouns, where the prefix is often synchronically opaque. For example, The noun mamzer
‘bastard’ is historically derived from the base mazar ‘to be blemished’ (Hurwitz 1913).
Modern Hebrew speakers do not recognized the first m in mamzer as aprefix, and conse-
quently C1 and C2 are identical in the denominative verb mimzer ’to bastardize’. Similarly,
the Modern Hebrew noun tadrix ‘briefing’, where the first consonant is a prefix (cf. derex
‘way’), has a related denominative verb tidrex ‘to brief ’, where C1 and C2 are homorganic,
but nevertheless they are both part of the stem. Denominative verbs derived from prefixed
nouns are not uncommon in Modern Hebrew and consequently many of the verbs whose
first two consonants are identical or homorganic have as the first consonant m or t, the
most common prefixes in the language.

. The power of the Local-OCP can be clearly seen in the verb derived from the noun
�a�o�ra ‘trumpet’. Some speakers say �i�e�er ‘to play the trumpet’, where an e is inserted to
rescue the Local-OCP violation. Other speakers are reluctant to violate the disyllabic
structure of the verb (since the inserted vowel creates an additional syllable) and thus
choose to rescue the violation by metathesis, as exhibited in �i�re�. Similarly, in hik�il ‘to
become blue’ most speakers avoid Local-OCP violation (as in the normative hi��ilƒ) by
preserving the post-vocalic k unspirantized.

. Due to the loss of weight distinctions the prosodic restrictions in Modern Hebrew are
rather simple. Other Semitic languages require more elaborated restrictions. Akkadian, for
example, requires tri-syllabic stems (with the exception of Preterite B-stems which are
disyllabic). The final stem syllable must be heavy; the other two syllables are either both
heavy or one of them is light. See also Hoberman (1992) for prosodic restrictions in
Modern Aramaic.

. Further person-number as well as gender distinctions are made by inflectional suffixes.

. Notice that this exception must be lexically specified otherwise the distinction between
the Future forms of B2 and B4 will be eliminated (cf. yikanes ‘he will enter’ B2 vs. yekanes
‘he will gather’ B4).

. We may view this question in an analogical context of the elements and their deriva-
tives. Although H2O has its own properties it is not a basic element as it consists of the
basic elements H and O (thanks to Joseph Shimron for pointing out this analogy).

. The effect of the minimal word can be seen in English and Latin which do not allow
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monomoraic (CV) words; the minimal size of the word is bimoraic, (C)VV or (C)VC.
Similarly, deletion of a final vowel in Lardil (a Pama-Nyungan language spoken in the Gulf
of Carpentario) is blocked in disyllabic words since the output would consist of less than
two syllables (see Prince and Smolensky 1993).

. Acquisition of the verbal paradigm may provide further support for the independence
of the phonological properties of a verb (but should be carefully examined within a wider
context). If all the properties of a binyan form one unit they are expected to be acquired
simultaneously (assuming that there are no other blocking constraints such as the one
prohibiting a complex onset). However, mixing of the properties of the binyan is not
uncommon. Here are some examples (data provided by Galit Adam, p.c.): (i) tidlik ‘you
ms. sg. will light B3’ (adult tadlik), where the vocalic pattern {i. i} of the Past (hidlik)
appears with the Future prefix; (ii) artíva ‘she made wet B3’ (adult (h)irtíva/(h)ertíva),
where the vocalic pattern {a. i} of the Infinitive (le-hartiv) appears with the prefix identify-
ing the Past form; (iii) tilefi ‘you fm. will peel B4’ (adult tekalfi) where the vocalic pattern
{i. e} of the Past (kilef) appears in the Future form.

. The view that the vocalic pattern, but not the consonantal root is a morphological unit
must abandon the classical approach that words are exhaustively composed of morphemes.
Also the -berry words in English are not exhaustively composed of morphemes; while berry
is a morpheme, boysen in boysenberry and huckle in huckleberry are not (see Anderson
1992:ƒ49).

. Evidence for the consonantal root based on experimental studies (Berent and Shimron
1997 and Ephratt 1997 among others) are problematic since the subjects where given
written material which is primarily consonantal. Such experiments are appropriate for
arguments regarding the processing involved in reading which is not necessarily identical to
the process involved in natural speech.
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Chapter 3

The verbal morphology of Maltese

From Semitic to Romance

Robert D. Hoberman and Mark Aronoff

Introduction

Linguists at least since de Saussure have made a fundamental distinction between
the diachronic, historical dimension of language and the synchronic, structural
dimension. Yet even after all this time, linguists sometimes confuse the two
dimensions, and no more so than in the classification of languages. The diachron-
ic classification of languages into families whose members are related to one
another historically is often used in making structural statements of the sort that,
strictly speaking, belong to structural typology. For example, the Dravidian
language family of South India is sometimes said to be morphologically agglutina-
tive and verb-final; all the Eskimo languages are said to be polysynthetic; and
Bantu languages are cited for their complex systems of nominal agreement classes.
Perhaps best known of all, because the trait is so uncommon, is the association of
the Semitic language family (or more properly the Semitic branch of Afro-Asiatic)
with what has come to be called root-and-pattern morphology, a type of mor-
phology in which, at least within the indigenous tradition of Arabic and Hebrew
grammar, a word is described as consisting of a combination of a lexical conso-
nantal root and a specific vowel pattern or vocalism arranged within a fixed
prosodic pattern (sequence of syllables of fixed types, including consonant and
vowel length), with the vowels being inserted between the consonants to mark
various morphological categories. This peculiar sort of morphology may also be
viewed, in more traditionally Western terms, as an extreme form of ablaut (also
known as apophony), which is the systematic changing of vowels in a stem to
mark morphological categories. This would make it a remote structural relative of
the kind of morphology that we see in Germanic languages in the tenses of strong
(i.e. irregular) verbs, as for example in English ride versus rode.

However it is to be characterized theoretically, root-and-pattern morphology
has become so closely identified with Semitic languages that one may be led to
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suspect that this peculiar sort of morphology is their defining trait, a pervasive
spirit of Semitic languages, akin to what Sapir (1921) labeled (somewhat mislead-
ingly) drift . But of course, the defining trait of Semitic languages cannot be
structural, but is rather simply their historical relation to one another. The fact
that all Semitic languages exhibit this type of morphology is a historical fact which
provides reasonable grounds for believing that the parent Proto-Semitic language
of over five thousand years ago must also have had root-and-pattern morphology.
To the extent that we find something like this kind of morphology in the other
subfamilies of Afro-Asiatic, such as Cushitic and Berber, we may perhaps even
conclude that an even remoter ancestor language had root-and-pattern morphol-
ogy. But from a structural typological point of view, the fact that these languages
all share a certain peculiar sort of morphology should be purely accidental, the
result of their all having descended from the same language, unless we subscribe
to Sapir’s view.

There is evidence from Modern Aramaic that might lead one to believe in the
kind of pervasive structural tendencies that Sapir pointed to. The verbal system of
some Modern Aramaic languages has been completely restructured over the last
two millennia (Hoberman 1989). Nonetheless, it remains true to root-and-pattern
morphology, although the patterns themselves are completely distinct in their
morphosyntactic functions from those of the historically earlier stages of the
language such as Biblical Aramaic and Syriac. From this change, which preserves
the inner essence but retains none of the outer shell, one might conclude that the
abstract property of having root-and-pattern morphology has persisted through
the history of the language, and such persistence would be very surprising without
some kind of systematic structural support.

In speaking of the persistence of root-and-pattern morphology of verbs in
Semitic languages we are speaking mainly of the derivational processes that relate
different verbal lexemes containing the same root, and also of differences of tense.
In Hebrew for example, the derivational relationships among jixtov ‘he will write’,
jaxtiv ‘he will dictate’, and jikatev ‘it will be written’ are not (synchronically)
affixal but involve changes in patterns, and even where prefixes occur pattern
changes are also involved: katav ‘he wrote’, hixtiv ‘he dictated’, nixtav ‘it was
written’. The same is true of the tense and mood differences among jixtov ‘he will
write’, katav ‘he wrote’, kotev ‘he writes’, and ktov ‘write (imperative)’. On the
other hand inflection for person, number, and gender is, and always has been,
accomplished through prefixes and suffixes. To a greater or lesser extent the same
is true for all other Semitic languages.

Our study of Maltese verbal morphology, however, points in a direction
opposite to that suggested by the Modern Aramaic we mentioned above. As we
will show here, Maltese verbal morphology — especially derivation but also tense
marking — although it may superficially appear to be of the root-and-pattern sort
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and has previously been described as such, is in fact not. Maltese may contain
relics of root-and-pattern morphology, but its productive verbal morphology is
decidedly affixal. So at least one modern Semitic language has lost this defining
characteristic, providing evidence that the typological characterization of Semitic
languages as having root-and-pattern morphology for some (admittedly unspeci-
fied) structural reasons is probably incorrect, leaving us with the much less
interesting conclusion that Semitic is no different from any other language family:
to the extent that members of a family share some peculiar trait, it is purely an
accident of history and not the result of the passing down of some abstract quasi-
genetic property like drift.

Our definition of root-and-pattern morphology is quite restricted. In particu-
lar, we want to distinguish root-and-pattern morphology from templatic mor-
phology, in which affixes occur in a fixed order, sometimes unmotivated from a
syntactic or semantic point of view (Lounsbury 1953). The verbal patterns of
Semitic languages impose not merely rigid affix order, but also very rigid condi-
tions on the internal structure of the innermost verb stem, abstracting away from
all affixes. Each verb theme (we use this term as equivalent to the Hebrew term
binyan) consists of an inner stem with fixed vocalism and a fixed prosody,
surrounded by fixed affixes (if they are present), and in some cases different
prosodies and vocalisms in different tenses, aspects, or moods. Consonantal roots
are fitted to these complex patterns. This is true of modern as well as classical
Semitic languages and the patterns govern the shapes of borrowings quite rigidly
even in languages like Modern Hebrew. Maltese appears at first to have Semitic-
style verb patterns of this sort and has been described in these terms (e.g. by
Aquilina 1959, 1965), but the language, paradoxically it seems, also has a very
large number of verbs borrowed almost intact from Romance (Sicilian and Italian)
and more recently from English that fall outside these patterns. Such intact
borrowing of verbs is not permitted in the well-studied modern Semitic languages.
In Modern Hebrew or Standard Arabic, for example, while it is perfectly possible
to borrow nouns intact (e.g. telefon), verbs must follow the patterns dictated by
the morphological patterns of the language’s verbal morphology, giving us the
Modern Hebrew verb tilfen in the CiCeC theme or the Standard Arabic verb
talfana. Neither language allows verbs to retain the prosody (especially the
number of syllables) and vocalism of the source noun in violation of native verbal
canonical patterns, as would be the case in such non-existent Hebrew forms as
*telefon/jetelefon ‘he phoned/will phone’ or non-existent Standard Arabic
*tilifu:na/jutilifu:nu ‘he phoned/phones’ (though such forms do occur in the
jocular slang of highly educated speakers of Moroccan Arabic).1

We will show that Maltese verb formation is in fact not of the normal Semitic
root-and-pattern type, with the result that the borrowed verbs are not unexpected.
In particular, the restrictions on vocalism in Maltese are much less rigid than
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those in other Semitic languages and the vocalisms of derived verbs are dependent
on the base of the derived forms in a way that is unusual in Semitic but normal
outside it. The prosodic shapes of derived verbs are also quite free. This is what
permits the massive borrowing.

At the same time, most Romance and English borrowed verbs in Maltese have
their own quite peculiar morphological pattern imposed on them that makes them
recognizable as borrowings. Maltese verb morphology thus lies somewhere
between the full root-and-pattern type that is common in Semitic and what we
otherwise think of as normal: borrowed verbs fall quite rigidly into patterns that
are fairly arbitrary and language-particular, but these patterns involve affixation
rather than roots, vocalisms, and prosodies.

Maltese as a Semitic language

Maltese is historically and genetically an Arabic dialect. Malta was under Muslim
rule from 870 to 1090 and the population remained substantially Muslim until
about 1250. Since about 1300, however, there has been very little contact with the
Arab world, and Romance-speaking Europe has been the dominant political and
cultural force in Malta; as a result, for instance, the Maltese people are Roman
Catholics, and write their language with a version of the Roman alphabet. For
these and similar reasons a sociolinguist might argue that Maltese has by now lost
its status as a variety of Arabic, but we are talking about its origins and its
structure, which remains very much within the Arabic type. It is striking and
somewhat puzzling that a little over two hundred years of Muslim rule was
sufficient to replace whatever language or languages had previously been spoken
in Malta with Arabic, while the last seven hundred years have not seen that
language supplanted by Sicilian or Italian.

We will cite Maltese data in Maltese orthography, which represents the pho-
nemic structure of the language rather well except for vowel quantity, which is
mostly not indicated. The following Maltese letters have the sound values indi-
cated in IPA symbols: ċƒ[tʃƒ], ġƒ[d�], q[ʔ], x[ʃƒ], żƒ[z], z[ts]; � and j have their IPA
values, respectively a voiceless pharyngeal fricative and a palatal semivowel; h is
silent or [�], depending on environment; ie is [iə

�
] or [i:], derived in most

instances from Old Arabic *a:; and g� represents an underlying morphophoneme
which lengthens adjacent vowels. For more information on Maltese phonology
and orthography see Borg (1997).

Maltese morphology is unmistakably Arabic. Thus, broken noun plurals are
common (ktieb, pl. kotba ‘book’; dar, pl. djar ‘house’) and productive, applying to
borrowed words (forma, pl. forom ‘form, verbal theme’; serp ‘snake’, pl. sriep;
kamra ‘room’, pl. kmamar). There are the familiar prefixed and unprefixed verb
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conjugations for imperfect and perfect, respectively. Pronominal possessive and
object suffixes function in the usual ways (ru�-na ‘our soul; riġl-ek ‘your [sg.] leg’;
qalb-ha ‘her heart’; jiddawnlowdja-h ‘he downloads it’; nifta�-hom ‘I open them’;
nifta�-hom-lok ‘I open them for you [sg.]’).

Maltese phonology has undergone many changes from the Classical Arabic
pattern, but is still recognizably vernacular Arabic. Segmental phonemes include /�/
and /ʔ/ (as in many Arabic dialects this /ʔ/ is a reflex of Old Arabic *q, not *ʔ), and
rural, non-standard Maltese has pharyngealized phonemes (vowels, not conso-
nants). Both vowels and consonants may be long or short, and stress is conditioned
by syllable weight. The article (i)l- is assimilated to following coronal consonants.
Initial two-consonant clusters are quite free (ġbin ‘forehead’; mtira ‘furrow’; lbies
‘dress’). Maltese surface syntax, too, is recognizably Arabic: the construct state is
quite widely used; the article is copied before adjectives; there is no present-tense
copula; the basic word order is SVO; the relativizer (il)li is invariant.

Moreover, Maltese shares many of the innovations which are widespread in
vernacular Arabic dialects. The themes (conjugation classes) are essentially those
of vernacular Arabic; these will be discussed below. Finally, Maltese has specifically
vernacular Arabic lexical items, such as ġab ‘bring’. Ferguson (1959) listed four-
teen structural features, most of them morphological but some phonological and
syntactic, which are not characteristic of Classical Arabic but are found in the
majority of Arabic dialects throughout the Arabic-speaking territory. While
Ferguson’s idea that the shared features show that these dialects originated in the
early Islamic period in a spoken Arabic koine has been largely rejected by Arabists,
the list can still serve as an inventory of innovations which help define the modern
Arabic vernacular vis-à-vis Classical Arabic. Of these fourteen features Maltese
shares twelve; one cannot be demonstrated because it has been obscured by
phonological changes; and only one of the fourteen, the replacement of Classical
Arabic raʔa: ‘see’ by ʃa:f, is definitely absent in Maltese (Maltese has ra ‘see’). Two
of the most striking of Ferguson’s morphological innovations that are evidenced
in Maltese are these: numerals follow the vernacular Arabic pattern in having two
forms: an absolute form suffixed with -a (�amsa ‘five’) and a form lacking the
suffix which appears when the number is followed by a counted noun (�ames
kotba ‘five books’); in verbs of the form C1aC2C2, -aj- is inserted before consonant-
initial suffixes (Maltese radd ‘he restored’, radd-ej-na ‘we restored’, to be com-
pared with Classical Arabic radd-a ‘he restored’, radad-na: ‘we restored’).

We will use the terms ‘‘Semitic Maltese’’ to refer to the Maltese vocabulary
and morphology derived from Arabic, ‘‘Romance Maltese’’ to refer to those
derived from Sicilian and Italian, and ‘‘English Maltese’’ to refer to recent
borrowings from English. The Maltese data we cite come from published sources
on the language: Aquilina (1959, 1965, 1987, 1990); Schabert (1976); Azzopardi-
Alexander (1997); Ambros (1998); Borg and the Colour Image dictionary (1998),
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and especially Mifsud (1995), with the addition of a few items gleaned from
Maltese World Wide Web pages.

Verbal themes in Semitic Maltese

The themes of Maltese are not like those of Classical Arabic. Maltese has fewer
theme types than does Classical Arabic, and only a few of the Classical Arabic
types are common in Maltese. This is typical of vernacular Arabic. In the following
discussion the themes will be labeled with the Roman numerals that are conven-
tional in descriptions of Classical Arabic, and verbs are cited in the third person
masculine singular perfect (sometimes perfect and imperfect), but glossed with the
English base form.

Active verbs come in the following themes: the basic type (Theme I, e.g.
�adem ‘work’, niżel ‘go down’), the intensive with doubled middle radical (Theme
II, e.g. niżżel ‘bring down’), and the quadriliteral type (Theme QI, e.g. bandal
‘swing’). As in most Semitic languages, the basic type is not normally used to
derive verbs from other verbs. Passive/reflexive verbs are formed by prefixing t- or
n-, yielding the following themes: type V, the t-prefixed passive of II (e.g. t-niżżel
‘be brought down’); type VII, the n-prefixed passive of I (e.g. in-qabad ‘be caught’,
from qabad ‘catch’); and QII, the t-prefixed passive of QI (e.g. t-bandal ‘be
swung’). The remaining themes are less common (III, VI, IX), limited to a few
verbs (VIII, X), or absent (IV).

In Classical Arabic and most modern Semitic languages, including even
Modern Hebrew, every theme template consists of a syllable structure or prosody,
perhaps a prefix or infix, and a specific vocalism. (We disregard here the suffixes
marking inflection for person, number, and gender.) For all but the basic Theme
I, these languages allow for each theme only a single vocalism (which may vary
between the templates of prefixed and unprefixed tenses); for example, all Theme
II verbs have the same vocalism. The vowels of the Semitic Maltese theme
templates, unlike those of Classical Arabic, are not fixed. Each theme allows
several different vowel patterns, and Theme I allows many. ‘‘In the course of its
development from O[ld] Ar[abic], M[altese] has developed a vast range of vowel
patterns, richer than that of O. Ar. both in variety and distribution. This richness
is basically the product of historical phonological constraints operating on the
structures of the language, whether nominal or verbal, irrespective of morphologi-
cal categories’’ (Mifsud 1995:ƒ65). In part this large variety of vowel patterns arose
through the loss of the Arabic phonological opposition of emphatic (pharyn-
gealized or velarized) versus plain consonants. In Arabic, a vowel adjacent to an
emphatic consonant will have a back allophone, while next to plain consonants
vowels have front allophones, so that, for instance, the distinction [	ɑ� ] versus [sæ]
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is phonemicly /	a/ versus /sa/. When the consonantal opposition was lost in
Maltese the vowel allophones became separate phonemes, and sequences like these
were reinterpreted as respectively /sa/ versus /se/. Most often, then, verbs will have
a in Maltese if there was a back consonant in the environment in Old Arabic, and
e otherwise. Through this and other phonological and morphological changes as
well as borrowings from Sicilian and Italian the restrictions on possible vowel
patterns have loosened. In Theme I, vowel patterns of the perfect are aa, ae, ea, ee,
ie, oo, and with vowel-final stems also oa (qasam ‘break’, �areġ ‘go out’, qered
‘destroy’, kiser ‘break’, qorob ‘get near’, g�ola ‘go high’). Vocalisms in Maltese can
be lexically distinct: sella ‘greet’ vs. salla ‘imprecate’; faddal ‘collect’ vs. feddel
‘tame’; rema ‘throw away’ vs. rama ‘set up’.

In Imperfects, the first (prefix) vowel is partly determined by phonological
factors, in particular the adjacent consonants, while the second (stem) vowel is
generally the same as that of the perfect: �ataf ja�taf ‘snatch’, da�ak jid�ak ‘laugh’,
qabel jaqbel ‘agree’, �eles je�les ‘deliver’, feta� jifta� ‘open’, resaq jersaq ‘approach’,
niżel jinżel ‘descend’, xorob jixrob ‘drink’, �olom jo�lom ‘dream’, fehem jifhem
‘understand’ (this type all seem to be ChC, where h is silent.). In some cases,
however, perfect -a- may go to imperfect -o-: da�al jid�ol ‘enter’, maxat jomxot
‘comb’, żelaq jiżloq ‘slip’, nefaq jonfoq ‘spend’; in just three verbs perfect -e- goes
to imperfect -o-: �areġ jo�roġ ‘go out’, qatel joqtol ‘kill’, siket jiskot ‘be silent’
(Aquilina 1965:ƒ142, 144).

Although Maltese has five short vowels and each verb stem has two vowels,
there are not twenty-five (5 × 5) different stem types but only seven. This looks as
though there were a set of stem templates, as are familiar in Arabic and other
Semitic languages, imposed on the set of verbs. This is a relic of the earlier history
of the language: the imposition of stem templates may have been true at an earlier
stage but is not active synchronically in modern Maltese. Similarly, ablaut is
vestigial in Maltese, the main relic of the historical system of ablaut being the
alternation of perfects in a with imperfects in o. This is unlike the ablaut system in
Classical Arabic, where there are many patterns of alternation, some of them
frequent and some quite limited in distribution. In Maltese, a number of verbs in
Theme I, but no other themes, must be specified as undergoing ablaut, which will
always be a → o or, in three items, e → o.

Theme II is defined by the syllable structure CVCCVC, and the vowel
possibilities are ee, aa, ae, ea, ie; the vowels of the imperfect are the same as those
of the perfect (ġedded iġedded ‘renew’, qassar iqassar ‘shorten’, nebba� inebba�
‘draw attention to’, qaddem iqaddem ‘make old’, kisser ikisser ‘smash’). The
remaining themes will not be discussed here, because they exhibit no fundamental
properties that cannot be seen in Themes I and II.

In Arabic a derived verb takes on the vowel pattern imposed by its theme,
losing the vowels of the base verb, noun, or adjective: 	a��aka ju	a��iku ‘make
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someone laugh’ from 	a�ika ja	�aku ‘laugh’, maddana jumaddinu ‘build cities,
civilize’ from madi:na ‘city’, γarbala juγarbilu ‘to sift’ from γirba:l ‘sieve’. This is
not so in Maltese: derived verbs normally retain the vowel pattern of their base
verb, noun, or adjective, regardless of the normal vowel pattern of their theme.

i > i (no change)
niżel ‘descend’ niżżel ‘cause to descend’
kiser ‘break’ kisser ‘smash’

e > e (no change)
xemx ‘sun’ xemmex ‘expose to sun’

a > a (no change)
da�ak ‘laugh’ da��ak ‘make someone laugh, amuse’
ba�ar ‘sea’ ba��ar ‘navigate’
sabar ‘bear with patience’„sabbar ‘console’

In some cases the base vowels are not retained. In all such cases the change is from
a higher vowel in the base to a lower vowel in the derived verb: the derived form
shows lowering following the hierarchies i > e > a and o > a. The vowels o and u
do not occur in verbs of themes other than I, so all verbs derived from bases with
o or u must show vowel lowering or fronting.

i > e
firex ‘spread’ ferrex ‘scatter’
ġdid ‘new’ ġedded ‘renew’
dilek ‘smear’ dellek ‘cause to smear’
iebes ‘hard’ webbes ‘harden’

i > a
sadid ‘rust’ saddad ‘cause to get rusty’
tqil ‘heavy’ taqqal or taqqel ‘make heavy’
qasir ‘short’ qassar ‘shorten’
saddieq ‘just’ saddaq (also seddaq) ‘make just’

e > a
siker ‘get drunk’ sakkar ‘cause to get drunk’

o > a or e
�olom ‘dream’ �allem ‘cause to dream’
boloq ‘grow old’ bellaq ‘ripen’
�oxba ‘beam’ �axxeb ‘make thick and long’
g�oxa ‘faint’ g�axxa ‘cause to faint’
g�ola ‘rise (price)’„g�alla ‘raise (price)’
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Thus in no case does the derivational process involve the replacement of the
vowels of the base by vowels imposed by the theme, which is what happens in
Arabic and other Semitic languages.

Before examining the ways in which the Maltese verbal system assimilates
Romance and English borrowings we need to look at the Semitic Maltese system
of verbal inflection. The following are paradigms of the three most common types
of consonant-final Semitic Maltese verbs.

Theme I (kiser)
‘break’

Theme II (kisser)
‘shatter, crush’

Theme QI (qarben)
‘give communion’

Perfect
sg 1 ksirt kissirt qarbint
sg 2 ksirt kissirt qarbint
sg 3m kiser kisser qarben
sg 3f kisret kissret qarbnet
pl 1 ksirna kissirna qarbinna
pl 2 ksirtu kissirtu qarbintu
pl 3 kisru kissru qarbnu

Imperfect
sg 1 nikser nkisser nqarben
sg 2 tikser tkisser tqarben
sg 3m jikser jkisser jqarben
sg 3f tikser tkisser tqarben
pl 1 niksru nkissru nqarbnu
pl 2 tiksru tkissru tqarbnu
pl 3 jiksru jkissru jqarbnu

Imperative
sg ikser kisser qarben
pl iksru kissru qarbnu

Maltese has a class of of vowel-final stems. In Classical Arabic or other Semitic
languages these might be analyzed as resulting from the loss of weak final conso-
nants j and w, but we assume a concrete analysis in which these consonants are
absent at all levels of representation and we refer to these verbs as vowel-final.
These stems have three conjugation types that are different from the conjugation
of verbs whose stems are consonant-final. In the Perfect all vowel-final verbs end
in -a in the unsuffixed third person masculine singular, but in the suffixed gender/
number/person forms there are two types: those with the front vowels -e- or -ie-
and those with -a-; we will label these with the first-person singular endings, as
the -ejt and -ajt types respectively. In the Imperfect there are also two types, i-final
and a-final. The absence of verbs with -ajt in the perfect and –i in the imperfect
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leaves three types, exemplified below with bena ‘build’, nesa ‘forget’, and dara ‘get
used to’. Examples of Theme II and Theme QI verbs are also included. All vowel-
final verbs in Theme II and QI have -ejt in the perfect and –i in the imperfect.
This is so even when derived from Theme I verbs with imperfects ending in -a:
sewwa isewwi ‘repair, rectify’ < sewa jiswa ‘be useful, permitted, suitable’, nissa
inissi ‘cause to forget’ < nisa jinsa ‘forget’.

Paradigms of vowel-final Semitic Maltese verbs:

Theme I
ejt/i-final
(bena)
‘build’

Theme I
ejt/a-final
(nesa)
‘forget’

Theme I
ajt/a-final
(dara)
‘get used to’

Theme II
(� lla)
‘leave’

Theme QI
(fisqa)
‘swaddle’

Perfect
sg 1 bnejt nsejt drajt �allejt fisqejt
sg 2 bnejt nsejt drajt �allejt fisqejt
sg 3m bena nesa dara �alla fisqa
sg 3f bniet nsiet drat �alliet fisqiet
pl 1 bnejna nsejna drajna �allejna fisqejna
pl 2 bnejtu nsejtu drajtu �allejtu fisqejtu
pl 3 bnew nsew draw �allew fisqew

Imperfect
sg 1 nibni ninsa nidra n�alli nfisqi
sg 2 tibni tinsa tidra t�alli tfisqi
sg 3m jibni jinsa jidra j�alli jfisqi
sg 3f tibni tinsa tidra t�alli tfisqi
pl 1 nibnu ninsew nidraw n�allu nfisqu
pl 2 tibnu tinsew tidraw t�allu tfisqu
pl 3 jibnu jinsew jidraw j�allu jfisqu

Imperative
sg ibni insa idra �alli fisqi
pl ibnu insew idraw �allu fisqu

Romance Maltese verbs and their classes

Almost all Romance Maltese verbs are placed in one of two Maltese vowel-final
categories, ejt/i-final and ajt/a-final variant, in Theme II or QI (recall that derived
verbs rarely go into Theme I). The inflectional affixes of the perfect and imperfect
are identical to those of Semitic Maltese. Paradigms follow.
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Theme II i-final
Italian fallire ‘be absent’

Theme QI a-final
Italian cantare ‘sing’

Perfect
sg 1 fallejt kantajt
sg 2 fallejt kantajt
sg 3m falla kanta
sg 3f falliet kantat
pl 1 fallejna kantajna
pl 2 fallejtu kantajtu
pl 3 fallew kantaw

Imperfect
sg 1 nfalli nkanta
sg 2 tfalli tkanta
sg 3m jfalli jkanta
sg 3f tfalli tkanta
pl 1 nfallu nkantaw
pl 2 tfallu tkantaw
pl 3 jfallu jkantaw

Imperative
sg falli kanta
pl fallu kantaw

A large number of verbs of Romance origin have syllable structures similar to
those of Maltese verbs of Arabic origin. For example, kanta has the same syllable
structure as fisqa. Romance verbs of this group are those which Mifsud (1995)
refers to as ‘‘R[omance] M[altese] verbs of type A’’, assimilated borrowings. These
have not only syllable structures like those of Semitic Maltese verbs but also vowel
sequences which are found in Semitic Maltese verbs: the vowels of kanta exists in
Semitic Maltese saffa ‘clarify, filter’, and that of Semitic Maltese fisqa is mimicked
by Romance Maltese pinġa ‘paint’. As Mifsud points out, ‘‘A striking fact . . . is
that the range of vowel sequences obtained in R[omance] M[altese] verbs of type
A [assimilated borrowings] lies strictly within the limits of the traditional M
vocalization; indeed the variation displayed by loan verbs within each verbal
theme is regularly more restricted than that of S[emitic] M[altese] verbs’’ (Mifsud
1995:ƒ65) Mifsud’s implicit claim is that Maltese first borrowed those Romance
verbs which matched the existing Semitic patterns and he calls these assimilated
borrowings. Whether this was actually the case historically may be interesting, but
it is not our concern. The fact is that many other verbs of Romance origin in
modern Maltese have syllable structures and vowel sequences that are not found
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in Maltese verbs of Arabic origin: iffronta ‘face a situation’, stabilixxa ‘establish’,
iffjorixxa ‘prosper’. In fact, there are no morphological restrictions on the syllable
structure or vowel patterns of these verbs, no restrictions other than the phono-
logical restrictions on syllable structures and vowels that apply throughout
Maltese. The fact that these verbs are lexically numerous and appear frequently in
texts, amounting to over two percent of all verbs appearing in journalistic Maltese
(Fenech 1978:ƒ133–5, 140), shows that this is not a marginal phenomenon, but
rather a productive part of the structure of Maltese. If Mifsud’s claim is histori-
cally correct, then at some point in the history of Maltese one could borrow only
those Romance verbs which matched some already existing Semitic Maltese verbs.
This is clearly no longer true.

Romance Maltese verbs differ from Semitic Maltese verbs in five ways:
1. All Romance Maltese a-final verbs (the larger class) have -ajt in the perfect,
though -ajt perfects are few in number in the Semitic Maltese vocabulary. Thus
the Romance Maltese a-final class is more symmetrical than the Semitic Maltese
a-final class: most a-final Semitic Maltese verbs fall together with the i-final class
in the perfect in having front-vowel endings like -ejt, but in Romance Maltese a-
final imperfects have back-vowel endings in the perfect too. In other words, in
Romance Maltese a verb has either front-vowel endings in the perfect and
imperfect, or back-vowel endings in the perfect and imperfect, and the final vowel
of the stem is recoverable directly from both perfect and imperfect stems. There is
no syncretism in the perfect between a-final and i-final Romance Maltese verbs.
This symmetry is demonstrated in Tables 1 and 2. The symbol (+) indicates that
there are only a few verbs with -ajt in the perfect and -a in the imperfect.

Table 1.‚Types of Semitic Maltese vowel-final verbs

Imperfect

-i -a
Perfect -ejt + +

-ajt – (+)

Table 2.‚Types of Romance Maltese verb

Imperfect

-i -a
Perfect -ejt + –

-ajt – +
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2. The restrictions on syllable onsets in Romance Maltese are those of Italo-
Romance, allowing stem-initial three-consonant sequences (while in Semitic
Maltese the initial clusters in items like st�arreġ ‘inquire’ and stkerrah ‘hate’ occur
only with the derivational prefix st-, and other three-consonant clusters may arise
as a result of syncope in suffixed forms, as in jikser/jiksru ‘he/they break’,
jqarben/jqarbnu ‘he/they give communion’) and Cj clusters:
— jiskrupla ‘have scruples’; jisplodi ‘explode’; jiskonġra ‘exorcise’; jiżbrana ‘tear to

pieces’; jisfratta ‘turn over’; jinkludi ‘include’; jordna ‘order’; jikkmanda
‘command’

— jimpjega ‘employ’; jiffjorixxi ‘blossom’
3. While Semitic Maltese verb stems comprise no more than two syllables,

there appear to be no restrictions on the number of syllables in a Romance
Maltese verb stem:

1 syllable: jippostja ‘post’; jikkopja ‘copy’
2 syllables: jabdika ‘abdicate’; jiskomoda ‘inconvenience’; jiżviluppa ‘develop’
3 syllables: jalimenta ‘nourish’; jistandardizza ‘standardize’, jikkoàgula ‘coagulate’
4 syllables: jippopolarizza ‘popularize’; japprofondixxa ‘deepen’, jippersonìfika

‘personify’

Jikkoàgula further deviates from Semitic Maltese patterns in having antepenulti-
mate stress and adjacent vowels (which occur in Semitic Maltese only in specific
morphological contexts). In these features it is not unique among Romance
Maltese verbs.

4. Many Romance Maltese verbs have a geminate-initial stem:
— Romance Maltese verbs with a single initial consonant in Italo-Romance

generally show gemination: jiffirma ‘sign’; jirrispetta ‘respect’; jissodisfa
‘satisfy’.

— Romance Maltese verbs with an initial consonant-sonorant cluster in Italo-
Romance show gemination: jibbrilla ‘glitter’; jivvjaġġa ‘travel’; jikkmanda
‘command’.

— Romance Maltese verbs with sibilant-initial clusters do not show gemination:
jiskomoda ‘inconvenience’; jiżbilanċja ‘unbalance’.

This is quite a different phenomenon from the copying (or spreading or reduplic-
ation) of a root consonant to fill more than one root slot, as in Hebrew mamaʃ
‘really’, savav ‘he circled’, fikses ‘he faxed’. The historical origin of this Maltese initial
gemination is obscure. Initial gemination is widespread in Southern Italian and
Sicilian dialects, with many and complex differences among the dialects. (This
gemination should not be confused with raddoppiamento sintattico, the gemination
of initial consonants after words ending in short stressed vowels, which occurs
throughout Italian.) In some, but not all, Italo-Romance dialects, the initial gemi-
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nate may be preceded by a prosthetic vowel. In Maltese there is always a prosthetic
vowel before initial geminates unless the preceding word in the same phonological
phrase ends in a vowel. The peculiarity of Maltese is that this initial gemination is
restricted to verbs and becomes a general marker of borrowed verbs in particular.

The following are examples of initial gemination in Romance Maltese verbs,
where the corresponding noun has no gemination.

Noun or adjective Verb

faċilità ‘ease, facility’ iffaċilita ‘to facilitate’
dilettant ‘amateur’ iddiletta ‘to have a hobby’
differenti ‘different’ iddifferixxa ‘to differ’
divrenzja ‘difference’ iddivrenzja ‘to discriminate against’
rakkomandazzjoni ‘recommendation’ irrakkomanda ‘recommend’
sensja ‘permission, discharge from a job’ issensja ‘to discharge from work’
xalata ‘picnic, revelry’ ixxala ‘to enjoy oneself ’

5. -ixxa verbs. In Italian, certain verbs have an <-isc> augment which is phono-
logically conditioned: it appears just in case stress would otherwise fall on the stem
and has two forms, [isk] and [iʃʃƒ], depending on the following vowel (Burzio and
DiFabio 1994). It is important to note that not all verbs do this, only those that have
an 〈-isc〉 augment. When these verbs are borrowed into Maltese, the [iʃʃƒ] form
(never [isk]) is used under the exact same phonological condition that governs the
use of both in Italian (as pointed out by Ambros 1998:ƒ156), but with Maltese
inflection: the augment appears just in case the suffix is not stressed, i.e. in just those
cases where the stem would otherwise be stressed. In Italian verb morphology, stress
is phonologically and morphologically conditioned; in Maltese, stress is phonologi-
cally conditioned, falling on the final syllable if it is extraheavy (CVCC or CV:C),
otherwise on the penultimate syllable. Note that the condition governing the
placement of [isk]/[iʃʃƒ] applies to different cells in the paradigms of the two lan-
guages. This is a case of borrowing a phonological condition on a morphological
rule. Two paradigms follow, one in Italian and one in Maltese. We have added indi-
cations of stress in this table, though the orthography of neither language does. (The
sequence [iʃʃƒ] is spelled 〈isc〉 before front vowels in Italian but 〈ixx〉 in Maltese.)

Italian
suggerisco

Maltese
issuġġeri

Perfect
sg 1 suggeríi issuġġeréjt
sg 2 suggerísti issuġġeréjt
sg 3m suggerí issuġġeríxxa
sg 3f – issuġġeríet
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pl 1 suggerímmo issuġġeréjna
pl 2 suggeríste issuġġeréjtu
pl 3 suggerírono issuġġeréw [-éww]

Imperfect
sg 1 suggerísco nissuġġeríxxi
sg 2 suggerísci tisuggeríxxi
sg 3m suggerísce jisuggeríxxi
sg 3f – tisuggeríxxi
pl 1 suggeriámo nisuggeríxxu
pl 2 suggeríte tisuggeríxxu
pl 3 suggeríscono jisuggeríxxu

Imperative
sg suggerísci suggeríxxi
pl suggeríte suggeríxxu

When Maltese verb forms with -ixx- are further suffixed, entailing stress shift to-
ward the end of the word, the -ixx- augment may be absent: stabil-íxx-a ‘he
established’, stabilíe-k ‘he established you’; jistabil-ixx-a ‘he establishes’, jistabilí-ni
[jistabilí:ni] ‘he establishes me’, jittradíxxi ‘he betrays’, ma jittradíx or ma jittra-
dixxíx (both [-í�ʃƒ]) ‘he does not betray’ (Aquilina 1959:ƒ315, Ambros 1998: 156).

This comparison shows that while [iʃʃƒ] is present in both Italian and Maltese
under the same circumstances — when stress would otherwise fall on the stem
— this occurs in different tense/person/number combinations in the two lan-
guages. It is the rule that was borrowed, not the forms.

English Maltese verbs

There has been a tremendous influx of English borrowings into Maltese in the
twentieth century. English nouns are often borrowed with little if any morphologi-
cal modification. Verbs, however, fall into a single well-defined morphological
class defined by two features:

— Initial gemination where phonologically permissible (as described for Ro-
mance Maltese above);

— Suffixation of ja to the verb stem, which results in all English Maltese verbs
being placed in the a-final class.

Thus English download is borrowed into Maltese as iddawnlowdja (spotted on a
Maltese World Wide Web site in 1998), with gemination of the initial d (and
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automatic prosthesis of i) and suffixation of ja, and these features are universal in
Maltese verbs borrowed from English. English Maltese verbs thus fall into the
most productive formal subclass of Romance Maltese verbs, those with -ajt in the
perfect and -a in the imperfect. The following table gives two sample paradigms of
English Maltese verbs.

iddawnlowdja ‘download’ aġġastja ‘adjust’

Perfect
sg 1 iddawnlowdjajt aġġastjajt
sg 2 iddawnlowdjajt aġġastjajt
sg 3m iddawnlowdja aġġastja
sg 3f iddawnlowdjat aġġastjat

pl 1 iddawnlowdjajna aġġastjajna
pl 2 iddawnlowdjajtu aġġastjajtu
pl 3 iddawnlowdjaw aġġastjaw

Imperfect
sg 1 niddawnlowdja naġġastja
sg 2 tiddawnlowdja taġġastja
sg 3m jiddawnlowdja jaġġastja
sg 3f tiddawnlowdja taġġastja
pl 1 niddawnlowdjaw naġġastjaw
pl 2 tiddawnlowdjaw taġġastjaw
pl 3 jiddawnlowdjaw jaġġastjaw

Imperative
sg iddawnlowdja aġġastja
pl iddawnlowdjaw aġġastjaw

As Drewes puts it, verbs borrowed from English ‘‘are incorporated into the class
of Italian loanwords originally ending in -are.’’ Like Romance Maltese verbs,
English Maltese verbs take participle and infinitive endings of Italian origin:
participles in in -at, fem. -ata, and infinitives in -ar. Drewes cites examples such as
ipparkjata ‘parked (fem.), iddajvjar ‘to dive’, inxurjat ‘insured’, stokkjat ‘stocked’
(Drewes 1994:ƒ92–3).

Conclusions

Maltese is a concatenative language masquerading as a root-and-pattern language.
The Semitic Maltese verb themes have inherited prosodies and restricted ranges of
vowel patterns — though far less restricted than those of Arabic — but the
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synchronic, productive processes of verb derivation work by affixation, with no
particular prosodic properties. The most productive verbal word formation
pattern, using any of Baayen’s (1992) measures of productivity, the one to which
newly borrowed verbs assimilate, is morphologically unusual:

— It is a subclass of a subclass: it is has the characteristics of the back-vowel
subclass of Romance Maltese verbs that derive from Italian verbs in -iare,
which follows the -ajt/a-final conjugation which is relatively infrequent in
Semitic Maltese.

— It is quite complex, involving both initial gemination and suffixation of -ja.
— It operates on borrowings.

This suggests a question for further research: Is this productive pattern really
restricted to English borrowings or does it operate in the formation of other
neologisms? One hint that it might lies in the fact that a few verbs derived from
Semitic Maltese nouns have taken this form: Mifsud (1995:ƒ223) cites, among
others, iżżiftja ‘to coat with tar’ from Maltese (and Arabic) żift ‘tar’. This should
be tested directly with native speakers using standard psycholinguistic techniques
of morphological investigation.

Notes

. In modern Hebrew, borrowed verbs are made to fit into the native verbal templates, but
while doing so some borrowed or derived verbs retain features of the source word in a way
which cannot be accounted for through the mechanism of consonantal extraction and
insertion into a binyan template. Thus the syllable structure and vocalism of the source word
is retained in some slang verbs derived from borrowed words, such as laxrop ‘sleep’ from the
noun xrop, leʃnorér ‘beg’ from ʃnórer ‘beggar’ and lehaʃprits ‘spray’ from ʃprits ‘a splash’, or
occasionally even in verb derivation from native bases, as in the case of ʔot ‘sign, alphabet
letter’, from which two verbs are derived: ʔijet ‘spell’ (retaining only the consonants of the
base noun) and ʔotet ‘signal’ (retaining the stem vowel as well). These facts were pointed out
to us by an anonymous reviewer, who referred us to a discussion of this phenomenon in
Schwarzwald 2000, which we have not yet seen. The examples mentioned by the reviewer
indeed violate native Hebrew prosodic templates in that they contain consonant clusters not
found in inherited verbs, but they do not contain non-canonical vocalism (cf. the canonical
verbs laxtox ‘cut’, lesovev ‘circle’, lehakpits ‘cause to jump’).
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Chapter 4

The formation of Ethiopian Semitic
internal reduplication*

Sharon Rose

. Introduction

Semitic word formation has proved particularly contentious over the past several
years with respect to the notion of the ‘root’ and ‘template’. While traditional
grammarians viewed Semitic words as consisting of roots and patterns (involved
in paradigmatic relations), this approach has proved insufficient for certain kinds
of word-formation that appear to require correspondence between words, such as
the relationship between singular nouns and broken plurals (Ratcliffe 1998). In
modern approaches to Semitic morphology, we can recognize the following basic
divisions:

(1) a. Root-and-pattern morphology — a root is associated with a template; the
template coordinates vowel melodies and consonant positions.

b. Word-based morphology — words are formed from independent words;
templates act as constraints or filters on vowel/consonant combinations
or as independent morphemes

The first type represents a morpheme-based theory, and within the generative
autosegmental literature, received a thorough exposition in McCarthy (1979) and
subsequent work. Under this approach, the template is viewed as a separate
morpheme consisting of syllabic (or later moraic) positions to which a root is
mapped (McCarthy 1979, 1981), or as a representation containing vowels or in-
formation on consonant clustering (e.g., Goldenberg 1994). Importantly, the
‘root’ is recognized as a discontinuous lexical entry distinct from the template
(see Prunet et al. 2000 for compelling external evidence for the root in Arabic).
This approach has also been adopted for many analyses of Ethiopian Semitic
languages (e.g., Angoujard 1988; Buckley 1990; Prunet 1996a,ƒb; Banksira 1997,
2000; Chamora 1997; Rose 1997).

The second type of word-formation is recognized for words that are closely
connected to independent words both semantically and phonologically, such as
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broken plurals. Broken plurals are clearly related to their singular counterparts,
but not necessarily to other words, such as verbs (Hammond 1988; Angoujard and
Denais 1989; McCarthy and Prince 1990a; Ratcliffe 1998). For example, the Tigre
singular məskot ‘window’ corresponds to the plural məsa:kut ‘windows’.
Hammond (1988) recognized that since the form of the plural is dependent on
that of the singular, Arabic broken plurals constituted a problem for the root-and-
pattern derivation proposed in McCarthy (1979) in which each template is
independently selected and associated with a root. Although analyses matching the
singular to the plural were proposed using plural templates (e.g. McCarthy and
Prince 1990a), the notion of the ‘root’ in broken plural formation was not
explicitly rejected in generative literature until Ratcliffe (1998). Rejection of the
root has also been espoused by researchers such as Bat-El (1994) and Ussishkin
(1999), based on Hebrew denominal verbs, a class of words that also bear proper-
ties of corresponding nouns, such as consonant clustering effects. Since these
output-based word formation patterns can be analyzed with no reference to the
root, these analysts have concluded that the root does not exist as a morphological
unit. Heath (1987), Ratcliffe (1997), Benmamoun (1999) and Ussishkin (2000a,ƒb)
have argued that verb formation, one of the hallmarks of root-based morphology,
is word-based rather than root-based, although they differ on which verb form
serves as the base (cf. McCarthy and Prince 1990b for word-based verbal deriva-
tion that still acknowledges the root). Analysts also differ in their degree of
rejection of the root. Theoretical arguments offered against the root include a
desire for theoretical ‘simplicity’ (Ratcliffe 1997, 1998) or to emphasize that
Semitic languages are ‘less exotic with respect to their morphology’ than other
languages (Ussishkin 2000a) Ratcliffe (1998:ƒ50) argues that ‘‘[s]ince the theory
now recognizes that some derivations must operate on words, it is preferable to
assume that derivational rules are in all cases operations on words. This would
imply that (phonologically possible) words rather than three-consonant roots are
the primitive lexical entries of the Arabic lexicon’’.

In this chapter, I discuss data from another type of word formation process in
Ethiopian Semitic languages1 that also appears to be word-based rather than root-
based. Ethiopian Semitic verbs have a form of internal reduplication, often termed
the ‘frequentative’, which appears to be formed by infixing a ‘reduplicative
syllable’ into a regular verb stem. The reduplicative syllable consists of reduplica-
tion of the penultimate stem consonant and a vowel, usually [a] ([a:] in Tigre, and
sometimes [ə] in Gurage dialects such as Chaha), as shown in (2). There is a clear
semantic correlation between the frequentative and the regular form of the verb.
Data in this article are drawn from Tigre and Tigrinya, North Ethio-Semitic
languages, and from Harari, Amharic, Chaha (Gurage) and Muher (Gurage), all
South Ethio-Semitic.2
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(2) Regular Frequentative
Amharic ləwwət’-ə ‘change’ ləwawwət’-ə ‘change constantly’
Tigrinya səbər-ə ‘break’ səbabər-ə ‘break in pieces’
Tigre saʕan-a: ‘load’ saʕa:ʕan-a: ‘load a little’3

Despite the apparent infixal nature of this word formation, I argue that internal
reduplication is not formed simply via infixation to the corresponding regular verb
(cf. Buckley 1990 for Tigrinya); but neither is there a ‘frequentative’ template (cf.
Angoujard 1988) to which a root is mapped. Instead, the shape of the frequentative
is dependent on the templatic shape of quadriliteral verbs in general, and also the
root. These superimposed requirements obscure the direct relationship between the
regular verb stem and the frequentative.4 I argue that the root must be referenced,
even in word-based derivation, a conclusion also reached in Zawaydeh and Davis
(1999) and Davis and Zawaydeh (2001) for Arabic hypocoristics, although they
refer to an ‘output consonantal root’. I also present evidence from South Ethio-
Semitic languages that the root cannot be construed as a ‘phonological unit’ (cf.
Ratcliffe 1997), but must be an independent morphological entity.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 I discuss the nature of
frequentative formation in various Ethiopian Semitic languages. I present argu-
ments that the frequentative in Ethiopian Semitic languages cannot be derived
simply by infixation, but neither can it be derived via root and pattern morphology.
In Section 3 I argue for an alternate approach that combines word-based morphol-
ogy with additional templatic constraints as well as crucial reference to the root.

. Previous approaches to the frequentative

In most Ethio-Semitic languages, the frequentative is used to express intensive or
repetitive action, as shown by the following Harari forms. Speakers often give the
qualifier ‘a lot’ or ‘again’ when describing the meaning of these verbs:

(3) Harari
Regular Frequentative

a. kətəf-a ‘chop’ kitatəf-a ‘chop a lot’
b. k’əbəl-a ‘decrease’ k’ibabəl-a ‘decrease greatly’
c. lak’ət’-a ‘mix’ lik’ak’ət’-a ‘mix a lot’
d. magəd-a ‘burn surface, migagəd-a ‘burn a lot’

„annoy, pain’

However, despite this tendency, there is still a range of meanings that the frequen-
tative may adopt, often dependent on the meaning of the base verb. Leslau (1939)
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describes the semantic value of the frequentative as reiterative, intensive, augmen-
tative or attenuative, to which one could add distributive. In Tigre, the meaning
is commonly diminutive (Rose to appear). See also Leslau (1995) for a list of
meanings in Amharic.

Two analyses have been presented in the literature for the formation of the
frequentative: the infixation hypothesis, a word-based derivation, and the template
hypothesis, a root-and-pattern based derivation. In this section I argue that neither
is adequate to capture all the complexities of frequentative formation.

. Infixation hypothesis

The identification of the reduplicative syllable suggests that the frequentative is
formed by infixation of the syllable -Ca- (where C=consonant) into the regular
verb, the infixation hypothesis. This is the position adopted by Buckley (1990) for
Tigrinya and by (Petros) Banksira (1993, 1997, 2000) for Chaha. While it appears
on the surface to be the most natural approach, it faces several problems. First, no
matter the shape of the original verb, the basic frequentative has its own specific
template; gemination and the vowel pattern of the original verb are not usually
maintained in the frequentative. Ethiopian Semitic verbs are classified lexically
into at least three conjugation patterns, termed Types A, B and C. These Types
have specific characteristics, such as vowel patterns or gemination of the penulti-
mate consonant, but they are not associated with a specific semantic connotation.
Most Ethio-Semitic languages do not have typical binyanim like Hebrew or
Arabic; causative and passive/reflexive prefixes do engender internal stem changes.
Type C is characterized in all the languages by a vowel [a] ([a:] in Tigre) between
the first two consonants. Type B is characterized by gemination of the penultimate
consonant in all verb forms in those languages that allow gemination.5 Type A has
gemination of the penultimate consonant in the imperfective in North Ethio-
Semitic (Tigre and Tigrinya), but in the perfective in South Ethio-Semitic. All
Types have different jussive/imperative templatic patterns, ex. Tigre Type A l�-
dgəm, Type B l�-wəll�b, Type C l�-ba:r�k. The lack of correspondence between the
templatic shape of regular verbs and the shape of the frequentative is illustrated
for Tigre in (4).

(4) Tigre Regular Frequentative
a. Type A dəgm-a: dəga:gəm-a: ‘tell’
b. Type B wəlləb-a: wəla:ləb-a: ‘look both ways’
c. Type C ba:rək-a: bəra:rək-a: ‘bless’

The consonant cluster seen in the 3ms form of Type A verbs in Tigre is not
maintained in the 3ms frequentative. The gemination of Type B is also not
maintained, nor is the [a:] vowel of Type C.
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In Harari and Chaha, the first vowel [ə] of regular Type A and B verbs is
replaced with an epenthetic vowel ([i] and [] respectively) in the frequentative,
mirroring the pattern of regular quadriliterals, e.g. Harari giləbət-a / Chaha
m�səkər-ə-.

(5) Regular Actual Predicted
Frequentative Frequentative

a. Harari kətəf-a kitatəf-a *kətatəf-a ‘open’
b. Chaha kətəf-ə- ktatəf-ə- *kətatəf-ə- ‘open’

Amharic jussive forms demonstrate the same basic problem. If the frequentative
were formed by infixing a syllable to the jussive form, we would predict the
incorrect forms in (6) for the jussive. Note that although the Type B verb y�-
fəlall�g with gemination is possible for some speakers, simple insertion cannot
generate the other possible form without gemination:

(6) Amharic Regular Actual Predicted
Frequentative Frequentative

Type A y-sbər y-səbabr *y-sbabər ‘break’
Type B y-fəllg y-fəlalg ?y-fəlallg ‘want’
Type C y-bark y-bərark ?y-barark ‘bless’

The second argument against straightforward infixation comes from quadriliteral
verbs. The quadriliteral forms the frequentative with reduplication and [a],
producing a verb with five consonants. This is possible in all languages examined
except Chaha.

(7) Regular Actual Predicted
Frequentative Frequentative

Tigre dəngəs’-a: dənəga:gəs’-a: *dənga:gəs’-a: ‘be scared’
Tigrinya məskər-ə məsəxaxər-ə *məskaxər-ə ‘testify’
Muher snəzzər-ə- snzazzər-ə- *snəzazzər-ə- ‘raise arm,

„to strike’
Harari dinəbət’-a dinbabət’a *dinəbabət’-a ‘be scared’

If the reduplicative syllable were simply infixed into the regular verb, we would
expect the derivation /dəngəs’-a+ Ca:/ → *dənga:gəs’a for Tigre (and Tigrinya),
but the actual five-consonant form has an extra vowel [ə] intervening between
the second consonant and the reduplicated consonant: dənəga:gəs’a:. Muher and
Harari present the opposite problem, favoring a cluster in the actual frequenta-
tive over open syllables. In conclusion, simple infixation of a reduplicative
syllable into the regular verb cannot accurately capture all the properties of the
frequentative.
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. Template hypothesis

If simple infixation to the regular verb stem does not produce the correct output
forms, could the frequentative be characterized by its own template to which the
root is mapped? I dub this the template hypothesis. For example, Angoujard (1988)
proposes a template with the penultimate consonant position marked as a ‘copy’
position or an infix for Amharic. The root maps to the template and then the
preceding consonant is copied to the copy position. Rose (1992) also proposes a
separate frequentative template to which the root is mapped for Chaha. Petros
(Banksira) and Prunet (1996) in an analysis of special ‘local movement’ verbs,
propose a single quadriliteral template for Chaha (CCaCC or CCəCC), intended
for all types of quadriradical outputs, including internal reduplication. The
template hypothesis avoids the problems of the infixation hypothesis, and
accounts for why the frequentative template is identical for all verb Types.
However, by relying on a separate template, this analysis misses the generalization
that the position and quality of the vowels is remarkably similar to those of
regular quadriliterals, as shown in (8) for the roots /mskr/ ‘testify’ and /sbr/
‘break’.

(8) Quadriliteral Frequentative
Tigre Perfective məskər-a: səba:bər-a:

Imperfective/jussive l-məskr l-səba:br
Amharic Perfective məsəkkər səbabbər

Imperfective y-məsəkkr y-səbabbr
Jussive y-məskr y-səbabr

The only difference between the quadriliteral and the frequentative templates is
the presence of the [a] of the reduplicative syllable. In Amharic, gemination
occurs in the perfective and imperfective of both the regular quadriliteral and the
frequentative, but not in the jussive. The perfective forms have a vowel [ə]
between the two final consonants, whereas the imperfective and the jussive do not.
Again, apart from the presence of the vowel [a] between the second and third
consonants in the frequentative, and the vowel [ə] or no vowel in the quadriliteral,
the forms are identical.6 If the frequentatives had completely separate templates,
their similarities with quadriliterals would be entirely accidental.

A second problem with the separate template analysis is that two different
frequentative templates would be necessary to accomodate those frequentatives
formed from triconsonantal forms and those derived from quadriconsonantal
forms, where the subscript indicates identical consonants. Examples are repeated
from Tigre.

(9) Triconsonantal: CəCia:CiəC- dəga:gəm-a:
Quadriconsonantal: CəCəCia:CiəC- dənəga:gəs’-a:
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Finally, in Tigre, the reduplicative syllable may be repeated up to three times, each
repetition conveying further attenuation of the action (Rose to appear):

(10) dəgm-a: ‘tell, relate’
dəga:gəm-a: ‘tell stories occasionally’
dəga:ga:gəm-a: ‘tell stories very occasionally’
dəga:ga:ga:gəm-a: ‘tell stories infrequently’

Tigre provides striking evidence that the reduplicative syllable is a salient isolable
part of frequentative formation, and not a templatic syllable marked off with a
diacritic as special.

. Templates and roots in word-based derivation

Neither hypothesis is capable of capturing the range of frequentative properties. On
the one hand, the frequentative should match the vowel quality and gemination
patterns of quadriliterals, since a frequentative form also has at least four conso-
nants. On the other hand, it must differ from a regular quadriliteral in the position
of the reduplicated consonant and the accompanying [a] vowel, which form a con-
sistent ‘reduplicative syllable’. In order to capture all these properties, I propose that
the frequentative is formed via infixation of a reduplicative syllable to the regular
verb stem, but that the actual surface form is governed by additional requirements,
requiring reference to templatic shapes and the root. These requirements obscure
the overt relationship between the regular verb and the frequentative:

(11) i. Template matchƒ: an output form with four/five root segments must
conform to a quadri-/quinqui-consonantal template, matching the
position and nature of the vowels

ii. Root Realizationƒ: all root segments are represented in the output,
where possible

The derivation of the frequentative from the basic stem involves associations
between three lexical/morphological entities. The derivation proceeds according to
a word-based infixation mechanism with reduplicative copy. But, the two require-
ments in (11) act as constraints on the transfer of properties from the shape of
other verbs with comparable root segments and the root itself. As the basic stems
are derived from the root, this model assumes that the speaker has access to
information about whether the root is faithfully realized in the basic stem. If any
root segments are not faithfully realized, the speaker can access the original root
to recuperate them in the derivation of the frequentative. This model is shown
in (12). The template match and root realization constraints are shown with
looping arrows.
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(12) /dgm/ „d gm-a:„+Ca:„ „d ga:g m-a→ →ə ə ə

m sk r-a:ə ə

One might counter that given these requirements, reference to the regular verb
form is unnecessary. However, besides the semantic connection, two morpho-
phonological pieces of evidence argue in favor of reference to the regular verb.
First, reduplicative verbs such as Tigre nəknək ‘shake in hysterics’ have only two
root consonants /nk/, yet the frequentative is nəkəna:nək- ‘shake in hysterics a
little’. If reference were only made to the root, we might expect the frequentative
to be nəka:kək- or nəka:nək-, which also match the frequentative shape. The
second is actually attested as an alternate possibility for Tigrinya quadriliterals
(Rose 2000), but in Tigre, this corresponds to the intensive form. Second, in some
languages the frequentative optionally incorporates gemination or the vowel
quality that is characteristic of the basic stem. For example, the frequentative of
Type C verbs in Amharic may, for some speakers, have the vowel [a] in the second
position: barəkə ‘bless’ corresponds to bərarrəkə or bararrəkə (Leslau 1995:ƒ456),
although the Amharic speakers I consulted prefer the form with the [ə] vowel. The
same is true for Tigrinya (Leslau 1941). These results demonstrate the frequenta-
tive’s allegiance to the independent regular verb. In this manner, it is similar to
other cases of derived stems in Semitic languages.

. Template match

The first requirement in (11) involves a match between the number of segments7

in the output and the shape of the template. If an output form has four segments,
no matter the source of the segments (i.e. root consonants or their reduplicants),
the output must conform to a quadriliteral shape, both in the position and quality
of vowels, and in consonant gemination. In North Ethio-Semitic, the quadriliteral
shape is CəCCəC in the perfective and CəCCC in the imperfective/jussive. This
templatic requirement overrides the templatic shape of the regular triconsonantal
verb stem.8 Template match holds for any verbs with four output consonants,
including final doubling (13b), total copy (13c) and the frequentative (13d). The
only difference between the other kinds and the frequentative is the [a] vowel
located before the penultimate consonant in the frequentative, as shown for Tigre:

(13) Tigre Root Perfective Imperfective/Jussive
a. Quadriliteral mskr məskəra: l-məskr ‘testify, witness’
b. Final doubling s’nf s’ənfəfa: l-s’ənff ‘sip’
c. Total copy nk nəknəka: l-nəknk ‘shake in hysterics’
d. Frequentative grf gəra:rəfa: l-gəra:rf ‘whip a little’
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This suggests that template selection is a function of reduplication and not that
reduplication is a byproduct of template selection, as argued by Prunet and Petros
(1996) for the Gurage dialect Chaha. They argue that if a root selects a ‘long
template’, a quadriconsonantal template, then reduplication automatically follows.
While this approach is appealing for the final doubling and total copy cases, it
does not naturally extend to the frequentative, which, as I have argued above,
cannot be explanatorily derived through template selection alone. Instead, I am
suggesting that the frequentative makes use of independently required templates
used for other verb forms.9

Some languages allow verbs with five consonants of the shape CəCəCCəC —
i.e. Tigre �awəšwəš-a:. Most of these verbs involve final reduplication and are
derived from triconsonantal roots. This is a pan-Semitic pattern, as documented
in Unseth (1998). Nevertheless, their conjugation patterns are systematic and
mirror the quadriconsonantal shape with the addition of an extra Cə syllable (Ca
if the C is guttural) at the left edge of the word:

(14) Tigre ‘disappear’ ‘grumble’
Perfective �awəšwəš-a: gərəmrəm-a:
Imperfective/jussive la-�awəšwš l-gərəmrm

This is the shape used by the quadriliterals to form a frequentative: məsəka:kər-
a:/l�-məsəka:k�r and accounts for the existence of the vowel [ə] between the second
and third consonants. If the root has four consonants, languages like Tigrinya and
Amharic allow reduplication to be optionally suppressed, and only the infix [a] to
appear: məsakər-a, in addition to məsəkakər-a. For those who prefer the quinqui-
consonantal template, more emphasis is placed on reduplication (Rose 2000). For
those who select the quadriconsonantal template, reduplication is suppressed in
favor of the shorter, more common template. There is no room for reduplication
within the shorter template without deleting one of the root consonants. This is
essentially a trade-off between reduplication and conforming to a quadricon-
sonantal frequentative shape. In each case, however, the notion of ‘frequentative’
is adequately expressed.

This mechanism of reference to independently occurring templatic require-
ments differs from other approaches to word-based derivation. Ussishkin (2000a,ƒb)
advocates Melodic Overwriting as a mechanism of deriving verbs in Modern
Hebrew (see also Gafos 1998). For example, given a basic perfective verb gadal
‘grow’ the intensified gidel is derived by ‘overwriting’ the vowels of the base with
affixal vowels /i e/, which are assumed to be discontinous morphemes. The ‘root’ is
epiphenomenal, as it is simply the residue of the base remaining after overwriting.
While this works neatly for Hebrew, in which there is a one-to-one match between
base vowels and affix vowels, the approach faces problems when confronted with
Ethiopian Semitic frequentative data. First, it alone cannot account for the loss of
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gemination seen with Type B verbs, ex. Tigre wəlləg-a: → wəlaləg-a:ƒ. Second, many
of the vowels required to overwrite base vowels are epenthetic and therefore should
not be included in the lexical entry. For example, in Muher, the Type B verb
imperative mətt’�s ‘break a string’ corresponds to the frequentative m�t’at’�s.
Deriving the frequentative via melodic overwriting would require overwriting [ə]
with an epenthetic vowel []. If prefixes are added, the problem is more acute, as
there is no vowel at all between the first two consonants of the stem: yə- mətt’�s vs.
yə-mt’ət’�s. It is clear that melodic overwriting is not sufficient to account for the
quality and position of vowels in the frequentative, as the entire templatic shape is
superimposed, not just the vowels.

. Reference to the root

The consonant which is copied in frequentative reduplication is the penultimate
consonant of the regular verb. In most cases this consonant is also the penultimate
root consonant. However, if the regular verb itself contains reduplication, in some
cases the penultimate is the reduplicative surface correspondent of the input root
consonant. In other cases, the consonant copied is not the penultimate surface
consonant, but the penultimate root consonant. This occurs with weak roots
containing glides, and other opaque verb forms. I now consider how these verbs
pose a problem for frequentative formation unless the root is referenced. It should
be noted that although these verbs are irregular, their conjugation patterns are
entirely systematic.

.. Weak roots with glides
Medial and final glides usually surface as front vowels or round vowels unless
geminated in North Ethio-Semitic, ex. Tigre dor- ‘go around’ (root dwr) or mətt’e-
‘betray’ (root mt’y).10 In South Ethio-Semitic, glides may also appear as
palatalization or labialization of neighboring consonants, ex. Muher nəggyə- ‘dawn’
(root ngy). A non-surfacing glide in a regular hollow (glide-medial) verb will be
realized in the frequentative. Consider the following forms from the Tigre verb
/dwr/ ‘go around’.

(15) Perfective Imperfective Jussive
2ms dr-ka t-dəwr t-dur
3ms dor-a l-dəwr l-dur
3mp dor-əw l-dəwr-o l-dr-o

The root glide /w/ in the verb dor- shows up as [u], [w], as part of [o], or not at
all.11 The frequentative form is dəwa:wər-. Under a purely word-based derivation,
it is not clear what stem should serve as the base, as the perfective stem has two
alternants dor- and d�r-. Clearly, dor- is preferred as it contains a clue as to the
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underlying glide by the presence of the vowel [o]. Yet, it is not clear how this
would be selected. Other 3masc.sg. stems contain less information about glides
than 2masc.sg. stems. For example, when a glide is final, its vocalic reflex does not
show up before vowel-initial suffixes, but does appear before consonant-initial
suffixes: compare 1sg. mətt’e-ko, vs. 3masc.sg. mətt’-a ‘betray’. Thus, it would seem
that in order to determine the frequentative shape with no reference to the root,
the input base form is indeterminate and the entire paradigm must be referenced.
In contrast, recognizing the underlying root allows one to bypass this problem due
to the root realization requirement. No matter which stem is selected as the base,
the root glide will surface in the frequentative.

.. Opaque verbs in Gurage
A paradigm-based hypothesis fares even worse for a language like Chaha, which
has rather opaque morphophonology (Prunet 1996b). Related languages such as
Muher have gemination of the penultimate consonant in certain conjugations; in
Chaha the penultimate consonant is devoiced instead (Banksira 1997, 2000),
provided the final stem consonant is sonorant, as seen in the following Type A
verbs. The true nature of the root is obscure in the perfective, but can be dis-
cerned from an examination of other verb forms.

(16) Chaha
Perfective Imperfective Jussive

a. səpər-ə- y-sə$r yə-s$r ‘break’
b. bətər-ə- y-$ədr yə-$dər ‘precede’
c. məkər-ə- y-məgr yə-mgər ‘suppurate’

Devoicing is not carried over to the reduplicated consonant in the frequentative.
Instead, for those verbs which have underlying voiced consonants, the redupli-
cated consonant appears as voiced. Recall that the frequentative vowel in Chaha
may be [ə] or [a], a lexical choice.

(17) Chaha
Regular Frequentative
a. səpər-ə- ‘break’ c. s$əpər-ə- ‘shatter’
b. zəkər-ə- ‘jump’ d. zgəkər-ə- ‘jump again and again’

Compelling evidence for reference to the root in the frequentative comes from
Type B verbs such as ̆əkəm-ə- ‘hit’, which have a devoiced penultimate consonant
in the perfective, imperfective and jussive. The frequentative provides the only
clue as to the true nature of the underlying root consonant, as devoicing applies to
penultimate root segments, but not the reduplicated consonant. Compare this
verb with the verb šəkət-ə- ‘prepare’.
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(18) Chaha
a. perfective �̆əkəm-ə- šəkət-ə-
b. imperfective y-�̆əkm y-šəkt
c. jussive yə-dəkm yə-səkt
d. frequentative �̆gəkəm-ə- škakət-ə-

The frequentative reveals that ̆əkəm-ə- has an underlying root consonant /g/,
whereas šəkət-ə- has an underlying /k/ (or /x/ in Banksira’s 1997, 2000 analysis).
With no reference to the root, these forms would be impossible to predict based on
output-based word-formation alone. Of course, with so few clues as to the under-
lying root, we might expect this form to level out and for j�kəkəm-ə- with a devoiced
reduplicative consonant to be attested, and indeed this is a possible alternate form.

Another example from Chaha is difficult to reconcile without reference to the
root. Consider the following Type B verbs, characterized by a ‘front’ element in
their initial syllable, either palatalization (19a) or a front vowel (19b). Rose (1992,
1994) and Banksira (1997, 2000) consider these verbs to be quadriliteral roots, of
the shape CyCC. In the jussive of regular verbs, the front element does not surface
(19c,ƒd). In the frequentative jussive, however, palatalization of the initial consonant
does appear (19c).

(19) Chaha
Imperfective Frequentative Imperfective

a. y-�̆əkm y-�̆gəgm ‘hit, punch’
b. y-met’s y-mt’ət’s ‘break the rope’

Jussive Frequentative Jussive
c. dəgm �̆gəgm ‘hit, punch’
d. mət’s mt’ət’s ‘break the rope’

If the frequentative is derived from the corresponding jussive, it is not clear why
palatalization would appear at all in the frequentative in (19c). If, on the other
hand, reference is made purely to the root, we would expect all frequentative
jussives to appear with a front element, producing *m�t’ət’�s instead of m�t’ət’�s
(19d). The vowel pattern of the quadriliteral template wins out over the front
vowel specification, as we saw for other languages with respect to Type B and
Type C verbs. However, there are no restrictions on consonants, and palatalization
freely surfaces in the frequentative jussive (19c), despite its non-appearance in the
regular jussive. In order for it to do so, the root must be referenced.

.. Weak ‘a’ roots in South Ethio-Semitic
In South Ethio-Semitic languages, the root is not purely consonantal, but may
consist of a vocoid [a], variably analyzed as an underlying /a/ (Banksira 1997, 2000;
Rose 1997) or as an abstract pharyngeal segment (Prunet 1996a,ƒb, 1998; Chamora
1997). This segment represents the historical remnant of guttural consonants. The
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rich inventory of four gutturals /’ h � c / in Tigre and Tigrinya has been significantly
reduced in the South Ethio-Semitic languages. In Chaha, Muher and Amharic,
former guttural consonants in the verbal system are now represented by [a].

Morphologically, the /a/ functions as a root segment (Prunet 1996a,ƒb, 1998).
First, reduplication does not occur to fill out surface biconsonantal stems that
contain [a], ex. basə- ‘be worse, bad’ or bəzza- ‘be abundant’ in Muher are not
realized as *basəs- or *bəzzaz-. This requires speakers to recognize the [a] segment
as part of the root (/bas/ and /bza/ respectively), and not a vocalic affix or part of
the template. Contrast these verbs with the Type C verb bazzəz-ə- ‘feel gloomy’ in
Muher, derived from the root /bz/. In this case, the [a] is part of the Type C
conjugation. Second, Prunet (1996a, 1998) shows how root /a/ can be the target of
rounding in the Inor (Gurage) impersonal verb form if it is centralized to [ə] in
the paradigm, whereas other non-root [ə] cannot be rounded. The verb asərə-
‘carry on one’s back’ has the jussive əzər, where the first [ə] is derived from the
root /a/, and the second is part of the vocalic melody of the conjugation. The
impersonal is ozəri, not *ozori (Prunet 1996a, 1998; Chamora 1997). Similarly, we
find the imperfective/impersonal imperfective pair y�-dəər / y�-doori ‘bless’ (root
dar) but y�-dərs / y�dərši ‘break the edge’ not *y�dorši (root drs). As pointed out by
Prunet (1998), these examples underscore a major problem for analyses such as
Ratcliffe (1997) that wish to refer to the root only as a ‘phonological unit’. The
root /azr/ does not constitute a clear phonological entity, being a combination of
a vowel and consonants. Yet speakers must distinguish root [a] from affixal [a].

Furthermore, in order to accurately predict the location of the reduplicative
syllable and which consonant is copied in frequentative reduplication, recognizing
the /a/ as a root segment is essential. If /a/ is the initial or final root segment, the
medial segment is copied, as shown in (20) for Chaha. Recall that the frequenta-
tive vowel may be either [a] or [ə] in Western Gurage dialects. Initial /a/ central-
izes to [ə] in the frequentative in (20a,ƒb).

(20) Chaha
Regular Frequentative

a. agədə- əgəgədə- ‘bind, tie’
b. at’əmə- ət’ət’əmə- ‘entice, coax’
c. nəsa-12 nsasa- ‘pick up’
d. gəfa- gfəfa- ‘push’
e. wəka- wgaka- ‘pierce’

A purely word-based approach to weak stem reduplication, with no recognition of
the root, would encounter difficulty in identifying the site of the reduplicative
syllable. If inserted before the ‘penultimate consonant’, reduplication of the initial
consonant is incorrectly predicted, producing *g�gəfa- from (18d) gəfa-, and not
the attested g�fəfa-. If insertion occurs before the ‘final stem syllable’, then one
encounters problems with (a) verbs with final clusters, such as imperfective y�-kəft
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‘open’ (frequentative y�-kfəft not *y�-kəkəft) and (b) verbs with final palatalized
consonants such as imperfective y�-fəč’ ‘grind flour’, which reduplicates as y�-fč’əč’,
not *y�-fəfəč’. With the latter type of verbs, recognizing the root as containing a
glide (in this case /ft’y/) allows one to pinpoint the accurate location of the
reduplicative syllable: before the penultimate root segment, whether that segment
is consonantal or vocalic. Furthermore, it is crucial that the root is a morphologi-
cal unit and not a phonological unit in order to determine infix placement.13 In
addition, the same template match requirement with quadriliteral stems is still
imposed despite the weak or non-surfacing nature of the root segments, e.g. (20d)
g�fəfa-, with the tell-tale [] of quadriconsonantal stems.

If the medial segment is /a/, such as with the verb /sam/ ‘kiss’, a problem
arises. Copying the /a/ would produce a sequence of three vowels, including the
[a] of the infix: sa.a.am-, violating constraints on vowel hiatus. The solution is to
copy the initial consonant, as the following Amharic forms reveal. The syllable still
occurs before the penultimate root segment, yet further to the left.

(21) Amharic Regular Frequentative
a. Perfective sam-ə sasam-ə ‘kiss’
b. Imperfective y-sm y-sasm
c. Jussive y-sam y-sasm

The second vowel [] in the imperfective and jussive forms is the typical [] of the
frequentative: cf. y�-səbabb�r (imp.) y�-səbab�r (juss.). Similar verbs are found in
Chaha: though typically with a derivational prefix: sam- ‘kiss’ → tə-səsəm- ‘kiss
repeatedly’. With these examples, it is imperative to recognize that the medial [a]
is the penultimate root segment and not simply part of the vocalic melody. As
mentioned above, hollow verbs such as Chaha žorə- ‘turn around’ from root /zwr/
reduplicate as žəwawər-, or the Type C verb y�-mwaš ‘rub, smear’ with frequenta-
tive y�-mwšaš, not *y�-mwəmwaš.

In summary, a word-based model that dismisses the root would face difficulty
in accounting for many of the facts of weak or defective stems in the formation of
the frequentative, both in infix placement and in predicting the quality of the
reduplicated consonant. Furthermore, a theory that denies the existence of the
template by reducing it to general prosodic constraints (Ussishkin 2000a,ƒb) would
also face difficulty when dealing with weak roots, where no consistent prosodic
shape can be discerned.

. Conclusion

In this article, I have argued that the relationship between regular verbs and the fre-
quentative in Ethio-Semitic requires a derivation using word-based infixation along
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with superimposition of templatic requirements and reference to the morphological
root. This contrasts with other views of word-based Semitic morphology such as Bat-
El (1994), Ratcliffe (1997, 1998) and Ussishkin (1999, 2000a,ƒb) that reject the root as
unnecessary. The addition of the frequentative infix triggers a templatic shape
requirement for stems with four or five consonants. This overrides many properties
of the regular verb stem. In addition, in South Ethio-Semitic, the frequentative
crucially requires reference to the root to determine location of the infix. The
derivation of the frequentative argues for a theory of Semitic morphology that does
not make a clear distinction between word-based and root-based derivation.

Notes

*‚Many thanks to my consultants: Mussie Bakit (Tigre), Hiwet Asmelash, Beraki
Woldeabzghi and Alem Woldemariam (Tigrinya), Farida Towfik (Harari), Tadesse Sefer
and Wolde Fujie (Chaha), Badarga Tadele and Mekebeb Fikadu (Muher). I am grateful to
Joseph Shimron for inviting me to submit this chapter to the volume. I thank him and an
anonymous reviewer for useful discussion and comments on this chapter. This project was
sponsored by grants from the UCSD Academic Senate.

. Ethiopian Semitic or Ethio-Semitic are linguistic designations describing the branch of
Semitic languages spoken in Ethiopia and Eritrea. In the past, this term was also geographi-
cally accurate as the languages were spoken within the borders of Ethiopia. Today, Tigre is
spoken within Eritrea, and Tigrinya is spoken both in Eritrea and northern Ethiopia.

. All verbs are given in the 3rd person masculine singular perfective form unless otherwise
specified. Like other Semitic languages, inflectional markers for subject are expressed as
suffixes in the perfective (3masc.sg. -ə or -a/-a: depending on the language), whereas
inflectional subject affixes in other tenses are a combination of prefixes and suffixes. These
inflectional markers have no bearing on the form of the frequentative. In Tigrinya, the past
tense is usually rendered by the gerundive form: səbiru and not the perfective səbərə. I use
the perfective here to facilitate comparison with other languages.

. In Tigre, the Type A stem has the shape CəCC- with vowel-initial suffixes, but CəCəC-
with consonant-initial (gəfr-a ‘he whipped’ vs. gəfər-ko ‘I whipped’), unless there is a medial
guttural consonant. I note the vowel of the 3ms subject marker in Tigre as [a:]. This vowel
triggers the lowering of all preceding [ə] to [a], up to an intervening peripheral vowel. See
Palmer (1956), Raz (1983), Lowenstamm and Prunet (1985), Rose (1996). I do not indicate
this lowering in this article. The length difference in Tigrinya is controversial (see Buckley
1997 for discussion), but not so for Tigre, where there are distinct minimal pairs.

. Similar arguments to those presented in this article are discussed in Rose (to appear) for
Tigre.

. In the sample of languages discussed in this chapter, Chaha and Harari do not have
surface gemination in the verb system, although see Banksira (1997) for assumptions about
underlying gemination in Chaha that is neutralized on the surface.
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. In Chaha, Muher and Harari, the parallel is not found in the jussive/imperative shape.
The regular quadriliteral has the shape CəCCC, with epenthesis, e.g. məsk�r. The frequenta-
tive has the shape CCaCC (or CCəCC), not the expected CəCaCC: s�bab�r *səbab�r. I
hypothesize that the absence of the initial [ə] vowel is due to a general requirement in these
languages that the jussive/imperative be equally or less ‘specified’ than the imperfective with
respect to gemination and vowel melodies. Typically the two forms differ by position of an
[ə] vowel (ex. Harari imp. -səbir-/ juss. -sibər- ‘break’), by less vowel specification in the
jussive (ex. Chaha imp. -sə$�r- / juss.–s�$�r - ‘break’ ) or by gemination in the imperfective
and lack of it in the jussive (ex. Muher imp. -marr�x- / juss. mar�x- ‘capture prisoner’).
Note that Amharic requires all quadriliteral shapes to have [ə] between the first two
consonants in all forms, but Chaha, Muher and Harari do not, allowing an epenthetic
vowel.

. I am referring to ‘root segments’ rather than ‘consonants’ since in South Ethio-Semitic
languages, roots are not entirely consonantal, but may include the vowel /a/. See Section
3.2.3.

. It is conceivable that templatic shapes can be derived via alignment constraints (see
Buckley 1997 on Tigrinya, Ussishkin 1999 on Modern Hebrew). I do not attempt to
provide such an analysis here, but underscore that the shapes are specific not only to the
number of consonants, but also the lexical requirements of the verb. Type B verbs use the
same basic templates, but the middle two consonant slots form a geminate: wəlləb- (perf.)
vs. -wəll�b- (imperf./juss.). Note that Type A verbs typically distinguish the imperfective and
jussive: -CəC(C)C- vs. -CCəC-.

. I do not explore this idea further in this chapter, but there seems to be a correlation
between the ability to create longer reduplicative verbs and the independent existence of
suitable templates in Ethiopian Semitic. See Unseth (1998) for similar observations.

. This is a Type B verb with a final glide [y], which does not appear in the 3ms form:
mətt’-a. In the 1s form, it appears as [e]: mətt’e-ko, Frequentative: mət’a:t’e-ko.

. Two verbs of this shape, s’om-a: ‘fast’ and mot-a: ‘die’ reduplicate with a [y] glide
instead of the expected [w] glide: səya:yəm-a: ‘fast intermittently’ not *səwa:wəm-a:ƒ. This
may be attributed to the presence of a labial consonant in the root, in both cases [m].
While glides usually form a class apart from other consonants in root structure constraints
(Greenberg 1950; McCarthy 1994), Ussishkin (1999) has found similar restrictions on the
combination of coronals and the palatal glide [y] in Modern Hebrew in the derivation of
denominal verbs. It would appear that constraints on [labial] are overtaxed by having three
labial consonants in the frequentative stem, and the [y] consonant is substituted instead of
[w]. However, alternations between [w] and [y] are also found in Tigrinya with no
apparent trigger (Berhane 1991): canəwə or canəyə ruined’ and in Ammani Arabic
(Zaweydeh and Davis 1999): ex. cawad-a ‘return’ corresponds to the name cayda.

. The sequence [a–ə] is fused to [a], so vocalic ə-initial suffixes lose their initial vowel: ex.
/nəsa-ə/ → [nəsa] ‘he picked up’ or /nəsa-əma/ → [nəsama] ‘they (fem.pl.) picked up’.

. An alternate analysis would allow association of the root to a template at an intermedi-
ate level in the derivation of the regular verb, and then allow insertion of the reduplicative
syllable to the template rather than by reference to root segments. This approach also
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recognizes a morphological root, but would require establishing a connection to the regular
verb at a more abstract level.
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Chapter 5

The role of the imperfective template
in Arabic morphology

Elabbas Benmamoun

. Introduction

In this chapter, I discuss the issue of lexical relations in Arabic. The standard
assumption is that most aspects of lexical relations in Arabic are accounted for by
mapping a root onto a specific template that represents a particular derivational
or inflectional form. Under this approach related lexical forms share the same
root. I will challenge this assumption and provide an alternative account that
captures lexical relations in a word to word fashion.1

. The root to template account of Arabic morphology

The central problem for any theory of morphology is accounting for lexical
relations. The prevailing view within generative grammar is that lexical relations
are established via a string compositional mapping that takes a word or lexeme (in
the sense of Beard 1995) as input and subject it to some morphological operations
such as the addition of a morpheme (via prefixation, infixation, or suffixation),
vowel modification (ablaut), or deletion (truncation), among others. The output
is another word. In addition to modifying the input word the morphological
operations may also introduce a new category label and add new sets of features.
Consider, for example, the derivation of the adjective national.

(1) Derivation of national
Input word/lexeme: nation
Derivation: Adjective Formation
Morpheme: -al
Operation: Suffixation

From a formal point of view, the lexical relation between ‘‘nation’’ and ‘‘national’’
in (1) involves a system that must consist of at least the following elements:
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(2) a. The notion of word or lexeme as the basic input unit.
b. The notion of morpheme
c. A computational system that combines the word/lexeme and the

morpheme.

According to this system knowledge of the lexicon of a particular language
involves (i) knowing the basic words or lexemes, (ii) the morphemes that can aug-
ment those words/lexemes, and (iii) the operations that can be deployed to
combine the morpheme and the input words/lexemes within the generative para-
digm. Any type of lexical relations that cannot be captured this way are probably
considered outside grammar. Thus, relations between the various forms of the
copula (3a) or irregular past tense verbs (3b) in English are not easy to capture
using the above model.2

(3) a. Be AM Are Is
b. Drink Drunk

In Semitic languages such as Arabic, the prevailing assumption is that not all types
of lexical relations can be captured using the model described above. In particular,
it is usually argued that while the word or the lexeme is the basic input unit in
languages such as English, in Semitic languages such as Arabic, this does not
appear to be the case.

One of the most influential views of Arabic morphology is the thesis that
some verbal and nominal relations within the Arabic lexicon are not established
by a string compositional mapping that takes a word or lexeme as input and
affixes a grammatical morpheme to it. In his work on Semitic morphology,
McCarthy (1979, 1981) argues that the representation of a significant portion of
Arabic words consists of three grammatical elements: the root, the vocalic melody,
and the CV skeleton. Consider, for example, the following verbal forms:

(4) M1 katab CVCVC
M2 kattab CVCCVC
M3 kaatab CVVCVC

Measure 1 is usually the form of the active non-complex verb, while measure 2 is
the form usually associated with causatives and intensives, and measure 3 is usually
associated with reciprocals. We can see that there is no obvious way to derive
measure 2 or 3 from measure 1 using the same principles of the generative system
developed for a language such as English. In particular, there does not seem to be
any morpheme that one can isolate as being the realization of the causative or
reciprocal and augment measure 1 with it to derive the forms of measure 2 and 3.

This is particularly so for the reciprocal (M3) because proponents of the Root
to Template theory of Arabic morphology have long assumed that the vowel
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(6) a. b. c.katab kattab kaatab

C C CV V VC C CV V VC C V

a a a

C C

k t b k t b k t b

melody carries temporal or aspectual information (tense or aspect). Therefore, the
long vowel or part of the long vowel cannot be the realization of a putative
reciprocal morpheme. Reciprocity seems to be part of the whole verb and is not
localized in one part of the verb. This led to the assumption that the template
consisting of the consonantal and vocalic melodies is itself the expression of the
derivation in question. In other words, the various verbal forms are realized by
templates rather than specialized morphemes.

As to the relations between the templates, the assumption is that the root is
the anchor of this relation. The various verbal forms are related by the fact that in
all of them the mapping onto the template (say causative or reciprocal) involves
the same consonantal root. Each root deals with a particular semantic field, such
as writing in (4).

Putting aside the details of this type of analysis, the main implication that
emerges is that Arabic morphology is markedly different from English morphol-
ogy. While the English system requires the elements listed in (1), the Arabic
system requires the following elements:

(5) a. A consonantal root
b. A template
c. A computational system that maps the root onto the template

While in English, the input to word formation is the word or lexeme in Arabic it
is supposed to be the consonantal root. Also, while in English the morpheme is
the expression of the derivational relation, in Arabic it is the template. Finally, the
nature of the computational system varies in the two languages. In English, in the
majority of forms, it involves the attachment of a morpheme to the base
word/lexeme while in Arabic it involves a left to right mapping of the consonantal
and vocalic melodies onto the template.

Again, as in the case of the verbal forms in (6), the singulars and plurals in (7, 8)
do not involve the affixation of a plural morpheme to the singular but rather the
mapping of a consonantal root onto a plural template.

(7) a. žabal b. žibaal
‘Mountain’ ‘Mountains’
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(8) a. dirham b. daraahim
‘Dirham, currency’ ‘Dirhams’

(9) a. b.C V C V V C

i b a lz

C V C V V C V C

d a r a h i m

In short, apart from the assumption that Arabic deploys different modes of com-
bination (left to right melody attachment), the theory that lexical relations in Arabic
require a model radically different from that set up for English in terms of its primi-
tives is far reaching in its implications with regard to the mental representation of
lexical relations in natural language and the acquisition and processing of words.3

The expectation is that in English the word or lexeme plays a major part as far
as the mental representation of words and their acquisition and processing are
concerned. By contrast, the expectation is that the same tasks in Arabic rely on the
notion of consonantal root. The question, then, is whether this view of Arabic
morphology is empirically correct on formal grounds. The answer I will develop
below is that it is not. I will argue that the two fundamental assumptions, namely
the central role of the root in deriving words and the status of the template as the
realization of grammatical forms are not empirically valid. In the process I will
attempt to show that lexical relations in Arabic are based on derivations involving
words/lexemes and morphemes, very much like in English. Specifically, I will
demonstrate that for verbal forms the input to the formation of the causative and
reciprocal formation is the imperfective. Evidence for the status of the central role
of the imperfective will be given. If this alternative view is correct then there is no
need to set up a different model for lexical relations in Arabic. Both Arabic and
English involve the same primitives. The differences are in how lexemes and
morphemes are combined.

. Problems with the root to template model

. The grammatical status of the vocalic melody.

Crucial to the root to template account is the idea that the consonantal and
vocalic melodies have semantic or grammatical content. With respect to the
consonantal melody, one could argue that it designates the semantic field (basic
meaning) of all the forms it maps onto. With respect to the vocalic melody, the
prevailing assumption is that it carries temporal or aspectual information. This
assumption, however, does not seem to be on firm grounds. The vocalic melody
in (10) is restricted to active verbs, a well-established generalization. Passive verbs,
by contrast, have a different vocalic melody.
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(10) a. Katab-at T-Taalib-u r-risaalat-a.
write.past-3fs the-student-nom the-letter
‘The student wrote the letter.’

b. Kutib-at r-risaalat-u.
write.pass.past-3fs the-letter-nom
‘The letter was written.’

The same facts obtain in the context of the imperfective verb. The active and
passive imperfective verbs display different vocalic melodies.

(11) Ya-ktub r-risaalat-a.
3ms.writes the-letter-acc
‘He is writing the letter.’

(12) Tu-ktab r-risaalat-u.
3fs.write.pass the-letter
‘The letter is being written.’

The only consistent vowel in all the forms is the vowel /u/ which also occurs in
stative non-passivized verbs such as ka2ur (be numerous). The other vowels
clearly do not carry any independent semantic information such as tense or
aspect. Thus, the claim that the vocalic melody is semantically significant is true of
passives only.

The same generalization obtains in forms other than 1. Here the vocalic melody
in the active and passive is respectively a–a and u–i in the perfective and u–a–i and
u–a–a in the imperfective:

(13) callam cullima yucallim yucallam ‘teach’
staxraž stuxriž yastaxriž yustaxraž ‘bring out/extract’

With these forms the only vowel that signals that the form is passive is /u/ in the
perfective and /a/ in the imperfective. The other vowels do not seem to carry any
semantic information. Given that there is no single vocalic melody to realize the
passive, the most plausible account is to assume that passivization (or rather
stativity more generally) is realized via changing the vowel melody of the active
verb. If the active verb does not have an initial vowel /u/, the passive is realized as
/u/. On the other hand, if the active form has the vowel /u/ initially, the last vowel
of the stem is realized as /a/. For this analysis to work, however, one must know
what the vowel melody of the active verb is, a possibility that is not allowed under
the root to template account.

Moreover, if we look at the simple trilateral verb in Arabic we realize that it
has three types of vocalic melodies a–aƒ; a–iƒ; a–u in the active perfective and
imperfective forms.
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(14) Perfective Imperfective
katab yaktub ‘write’
šarib yašrab ‘drink’
caraD yacriD ‘present’
ka2ur yak2ur ‘be numerous’

As Guerssel and Lowenstamm (1996) show, one can even predict the vocalic
melody of one paradigm from the vocalic melody of another paradigm. For
example, if the perfective form has the vowel /i/ as in (14), it will most likely have
the vowel /a/ in the imperfective. So while there is isn’t a single melody for active
perfective and imperfective verbs, there are predictable alternations between
specific classes of verbs within these paradigms. These alternations can only be
accounted for if the mapping from one form to another or the correspondence
relation between the two verbal paradigms takes into account the whole words
and not just the consonantal melody as the pure root to template account.

The same conclusion applies to the nominal system. It is obvious that the
number feature of the singular noun is not marked by any morpheme in Arabic
which means that the vocalic melody does not carry any semantic information. One
cannot claim that the vocalic melody in the singular is default because singulars
vary in mostly unpredictable ways as far as their vocalic melodies are concerned.
The examples in (15) illustrate some of the vocalic patterns that are attested with
the singulars. This shows that there does not appear to be any unique default way
to realize forms where there is no meaning bearing vocalic melody.

(15) a–a qamar ‘moon’
a ’arD ‘earth’
i ði’b ‘wolf ’
u curS ‘wedding’
i–aa kitaab ‘book’

. Problem of transfer

One prediction that the root to template analysis makes is that apart from the
root, other types of lexical relatedness do not have to involve shared phonological
and morphological properties. In particular, we expect, for example, that a singu-
lar form may have long vowel while the plural form may have a short vowel or
vice-versa depending on the template the language stipulates that root should be
mapped onto (McCarthy and Prince 1990). This expectation is not borne out as
the following examples illustrate.

(16) a. žundub ↔ žanaadib ‘locusts’
b. qindiil ↔ qanadiil ‘lamps’
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Derivation of from
Positive circumscription: zun (Residue: dub)
Mapping onto iambic template

zanaadib zundub

F1

ª

µ

a

n
µ µ

ª

(18)

While there are exceptions it is generally the case that both singulars and plurals
pattern together as far as vowel length is concerned, this fact does not automati-
cally follow from the purely root to template account as many students of this
problem have pointed out.4

In addition, derivational morphemes that are presumably attached by familiar
processes of affixation do survive in the derived forms as the shown by the locative
and instrumental prefixes in (17a) and (17b) respectively.

(17) a. ma-ktab → ma-kaatib‚‘offices/desks’
b. miftaa� → ma-faatii� ‘keys’

In short, the theory that lexical relations in Arabic are established via a mapping
from roots to templates does not seem to be on firm grounds empirically. The fact
that lexical relations involve more than just the root but vowel length and
derivational morphemes strongly indicates lexical relations, like in English, are
established over words or lexemes. In the next section, I will summarize one
particular analysis along these lines. Then, I will identify one lexical form that is,
I claim, to be central to establishing lexical relations within the verbal system.

. From the root to the word

McCarthy and Prince (1990) suggest an analysis that gets around the problem of
transfer. Instead of assuming that the consonantal root is the only element of the
singular that is used in the derivation of the plural, they propose that it is the
whole word. To derive the plural from the singular, they posit a rule of (positive)
Prosodic Circumscription that isolates a syllabic trochee (CVCV, CVC, CVV)
from the singular base and maps it onto an iambic (plural) template CVCVV. (18)
illustrates the circumscription analysis that derives the plural žanaadib from the
singular žundub.
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µ µ µ µ (µ)

a

n
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b

Attachment of the Residue (and melodic overwriting)

z

McCarthy (1993), in turn, extends the circumscription analysis to the verbal
system. To derive complex verbal forms such as the causative, he posits a rule of
(negative) prosodic circumscription which extracts a prosodic unit from the
simple verb katab and adds a mora prefix to the residue. The derivations of the
causative is illustrated in (19).

(19) Derivation of kattab from katab
Base katab
Negative Circumscription 〈ka〉 tab
Prefix : 〈ka〉 : +tab
Spread 〈ka〉 ttab
Result kattab

The reciprocal is derived by adjoining a mora to the initial syllable, as illustrated
in (20).

(20) ª ª ª ª ª ª

µ µ µµ‚+ µ µ µ µ

k ka at ta a(b) (b) k a t a (b)

→ →

Notice that the main thesis of the circumscription analysis is that the relation
between the singular and the plural involves a derivation that takes as its input a
base form that contains both vowels and consonants. In this respect, it clearly
departs from the traditional root to template account.

It is important to emphasize what the circumscription account entails. It
entails that word formation in Arabic relies directly on the notion of word and
lexeme. What is peculiar to Arabic, it seems, is how the derivation is implemented.
In Arabic, unlike English, affixation can be to a prosodic part of a word rather
than to the whole word. Apart from that, Arabic and English are similar as far as
how they anchor lexical relations. Both anchor them by using words o lexemes.

With respect to morphemes, it is safe to say that it is a long vowel in the
reciprocal and plural and a consonant (with no feature content) in the causative.
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Thus, contra the assumption of the root to template account, one can identify
morpho-phonological elements that express the derivations.

I will, for the present purposes, adopt the essence of McCarthy and Prince
(1990) and McCarthy’s (1993) account, namely that in both the verbal and
nominal systems words or lexemes are the input forms to deriving more complex
lexical forms.5 However, notice that the underlying assumption in McCarthy’s
account, in particular, is that the verbal and nominal systems are morphologically
different with respect to the processes involved in their derivations. For the
nominal system we have one type of circumscription (positive circumscription)
and for some verbal derivations system we have another type (negative circum-
scription). Focusing on the verbal system, this assumption is forced by the fact
that McCarthy uses the perfective form as input to the causative and reciprocal
formation. In the next section, I will offer a different unified account that does not
need to assume different types of circumscription.

. The status of the imperfective form of the verb

A unified analysis can be provided if the imperfective, rather than the perfective, is
taken as input to Arabic word formation (see also Ratcliffe 1997). A closer look at
the distribution of the imperfective reveals that it is simply the default form of the
verb when the latter does not carry temporal or aspectual features. Morphologi-
cally, the default status of the imperfective explains why, like non-tensed forms in
other languages, it is used to derive other verbal and nominal elements. Syn-
tactically, this explains, for example, the widespread distribution of the imperfective
as opposed to more limited and restricted distribution of the perfective. There are
two verbal paradigms in Arabic: the perfective paradigm and the imperfective
paradigm. The perfective paradigm contains mainly suffixes that carry agreement
information. The imperfective paradigm, on the other hand, contains both prefixes
and suffixes. The prefixes usually carry person agreement while the suffixes carry
number agreement. The imperfective is also characterized, in some of its forms, by
vowel and the nasal consonant /n/ endings, which arguably carry mood.6 The two
paradigms are illustrated in (22) and (23).

(21) Perfective
Person Number Gender Affix Verb+Affix
1 Sg F/M -tu daras-tu
2 M -ta daras-ta
2 F -ti daras-ti
3 M -a daras-a
3 F -at daras-at
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2 Dual M/F -tumaa daras-tumaa
3 M -aa daras-aa
3 F -ataa daras-ataa
1 Plural M/F -naa daras-naa
2 M -tum daras-tum
2 F -tunna daras-tunna
3 M -uu daras-uu
3 F -na daras-na

(22) Imperfective
Person Number Gender Affix Affix+verb
1 Sg M/F ’a- ’a-drus
2 M ta- ta-drus
2 F ta-ii ta-drus-ii
3 M ya- ya-drus

F ta- ta-drus
2 Dual M/F ta- -aa ta-drus-aa
3 M/F ya- -aa ya-drus-aa
1 Plural M/F na- na-drus
2 M ta- -uu ta-drus-uu
2 F ta- -na ta-drus-na
3 M ya- -uu ya-drus-uu
3 F ya- -na ya-drus-na

. The syntactic distribution of the verbal forms

There are several facts that argue for a special syntactic, and more importantly,
morphological, status of the imperfective verb. While the perfective verb is highly
restricted in its distribution, mostly in past tense contexts, the imperfective occurs
in several syntactic contexts. I list some of them below.
In the context of present tense sentences:

(23) a. Ya-drus-u.
3m-study-ind

‘He studies/is studying’
b. Laa ya-drus-u.

neg 3m-study-ind

‘He does not studies/is not studying.’

In the context of future tense sentences:

(24) Sawfa ya-drus-u.
fut 3m-study-ind

‘He will study.’
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In the context of modal particles:

(25) Qad ya-drus-u
might 3m-study-ind

‘He might study’

In the context of auxiliary verbs:

(26) Kaana ya-drus-u.
be.past 3m-study-ind

‘He was studying/used to study.’

As complement or adjunct of tensed verbs:

(27) a. Xaraža/sa-yaxružu ya-D�ak-u.
leave.past3ms/fut-3m-leave 3m-laugh-ind

‘He left/will leave laughing.’
b. Yu-rı̄d-u ’an ya-drus-a.

3m-want-ind to 3m-study-subj

‘He wants to study.’

In the context of tensed negative particles:

(28) a. Lan ya-drus-a.
neg.fut 3m-study-subj

‘He will not study.’
b. Lam ya-drus

neg.past 3m-study
‘He didn’t study.’

The question that arises when we consider these facts is: why does the imperfective
in particular occur in all these contexts? According to Benmamoun (1999, 2000),
the imperfective occurs in these contexts because in all of them tense is either
unrealized morphologically (as is the case in the present tense and non-finite
clauses) or is realized by a particle (such as negation). Since tense is not realized
on the verb, the latter is spelled-out in its default unmarked form, namely the
imperfective. In other words, the imperfective is the default morphological verbal
form in Arabic. Benmamoun (1999, 2000) provides more details for the special
syntactic status of the imperfective. In the next section, I show how the default
status of the imperfective affords it a privileged morphological role in word
formation, with important consequences for the debate regarding the nature of
lexical relations in Arabic.
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. The morphological role of the imperfective

Since the imperfective is the default form of the verb, we expect it to be implicated
in word formation, if the latter is word based rather than root based. This
prediction is correct as I argue below.

.. Nominal and verbal derivations based on the imperfective
A cursory look at nominals in Arabic reveals that apart from the simple trilateral
form, the form of the nominal is fully predictable from the form of the imperfec-
tive verb. The two forms are identical in all respects except that the verbal form
carries an agreement prefix while the nominal form carries a nominal prefix m.

(29) Imperfective Nominal Perfective
a. yu-callim mu-callim callam

3-teach nom-teach teach.3ms

‘He teaches’ ‘Teacher’ ‘He taught’
b. yu-saacid mu-saacid saacad

3-assists nom-assist help.3ms

‘He assists’ ‘Assistant’ ‘He helped’
c. ya-žlis ma-žlis žalas

3-sit nom-sit sit.3ms

‘He sits’ ‘council’ ‘He sat’
d. ya-criD ma-criD caraD

3-exhibit nom-exhibit exhibit
‘He exhibits’ ‘Exhibition’ ‘He exhibited’

e. ya-sba� ma-sba� saba�
3-swim 3-swim swim.3ms

‘He swims’ ‘Pool’ ‘He swam’

Notice that the imperfective and the nominal share the same vowel melodies.
Given these facts, there is no doubt that at least some types of lexical relations
implicate words rather than roots. The same facts obtain in the context of the
imperative verb (see Brame 1970). The latter shares the vowel melody of the
imperfective as illustrated in (31).

(30) Imperfective Imperative Perfective
ta-drus ’u-drus daras-ta (study)
ta-qra’ ’i-qraʔ qara’-ta (read)
ta-žlis ’i-žlis žalas-ta (sit)

Notice that the perfective verb has a different vowel melody from the imperative
and imperfective verbs. This indicates that the perfective is not implicated in
verbal and nominal derivations.
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Given the above facts, the inevitable conclusion is that some lexical relations are
established via the word rather than the root. The imperfective seems to be a viable
candidate for capturing those relations. The question then is whether we can appeal
to the imperfective to account for forms that have traditionally relied on the root.
In the next section, I will show that this is possible both on empirical and concep-
tual grounds.

. A unified account of nominal and verbal derivations.

So far, I have argued that the imperfective verb is the default form in Arabic that is
used as input to word formation. The clear cases of word formation processes the
imperfective form is involved in are the imperatives and nominalization. The
question that arises is whether the role of the imperfective goes beyond these cases.
If it can be shown that the imperfective is implicated in other types of word
formation in Arabic, especially those that have previously received a root based
account, it would be a clear challenge to the generality of the theory that Arabic
word formation involves a root to template mapping.

The challenging cases are the forms where the vocalic melodies of the verbal
forms that share the same root differ. Here it is not obvious whether the imperfective
is the basis for derivation. However, there is a compelling argument that it is. Recall
that though McCarthy and Prince (1990) and McCarthy (1993) assume, at least
partially, a word to word derivation, the input to the plural derivation is the singular
and the input to verbal derivations is the perfective form of the verb. This in turn
requires positing different modes of circumscription, positive and negative. How-
ever, notice that if we use the imperfective as input to verbal derivations we will need
only one type of circumscription for both the nominal and verbal systems. In both
cases a syllabic trochee from the input form (singular or imperfective) is isolated and
a morpheme is attached between the syllabic trochee and the rest of the word.

(31) Reciprocal7 yaktub yukaatib yuk+aa+tib
Nominal Plural maktab makaatib mak+aa+tib

This in my view is a strong argument for extending the role of the imperfective to
the derivation of the verbal forms and particularly the causative and reciprocal.
This extension allows for a system whereby lexical relations are word based rather
than root based.

. Remaining problems: the vocalic melody

In this chapter, I have argued for a word to word analysis of Arabic morphology.
With respect to verbal forms, I presented arguments for taking the imperfective
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form of the verb as the basic form for deriving other verbs such as the causative
and reciprocal. This allowed for a unified word-based analysis of Arabic mor-
phology. In fact, in most cases the word to word relations is not in doubt. The
issue is about cases where it appears not to be so. I argued that even in those
cases a word to word account can be maintained. However, one of the problems
that must remain open for the time being is the vocalic alternation between the
verbal forms.8

In some cases, the vocalic melody is quite predictable. For example, in all the
derived forms (all forms other than form 1), the perfective and imperfective forms
display the same vocalic melody. Within the nominal system, the system is not as
consistent though some vocalic melodies are more widespread than other (for
example a-aa-i as in makaatib). The problem is how deal with the vocalic melody
of the input forms (form 1 within the verbal system, and the singular within the
nominal system). The root to template account deals with this problem by taking
the root as a grammatical primitive and mapping it onto a template with its own
vocalic melody. However, notice that apart from the problems mentioned above,
the root to template account is forced to posit as many templates as there are
vocalic melodies. Therefore, the problem of the lack of predictability of vocalic
melodies does not argue for or against either the root to template account or the
word to word account. Both analyses must introduce more complexity in the
system. The word to word account can probably be augmented with rules that
change the vocalic melodies (as in the cases of vowel ablaut in Germanic languages
for example) when forms undergo derivations. This, in my view, remains as one
of the most challenging issues in Arabic morphology in particular and Semitic
morphology in general.

Notes

. In this chapter, the focus is mostly on Standard Arabic. However, since similar facts
obtain in the modern Arabic dialects, the word to word approach advanced here is expected
to carry over to those dialects as well.

. See in this regard the debate between associative learning type accounts and rule based
accounts. A detailed outline of the debate and the issues involved can be found in Pinker
(1999).

. See the paper by Prunet et al. (2000) which claims to provide evidence from the
performance of Arabic aphasics that requires reference to the root independently of the
vocalic melody.

. See Ratcliffe (1998) for a detailed discussion of plurals in Arabic.

. I should point out that McCarthy and Prince’s (1990) analysis combines both a root to
template account and a word to word derivation. The same can be said of the approach by
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Bat-El (1994) which assumes a word to word derivation but implement it by extracting the
root from the input form and mapping onto a template.

. The imperfective is divided into three main moods distinguished by their endings
(Wright 1889:ƒ57–60; Hassan 1973:ƒ277–440, Fleisch 1979:ƒ122–36). The indicative form has
two endings, the vowel u if the verb ends in a consonant, and na/ni if the number suffixes
in the dual and plural and the gender suffix in the second feminine singular are realized as
long vowels (aa, uu, ii respectively). The subjunctive has a vowel suffix a if the verb ends in
a consonant but no endings if the number suffixes in the dual and plural and the gender
suffix in the second feminine singular are realized as long vowels. The jussive form has no
ending at all. For the present purposes I will ignore the mood distinctions. For a discussion
of the various moods see Benmamoun (1999, 2000).

. In Benmamoun (in prep.) I provide arguments to show that what is called a reciprocal
verb is actually a (broken) plural verb, in which case it should be analyzed on a par with the
(broken) plural noun.

. The same problem arises in the context of nominals. For example, some locative
nominals preserve the stem vowel of the imperfective (ia) but others do not (ib):

(i) a. yasba� masba�
swim.3ms swimming pool

b. yaktub maktab
write.3ms office

While such cases do not necessarily challenge the word based account they do raise
questions about the nature of the word to word derivations.
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Chapter 6

Arabic derivational ablaut, processing
strategies, and consonantal ‘‘roots’’

Jeffrey Heath

In this chapter I do not attempt a comprehensive summary of the efforts by
several recent linguists to account for Arabic ablaut phenomena. Instead, I focus
on a few core problems that may be of interest to readers of this volume: the
alleged consonantal root system, the status of long vowels, and the status of
geminates. The opinions expressed are not necessarily those of other linguists.

It is important to distinguish the formal elements needed for a morphological
derivation from those needed for a parsing of a surface form, especially of a
derived form. Some of the disagreement about the validity of the ‘‘root’’ system in
Arabic can be cleared up if this distinction is carefully made. I will initially focus
on representations and derivations, before turning to processing issues at the end.
‘‘Ablaut’’ is used here to mean any derivational operation on an input stem to
derive an output stem, excluding cases involving mere prefixation or suffixation.
Ablaut may involve either a template like CVCC- or (with vocalism specified)
CaCC-, or a superimposed vocalic melody like {u a}.

. Roots or underived stems?

For the most part, the famous ‘‘consonantal roots’’ of Arabic are best consigned to
oblivion as far as lexical representations and derivational ablaut are concerned.
While a case might be made for consonantal roots in strong verbs (e.g. those with
triliteral -CCVC- imperfectives like -ktub- ‘write’), no credible phonological analysis
can save analyses of weak -CCVV and hollow -CVVC stems, in spite of repeated
and sometimes intellectually heroic efforts by some linguists. Moreover, for nouns
there is no reasonable way to separate consonants and vowels into different levels,
even with simple strong triliterals like xubz- ‘bread’, ðahab- ‘gold’, kabš- ‘ram’, and
�if	- ‘preservation’, since the vowels cannot be motivated grammatically. Even the
imperfective vowel of -CCVC- verbs is largely lexical (unpredictable), or is deter-
mined by an adjacent consonant (pharyngeal � and c strongly favoring a), in
neither case functioning as an autonomous grammatical element.
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The most reasonable analysis is that Arabic has a core of underived stems, e.g.
the singular of simple nouns and the imperfective of simple verbs. Each such stem
belongs to a specific word class (noun, verb, etc.), and its phonological structure
is specified by a full linear spelling of consonants and vowels as in other languages.
These underived stems, however, can be fed into derivational processes that
produce derived stems by ablaut, affixation (including infixation), or both.

The best case for an analytical decomposition of ‘‘underived’’ stems is not
with nouns or verbs, rather with adjectives. Two important classes of adjectives
have, respectively, masculine singular CaCiiC- and ʔaCCaC- shape (FeSg CaCiiC-
at- and CaCCaa’-, respectively), e.g. kabiir- ‘big’ and ’a�mar- ‘red’ (FeSg kabiir-
at-, �amraa’-). The two classes have reasonably clear semantic boundaries,
CaCiiC- denoting structural and relational properties (e.g. ‘big’, ‘small’, ‘thick’,
‘distant’) and ’aCCaC- denoting surface properties (e.g. colors, textures, and
observable physical infirmities like ‘blind’). However, there are some adjectives in
similar semantic classes that do not fit these patterns (e.g. �ulw- ‘sweet’), so even
with adjectives we must recognize some stems that have no possibility of segmen-
tation into (root) consonantal and (grammatical) vocalic tiers.

. Derivational ablaut

Typical nominal and adjectival derivatives that must or may involve ablaut are
plural and diminutive. For verbs we have causative (or factitive), passive, recipro-
cal, active participle, passive participle, and verbal noun (masdar) ablauts. Most
derivational processes are clearly directional, with an input stem (e.g. singular
noun) and an output stem (e.g. plural noun). The input is often an underived
stem, but can also be the output of an earlier ablaut, as in the verbal noun of a
causative of an underived intransitive verb stem, e.g. -dxul- ‘enter’, causative
-daxxil- ‘put in’, causative verbal noun ta-dxiil-.

Because of the complexity and internal diversity of the Arabic derivational
ablaut system, it is likely that no native speaker from the time of Muhammad to
the present has had a completely integrated mental representation of it. Taken
individually, each ablaut mechanism is somewhat underdetermined formally, and
formalizing it may depend on which other ablauts it is associated with. Consider
the following four types in (1a–d).

(1) a. kalb- ‘dog’ kilaab- ‘dogs’
b. jariid-at- ‘newspaper’ jaraa’id- ‘newspapers’

�unduuq- ‘chest, box’ �anaadiiq- ‘chests’
c. ya-ktub- ‘he writes’ y-u-ktab- ‘it is written’
d. -ktub- ‘write-Impf ’ katab- ‘write-Perf ’
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The underived triliteral noun ‘dog’ (1a) has a plural that can be described in terms
of a CiCaaC- template whose vowels are pre-specified but whose consonantal (C)
positions are vacant. A mapping process transfers the consonants of kalb- into the
C positions. To be sure, such mappings (which generally disregard input short
vowels) have the effect of creating a kind of consonantal ‘‘root’’ in the derivative,
as we will see later. Certainly the mapping presupposes a kind of scanning of the
input stem kalb-, identifying those segments that can be transferred to the
ablauted output. However, there is no reason to think that the underived kalb-
‘dog’ must be decomposed in a similar fashion into e.g. √klb and CaCC- in its
lexical representation.

In (1b) we have two examples (‘newspaper’ and ‘chest’) of input nouns with
four to five of what I call ‘‘major segments’’ (consonants and long, but not short,
vowels). These nouns, if ending in a consonant, have plural CaCaaCiC- or
CaCaaCiiC-, the choice depending on whether the relevant input vowel (namely,
the vowel before the final input consonant) is short or long. Input FeSg suffix -at-
in quadriliterals is disregarded and has no effect on the output. (Other variant
plural outputs, for inputs not ending in a consonant, include CaCaaCii-,
CaCaaCaa, and CaCaaCiyy-.)

Comparison of (1a) with (1b) suggests that short and long input noun stems
require somewhat different plural templates. The main break is between triliterals
(stems with three major segments) and quadriliterals (stems with four major seg-
ments). The rare stems with just two major segments are squeezed into a triliteral
mold for derivational purposes. Stems with five major segments, especially those
with no more than four consonants, function as a subtype of quadriliterals.

As (1b) shows, quadriliteral inputs require a plural template that begins with a
rigid portion CaCaaC- but then allows some flexibility in the form of its ending or
‘‘tail.’’ Specifically, the length (but not quality) of the relevant input vowel (the one
preceding the final stem consonant) is transferred to the output i-vowel. Both the
choice of the quadriliteral CaCaaC- plural and the form of its tail, -iC- versus -iiC-
(among others), depend on the canonical shape of the input noun. For this reason,
analyses based on a root-consonant analysis (e.g. Hammond 1988) must first derive
a singular noun, then allow the corresponding plural ablaut to inspect and selec-
tively draw on the syllabic shape of the singular (notably including its vowels),
rather than directly applying the consonantal root to a fixed plural template.

Comparing kilaab- (1a) with jaraa’id- and �anaadiiq- (1b), we could now
throw caution to the harmattans and seek to unify the triliteral CiCaaC- and
quadriliteral CaCaaC. . . plurals into a single template. Deciding whether this is
appropriate, and if so how to accomplish it technically, is where Arabists earn
their dinars. There is no crucial experiment that can tell us (or native speakers)
whether to keep tri- and quadriliteral plural ablauts separate or whether to unify
them. Strong triliteral nouns typically have CiCaaC-, ’aCCaaC-, or CuCuuC- as
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their plural, the choice being largely lexical. Most quadriliteral nouns have plurals
CaCaaC. . . as above, though there are also some more restricted types like
’aCCiC-at-, CuCuC-, and ’aCCuC-. The phonological similarities between the
most productive triliteral plurals and their quadriliteral counterparts are intrigu-
ing, but on the whole they are not powerful enough to compel formal unification.
The fact that Arabic has only three vowel qualities {u a i} makes it difficult to
judge whether, say, a match in quality between a short u in one plural pattern and
a long uu in another warrants formal recognition in the grammar or is merely
fortuitous. Attempts have been made to merge triliteral CiCaaC- and ’aCCaaC-
with quadriliteral CaCaaC. . ., and triliteral CuCuuC- with CuCuC- and/or
’aCCuC, but this requires a set of synchronically unconvincingly ad hoc minor
phonological rules. If, as is sometimes argued, underlying /CaCaaC-/ surfaces in
triliterals as ’aCCaaC- by syncope, epenthesis, and secondary glottalization, why
do these same rules not apply to quadriliteral plural CaCaaC . . .?

While the matter cannot be resolved by experimental proof, it seems likely
that native speakers do not merge triliteral and quadriliteral plural ablauts into a
single template. There is broad evidence across Arabic morphology that tri- versus
quadriliteral is the major bifurcation among stem shapes in the language. For
example, tri- and quadriliteral verbs have distinct templates for verbal noun, active
participle, and passive participle ablauts. Only triliteral verb stems can serve as
inputs to causative ablaut. It seems clear that Arabic has a mechanism for scan-
ning input stems, evaluating their weight expressed as number of major segments
(n > 3 or n < 3), before pairing the input stem with an ablaut template in these
derivations. I diverge here from other analyses by which metrical feet, syllables, or
other higher-level entities are counted. A simple count of major segments will also
work for modern vernaculars, including some Moroccan varieties in which the
disappearance of most short vowels makes it difficult to recognize (and hence
count) feet or syllables.

On the other hand, there are other derivations, such as the diminutive of
nouns (CuCayC. . .) and the agentive (CaCCaaC-) of verbs, that handle both tri-
and quadriliteral inputs with a single template. The agentive template is com-
pletely rigid, forcing all input types into a single output shape. Input consonants
are given preference over input long vowels in mapping, but if necessary any
vacant output C positions are filled by VV-to-C mappings, by spreading input
consonants to two or three output C positions (contiguous or not), or by inserting
nonlexical fillers (w, y, or glottal stop ’). Like the plural, the nominal diminutive
begins with a rigid templatic string (CuCayC-), but allows some variation in its
tail depending on the shape of the input stem.

With (1c) we move to a passive derivation of verbs, expressed entirely by
vocalic shifts. In the analyses of Arabic morphology derived from McCarthy’s
work (McCarthy & Prince 1995 and references there), all stems (including
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underived noun and verb stems) are decomposed into not two but three tiers: a
consonantal root like √ktb, a prosodic template like CVCVC with empty C and V
positions, and a vocalic melody such as {a} or {u a i}. The output form is gener-
ated by linking the root consonants to templatic C positions, and the melodic
vowels to templatic V positions. I have argued above against decomposing un-
derived stems, and this applies to vocalic melodies as well as to consonantal roots.
kalb- ‘dog’ is just kalb-, and dxul- ‘enter’ is just -dxul-, rather than being triple-
decker sandwiches. But the passive derivation of Classical Arabic can be reason-
ably described as the subjection of a non-passive verb (derived or underived) to
passive vocalic melodies, {u i} in the perfective and {u a} in the imperfective. Thus
all strong triliterals have passives with CuCiC- perfective and -u-CCaC- imperfec-
tive, as in kutib- and -u-ktab- ‘be written’ from input -ktub- ‘write’, while the
passive of a longer input -�tarim- ‘honor’ comes out as perfective ’u-�turim- and
imperfective -u-�taram-.

There are, to be sure, some difficulties in modeling this passive. Note, for
example, the different spreading patterns in the perfective and imperfective of
‘honor’, resulting in surface {u u i} and {u a a}, respectively. That is, the first
vowel of {u i} but the second vowel of {u a} do the spreading, making it impossi-
ble to unify the spreading rule and making it difficult to determine the direction-
ality of spreading (if directionality is a meaningful issue). A perhaps related issue
is that the {u} of imperfective passive {u a} always happens to appear in the
prefixal syllable that expresses pronominal person, as in 3MaSg y-u-ktab- ‘it is
written’. One may fairly ask whether this could not be considered an inner prefix
-u- rather than part of a vocalic melody, in which case the imperfective passive
melody could be reduced to {a}.

A further puzzle is how to connect the passive vocalic melody in inflectable
verb stems like those illustrated above (‘be written’, ‘be honored’) with the
apparent melodies of participles. For quadriliteral stems, participles like active m-
u-�tarim- ‘honoring’ and passive m-u-�taram- ‘honored’ have suggestive vocalic
sequences. In particular, quadriliteral passive participle m-u-�taram- could be
interpreted as having the same {u a} melody as imperfective passive verbs, with the
same spreading conventions. One could abstract a {u a i} melody for the quadri-
literal active participle, and one could connect this with the melody of quadrilit-
eral imperfectives like -u-daxxil- ‘put in’. Consider now the triliteral participles,
active CaaCiC- and passive ma-CCuuC- (kaatib- ‘writing’, ma-ktuub- ‘written’).
To connect ma-CCuuC- with the passive {u a} melody (imperfective verbs,
quadriliteral passive participles), we must either invert the melody to {a u} or treat
ma- as a prefix outside the scope of melodic mapping and apply the first element
of {u a} to the remaining -CCVVC- to produce -CCuuC-. To reconcile triliteral
active participle CaaCiC- with the {u a i} melody of quadriliteral active participles,
one would have to apply the second and third elements of the melody to
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CVVCVC- to produce CaaCiC-. The arbitrariness of these selective mappings is
obvious, and there is no independent grammatical motivation for the prosodic
shapes of triliteral active CVVCVC- and triliteral passive ma-CCuuC- that would
make it easier for us to extract a vocalic melody.

Arabic ablaut involves many such webs of ablaut types that have suggestive
phonological and grammatical affinities. However, the sheer number of such webs
and the sometimes contradictory analogical pulls that they have on individual
ablauts make an overall formal integration difficult and, in my view, unattainable
in principle, for linguists as well as native speakers.

One of the most vexing questions occurs right at the beginning of the deriva-
tional food chain, namely in the representation of underived verbs, e.g. imperfective
-ktub- and perfective katab- ‘write’. For strong triliteral verbs, one may begin by
recognizing three basic types on grammatical and morphological grounds. First,
there is a small set of verbs of adjectival quality with perfective CaCuC- and im-
perfective -CCuC- (kabur-, -kbur- ‘be big’), associated with adjectives (kabiir- ‘big’).
The adjectives are much more common than the verbs, and the latter might be
taken as ablaut-derived. Second, there is a class of verbs with perfective CaCiC- and
imperfective -CCaC- (�azin-, -�zan- ‘be sad’). Most verbs of this class are statives
(e.g. of emotional state) and, like the previous verb class, they are associated with
adjectives that might be taken as derivationally primary (�azin- ‘sad’). However, the
‘‘stative’’ class includes a few verbs of dubious stativity like ‘laugh’ and ‘drink’. The
great majority of strong triliteral verbs, intransitive and transitive, belong to the
residual third class. This open class, whose verbs are not associated with any
particular nominal or adjectival class and can therefore be taken as underived, has
a rigid perfective CaCaC- but a lexically variable imperfective -CCuC-, -CCiC-, or
-CCaC-, the latter favored when C2 or C3 is a pharyngeal consonant.

Since the verbs of adjectival quality and the statives have fixed perfective and
imperfective shapes, there is no obvious derivational directionality between the
two aspectual forms. In the large open class, however, we have little choice but to
take the imperfective as the basic lexical representation (cf. Benmamoun, this
volume), e.g. -ktub- ‘write’, -	rib- ‘hit’, and -b�a - ‘research’, and derive the
perfective from this by ablaut. A similar imperfective to perfective directionality is
evident in non-strong triliteral verbs (weak, hollow, geminate). I will omit the
ablaut formalism here (its effect is to shift imperfective vowels to perfective a,
keeping length constant, and to insure that a vowel follows stem C1).

Not only does privileging the imperfective account for the formal patterns, it
also meshes with the unmarked morpho-syntactic status of the imperfective stem,
which serves as the basis for aspect-neutralized modal forms (imperatives,
subjunctives). In derivations such as ‘enter’ (imperfective -dxul-, perfective daxal-)
becoming causative ‘put in’ (-daxxil-), in principle either the imperfective or
perfective could serve as input, since the two aspectual forms share the consonan-
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tal string d. .x. .l that is made use of by ablaut mapping. However, for weak and
hollow triliteral verbs it is again clearly the imperfective with its lexically deter-
mined long vowel (-CCuu, –CCii, –CiiC-, -CuuC-), rather than the perfective with
its rigid a-vocalism (CaCaa-, CaaC-), that we need as input, since input ii maps
onto C as y while input uu maps onto C as w. Some of the technical problems
with alternative analyses, both in traditional Arab grammar and in recent genera-
tive phonology, are attributable to the unwise use of the perfective as the most
basic form of verbs. Ratcliffe comes to a similar conclusion: ‘‘. . . the noun and
verb are quite symmetrical if the imperfect is taken as a base for derivation. There
is, moreover, an independent reason for favoring this approach: The vowel quality
of the perfect is usually predictable from the form of the imperfect although the
reverse is not the case . . .’’ (1998:ƒ33n, with references to other Arabists who have
expressed similar views). Ratcliffe’s book focuses on nominal plurals rather than
on verbal ablauts, but Heath (1987) shows in detail how imperfective verbs can
serve as input to several ablaut processes in Moroccan Arabic.

. Long vowels in underived stems

Hollow nouns like baab- ‘door’, fuul- ‘beans’, and �iin- ‘time’, along with (imper-
fective) hollow verbs like -xaaf- ‘fear’, -kuun- ‘be’, and -ziid- ‘increase’, were
traditionally squeezed by analysts into the consonantal-root model by having
medial semivowels attributed to them (√fwl, √�yn, √bws, √zyd). However, once
again the phonological rules needed to treat hollow stems as having √CwC or
√CyC roots were awkward and ad hoc. For example, hollow verbs have a perfec-
tive CaaC- before most third person suffixes, and either CiC- or CuC- before first
and second person suffixes (-kuun- ‘be’, perfective 3Pl kaan-uu and 1Sg kun-tu).
To salvage a √kwn root-theoretic analysis one must specify that the imperfective
has a u-vowel and then convert /-kwun-/ into -kuun-, and take the perfectives as
underlying 3Pl /kawan-uu/ and 1Sg /kawan-tu/ and coax them into their surface
forms kaan-uu and kun-tu using ad hoc phonological rules. The putative semi-
vowel shows up nowhere in the perfective or imperfective paradigm. It appears
only in ablaut derivatives like causative -kawwin- ‘bring into being’ and abstractive
verbal noun kawn- ‘existence’. This distribution of semivowels is more consistent
with the view that the lexically basic representation is imperfective -kuun-, whose
uu may be mapped onto ablaut C positions as w.

For some hollow CaaC- singular nouns, native speakers use a special plural
template CiiC-aaC- that does not involve VV-to-C mapping (biib-aan- ‘doors’).
However, -CaaC- imperfective verbs cannot avoid VV-to-C mapping in their
ablauts, and so must force their aa onto C positions, usually as w, e.g. -xaaf- ‘fear’
and verbal noun xawf-, less often as y, e.g. -naal- ‘obtain’ and verbal noun nayl-.
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Hollow -CaaC- imperfective verbs are somewhat unstable in Arabic vernaculars,
and some dialects (e.g. many Moroccan Jewish varieties) regularize the system by
replacing *aa by the relevant high vowel in the imperfective (e.g. Jewish Moroccan
-xuf ƒ‘fear’), or by allowing the relevant stems to fall out of use.

In addition to hollow stems of shape CVVC-, Arabic has many weak triliterals
of shape CCVV. The clear cases are -CCVV imperfective verbs like -bkii ‘weep’ and
-škuu ‘complain’, the -CCii type predominating. There are a few -CCaa imperfec-
tives, but they have perfective CaCiy- and so can be attributed to the stative verb
class (e.g. -nsaa ‘forget’, perfective nasiy-). The –CCii and -CCuu verbs have
perfectives like 3MaSg bakaa, šakaa, 3Pl baka-w, šaka-w and 1Sg bakay-tu, šakaw-
tu. In the traditional analysis, these are phonemicized as /bakay-a/, /bakay-uu/,
/bakay-tu/, etc., with uniform triconsonantal perfective stem /bakay-/, and ad hoc
phonological rules are devised to take care of the forms where the semivowel
disappears. But we can easily produce bakaa and bakay- by ablauting imperfective
-bkii. There is no compelling argument even for insisting that perfective surface
forms bakaa and bakay- should have identical templates, since other verb types
(e.g. hollow triliterals) also have two perfective stem shapes that do not easily
reduce to a single phonological representation.

. Geminates

An important characteristic of Arabic is that input geminates are generally
retained as surface geminates in ablaut derivatives, except when separated by a
long ablaut vowel. Consider, for example, the noun maadd-at- ‘matter, material’,
and its plural mawaadd-. The ablaut template would normally have produced
#mawaadid-, but the input dd is kept together rather than being split by a short i.
We observe the same behavior in triliteral active participles, usually CaaCiC- (e.g.
kaatib- ‘writing’), but CaaCxCx- in the case of a geminate triliteral (-ð�all- ‘persist’,
participle ð�aall-). When the ablaut template separates the two identical consonants
by a long vowel, there is no way to avoid breaking up the geminate: -šudd-
‘tighten, make firm’, passive participle ma-šduud- ‘taut’.

There are two important Arabic morphological patterns that do allow a short
templatic vowel to break up a geminate. The first is an interesting but very atypical
plural ablaut that takes singular feminine nouns of shape CuCxCx-at- or CiCxCx-at-
and produces outputs Pl CuCxaCx- or CiCxaCx-, respectively. An example is qi��-at-
‘story’, plural qi�a�-. Perhaps the key difference between this geminate-breaking
ablaut, and those ablauts illustrated above that preserve input geminates
(mawaadd-, ð�aall-), is that the latter have long vowels before the geminate, while
plural CuCxaCx- or CiCxaCx- has a short vowel before the first of the identical
consonants. Moreover, the CuCxaCx- or CiCxaCx- pattern is quite unusual for an
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Arabic ablaut derivation, since it preserves the lexical short vowel of the first
syllable of the input. The singulars have FeSg suffix -at-, which is not found in the
plural, and since the only other difference is the presence or absence of short a in
the second syllable, one could imagine a non-ablaut analysis in which the FeSg
suffix triggers syncope, e.g. /qi	a	-at-/ becoming surface qi		-at-. The syncope
would be an ad hoc morphological rule, but this singular-plural relationship is
sufficiently isolated in Arabic morphology that an ad hoc solution is not unreason-
able here. The closest parallel is not with other singular-plural relationships, rather
with pairs of unsuffixed collective nouns (which take masculine singular concord)
and FeSg-suffixed individuative singulars, typical of lexical domains like fruits and
insects: tuffaa�- ‘apples (collective)’, tuffaa�-at- ‘(an) apple’.

The second situation where an apparent input geminate comes to be sepa-
rated by a short vowel is when a geminate triliteral verb occurs without a suffix, or
is followed immediately by a consonant-initial pronominal suffix. The verb -šudd-
(imperfective) or šadd (perfective) ‘tighten’ keeps its geminate intact when
followed by a vowel-initial suffix, but such forms as 3FePl imperfective ya-šdud-na
‘they-FePl tighten’ and 1Sg perfective šadad-tu ‘I tightened’ break up the geminate
with a short vowel. The imperative singular (morphologically the imperfective
stem without suffix), is variably šudd or ušdud. There are some difficulties in
interpreting these patterns, especially since the imperative singular wavers between
two surface forms. It appears, though, that consonant-initial inflectional suffixes
locally impose a consonantal-final form of the preceding verb stem, as in weak
triliteral bakay-tu ‘I wept’, compare bakaa ‘he wept’ and imperfective stem -bkii
‘weep’. Imposition by a suffix of a stem-shape including a final consonant is not
unusual in Arabic; for example, denominative (‘‘nisba’’) adjectives in -iyy- may
impose a CaCaC- stem shape, as in nabaw-iyy- ‘of the Prophet (nabiyy-)’. In the
case of e.g. ya-šdud-na, if we take -šudd- to be the basic representation, the output
can be viewed technically as a case of vowel-consonant metathesis to satisfy the
consonant-final requirement on the stem.

Partisans of a root-theoretic model have always recognized that root represen-
tations can be simplified by taking surface geminates as single lexical consonants
(autosegments). An underived stem like -šudd- is decomposed into a consonantal
root √šd and a template -CuCC-, whether or not the latter is itself further broken
up into a prosodic template -CVCC- and a vocalic melody {u}. Given √šd and
-CuCC-, it would be reasonable to expect an output šudd- by mapping conventions.

In the model I favor, the lexical representation of the underived imperfective is
simply -šudd-. This maps unproblematically onto passive participial ma-CCuuC- to
produce ma-šduud-. The interesting case phonologically is the active participle
šaadd- (not #šaadid-), cf. ðaall- ‘persisting’ cited above. In ablaut derivation, the
geminate of -šudd- is detected by the input-scanning device. The ablaut system is
not permitted to insert a short vowel between the two members of the geminate
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(unless required by a suffix). This can be formalized in various ways; for example,
the relevant short vowels can be omitted from ablaut templates and (for non-
geminate stems) inserted between C2 and C3 by a phonological subrule applied at
the end of ablaut derivations. A syncope analysis triggered by the identity of flanking
consonants, e.g. ablauting -šudd- to /šaadid-/ and then syncopating the latter to
šaadd-, has often been proposed. However, a syncope analysis does not permit us to
capture the generalization that input geminates are retained in ablaut outputs.

The modern vernaculars differ in their handling of gemination. For example,
Moroccan Arabic generally follows the classical language in avoiding short-vowel
insertion between geminates in active participles and at the end of quadriliteral
ablaut plurals: verb -šədd ‘hold’, active partiple šadd. However, Tunisian Arabic
freely allows CaaCxiCx active participles. In addition, the vast majority of modern
vernaculars reject the classical form of the perfective of geminate triliterals,
compare classical šadad-tu ‘I tightened’ with e.g. Moroccan šədd-i-t ‘I held’, where
a vocalic augment (originally *-ay-) inserted between stem and perfective suffix
keeps the geminate intact.

For those modern vernaculars in which reflexes of Classical Arabic quadri-
literal plural CaCaaC-iC- (with short i in the ablaut tail) have generalized at the
expense of reflexes of Classical CaCaaC-iiC-, there are some additional facts of
interest in connection with plurals of nouns of the (Classical) type CVCCxVVCx-
with C3=C4. In a case like Moroccan z�n�i� ‘tail’, the input has identical but
ungeminated (discontinuous) C3 and C4. The relevant Moroccan plural template
begins in CCaC-, and for a typical CCCVC input with C3ƒ≠ƒC4 the normal plural
output is CCaCəC, optionally syncopated to CCaCC, e.g. qf�an ‘cafetan (gar-
ment)’, plural qfa�ƒ(ə)n. When C3=C4 as in z�n�i�, the output is of the type z�na�ə�,
with an audible schwa or at least an obligatorily separate release of the two �ƒs,
rather than #z�na�� with surface geminate. Contrast m�ll- ‘army camp’, plural
m�all, where the same plural template yields an output that preserves the gemi-
nate ll of the input. However we formalize the appearance of schwa in qfa�ən and
z�na�ə�, the ablaut process clearly distinguishes between input geminate C3C4 and
input identical but nongeminate C3 . . . C4. Only the input geminate, as in m�ll-a,
reappears intact in the output, while the discontinuous �’ s of input z�n�i� are
treated as distinct entities (autosegments), and display antigemination effects
(McCarthy 1986) preventing syncope of schwa in z�na�ə� even though stems with
C3ƒ≠ƒC4 allow optional syncope (qfa�n ‘cafetans’).

The special status of input geminates does not, however, require a special
autosegmental representation of underived stems like šudd- ‘tighten’. It is quite
possible to simply spell out Classical šudd-, Moroccan m�ll-a, and so forth in
lexical representations. The special status of input geminates is an active factor
only in ablaut derivation, and this can be handled by an input-scanning device of
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the sort needed as the first stage of ablaut derivation. Applying autosegmental
representations to underived stems can be unfortunate, since standard assump-
tions about these representations would recognize a single � autosegment in
Moroccan z�n�i� ‘tail’, linked to both C3 and C4 of the template, when in fact
Moroccan plural ablaut clearly distinguishes between the true input geminate of
m�ll-a and the discontinuous � . . . �. sequence of z�n�it. I will argue in another
paper that discontinuous identical consonants can be treated morphologically as
single autosegments, but only in derived stems where an input consonant has been
doubled over an intervening ablaut long vowel, as in Moroccan adjectival
diminutives of the type kw�i�əl (diminutive of k�əl ‘black’).

. Fossils

The Arabic ablaut system has antecedents reaching deep into Proto-Semitic and
beyond, just as the modern vernaculars have evolved out of proto-dialectal
systems similar to those of Classical Arabic over the 1400 years. At any given stage
of Arabic, there is a set of around fifteen ablaut patterns (causative, plural, etc.) of
reasonable or full productivity, some of them having several recognizable sub-
patterns. Some ablaut patterns that were productive in the classical language have
fallen by the wayside in the vernaculars, but have left a modest number of
lexicalized fossils behind. The classical language likewise had its share of fossils
from much earlier stages of the language.

Among the pairs commonly given in textbook presentations of Arabic
morphology are the verb -ktub- ‘write’ and the noun kitaab- ‘book’, which point
to a consonantal root √ktb. But even in classical times, CiCaaC- was not produc-
tive as a template for any category that could produce a sense ‘book’ either from
the verb-like sense ‘write’ or any supposedly more abstract semantic value
associated with √ktb. A noun like kitaab- can remain in the language as an
independent lexical item, but it is also free to disappear. Muslim dialects of
Moroccan Arabic retain it, as ktab ‘book’, but Jewish dialects have replaced it by
the unrelated lexical item m��af while continuing to use the verb -ktəb ‘write’.

The pair -ktub ‘write’, kitaab- ‘book’ is therefore a relation between two his-
torically related and still recognizably similar forms that are linked by no syn-
chronic ablaut process. It cannot be meaningfully said that either is derived from
the other, or that both are derived from a root √ktb. We can compare English
pairs like strong and strength, which have similar phonetic and semantic common-
alities and whose ‘‘association’’ can easily be verified by experimental testing.
However, one should be careful about inferring the validity of particular morpho-
logical models from such experimental results.
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. Processing surface forms

The basic thrust of the preceding sections is this: (a) there are many underived
stems whose phonological substance consists of normal-looking strings of
consonants and vowels; (b) there are some pairs or sets of stems that suggestively
share a consonant sequence but are not connected by a productive rule and so
must be listed as separate lexical items; (c) there are many derived stems that are
produced by mapping input stems (often but not necessarily underived) onto
ablaut templates or by applying a vocalic ablaut melody to them; (d) the base
form of underived verbs is the imperfective. This model is considerably simpler
than many recent formal models, and focuses on relationships among observable
forms rather than derivations from extremely abstract underlying components. I
basically agree with Ratcliffe: ‘‘. . . by assuming that morphological operations are
operations on phonologically possible words, we are able to deal directly with
morphology/phonology interactions’’ (1998:ƒ52). I go farther by focusing wherever
possible on relationships between actual, not merely ‘‘phonologically possible,’’
stems, particularly with reference to vowel-semivowel relationships (Heath 1987).

In this model, there are no consonantal roots in lexical representations.
However, ablauts typically begin by actively scanning input stems, in effect sizing
up their possibilities for ablaut mapping. Only selected input material, based on a
ranking consonants > long vowels > short vowels, is actually transferred to
outputs, the details depending on the ablaut pattern and on the number of input
segments. In effect, root-like strings are extracted from raw input representations,
given the engineering requirements of the ablaut templates (primarily the need to
fill obligatory C positions). If we reverse the process and consider how surface
forms are processed, we come to a very different conclusion. Listeners must
decompose ablaut-derived forms in order to identify the input stem and the
grammatically significant templates and/or melodies.

Consider, for example, the verb stem -kawwin- ‘bring into being’, the verb
form y-u-ktab- ‘it is written’, and the noun jaraa’id- ‘newspapers’. For an other-
wise full-fledged native speaker who has never heard these particular forms, they
could be decomposed initially as follows:

(2) ‘‘Root’’ Template Tail Prefix Melody
a. √kwn -CaCxCxiC-
b. √ktb –CCVC- y- {u a}
c. √jr’d CaCaaC- –iC-

In (2a), a causative template -CaCxCxiC- can be recognized with little difficulty.
The ‘‘root’’ initially extracted as √kwn is then recognized as the stem -kuun- ‘be’
(imperfective), an easy identification since medial geminated ww in the causative
ablaut is nearly always the result of mapping an input u onto a templatic CC.
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Since ablaut templates generally consist of pre-specified vowels and empty C
positions, the effect of most ablaut mapping is to convert major input segments
(consonants and long vowels) into output consonants. In the first stage of
processing derived forms, then, the first step is to extract a root-like consonant
sequence, which may subsequently be reanalysed as an input stem consisting of
vowels (long and/or short) plus consonants. (2b) is initially processed into a
prefix y- recognizable as the imperfective 3MaSg subject prefix, a bare template
–CCVC- characteristic of imperfectives of underived triliteral verbs, a ‘‘root’’ √ktb,
and a vocalic melody {u a} associated with the imperfective passive. From the
‘‘root’’ it is easy to identify the input stem as -ktub- ‘write’.

(2c) is initially processed into a ‘‘root’’ √jr’d, a fixed CaCaaC- recognizable as
the main part of the productive quadriliteral plural template, and a templatic tail
-iC-. Since the tail has a short V, the native speaker infers that the input stem is a
‘‘short’’ quadriliteral, in particular not something like CVCCVVC- or CVVCVVC-
with a long vowel between the third and fourth major segment, since such ‘‘long’’
inputs would require a long-vowel -iiC- tail. In the quadriliteral plural CaCaaC-,
if C3 is glottal stop ’ there is a faint possibility that this is a simple mapping of a
lexical glottal stop from the input, but in the vast majority of cases an output
glottal stop in this position is a nonlexical segment inserted to fill a C position that
remains blank after input mapping. This suggests that the initially segmented
‘‘root’’ √jr’d corresponds to a singular noun with consonants j . . . r . . . d. The fact
that the d appears in the plural output in the tail (i.e. as surface C4) indicates that
the input is quadri- rather than triliteral, and it must therefore have a long vowel
(since short vowels do not count as ‘‘major’’ segments for purposes of indentifying
stems as quadri- versus triliteral). Because j and r appear as output C1 and C2, they
cannot be separated in the input by a long vowel, so the input long vowel must
occur between the r and the d. The native speaker therefore infers an input of the
underspecified form jVrVVd-, with or without a FeSg suffix -at- (the suffix, if
present, is disregarded in plural ablaut of quadriliterals). This is sufficient infor-
mation to identify jaraa’-id- as the plural of jariid-at- ‘newspaper’.

Note that the processing strategies can only yield an approximation to the
input stem. Moreover, these strategies sometimes branch, giving a listener more
than one option. The glottal stop of jaraaʔid- might have turned out to be lexical
after all, instead of a nonlexical filler. y-u-ktab- could, in theory, have been the
passive of a form IV causative -u-ktib- ‘dictate’ or ‘cause to write’ instead of the
passive of the underived transitive -ktub- ‘write’. Processing Arabic not only
involves simple first-order processing strategies, but a highly developed skill in
connecting underspecified outputs of these strategies to concrete input stems. This
might require listeners to devise a set of serviceable heuristics for scanning the
mental lexicon to retrieve the relevant input stem. Given that consonants carry
much of the lexical information in Arabic (which has a simple three-vowel
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system), heuristic devices focusing on consonantism might be quite useful in
processing derived forms. The devices can be crude, and can be multiple (scan-
ning in parallel until one device is successful).

One has the impression that most psycholinguists who study language
processing using Arabic or Hebrew data firmly believe in consonantal roots, and
cannot understand the obstinacy of certain linguists who do not share this belief.
The contributions by psycholinguists to the present volume do not dispel this
impression. There is, however, no real contradiction. Psycholinguists concerned
with processing (including reading) are quite right to insist on the ‘‘reality’’ of
root-like consonantal sequences extracted from surface strings in the first stage of
processing. But on closer inspection, these extracted consonantal sequences do not
correspond exactly to the traditionally recognized roots, particularly where vowels
and semivowels are concerned. And those linguists who are mainly concerned
with representations and derivations, rather than with processing, have no
obligation to jump on the root-theoretical caravan.

There are many interesting generalizations about preferred, dispreferred, and
actively avoided consonantal sequences within Arabic stems (Greenberg 1950).
Sequences of identical consonants (whether actually geminated, or separated by a
vowel) do not normally occur stem-initially, and there is a general avoidance of
sequences of nearly but not quite identical consonants of some types. I believe that
these are best thought of as evolutionary filters that prevent undesirable stem-shapes
from becoming established in the lexicon, rather than as active, formalizable aspects
of synchronic phonological representations. In the modern vernaculars, counter-
examples to the first generalization appear from time to time (due to borrowing or
the historical loss of an initial glottal stop) and are tolerated, e.g. Moroccan -ddi
‘take, convey’, -dden ‘(muezzin) call to prayer’, and bbwa ‘my father’. It would be
worth reviewing the known generalizations about consonant-sequence preferences
from an adaptionist perspective, focusing both on articulation and on relative ease
of processing of stems with various types of consonantal sequence. Surely the
avoidance of initial geminates is partly an adaptation to syllabic structures, since
Classical Arabic was averse to word-initial consonant clusters of any type. But the
avoidance could also be adaptive in processing. We need to think about the relative
importance for real-time lexical recognition of the onset, middle, and end of a stem
(or word). In this context it may be that clear (multi-featured) differentiation of C1-
C2 is more beneficial in processing than, say, C2-C3 differentiation.

. Lexical structure

Much of the debate about Arabic among linguists has revolved around alternative
morpho-phonological derivations, often with little attention to the consequences of
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the chosen analysis for lexical representation. Suppose we argue, following the
(consonantal) root model in any of its manifestations, that simple stems have a
fundamentally different nature in Arabic (or Hebrew) than they do in predomi-
nantly non-ablauting languages such as English or Swahili. In particular, while
underived English and Swahili stems can be classified as nouns, verbs, or the like,
a root model suggests that Arabic speakers have lexical entities that are too abstract
to be glossable by an English stem of a particular word class. Therefore e.g. √ktb is
semantically superordinate to ‘write’ (-ktub-) and ‘book’ (-kitaab), an abstraction
that we cannot capture with an English gloss. It is not impossible for a language to
do without a noun-verb distinction, but the American Indian cases that have been
adduced in this context (e.g. some Salishan languages) seem to me to raise a
different set of issues (revolving around easy conversion of predicatives to NP-like
entities by productive relativization) than that raised by Semitic languages. Once we
acknowledge that all of the productive Arabic ablaut processes are directional (i.e.
have input stems and output stems), there is no good reason to decompose
underived stems into roots, templates, and vocalic melodies, and Arabic lexical
structure can be reconciled with those of the great majority of other languages.
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Chapter 7

The ‘roots’ of denominative Hebrew verbs

Shmuel Bolozky

. Introduction

The article will start with background on the ‘root’ concept in Hebrew linguistics,
with emphasis on recent treatments of consonant ‘extraction’ (see Ornan 1983;
Bat-El 1986), and their implications to the debate regarding root-based vs. word-
based derivation. The focus of the discussion, however, will be on the role of
consonant clusters in the process of forming new verbs out of existing nouns
(usually borrowed).

Although the notion of the abstract consonantal root has been axiomatic in
grammars of Semitic languages, little evidence can be brought forward for its
actually playing a role in the process of word formation. What appears to be the
strongest argument for the Semitic root is the existence of co-occurrence restric-
tions on consonant configurations in Semitic stems regardless of whatever stem
vowels are involved (Greenberg 1950): the first and second consonants of the
Semitic root are generally neither identical nor homorganic. The same constraint
applies (less stringently) to the first and third consonants. The second and third
consonant can be identical, but not homorganic, with exceptions.

Since such restrictions can only be stated in terms of stem consonants, while
intervening vowels are irrelevant, there must be some level of representation at
which speakers refer to the consonantal root as an independent entity. Can one
demonstrate that such a level is in fact needed? Schwarzwald (1974) points out
that some ‘forbidden’ consonant sequences are acceptable on the surface, e.g.
mimen ‘finance (V),’ dida ‘hobble,’ mipa ‘map (V).’ There are also all those words
derived from ‘geminate roots’ (i.e. with two identical consonants in a sequence),
like �agag ‘celebrate,’ šadad ‘rob.’ This means, that sequences disallowed at the
root level are acceptable on the surface as long as they are separated by a vowel —
in other words, their occurrence is blocked by similar constraints on the surface as
well. Such constraints will be needed independently at the phonetic level, e.g. to
account for �agag ‘he celebrated’ ~ �agega ‘she celebrated’ rather than the ex-
pected *�agga (cf. katav ‘he wrote’~ katva ‘she wrote’), or šaváteti ‘I was on strike’
rather than marginal šavátti (cf. katávti ‘I wrote’). It will be redundant to state the
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same constraints twice: at the purely-consonantal root level, then on the surface.
They should be stated only once, at the phonetic level, where they will be needed
anyway. Thus, if the only justification for a separate representation for roots is the
co-occurrence restrictions on consonants, and those can be eliminated owing to
the existence of independently-required identical restrictions on the surface, then
no independent root-level constraints are in fact required. However, Berent and
Shimron (1997) show that in rating non-words derived from non-roots in
psycholinguistic experiments, speakers tend to judge root-initial gemination (e.g.
p.p.dƒ) as unacceptable compared to root-final gemination (e.g. p.d.dƒ), or to no
gemination at all. They consequently conclude that the Semitic co-occurrence
restrictions do form a separate constituent of the representation of Hebrew words
that cannot be captured by surface generalizations alone.

In the root-based vs. word-based derivation debate, where the word-base
approach was proposed by Aronoff (1976) and adopted by Bat-El (1986, 1989) for
Hebrew, Bolozky (1999) does not take an unequivocal stand. His data only deal
with the innovation process per se, with implications to the new/recent lexicon,
and his claims do not necessarily apply to the total lexicon. What Bolozky (1999)
does show, is that at least at the point of innovation, when the neologism is created,
most evidence suggests derivation from existing words rather than from roots.
Hebrew speakers derive new words either (a) by simple linear affixation, or (b)
they extract sequences of consonants out of existing words, regardless of the
‘etymologically-correct’ roots underlying them, while trying to preserve the base
as transparently as possible by maintaining some of its structure (mostly its
consonant clustering). Thus, in mi�šev ‘computerize,’ for instance, the etymologi-
cal root of the source noun is �.š.b ‘count, consider, think,’ and the m is prefixal,
but the new verb is derived from the preexisting noun ma�šev ‘computer,’ prefix
included. Had the new form been derived from historical root and pattern, only
the root would have been extracted, without the prefix m+. The fact that conso-
nant extraction refers to extended stems, which include what used to be affixes,
itself indicates that the derivational process refers to existing words and not to
abstract roots. But it is not necessarily proof of the claim, since the original root
can always be claimed to have been extended into a ‘secondary’ one, such as
m.�.š.b or m.�.š.v in our mi�šev case (or possibly a tri-slot m.�š.v — see below).
Note that the reference to an existing word is somewhat loose; the innovator
actually refers to a lexeme (see Aronoff 1983, 1992, 1994), an uninflected form
belonging to a major lexical category (noun, verb, adjective/adverb), that does not
necessarily even have to be an actual form. A meCuC(C)aC form like medupras
‘depressed,’ for instance, is derived from dipres ‘depress,’ and ultimately from
diprésya ‘depression.’ One may argue that the meCuC(C)aC pattern (e.g. Rosén
1956) exists independently of the pucal verb pattern, but if one follows Mirkin
(1968), who claims that meCuCaC forms can be both ‘verbal’ and ‘nominal,’ then
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a non-existing (or at least non-documentable) *dupras ‘be depressed’ verb lexeme
can be postulated, since meCuCaC is the present participle of pucal. Extraction
encompasses derivational affixes but not inflectional ones, nor derivational ones
that are ‘inflection-like,’ as in tizmer ‘orchestrate’ from ti+zmór+et ‘orchestra,’
where the more inflection-like suffix +et is ignored.

. Cluster preservation and its implications to root-based vs.
word-based derivation.

The general tendency to preserve as much as possible of the structure of the
derivation base, primarily by maintaining the original consonant clustering, is also
relevant to the question of whether it is the word or the root that serves as the
base for derivation. Obviously, syllable structure considerations play a role in
binyan choice. As pointed out in the literature (e.g. Schwarzwald 1996), verb
patterns following the CVCVC syllable template for the stem throughout the
paradigm (picel, pucal and hitpacel) have an advantage to start with over others that
contain a CCVC stem, in that they allow a maximal number of consonants, and
avoid violating consonant co-occurrence restrictions on the surface. But Bolozky
(1978, 1999) argues that independently of that, choice of patterns in which
innovations are realized is first and foremost semantically triggered. For example,
when deriving a new verb from makaf ‘hyphen,’ with the target meaning of ‘mark
with a hyphen,’ one may potentially choose any binyan. With a three-consonant
stem, there is no phonetic reason to exclude any to start with. It needs to be a
transitive verb, which limits the choice to pacal, picel, and hifƒcil. Pacal is ruled out
for a variety of reasons, one of them being that it is not a transitive pattern par
excellence, as the other two are. The binyan actually chosen is picel, i.e. mikef,
because of semantic considerations: while hifƒcil is used for truly-causative verbs, picel
is the default choice for all non-causative agentive verbs, which is where the target
meaning fits best. Thus, preferring mikef for ‘mark with a hyphen’ to potential
*himkif, *hitmakef, etc. is semantically (and partially syntactically) based. A similar
argument can be made for derivations like sorag ‘bar (as in jail),’ > sereg ‘install
bars,’ blof ‘bluff (N), lie (N)’ > bilef ‘lie (V),’ etc.:

(1) Source N Gloss Possible form Actual form Gloss
makaf hyphen *himkif, mikef mark with a

„*hitmakef „hyphen
sorag bar (as in jail) *hisrig,

„*histareg sereg install bars
blof bluff (N), lie (N) *hiblif, bilef lie (V)

„*hitbalef
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But although the primary derivation criterion is semantic, innovators still attempt
to preserve, whenever possible, the transparency of the stem on which the
innovation is based, mostly by maintaining its original consonant clustering. The
semantic consideration still takes precedence: when the base is blof ‘bluff (N), lie
(N),’ the derived verb must still be realized in picel because the target meaning is
non-causative agentive, even if *hiblif would have preserved the original cluster.
However, when the appropriate realization pattern is picel to start with, the
denominative verb from torpédo ‘torpedo (N)’ is tirped ‘torpedo (V),’ not *triped,
in order to preserve the structure of the base. The same applies to most picel forms
with complex consonant clustering (most illustrations below were documented in
Yannai 1974 and in Bat-El 1994:ƒ578):

(2) Source N Gloss Possib. form Actual form Gloss
torpédo torpedo (N) *triped tirped torpedo (V)
praklit lawyer *pirklet priklet practice law
progres advance, *pirgres prigres advance,

„progress (N) „progress (V)
nostálgya nostalgia *nistleg nistelg be nostalgic
gušpánka approval, seal *gišpnek gišpenk approve, seal
’abstrakt abstract (N) *’ibsterkt ’ibstrekt make abstract

Cluster preservation is further supported by final consonant reduplication. With
a base like faks ‘facsimile,’ the innovator would stay with the picel (CiCeC) verb
pattern, which is the ‘default’ pattern for agentive verbs. But in order to also
preserve the transparency of faks, the innovator resorts to the ingenious device
of reduplicating the last consonant of the base, generating fikses ‘fax (V),’ which
preserves the CVCC structure of the base. Thus, the choice of picel will be
maintained, and the opacity that could have been caused by the expected *fikes
is avoided. Had the derivation been from a root f.k.s rather than from the
lexeme faks, *fikes would have been perfectly acceptable. Here are faks and some
similar cases:

(3) Source N Gloss Possible form Actual form Gloss
faks facsimile *fikes fikses fax (V)
flirt flirt (N) *filret flirtet flirt (V)
toxnit plan (N) *tiken/tixen tixnen plan (V)

„or (no redup.) tixnet program (V)
sifra digit *siper/sifer sifrer assign digits

Note that although *hiflirt would have preserved the base perfectly, the semantic
consideration (non-causative agentives are realized in picel) has primacy over
optimal base transparency, and thus the preference for flirtet over *hiflirt. Occa-
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sionally, however, the semantic consideration may be overridden by the transpar-
ency factor: one would have expected *šipre�, i.e. picel, rather than the actual
hišpri� ‘squirt (tr.),’ but the base špri� ‘squirt (N)’ fits so perfectly into the hifƒcil
(hiCCiCƒ) pattern, that it was hard to resist. The same applies to švi� ‘sweat (N)’ >
hišvi� ‘sweat (V); brag’ and flik ‘blow’ > hiflik ‘give a blow’:

(4) Source N Gloss Possible form hifƒ‘il form Gloss
špri� squirt (N) *šipre� hišpri� squirt (tr.)
švi� sweat (N) *šive� hišvi� sweat (V)
flik blow *filek hiflik give a blow

In such cases, Schwarzwald (2000) would say that in order to maximize transpar-
ency, actual linear derivation took place at the point of innovation — although, of
course, once incorporated into the system, such verbs conjugate as non-linearly as
any native verb. Note that the same preference did not produce *hiflirt — possibly
because flirtet is a bona fide non-causative agentive, whereas hišpri� and hiflik,
though not causatives par excellence, do contain some causative element, i.e. ‘cause
liquid to squirt (int.),’ ‘cause blow to land.’ It should also be noted at this point,
that although most of the illustrations involve borrowed bases, some native bases
are involved as well (e.g., toxnit ‘plan, N’ > tixnen ‘plan, V’/tixnet ‘program, V,’
even though tiken/tixen would have been perfectly acceptable.) The extensive
quoting of borrowed bases in this work is a function of the rich variety of conso-
nant clusters they offer. Had there been more native stems with similar clusters,
they would have demonstrated similar behavior. One should also bear in mind
that once a new borrowed verb is derived, it behaves like any similar native verb,
for all intents and purposes.

In principle, bases without clusters could fulfill the same transparency-
preservation function: him�iz ‘make into a play,’ for instance, is derived from
ma�aze ‘play.’ As a causative, hifƒcil realization was expected, but can we say that
the CVCVCV structure has become opaque as a result of the formation of a m�
cluster that distorts the consonant-vowel structure of the base? Apparently not.
Eliminating base vowels is generally of no particular consequence for transparency
preservation. It appears that the speaker’s target verb pattern can broadly be
characterized as a structure composed of expandable consonantal slots, and that
what makes the base opaque is splitting its original consonant clusters between
these slots by means of a vowel. Thus, deriving *filret ‘flirt (V)’ from a base form
like flirt ‘flirt (N)’ would assign the consonants to a f-lr-t pattern, splitting the fl
and rt clusters of the base, which the (existing) derived flirtet ‘flirt (V)’ maintains,
through final consonant reduplication.
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Bat-El (1994) makes similar observations, arguing for: (a) imposing a bi-syl-
labic template over existing consonantal material (which would maintain most
clusters); (b) ‘vowel transfer’ through ‘melodic overwriting’ of the verb pattern
vowels to replace the base ones and to truncate extra ones (e.g. in nostálgya
‘nostalgia’ > nistelg ‘be nostalgic’) or to add ones in monosyllabic bases (e.g. faks
‘facsimile’ > fikses ‘fax, V’). Her mechanism accounts for the faks ‘facsimile’ >
fikses ‘fax, (V)’ type, but not for cases like truma ‘contribution’ > taram ‘con-
tribute,’ �rop ‘nap (N)’ > �arap ‘nap (V),’ blof ‘bluff (N)’ > bilef ‘bluff (V),’
where cluster preservation does not work, which forces her to invoke a number
of additional principles [note that the marginal variant blilef ‘bluff (V)’ is no
problem; the commoner variant bilfef appears to constitute a ‘diminutive’
version].

Bat-El thus concludes that all transfers and modifications result from general
syllable structure principles, and argues that cluster preservation is only a corol-
lary, not a principle in itself. I agree with her that the prevalent model of extrac-
tion and melody-to-template association indeed cannot properly capture some
cluster transfers, and that her 1994 proposal provides a better account of the role
of consonant clusters as demonstrated in Bolozky (1978, 1999) and in her own
work. All the same, I still believe in transparency preservation as a basic principle.
There is no better way to account for the continued productivity of cluster
preservation, as in the very recent trom(i) ‘pre-’ > hitrim in hitrim ’et tkufato ‘was
ahead of his time’ rather than *tirem, or the fact that Israeli students in the US
would use lidrop ’et hakurs ‘to drop the course’ in the infinitive, but normally
would not extend it to the past tense: casíti drop šel hakurs haze ‘I dropped (lit.
made a drop of) this course’ rather than the rarely used darápti et hakurs. Simi-
larly, Kaufman and Aronoff (1991) report infinitives like laflaš ‘to flush’ or lestep
‘to step’ in bilingual Hebrew-English child speech, while past tense realizations
like baláti ‘I blew,’ from ‘blow,’ are rarer.

Can the cluster-preservation tendency be supported by productivity tests, in
which speakers either coin non-existing words based on given meanings, or select
what they would consider to be the most appropriate form from a list of nonce
words, given a target meaning? To evaluate the extent to which cluster-preserva-
tion affects coinage or choice, one could concentrate on all forms coined or
selected within a particular binyan, which would eliminate the effect of some other
factors.

Productivity tests reported in Bolozky (1978) confirm that the cluster-
preservation tendency within a binyan is strong, and where appropriate may often
be supported by final consonant reduplication:
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(5) Some cluster-preserving and non-cluster-preserving realizations in the verb
productivity tests reported in Bolozky (1978) (N subjects=50, N bases=11.
Conf.ƒ=Configuration; CP=Cluster-Preserving; NCP=Non-Cluster-Pre-
serving; Co.=Coinage tests; Ju.=Judgment tests)

Base Target meaning Binyan Realization Conf. % Co. % Ju.

’asfalt ‘asphalt’ cover with asphalt picel ’isfelt CP 88 98
’isflet NCP 8 2

marks ‘Marx’ make one a Marxist picel mirkses CP 62 80
mirkes NCP 28 18

hifƒcil himriks NCP 8 2
patent ‘patent’ register as patent picel pitent CP 56 68

pitnet NCP 44 32
hifƒcil hisfilt CP 4 –

sport ‘sports’ engage in sports picel sportet CP 56 50
spirtet CP 10 4
sipret NPS 2 2

hitpacel hitsportet CP 22 36
hitspartet CP 4 4
histportet NCP 2 4
histapret NCP 4 –

The scores (which were not subject to statistical analysis) were 3:ƒ1 or 4:ƒ1 in favor
of cluster preservation:

(6) Averages of scores (N bases=11) % Coinage tests % Judgment tests
Structure-preserving 72.55 80.55
Non-structure-preserving 26.00 19.27

Similar sets of tests were administered in 1995/96 (see Bolozky 1999):

(7) Illustrations of structure-preserving and non-structure-preserving
Configurations in the 1995/96 Verb Productivity Tests (N subjects=50,
N bases=23. Conf.=Configuration; Co.=Coinage tests; Ju.=Judgment
tests; CP=Structure-Preserving; NCP=Non-Structure-Pres.)

Base Target meaning Binyan Realization Conf. % Co. % Ju.

’asfalt ‘asphalt’ cover with asphalt picel ’isfelt CP 84 74
’ispelt CP 4 –
’isflet NCP 12 24

patent ‘patent’ register as patent picel pitent CP 56 50
pintent CP 12 14
’iptent CP – 4
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Base Target meaning Binyan Realization Conf. % Co. % Ju.

pitnet NCP 20 22
pintet NCP 4 –
pinten NCP 2 –

hifƒcil hiptint NCP – 8
zbeng ‘blow’ give a blow picel zibeng NCP 28 24

zibneg NCP 10 16
zinbeg NCP 10 4
zimbeng NCP 10 2
zinbeng NCP 4 –
zimbeg NCP 2 –
zbineg NCP 2 –
zbingeg CP 4 12
tizbeng CP – 2

hifƒcil hizbing CP 22 38
na�s ‘bad luck’ cause to be picel ni�es NCP 70 52

„unlucky ni�nes NCP 2 –
’în�es NCP – 8
min�es NCP – 8
ni�ses CP 14 12
ni�sen CP 4 2
ni�ser CP 2 –

hifƒcil hin�is NCP 8 16
talk ‘talcum spray with picel tilek NCP 72 74
„powder’ „talcum tilkek CP 12 16

tilket CP 2 –
hifƒcil hitlik NCP 6 6
pacal talak NCP – 4

The totals for structure-preserving and non-structure-preserving innovations in
the later tests were:

(8) Averages of scores (N bases=23) % Coinage tests % Judgment tests
Structure-preserving 52.00 58.35
Non-structure-preserving 38.96 39.65

The results again support the cluster-preservation claim, but not by as large a
margin as in the previous tests. The difference from the earlier tests is not so much
in choice of structure-preserving alternatives, but rather in the subjects’ willingness
to actively employ reduplication as a structure-preserving device. This reluctance
may have something to do with the later subjects specializing in Hebrew at their
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teacher training colleges. The subjects’ awareness of traditional grammatical norms
may have been responsible for the apparent preference for normative standards
over innovative transparency-preserving strategies such as reduplication.

The tendency to maintain base clusters appears to remain strong in the later
tests, then, but may be sacrificed if the only way to achieve cluster maintenance
would have been reduplication. Among the bases concerned, clusters tend to be
maintained when the base noun containing them is quadriliteral or larger:

(9) Base Gloss Preferred Gloss Less preferred
patent patent pitent register as patent pitnet
’asfalt asphalt ’isfelt cover with asphalt ’isflet
buldózer bulldozer bildzer bulldoze blidzer

A potential reduplicated form is preferred only where it is supported indepen-
dently in related, existing words. For example, in verbs derived from marks ‘Marx’
(e.g. mirkses ‘Marxicize’), the additional s is suggested by the second s of marksist
‘Marxist.’ The same applies to sportet ‘engage in sports’ and ’ifrer ‘make (hair)
Afro-style’:

(10) Base Gloss Rel. item Gloss Redup. Gloss
marks Marx marksist Marxist mirkses Marxicize
sport sports sportóto sports lottery sportet engage in sports

(commercial name)
’áfro Afro ’afruri grayish ’ifrer make (hair) Afro-style

Note that decreased reduplication does not preclude the introduction of extra
consonants not originating from the base. Just as Berman (1990) reports on
children adding consonants not found in the base, so do adult subjects on occa-
sion (e.g. šmil�en ‘make schmaltzy’ and šmil�et from šmal� ‘schmaltz’ rather than
šmil�e�, or ’ifren ‘make (hair) Afro-style’ and ’ifret from ’áfro ‘Afro’ rather than
’ifrer, in Bolozky 1999). t and n are preferred for insertion, as the least marked
consonants, and the output contributes to original cluster preservation.

When cluster preservation requires reduplication of the final consonant to
maintain the clustering of the base, which would typically occur when the base is
triliteral, the variant that does not preserve the original cluster usually prevails
(which was not the case in the earlier tests, where cluster preservation through
reduplication was relatively high):

(11) Base Gloss Prefer Gloss Less preferred
talk talcum powder tilek spray with talcum tilkek

„powder
na�s bad luck ni�es/hin�is cause to be unlucky ni�ses
snob snob sineb make one snobbish snobeb
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. Two strategies of deriving new verbs

The distribution among derived verbs of cluster-preserving realizations vs. those
that break them suggests that when neologizing, speakers resort to either one of
two strategies:

(i) Regard a triliteral base noun as a typical Hebrew stem, and each of its three
consonants as a single ‘root’ slot, to be extracted and reapplied in the conven-
tional way new verbs are assumed to be formed. When this strategy is fol-
lowed, any consonant cluster is broken, e.g. blof ‘bluff, lie (N)’ > bilef ‘bluff,
lie (V),’ na�s ‘bad luck’ > ni�es ‘cause to be unlucky.’ Each base consonant
stands for one root slot.

(ii) Regard unbroken consonant sequences in any base as radical slots that one
should try to preserve as much as possible when forming a denominative
verb. Any consonant cluster of the base that is never broken in the derivation
process is regarded as a single ‘radical slot,’ for which a term like šoršan may
be used (see Bolozky 1999) so as to distinguish them from the traditional šóreš
‘root’ consonants.

If the ‘root’ notion is to be maintained, its consonants should be replaced by
šoršanim. There can be two or three such slots, which may or may not correspond
to the classical root. When strategy (ii) is followed, speakers distinguish between
trilteral stems and longer ones. In triliteral stems, if strategy (i) is not opted for, a
final cluster may be protected by reduplication of the final consonant, e.g. faks
‘facsimile’ > fikses ‘fax (V);’ occasionally, reduplication may be invoked to preserve
initial clusters as well, as in the less common alternant of bilef ‘lie,’ blof ‘bluff (N)’
> bliflef ‘bluff (V).’ In a number of cases, reduplication has different roles. In kod
‘code’ > kided/koded ‘codify,’ and mana ‘portion’ > minen ‘apportion,’ it provides
a biliteral stem with the extra consonant required for realization as a regular picel
form. In slang, kveč ‘soft, mushy matter’ > kivčeč ‘squeeze into mush,’ where it
appears to provide a sort of semantic strengthening (or repetition?).

When reduplication is employed as a means of preserving base clusters, it is
more likely to apply to final clusters than to initial ones (fikses but not *blifef),
since the majority of new verbs are realized in bi-syllabic stems (picel, pucal or
[hit]pacel), and reduplication of a final cluster would result in CiCCeC, CuCCaC
or hitCaCCeC, with which speakers are quite familiar. Also, the second šoršan
allows optimal sonority configuration of clusters within the syllables concerned,
since it straddles two stem syllables: the coda of one and the onset of another.

The familiar quadriliteral patterns of picel, pucal and hitpacel, augmented
from simple triliteral ones, are also the natural realizations of verbs derived from
bases that are quadiliteral or larger to start with. They are always composed of
three šoršanim, because when the complete paradigm for each binyan is consid-
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ered (taking the third person singular of the past tense as a frame of reference),
their stems are underlyingly bi-syllabic: one šoršan, or slot, at the onset of the
first syllable of the stem; another one at the onset of the second syllable of the
stem, or straddling both stem syllables; and a third one at the coda of the second
syllable of the stem. Picel, pucal and hitpacel can thus handle the longest bases.
Normally, maintenance of base consonant clustering results in a verb with up to
six consonants, and theoretically even more, since the picel pattern allows up to
three in slot I (two in šlimper ‘make sloppy,’ šnirkel ‘swim with snorkel,’ priklet
‘practice law,’ triklen ‘tidy up,’ stingref ‘do stenography,’ and three in striptez ‘do
striptease’); up to three in slot II (xintreš ‘speak nonsense,’ tilgref ‘telegraph (V),’
sinxren ‘synchronize,’ sindler ‘make shoes’), and occasionally even four, since slot
II closes one syllable and opens another (’ibstrekt ‘make abstract’); and up to two
in slot III (kimpleks ‘make complex,’ gišpenk ‘approve, seal,’ nistelg ‘be nostalgic,’
’ibstrekt ‘make abstract’). As for hifƒcil and the future or infinitive of pacal, whose
stems allow only one syllable, it depends on whether there also exists an
alternant in which that cluster is broken by a vowel. In a form like hišpri� ‘squirt
(tr.),’ for instance, there is no reason to assume a three-slot structure, since in
the absence of *šipre� or any similar variant, the špr sequence is never broken,
and should be regarded as one slot for all intents and purposes. In other words,
the two šoršanim of hišpric are špr-�. Similarly, in hiflil ‘incriminate’ from plili
‘criminal’ there is no related *palal or *pilel (the latter does exist, but belongs to
a separate root, meaning ‘pray’), i.e. the pl (or flƒ) sequence is never split, so
again we are dealing with only two šoršanim. On the other hand, flirt ‘flirt (N)’
> flirtet ‘flirt (V)’ introduces a new šoršan by reduplication, i.e. fl-rt-t, as does faks
‘facsimile’ > fikses ‘fax (V),’ i.e. f-ks-s. Below is a summary of the relevant cases
in table form:

(12) Base Gloss Verb Gloss šoršan divis.
šlúmper sloppy person šlimper make sloppy šl-mp-r
stenográfya stenography stingref do stenography st-ngr-f
striptiz striptease (N) striptez do striptease str-pt-z
kompleks complex kimpleks make complex k-mpl-ks
špri� squirt (N) hišpri� squirt (V) špr-� (*šipre�)
plili criminal hiflil incriminate pl-l/fl-l (*palal,

„pilelƒ)
flirt flirt (N) flirtet flirt (V) fl-rt-t
faks facsimile fikses fax (V) f-ks-s

Although a šoršan generally preserves base clusters, it may break them occasion-
ally, as in the case of initial clusters in triliteral stems if strategy (i) above is opted
for, as in the case of blof > bilef. Similarly, the infinitival form la�rop ‘to nap,’
from Yiddish �rop ‘nap,’ though introduced as a two-slot verb, was subsequently
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also realized in the past tense, �arap ‘he napped,’ which suggests restructuring into
a three-slot structure, �-r-pƒ:

(13) Base Gloss Verb Gloss šoršan divis.
blof bluff (N) bilef lie (V) bl-f > b-l-f
�rop nap (N) �arap/la�rop nap (V) �r-p > �-r-p

Note that in some quadriliteral nouns or longer, the derivation process may
actually expand base clusters, e.g. in �antariš > �intreš, télegraf > tilgref, which is
still considered cluster preservation, since no base cluster is broken, similarly to
native psanter > psantran:

(14) Base Gloss Word Gloss šoršan divis.
�antariš nonsense �intreš speak nonsense �-nt-r-š > �-ntr-š
télegraf telegraph (N) tilgref telegraph (V) t-l-gr-f > t-lgr-f
psanter piano psantran pianist ps-nt-r > ps-

„ntr+an

As pointed out by Rosén (1977:ƒ63), such triconsonantal sequences are only
possible when a middle stop is flanked by two continuants, preferably sonorant
ones, so as to yield the proper sonority curve. The same is generally true of basic
three-consonant sequences, as in tilgref ƒ‘he telegraphed’ etc. This does not mean,
however, that the phonetic consideration is primary. Cluster preservation is the
initial motive; the phonetic constraints apply automatically and independently, to
prevent the formation of unpronounceable clusters.

The question is whether the relationship between him�iz ‘dramatize’ and its
nominal base ma�aze ‘drama, play,’ for instance, justifies a three-slot structure
based on either the CVCVCV structure of the base noun or the historical �-z-y ‘see’
— or a two-slot structure suffices, since m� is never broken within the verb system.
The question goes beyond this particular item, or for that matter even beyond the
category of denominative verbs. Since all forms in hifƒcil and huf ƒcal maintain a
CCVC stem structure throughout the paradigm, every form in hifƒcil and in huf ƒcal
may potentially be argued to contain only two šoršanim if there are no related
forms elsewhere that would split the first one into two. Should relatedness count
throughout the lexicon, or be limited to the verb system and to clearly-derived
nouns and adjectives? It is extremely hard to find forms in these two biyanim that
do not have CVCVC alternants. At first blush, a verb like hit�il ‘begin’ appears to
be a candidate, but even there we have the not-very-common ti�el ‘prime (V).’
Perhaps it may be claimed that in the idiolect of a particular speaker who may not
be aware of the existence of ti�el, hit�il is indeed a two-šoršan verb.

Insofar as strategy (ii) above is concerned, my model basically agrees with that
of Bat-El (1994), but my analysis of verb formation differs from hers in two
important respects:
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(a) Conventional verb formation based on assignment of consonants to three
slot positions, one consonant each, is still an active strategy in Israeli Hebrew,
particularly insofar as triliteral bases are concerned, and is not an automatic
consequence of universal syllable structure principles. Although one cannot always
predict when this strategy will be adopted in a particular word-coinage situation,
it cannot be ignored when the base has three consonants, regardless of how they
may cluster.

(b) Even if cluster transfer can be predicted from general assignment and
distribution principles, its basic motivation is transparent preservation of the base
for derivation. This is the reason for cluster maintenance in most verbs based on
quadriliteral nouns or longer, as well as for the option of cluster preservation in
verbs based on triliteral bases with clusters.

. Conclusion

What does the above discussion contribute to the long-debated issue of root-based
vs. word-based derivation in Hebrew morpho-phonology?

There are arguments for and against an independent level of representation
for the consonantal root. As shown by Bat-El (1994), it is possible to devise
mechanisms that will generate words from other words without reference to roots.
Also, since root-level constraints may be required on the surface as well, it could
be sufficient to state them at the surface only, and dispense with the need for a
separate root-level (Schwarzwald 1974). On the other hand, psycholinguistic
experiments suggest that whether a root-geminate is initial or final makes a dif-
ference (Berent and Shimron 1997), which suggests that a separate root-level will
be required.

In general, speakers are clearly aware of the relationship between words sharing
the same consonantal core, and this awareness is shared by children as well as
adults. The common consonantal root is a very reasonable means of capturing this
awareness. There is evidence for awareness of the root in child language in
Berman’s work, e.g. Berman (1990), where it is shown that in general, children rely
on triconsonantal roots as the least marked and most accessible constructs when
they form denominative verbs, or in Berman and Sagi (1981), who show how
children’s ‘‘innovations’’ ignore affixal consonants found in words they have
already acquired, concentrating on the consonants of the stem. Awareness of the
root is suggested in numerous studies reporting strong preference for root+pattern
formation, as in Berman (1987), Clark and Berman (1984), Ravid (1990), Walden
(1982), etc; by evidence from aphasia (Barkai 1980); and from psycholinguistic
experiments (through productivity tests, by examining the effect on word process-
ing of priming of a target by a prime sharing the target’s root, by using ortho-
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graphic devices, etc.), as in Bolozky (1978, 1999); Bentin and Feldman (1990);
Feldman and Bentin (1994); Frost et al. (1994) Feldman et al. (1995); Berent and
Shimron (1997), Ephratt (1997). Furthermore, the analysis proposed in this article,
though not constituting direct evidence for the psychological reality of the root, is
not inconsistent with it. Whether the base is triliteral or longer, the šoršan concept
expands the concept of a three-element base to cover most innovations. There are
some cases consisting of two šoršanim, but the majority of forms follow a triple slot
structure, no matter how long the base is. And the fact that in quadriliteral bases or
longer the šoršanim tend to maintain the clustering of the base is certainly consis-
tent with speakers’ interpretation of the structure of the base as consisting of
consonantal slot units. The observation that mechanisms can be devised to transfer
such units from a base to a derived form does not in itself argue against their being
interpreted as components of a ‘root.’ Similarly, even if at the point of initial
innovation, when a neologism is formed, derivation is based on existing words
from which consonants are extracted rather than from abstract roots per se
(Bolozky 1999), it does not necessarily imply that the innovator does not extract a
kind of ‘root;’ it is quite possible that the three-šoranim root (or occasionally a two-
šoršanim one) is extracted from the very moment a neologism is created.

The advantages of referring to a šoršan rather than to a ‘root consonant,’ are:

– It captures the fact that speakers’ awareness of the relationship between words
sharing the same consonantal core is not based on individual consonants, but
rather on consonant slots.

– It accounts for the strong tendency to preserve the internal structure of the
derivation base so as to maintain its transparency, and for the fact that
clusters of base consonants are essential elements of the structure of the base.

The debate on root-based vs. word-based derivation still requires considerable
research and much more evidence than is currently available to decide the issue
one way or another. Before that happens, there does not seem to exist sufficient
evidence to get rid of notion of the root. Some existing evidence supports it, and
in general, most evidence is not inconsistent with it, particularly if the traditional
root is expanded from consonants to consonantal slots (šoršanim). If the ‘‘burden
of proof ’’ is on proposers of the newer paradigm (i.e. word-based derivation),
then there does not seem sufficient evidence to discard the older one.
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Chapter 8

Opacity in Hebrew word morphology

Ora (Rodrigue) Schwarzwald

. Introduction

Word opacity as used in this chapter refers to homonymy stemming from a
variety of synchronic and diachronic orthographic, lexical, morphological,
morphosyntactic and morphophonemic factors. Word opacity occurs in many
languages, Semitic and non-Semitic. While lexical-semantic homonymy is widely
discussed in the linguistic literature, other types, such as morphological and
phonetic are generally overlooked because they are either rare or nonexistent in
European languages where morphology is not as complex as Semitic.

Semitic word morphology is quite complex and varied in either inflection or
derivation. The inflectional categories are gender, number and possession in
nouns, and tense, mood, person, number and gender, and possibly gerund in
verbs. In the past, definiteness and case in nouns were expressed through morpho-
logical means, however, today they are either lost or expressed by syntactic devices
in most modern Semitic languages, including Hebrew. Inflection in Semitic
languages entails both linear affixation and stem vowel modification.

Derivation is primarily formed in the following ways:1 (a) non-derived stems,
either primitives as in (1a), or borrowed as in (1b); (b) a combination of a
discontinuous consonantal root with a pattern (a so-called miškal or binyan) as in
(2); and (c) linear formation of the following kinds: affixation to a stem as in (3a),
blend formation of two stems or more as in (3b), compound of stems as in (3c) or
acronyms as in (3d) (Schwarzwald 1991, 1998; Ravid 1990).

(1) a. ’av ‘father’, ’em ‘mother’, yom ‘day’, ben ‘son’
b. pardes ‘orange grove’, sandal ‘sandal’, gizbar ‘treasurer’, televízya

‘television’

(2) gadol ‘big’ < √gdl, pattern C1aC2oC3

gidel ‘grew’, √gdl, pattern C1iC2ƒeC3

manhig ‘leader, leads’ < √nhg, pattern maC1C2iC3, or (present tense)
hiC1C2iC3

maxbéret ‘notebook’ < √xbr, pattern maC1C2ƒeC3et
nadvan ‘philanthropist’ < √ndv, pattern C1aC2C3an
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(3) a. pardesan ‘citrus grower’ < pardes ‘orange grove’ + an (attributive or
occupational suffix); xadgoni ‘monotonous’ < xad ‘one’ +
gaven~gon ‘colour’ + i (adjectival suffix)

b. rakével ‘cable car’ < rakévet ‘train’ + kével ‘cable’
carpíax ‘smog’ < carafel ‘fog’ + píax ‘smoke’

c. bet séfer ‘school’ < báyit ‘house’ + séfer ‘book’
corex din ‘lawyer’ < corex ‘editor, organizer’ + din ‘law’

d. daš ‘regards’ < drišat ‘asking of ’ + šalom ‘peace, greeting’
ramatkal ‘chief of general (army) staff’ < roš ‘head’ + mate ‘head-
quarters’ + klali ‘general’

Modern Hebrew is unique among the Semitic languages as it did not develop
gradually from previous language periods, but rather ‘‘sprung’’ into common
vernacular and all-purpose literary use about one hundred years ago. Some of the
factors contributing to word opacity can be found in other non-Semitic languages,
but others are typical of Hebrew as a revived Semitic language with complex
morphology. The various linguistic morphological circumstances that attribute to
word opacity, and in turn to ambiguity, are presented in this chapter, with special
emphasis on those that are nonorthographic. It will be shown that the numerous
processes involved in word formation are themselves actually the causes of
opacity: derivation vs. inflection, linear derivation of various components as well
as independent inflections. Furthermore, the rate of opacity increases both
because syntactic components are attached to Hebrew words and because active
phonetic processes are at work. Nevertheless, opacity does not obscure natural
communication among speakers. Excepting occasional misunderstandings or
proclaimed clarifications by speakers,2 language users employ linguistic and
contextual techniques to disambiguate morphological opacity.

Hebrew orthography is basically consonantal, and the only semi-systematic
insertion of vowel letters (‘‘matres lectiones,’’ silent 〈’, h, w, y〉) occurs in cases of
stressed i, o, and u. The vowels a and e are represented by vowel letters when they
occur in final position. When preceded by a consonant, they are not written. As
vowel marks (‘‘niqud’’) are added only to religious texts, poetry and texts for
beginners, the vowel letters 〈w〉 and 〈y〉 are added nonsystematically in non-
vocalized texts to facilitate reading. The Hebrew Language Academy published
rules for ‘‘plene spelling,’’ namely, the addition of vowel letters in nonvocalized
texts. Plene spelling calls for the addition of 〈w〉 to represent u, and the addition
of either 〈w〉 or 〈y〉 in open syllables to represent o or i, respectively. In word
medial position 〈w〉 and 〈y〉 are doubled in order to mark them as consonants and
distinguish them from their role as vowel letters (Hebrew Language Academy
1994). Table 1 presents the varieties used in Hebrew orthography. The signs added
to the consonantal skeleton in vocalized spelling appear in parentheses.
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Table 1.‚Discrepancies in Hebrew orthography

Consonantal
spelling

Vocalized
spelling

Plene
spelling

Pronunciation Gloss

〈spr〉 〈s(,)fƒ(e)r〉 〈spr〉 [séfer] book
〈spwr〉 〈s(i)p(p)ur〉 〈sypwr〉 [sipur] story
〈spr〉 〈s(i)p(pe)r〉 〈sypr〉 [siper] told; cut
〈sprh〉 〈s(i)fr(a)h〉 〈sprh〉 [sifra] digit
〈tsprt〉 〈t(i)sp(o)r(,)t〉 〈tspwrt〉 [tispóret] haircut
〈spryh〉 〈s(i)fr(i)y(ya)h〉 〈spryyh〉 [sifriya] library

Nonvocalized orthography, even when vowel letters are added, is one of the
primary factors for word opacity in written Hebrew. Most words are subject to
more than one reading, as in (4) and (5), where (4) demonstrates multiple
readings of a single word and (5) — a full sentence (5a) or a phrase (5b).

(4) 〈šm〉–šem (name), šam (there), sam (put)

(5) 〈’t škbt clyh〉
a. ’At šaxavt cal-éha.

you (f.) lied down on-her
‘You lied down on it (e.g., on the bed).’

b. ’Et šixvat calé-ha
acc layer of leaves-her
‘the layer of its leaves’

The example in (5b) represents only a noun phrase in a direct object position, as
in (6)

(6) Hi pizra ’et šixvat caléha.
‘She scattered its layer of leaves.’

This homography is often resolved by textual, lexical and juncture clues. A full
sentence is generally read differently than a phrase. In many cases, punctuation
helps prevent ambiguity, with syntactic contextual and lexical components
distinguishing the meanings from one another. Allon (1995) and Albeck (1992)
show how these ambiguities can be resolved by syntactic and semantic criteria.

As the examples above illustrate, orthographic opacity (homography) is often
resolved in spoken Hebrew through the different pronunciation of the words.
While opacity of this nature is generally resolved in spoken Hebrew, there remain
several aspects of word opacity that need to be considered, even within the spoken
context. The sources of this homophony are numerous: 1. Lexical-semantic,
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attributable to semantic homophony on the one hand, and to phonetic coales-
cence of historical development on the other; 2. Morphological, due to various
processes: a. derivational versus inflectional processes; b. independent derivational
processes; c. inflectional coalescence; d. morphosyntactic versus derivational or
inflectional processes; 3. Sporadic phonetic changes. The following section of the
chapter discusses the various types of these morphological homonyms. The
discussion at the end of the chapter explains how opacity is resolved by means of
syntactic and pragmatic knowledge, and evaluates the role of root-based and
word-based morphology in word opacity.

. Sources of homonyms

. Lexical-semantic homonyms

Lexical-semantic homonyms are caused both by semantic shifts and phonetic
coalescence of historical development. Additionally, a variety of semantic pro-
cesses have yielded a large number of polysemous words (Lyons 1977; Leech 1981;
Harford 1983). Examples such as siper (cut; told) in (7) and kadur (ball; pill) in
(8) clearly indicate that without the presence of contextual clues, the sentences can
easily be misunderstood.

(7) a. Hu siper ’et ’evíta.
he cut-hair acc Evita
‘He cut Evita’s hair.’

b. Hu siper ’et ’evíta.
he told acc Evita
‘He told Evita’s story.’

(8) a. Ha-rofe natan kadur le-dan.
the-doctor gave pill to-Dan
‘The doctor gave Dan a pill.’

b. Ha-rofe natan kadur le-dan.
the-doctor gave ball to-Dan
‘The doctor gave Dan a ball.’

If we know that ‘‘he’’ in (7) is a hairdresser, we can interpret siper as in (7a), but
if ‘‘he’’ just finished watching the movie ‘‘Evita,’’ then siper would probably refer
to his telling of the plot of the movie (or Evita’s life story). The same applies to
(8). Kadur in the context of doctors normally refers to pills as in (8a), but if Dan
is hospitalized, for instance, and he is given a kadur (ball) to play with, then the
doctor could be the one who gave him the ball, as in (8b).
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Many other phonetic homophones result from both archaic and new dia-
chronic development. Comparative studies of Hebrew and other Semitic languages
prove that each of the consonants /z, �, c, �, š/, represented in biblical Hebrew by
Zayin, Het, Ayin, Tsadi, and Shin, was derived from more than one source (z-�,
�-h� , c-(, �-�-�ƒ, š-2, respectively). Therefore, seemingly common words and roots
are derived from completely different historical roots, as in the few examples
presented in (9).3

(9) a. �årar (packed; from historic �)
�årar (was hostile; from historic �ƒ)
�år (enemy; from historic �ƒ)
�år (rock; from historic �)

b. šånå (changed; year; from historic š)
šånå (repeated, studied; from historic 2ƒ)

The number of such homonyms grew substantially in modern Hebrew due to the
loss of the distinction between Tet and Tav, both pronounced [t], Qof and Kaf
realized as [k], Vav and Bet Rafa pronounced [v], Het and Kaf Rafa pronounced
[x] by most speakers. Ayin and Aleph, and at times He as well, are realized as [’] or
not realized at all. The examples in (10) are but a few.

(10) tafel (tasteless; unimportant; 〈�afelƒ〉, 〈tafelƒ〉)
kar (cold; pillow; 〈qar〉, 〈kar〉)
davar (thing; postman; 〈dabar〉, 〈dawwar〉)
šaxax (forgot; calmed; 〈šaka�〉, šakak〉)
kara (read; happened; dug; tore 〈qara’〉, 〈qarah〉, 〈karah〉, 〈qara‘ƒ〉)
’et (shovel; time; pen; 〈’et〉, 〈cet〉, 〈ce�〉)

. Morphological homonyms

Morphological homonyms are caused by various processes, derivational as well as
inflectional. These processes can be classified as: a. derivational versus inflectional
morphology; b. independent derivational processes; c. inflection; d. morphosyntax
versus derivation or inflection.

.. Derivational versus inflectional morphology
Derivational and inflectional phonetic outputs overlap in two cases:

(a) The suffixes for inflection and derivation share the same phonetic struc-
ture, as in (11):

(11) a. ’arci (my country) < ’érec (country, earth) + suffix +i (1st per. sg.
possessive)
(earthy) < ’érec + suffix +i (adjectival suf.)
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b. ’arukot (long [f.pl.; inf.]) < ’arox (long) + suffix +ot (f.pl.)
(at length) < ’arox (long) + suffix +ot (adverbial suf.)

c. zmanit (temporary [f]) < zmani (temporary) + suffix +it (f.)
(temporarily) < zmani (temporary) + suffix +it (adverbial suf.)

Though several suffixes share the same phonetic form, they function differently: +i
is either the adjectival derivational suffix or the inflectional first person possessive
pronoun, as in (11a); +ot is either a derivational adverbial suffix or an inflectional
plural feminine suffix, as in (11b); +it is either a nominal suffix, as in toxen-toxnit
(content-plan), dugma-dugmit (example-sample) or an adverbial suffix, as in
télefon-telefóni-telefónit (telephone-of the phone-by phone), or a feminine inflec-
tional suffix as in kamcan-kamcanit (miser [m.-f.]), recini-recinit (serious [m.-f.];
cf. (11c)).

(b) Part of the derivational pattern includes a syllable after the root slot, with
this syllable being of the same phonetic structure as the inflectional suffix, as in (12).

(12) šmura (guarded [f.]) < šamur (guarded) + suffix +a (f.)
(reservation) < šmr + CCuCa

tayéset (pilot [f.]) < tayas (pilot) + suffix +et (f.)
(squadron) < tys + CaCéCet

Though the examples given in (11) and (12) are nominal forms, the same holds
true for verb conjugations in certain conditions, as in (13). In these cases, both the
noun and the verb are derived by root and pattern (binyan in the verb, miškal in
the noun) combination.

(13) a. taklit (record [N]) < √klt + taCCiC
(you [m.sg.] or she will record [V]) < √klt + hifƒ‘il + person prefix t+

b. maške (drink [N]) < √šky + maCCeC
(irrigate [V. m.sg.]) < √šky + hif ’il + present tense prefix m+

c. yašir (direct [ADJ]) < √yšr + CaCiC
(he will sing) < √šyr + pa‘al + FUT. person prefix y(a)+

Such homonyms are the basis for many puns, such as those in (14) and (15):

(14) Man: Ha-’otobus yašir?
the-bus direct (also: the bus will sing)
‘Is this a direct (non-stop) bus?’ (also: ‘Will the bus sing?’)

Bus driver: Ken, ’ata roce še-hu gam yirkod?
yes, you (m.) want that-he also will dance?
‘Yes, do you want it to dance too?’

(15) She: Ve-taxlit?
and-purpose (also: and you [m.] will decide)
‘And how about (practical) purpose, i.e., marriage?’
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He: Taxlíti ’at!
will decide (f.) you (f.)
‘You (f.) decide!’

The word yašir is introduced in (13c), and its humorous use is presented in (14).
The word taxlit in (15), spelled 〈tklytƒ〉 or 〈ta�li�ƒ〉 in its various meanings, is
different from taklit presented in (13a). The noun taxlit is derived from √kly and
pattern taCCyt, whereas the verb taxlit is derived from √�l� with hifƒ‘il pattern in
the future tense with the person prefix t+.

.. Independent derivational processes
This category includes many words that are derived by root-based morphology.
However, either the roots or the patterns are different, as in the self-explanatory
nominal examples in (16) and the verbal ones in (17).

(16) a. mexica (partition) < √xyc or √xcc + meCCiCa or meCiCCa
(wounding) < √mxc + CCiCa

b. more (teacher) < √yry + maCCiCƒ5

(rebellious) < √mry + CoCeC

(17) a. tiblu (they added spices) < √tbl + picel, past tense conjugation
(you [pl.] will decay) < √nbl + pacal, future tense conjuga-

tion
b. hušav (he was seated) < √yšb + huf ƒcal

(he was returned) < √šwb + huf ƒcal

Although a number of the Hebrew affixes are ambiguous, they, for the most part,
do not create homonyms. The suffix +on, for instance, carries several meanings:
diminutive and derogatory (18a); periodical (18b); collection (18c); has the
profession of (18d). The suffix +it shares some of these meanings: diminutive
(19a); clothing (19b); adverb (19c); vehicle (19d). Clashes of meaning are rare, as
the animate diminutives occur frequently with +on, whereas nonanimate dimin-
utives occur with +it. The reason for this distribution is apparently the function of
the suffix +it as a feminine indicative: pilon is interpreted as a small elephant
(pil+on), however, pilit can only refer to pil as an adverb or as an adjective, e.g.,
hitnahagut pilit (elephant-like behavior) (Schwarzwald 1998).

(18) a. suson (pony, small horse) < sus (horse) + on
tipšon (silly little fool) < tipeš (silly) + on

b. citon (newspaper) < cet (time) + on)
šnaton (year book) < šana (year) + on

c. še’elon (questionnaire) < še’ela (question) + on
tašbecon (book of puzzles
„and riddles) < tašbec (crossword puzzle) + on
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d. historyon (historian) < histórya (history) + on
semantikon (semantician) < semántika (semantics) +on

(19) a. kapit (teaspoon) < kaf (spoon) + it
mapit (napkin) < mapa (tablecloth) + it

b. xaca’it (skirt) < xaci (half) + it
’imunit (sweat suit) < ’imun (training) + it

c. yaxasit (relatively) < yaxas (relationship) + it
yadanit (manually) < yad (hand) + nƒ6 + it

d. širyonit (armored car) < širyon (armor) + it
tiyulit (tour bus) < tiyul (excursion) + it

Nevertheless, one may find occasional homonyms such as (20):

(20) rivcon (quarterly [periodical]) < revac (quarter) + on
(a small quarter) < revac (quarter) + on
yarxon (a monthly magazine) < yerax (month) + on
(small moon) < yareax~yerax (moon) + on

.. Inflectional morphology
Diachronic developments are responsible for the systematic formation of a great
number of homonyms. The quantity of such homonyms in the verb system ex-
ceeds the number of homonyms formed in this manner in the nominal system.
The example in (21) is unique in that the feminine suffix +ot occurs in Hebrew
only in two nouns, ’axot (sister) and xamot (mother-in-law). This same suffix,
however, is one of the plural suffixes, obligatory in adjectives and participles as a
feminine plural marker. The homonymy in (21) is the sole example of this sort.

(21) xamot < xam+ot (mother-in-law; hot [pl.f.])

Homonymy is quite common in the verb system and occurs rather systematically
in the following categories: a. future tense second masculine and third feminine
forms, as in (22); b. nifƒcal past and present tense forms for the third person, as in
(23); c. pacal past and present tense forms for the third person in hollow or
geminate roots and in a few other verbs,7 as in (24); d. hitpacel past tense third
person and imperative masculine, as in (25).8

(22) tilmad (you [sg.m] will learn–she will learn); tagur (you–she will dwell)

(23) nixnas (he entered–he enters); nigaš (he approached–he approaches)

(24) gar (he dwelled–he dwells); xay (he lived–he lives); yaxol (he could–he
can)

(25) hitkatev (he corresponded–correspond! [m.sg.]); histarku (they combed
their hair–comb your hair! [pl.])
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Other than in the third person, inflectional homonymy rarely occurs in the past
tense conjugation of verbs Prima-Nun in nifƒcalí and picel, as in (26):

(26) i. a. nicálti, nicálta, nicalt, nical, nicla, nicálnu, nicaltem, nicalten,
niclu (was saved, √ncl, pattern nifƒ‘alƒ)

b. nicálti, nicálta, nicalt, nicel, nicla, nicálnu, nicaltem, nicalten,
niclu (exploited, √ncl, pattern pi‘elƒ)

ii. a. nixámti, nixámta, nixamt, nixam, nixama, nixámnu, nixamtem,
nixamten, nixamu (regretted, √nxm, pattern nifƒ‘alƒ)

b. nixámti, nixámta, nixamt, nixem, nixama, nixámnu, nixamtem,
nixamten, nixamu (consoled, √nxm, pattern pi‘elƒ)

While both examples in (26i) and (26iib) occur in all registers, the example in
(26iia) occurs only in the scholarly register.

.. Morphosyntactic factors
There are several prefixed particles in Hebrew, the prepositions be+ (in), ba+ (in
the), le+ (to), la+ (in the), ke+ (as), ka+ (as the), mi+~me+ (from), and the con-
junctives še+ (and), ha+ (that, the), ve+ (and). In terms of orthography, they are
inseparably attached to other words. However, as the examples in (27) demon-
strate, there are words that can independently be formed in the same manner.

(27) batey séfer levanim umixlalot levanot
a. schools for boys and colleges for girls

‘Boys’ schools and girls’ colleges’
b. schools white and colleges white

‘White schools and colleges’

The first reading in (27) is derived from le+banim (for boys), while the second
one from lavan+im (white [pl.m.]). This example is based on normative Hebrew,
where b changes to v following a vowel. In colloquial Hebrew the first reading is
pronounced batey séfer lebanim vemixlalot lebanot, in which case there is no
homonymy. The examples cited in (28) are a small selection of words where there
is no difference between normative and colloquial registers:

(28) ke’axim (like brothers < ke+’axim; bagels < ka’ax+im)
kapara (like the cow < ke+ha+para; forgiveness < √kpr + CaCaCa)
me’amen (from amen < me+’amen; trainer < √’mn + meCaCeC or

present tense of picelƒ)
be’urim (in festal lights < be+’ur+im; explanations < be’ur [< √b’r +

CiCuC] +im)
bakara (in the frost < ba+kara; control < √bkr + CaCaCa)
le’amen (to amen < le+’amen; to train < √’mn, picel infinitive)
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še’elot (that goddesses < še+’ela+ot; questions < še’ela+ot)
harusim (the Russians < ha+rusi+im; ruined [pl.m.] < harus+im)

The opaque examples in (28) are generally resolved and become transparent in the
syntactic context. Some of them can be disambiguated in sentences such as those
in (29–30):

(29) a. Hu me’amen tov; hu ’ohev le-’amen.
he trainer good; he like to-train
‘He is a good trainer; he likes to train.’

b. Hu šaket ba-tfila ve-lo medaber me-’amen le-’amen.
he quiet in-the-prayer and-not speak from-amen to-amen
‘He is quiet during prayer and does not speak between amens.’

(30) a. Ba-mitologya ne’emar še-’elot mešan-ot xayey adam.
in-the-mythology said that-goddesses change-pl life-of man
‘It is said in the mythology that goddesses change man’s life.’

b. Ba-mitologya ’en še’el-ot šel ’emuna ve-dat.
in-the-mythology no questions-pl of belief and-religion
‘There are no questions of faith and religion in the mythology.’

Nevertheless, the immediate syntactic components do not suffice to disambiguate
a sentence like (31).

(31) Hem ’ohavim ke’axim.
a. they love like-brothers

‘They love each other like brothers.’
b. they love bagels

‘They like bagels.’

The verb ’ohavim (love, like [pl.]) makes both readings possible. The ambiguity
can be resolved when a larger context beyond the sentential one is provided, with
the topic making it clear whether the reference is to the brothers’ behavior or
culinary preferences. Were the verb mitnahagim (behave [pl.]) used, there would
be no ambiguity: hem mitnahagim ke’axim (they behave like brothers), or were the
discussion about what they eat (not how they eat), the reading would be disam-
biguated: hem ’oxlim ke’axim (they eat bagels).

. Sporadic phonetic opacity

In the above circumstances single words were opaque because of lexical or
morphological processes involved in the formation of the words. Phonetic
processes such as voicing assimilation, word boundaries and phonetic resemblance
of separate words with approximate meanings are responsible for the increased
number of homonyms in Hebrew. Orthography disambiguates all these cases.
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Voicing assimilation is a major cause for sporadic homonymy, as in (32). The
phoneme d becomes t in front of a voiceless �[x], z becomes s in front of voiceless
k (and vice versa in mizdar in front of dƒ), and v becomes f ƒin front of a voiceless k.

(32) i txiyat ha-teror ve-ha-’alimut
a. 〈t�iyat ha�eror veha’alimut〉

revival-of the-terror and-the-violence
‘the revival of terror and violence’

b. 〈d�iyat ha�eror veha’alimut〉
rejection-of the-terror and-the-violence
‘the rejection of terror and violence’

ii Ha-mfaked yiskor ’et ha-mizdar.
a. 〈Hamfaqed yizkor ’et hamisdar〉

the-officer will-remember acc the-parade
‘The officer will remember the parade.’

b. 〈Hamfaqed yisqor ’et hamisdar〉
the-officer will-survey acc the-parade’
‘The officer will survey the parade.’

iii Hafka’at še’ar-im
a. 〈Hafqacat šecarim〉

expropriation-of market-price-s
‘black-marketing’

b. 〈Havqacat šecar-im〉
breaking through-of goal-s
‘scoring goals (in soccer)’

In some political contexts it may be unclear as to whether the negotiating parties
are considering postponement of violent acts or they intend to start them again
immediately, as in (32i). The duty of the officer, among other things, is to survey
the parade. If, however, the officer is retired, he may remember the parade fondly,
as in (32ii). The example in (32iii) is apparently contextual: it is either in a soccer
or in stock exchange context, although one may consider the possibility of ticket
scalping for some (soccer) games or shows.

Voicing assimilation leading to opacity can be similarly found in other lan-
guages as well, e.g., German [zinkt] results from singt ([he] sings) or sinkt ([he]
sinks), Hungarian [rezben] results from r-ēz+ben (in copper) or rēs+ben (in part),
[foktōl] from fog+tōl (from a tooth) or fok+tōl (from a degree).9 However, although
the voicing assimilation is phonetically widespread among languages of the world,
it does not always result in ambiguity, e.g., compare English [hız howm] (he’s home
or his home) with [hız leyt] (he’s late), Judeo-Spanish [džúzgan] (they judge) with
[džústísya] (justice; in Spanish jusgan and justicia). In many European languages the
process is orthographically standardized, as in French avril, Spanish abril (April).
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Word boundaries play an important role in causing ambiguity. One of the
outstanding phenomenon discussed previously in the literature (Bolozky 1980,
1991; Bentolila 2000) is presented in (33). It involves the pronunciation of the
future prefix for first person singular as y+ instead of normative ’+, which is
identical to the pronunciation of the third person. It is caused by deletion of the
prefix ’+ together with insertion of the glide y after the personal pronoun ’ani (I)
on the one hand, and by the paradigmatic regularity of the future prefixes on the
other. The following is a brief description of the process:

(33) ’ani ’avo > ’aniavo > ’aniyavo (I’ll come)
’ani ’extov > ’ani ’ixtov (like ’ata/hi tixtov, ’anaxnu nixtov [you/she will

write, we’ll write]) > ’ani(y)ixtov

Consequently, the forms yavo and (y)ixtov (I/he’ll come, write) refer to both first
and third person in the future tense. This kind of homonymy is always disambigu-
ated due to the use of the personal pronoun, as in (34).

(34) ’ani yavo (I’ll come) hu yavo (he’ll come)
’ani (y)ixtov (I’ll write) hu (y)ixtov (he’ll write)

Morphophonetic sporadic factors apply to junctures as well.10 In colloquial Hebrew
sentences are frequently ambiguous for this reason. The following are a several
examples:

(35) ’imialxa ~ imihalxa?
a. 〈’Im mi (hi) halxa?〉

with who she went
‘With whom did (she) go?’

b. 〈’Im-i halxa.〉
mother-my went
‘Did my mother go?’

(36) ’exanit?
a. 〈’Ex canit?〉

how answered (you [f.])
How did you (f.) answer?

b. 〈’Ex �anit?〉
how parked (you [f.])
‘How did you (f.) park (the car)?’

(37) yóna šoféxetazével.
a. 〈Yona šofex-et ’et ha-zevel〉

Yona (f.) throw-f. acc the-garbage
‘Yona (f.) is throwing out the garbage.’
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b. 〈Yona šofex ’et ha-zevel〉
Yona (m.) throw acc the-garbage
‘Yona (m.) is throwing out the garbage.’

c. 〈Yona šofex-et ha-zevel〉
Yona (f.) thrower-of (f.) the-garbage
‘Yona (f.), the garbage thrower.’

(38) ’ani holex ’eléa.
a. 〈’Ani holex ’el Le’a〉

I go to Leah
‘I am going to Leah.’

b. 〈’ani holex ’eleha.〉
I go to-her
‘I am going to her.’

This kind of opacity also occurs in other languages in the same environments. For
instance, English [ayskrim] (I scream or ice-cream), [greƒyd,y] (gray day or grade A),
[naytreyt] (nitrate or night rate); Spanish [suposisyón] suposición (supposition) or su
posición (his position), [metráxe] metraje (length) or me traje (I brought to myself),
[kombíða] convida ([he] invites) or con vida (with life), etc.

The discussion in this section shall be concluded with the following two
examples of sporadic coalescence of different words that are similar in their phonet-
ic structure and where folk etymology brought their meanings together:ƒ1. The word
cómet (junction, joint) was associated with tsumet lev (attention; literally: putting
the heart [into a matter]) leading to cómet lev where the focus is put in the middle
of attention. 2. The word maxane (camp, troop; 〈ma�ane〉) replaced mexane (de-
nominator) in mexane mešutaf (common denominator) leading to maxane mešutaf.
The fact that maxane also carries the meaning of ‘‘togetherness’’ made the phonetic
shift possible. More examples of this sort can be found in Bentolila (2000).

. Discussion

The aforementioned classifications of homonyms prove that in addition to
orthographic and inherent lexical homonymy there are various morphological,
morphosyntactic and morphophonemic factors that lead to word opacity in
Hebrew.11 The extensive number of examples and the variety of groups may lead
the reader to view Hebrew as an impossible language in which homonymy is so
widespread that it is quite impossible to conduct a regular conversation without
stumbling into ambiguous utterances.

This, however, is not the case. The syntactic structure of sentences and the
inner relations between the constituents prevent most of the ambiguities presented
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in Sections 1 and 2 of our discussion. The sentence structure provides the listeners
with sufficient clues about parts of speech, such as verbs and nouns, which enable
them to disambiguate the apparent opacity. Syntactic agreement regarding tense,
number, gender, person, possession, and definiteness tie words together and force
the listeners to choose one of the possible meanings and not the others.

If the sentence structure alone does not provide sufficient clues for resolving
the ambiguity, pragmatic factors interact. Contextual clues give the language users
a logical frame of reference through which they can disambiguate the utterances.
In a few cases register clues are also important: some utterances are only uttered
in an extremely formal register while others are more typical of low registers.

If these three factors — syntactic structure, general context and register — do
not supply the means for transforming the apparently opaque cases into transpar-
ent ones, the listeners might ask for further clarification from the speaker.

As shown in the above discussion, both morphological and the lexical opacity
involve word structure. Various morphological, morphosyntactic, and morpho-
phonemic processes lead to identical word structure, be they derivational or
inflectional, be they root-based or (word-based) linear derivational or inflectional.
Root-based morphology does not offer any particular advantage over other word-
based morphology in dissolving opacity.

The most extraordinary fact is that regardless of whether the words were
formed by derivational or inflectional methods, their phonetic output was the
same. This means that it is not the word formation technique that makes them
similar, but rather their syllabic structure. Words derived by root-based morphol-
ogy may be formed in the exact same manner as words derived by linear word-
based morphology. Root-based morphology entails the combination of a conso-
nantal root with a pattern that includes vowels, with or without prefixes and
suffixes. In linear word-based morphology an affix, most commonly a suffix, is
added to the base form to create a new word. The examples in (39) demonstrate
phonetic resemblance between the various processes, whereas the examples in (40)
can be attributed to either root-based or to word-based formation.

(39) pnimi (internal) < pnim (interior) +i, plili (criminal) <root √pll +
CCiCi pattern
madcan (scientist) < mada (science) +an, raftan (dairy farmer) < √rpt +
CaCCan
dalut (poverty) < dal (poor) +ut, galut (Diaspora) < √gly + CaCCut

(40) pkidut (office work) < pakid (clerk) +ut
< √pkd + CCiCut

šxenut (neighborliness) < šaxen (neighbor) +ut
< √škn + CCeCut
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The phonetic outputs of both processes, root-based or word-based formation in
(39) and (40) produce the same results, a common syllabic structure in Hebrew
— CCiCi, CaCCan, CaCut, CCiCut and CCeCut. While the syllabic structure is
similar to the patterns of root-based morphology, the final syllable actually
represents the meaningful suffix, either as a part of the pattern or as an indepen-
dent suffix.12 In either analysis, the word final syllable gives a clear clue as to the
grammatical meaning of the form: +i indicates an adjective, +an an agentive, and
+ut an abstract noun.

Words resemble each other because their syllabic structures are the same.
Native speakers are aware of the word formation processes to some degree, but
they hardly know how to identify the root in weak verbs or the devices of word
formation. They regard similarly words like micva, mišxa, tikva, tirxa (deed,
ointment, hope, bother), although the words are derived differently from √cvy,
√mšx, √kvy, √trd.13 How a specific word is formed is beyond their concern as long
as they understand it intuitively. It is, therefore, not the morphological structure
that makes opacity transparent, but sentence structure, context and register.

Notes

. The examples are from Hebrew. All devices except (3d) can be found in other Semitic
languages. The following conventions are used here: the common ultimate stress is un-
marked; nonultimate stress is indicated by ´. The signs < > indicate orthography; √ precedes
a consonantal root; and + indicates a morpheme boundary. Hebrew orthography is
simplified and transcribed in this manner: ’=glottal stop; cƒ=ts, yƒ=IPA j (as in English yolk);
p, b, and k are represented only phonemically; phonetically they are realized as p/f, b/v and
k/x, respectively; � is Hebrew Het (pharyngeal unvoiced continuant), realized by most
speakers as velar or uvular x; c is Hebrew Ayin (pharyngeal voiced continuant), realized by
most speakers as ’; å is biblical Qamats, a low back rounded vowel; q, w, � and � appear only
in transliteration of Hebrew orthography for Qof, Waw, Tsadi and Tet.

. As in ’ani me’axel lexa ’ošer be’álef (I wish you happiness [also richness] with an Aleph,
i.e., happiness), hem kar’u ’et hasfarim becáyin (They tore [also read] the books with an
Ayin, i.e., tore them).

. More examples can be found in Sarfatti (1978:ƒ100–2).

. Many more examples of this type can be found in Sarfatti (1983, 1984).

. In this case, as in many other cases of weak roots in Hebrew, there are complicated
morphophonemic processes that account for the phonetic changes. A good account for the
historical processes is given in Bauer & Leander (1965).

. Historically, n was added before suffixed vowels to prevent hiatus, e.g., *casa+i (made +
me) > casani; šilo+i (Shilo [place name] + gentilic ending +i) > šiloni (a person from Shilo).
This n was later added in other cases for no apparent phonetic reason. Some researchers,
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therefore, view the morpheme /+i/ as having several allomorphs, [+i], [+ni]. [+oni], etc.,
see Nir (1993:ƒ73–9); Ornan (1997:ƒ18).

. Hollow roots are roots with medial w or y which are not realized phonetically in all the
conjugations, e.g., √kwm in kam (he got up), √šyr in yašir (he will sing). Geminates are the
roots in which the second and third radical are identical, e.g., √sbb in nasav (it was
involved), √xyy in xay (he lived).

. The coalescence of third and first person prefixed forms in the future tense (e.g., yavo
[he/I will come]) will be discussed in Section 3.

. The examples are taken from Barkaï & Horvath (1978).

. Juncture refers ‘‘to the phonetic boundary features which may demarcate grammatical
units such as morpheme, word or clause.’’ (Crystal 1991:ƒ188). It is extensively investigated
in auditory and acoustic phonetics.

. It should be noted that the discussion involved only linguistic criteria. Well-known
examples of anaphoric and pragmatic cases have been ignored, for instance, re’uven pagaš
’et levi beveyto (Reuben met Levy at his home [in whose home?]), yevutlu hamisim (the
taxes will be canceled [a wish or statement] (Nir 1991).

. Bolozky and Schwarzwald (1992) discuss these issues regarding +ut; Bolozky (1999)
brings extensive data and arguments regarding the role of word structure in determining
meaning.

. The root has some psychological reality as shown, for instance, in Berman (1999 and ci-
tations there; this volume), Ephratt’s (1997) Ravid (this volume) and Schwarzwald (1980),
however, as proven in Schwarzwald (1980), the speakers find it difficult to identify weak roots.
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Chapter 9

Lexical organization and lexical access in a
non-concatenated morphology

Mapping the mental lexicon*

Avital Deutsch and Ram Frost

To construct models of morphological processing, a fundamental question needs
to be addressed: Does the primary unit of lexical representation correspond to the
surface word, or is the mental lexicon modeled on smaller units called mor-
phemes? Although most studies support some form of morphemic account, the
precise rules which determine or predict morphological decomposition have yet to
be described and explained. In this chapter we present evidence of morphological
decomposition during word recognition in Hebrew, a Semitic language that is
characterized by a non-concatenated morphology. Our studies focus only on
derivational morphology, and present various experimental paradigms that are
presumed to tap early processes of lexical access. The convergence of evidence
from several methodologies not only enhances the validity and reliability of the
findings, but also provides means for elucidating the complex cognitive processes
involved in the analysis of morphological information. The set of data presented
in this chapter is then employed to form the basis for a model of lexical access and
lexical organization. Although the language under investigation is Hebrew, our
main aim was not just to map the mental lexicon of Hebrew, but to utilize the
unique characteristics of that language in order to explore general (rather than
language-specific) factors which determine lexical organization. This experimental
approach allows the formulation of a general theory of morphological processing,
a theory that predicts systematic variations of morphological analyses given sys-
tematic variations in morphological structures. We begin by outlining the special
characteristics of Hebrew morphology.

Basic features of Hebrew derivational morphology, and their implications
for processes of morphological decomposition

In Hebrew, as in other Semitic languages, all verbs and the vast majority of nouns
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and adjectives are comprised of two basic derivational morphemes: the root and
the word pattern. The root usually consists of three consonants, while the word
pattern consists of a cluster of vowels, or vowels and consonants. According to
most linguistics the root usually carries the core meaning of the word, while the
word pattern creates variations on its meaning, and determines the word class and
other grammatical characteristics. It should be noted that although word patterns
shape the meaning of words, the semantic characteristics of word patterns are
often inconsistent, so that the exact meaning of a word cannot be unequivocally
predicted by considering each of its constituent morphemes (i.e., the root and the
word pattern) independently.

A fundamental feature of the derivational morphology of Semitic languages
is the non-concatenated manner in which the two derivational morphemes are
interwoven to form words. For example, the word tilbošet ‘a uniform’ is com-
posed of the root lbš ‘dressing’ interwoven with the nominal- pattern ti- -o-et
(the dashed lines present the places where the root’s consonants are inserted),
which denotes a feminine, nominal form. The same principle also applies to the
verbal system, as illustrated by the verb hitlabeš ‘he dressed himself ’, in which
the root lbš is embedded in the verbal pattern hit-a-e-, which denotes a reflexive
action.

Most of the research on morphological processes in word recognition has
been carried out in languages such as English, French, Italian, Finish or Dutch, in
which morphemes are appended to each other linearly. However, the non-
concatenated structure of Hebrew makes the investigation of morphological
decomposition processes particularly interesting, because its nonlinear morpho-
logical structure often obscures the phonological and orthographic transparency
of the two constituent morphemes. Furthermore, investigating morphological
processing in Hebrew is compelling because of two additional attributes of its
derivational system which are also characteristics of other Semitic languages:
Derivational morphology is characterized by a very salient and defined structure,
while at the same time this structure has a rich internal variability. The saliency of
the derivational system is probably anchored in the recurring structural principle
which allows most words to be decomposed into a root and a word pattern. The
existence of this repeated structural principle may provide an opportunity to
determine whether the process of decomposition is sensitive to repeated ortho-
graphical (or phonological) clusters in the language, or alternatively, whether
native speakers acquire an abstract representation of the structural rules which
underlie the formation of the various constituent morphemes. The internal
variance of the surface forms stems from differences in the distributional proper-
ties, differences in the semantic transparency and the amount of grammatical
information that is carried by the various types of the derivational morphemes.
Thus, the rich morphological environment of Hebrew provides a unique opportu-
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nity to examine the relative contribution of all the factors that traditionally have
been suggested to account for morphological decomposition within the domain of
derivational morphology, and within one language, so that conclusions are not
based on cross-linguistic comparisons.

In the following section we will review our empirical findings on morphologi-
cal processing during word recognition. We will review our findings separately for
the two main derivational morphemes — the roots and the word- patterns —
while distinguishing between the processing of word patterns in the verbal and the
nominal systems. As we will argue in the following section, this distinction
between the verbal and the nominal systems regarding to word patterns is relevant
because of the differences in the distributional properties, the semantic transpar-
ency and the grammatical information that the verbal and the nominal pattern
morphemes convey in the two systems.

Experimental evidence

The psychological reality of derivational morphemes in Hebrew in processes of
word recognition was initially demonstrated by Bentin and Feldman (1990). Their
study found strong repetition priming effects between Hebrew root derivations (in
both semantically related as well as unrelated pairs) at both short and long lags.
Consequently, Bentin and Feldman suggested that root morphemes serve as an
organizational unit in the Hebrew lexicon, and that all words derived from the
same root are bound to the root morpheme. Evidence for decomposition pro-
cesses in Hebrew were further demonstrated by Feldman et al. (1995), who used
the segment-shifting task. In their study, participants were presented with printed
Hebrew words that contained productive or nonproductive roots, and were
required to detach the word pattern from each word, to reattach it to a pseudo-
root, and to name the complex morphological output as fast as possible.1 The
results showed that the productive characteristics of the root affected naming
latencies, such that highly productive roots facilitated the morphological decom-
position of printed words into their two combining morphemes.

Although these previous studies presented evidence for morphological
decomposition, thus revealing the psychological reality of the root morpheme in
Hebrew, they could not determine whether morphological decomposition is an
integral and indispensable part of lexical access. Most of the experiments we
review in this chapter are based on experimental procedures which are assumed to
tap early processes of word identification in line with our main aim to examine
the role of morphological units in processes of lexical access (for a discussion see
Forster 1999). More specifically, our investigation focused on the principles which
determine the lexical status of derivational morphemes as independent lexical
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units and their role in the identification of complex words. We will first consider
the root, and then we will refer to the word pattern morpheme.

The root

Root primes facilitate target recognition
Most of our studies on morphological processing used the masked priming
paradigm developed by Forster and Davis (1984). In fact, the results of our studies
based on this paradigm constituted the empirical basis for our proposed model of
lexical organization and lexical access in Hebrew. In the masked priming para-
digm, a forward pattern-mask is presented before the prime, and the temporal
interval between the onset of the priming stimulus and the subsequent target
stimulus — i.e., the backward mask — is very brief (42 msec., in our experi-
ments). Because the prime is presented only briefly and is masked by the combi-
nation of forward and backward masking, the prime itself is usually unavailable
for report. The advantage of this procedure for our current purposes is that the
participants’ responses are not based on, or influenced by, a conscious apprecia-
tion of the relation between the prime and the target. A further advantage of the
masked priming technique is that although it has been shown to be highly
sensitive to overlap at the level of orthographic form (e.g., Forster et al. 1987;
Forster and Taft 1994; Perea et al. 1995), it is usually not sensitive to semantic
factors (but see Sereno 1991; Lukatela and Turvey 1994). Since morphological
relatedness usually entails semantic relatedness, this feature of the masked priming
procedure is very important, as it allows disentangling morphological effects at the
level of form from simple semantic factors. The priming effects observed in this
procedure are usually considered to reflect a transfer effect; that is, the informa-
tion extracted from the prime is transferred to the subsequently presented target,
and is integrated into its processing. In morphological priming, this transfer is
possible when the primes and the targets share processing units which are
morphological in nature. Thus we found this paradigm to be especially suitable for
tapping morphological processes in the course of lexical access.

All experiments included three basic conditions: (1) An identity condition, in
which the prime was the same as the target; (2) a morphologically related condi-
tion, in which the prime consisted of either the target’s root or a word derived
from that root; (3) an orthographic control condition, in which the prime had the
same number of common letters with the target as did the related prime, but was
not morphologically related to the target. The morphological priming effect was
assessed by comparing the reaction times of lexical decision and/or naming in the
morphologically related condition and the orthographic control condition. The
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control primes always had the same number of letters as the related primes, and
had the same number of shared letters with the target as the related prime had.
We used an orthographic control rather than an unrelated control, since we
focused on the additional contribution of the morphological component to simple
orthographic effects which have been previously demonstrated in English using
this procedure. The identity condition provided an estimate of the maximal
priming effect that could be obtained under the specific experimental conditions.2

The effect of the root morpheme was demonstrated in several experiments, all
of which revealed a facilitation effect induced by the presentation of the root
morpheme in the prime stimulus (Frost et al. 1997; Deutsch et al. 1998). In our
initial experiment, the ‘‘root-priming’’ experiment, the morphologically related
condition consisted of the root itself, whereas the target word was a nominal form
derived from the same root. An example of the stimuli used is given in Table 1
(under the ‘‘root-priming’’ experiment).

Table 1.‚Examples of the stimuli used in the various experiments in the identity,
morphologically related and orthographic control conditions

Identity Related Control

Root
Priming

Prime

Target

;9&/';
tzmwrta

/tizmoret/b

(orchestra)
;9&/';

9/'
zmr

;9&/';

9/;
tmr

;9&/';

Root-
Derivation
Priming

Prime

Target

-#9/
mrgl
/meragel/
(spy)
-#9/

M+S+-&#*9
Rygwl
/rigul/
(spying)
-#9/

M+S--*#9;
trgyl
/targil/
(exercise)
-#9/

%:-#/
mglšh
/magleša/
(slide)
-#9/

Pseudo-
Word
Priming

Prime
Target

%-;:/
mštlh
/mištala/
(nursery)
%-;:/

cƒ-&;:/
mštwl
/mištol/

%-;:/

dƒ-&:/;
tmšwl
/timšul/

%-;:/

Nominal
Pattern
Priming

Prime

Target

9&/'/
mzmwr
/mizmor/
(song)
9&/'/

9&;2/
Mstwr
/mistor/
(hideaway)
9&/'/

;7-5/
Mpl	t
/mifle	et/
(monster)
9&/'/
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Table 2.‚Reaction times (in msec) for lexical decision and/or naming for root
priming effect, based on the masked priming procedure

Identity Related Control

Root priming Naming 583 594 607
Priming effect ‚24* ‚13*
Lexical decision 566 578 591
Priming effect ‚25* ‚13*

Root-derivation priming Lexical decision 546 M+S+ M+S– 583
568 572

Priming effect ‚37* ‚15* ‚11*

Pseudo-word priming Lexical decision 530 555 559
Priming effect ‚29* ‚‚4

*ƒStatistically significant (pƒ<ƒ0.5)

Verbal
Pattern
Priming

Prime

Target

.$8;%
hytqdm
/hitkadem/
(advanced)
.$8;%

:"-;%
hytlbš
/hitlabeš/
(got dressed)
.+8;%

+*85%
Hypqyd
/hifkid/
(deposited)
.+8;%

Pseudo-Verbs
Priming

Prime

Target

:*"-%
hlbyš
/hilbiš/
:*"-%

eƒƒ9*/#%
hgmyr
/higmir/
:*"-%

fƒ8$";%
htbdq
/htbadek/
:*"-%

Weak roots
Verbal
Pattern
Priming

Prime

Target

8*52%
hspyq
/hispik/
(managed)
8*52%

-*5% ( �-.5.1)g

hpyl ( �n.p.l)
/hipil/
(overthrew)
8*52%

895;%
htprq
/hitparek/
(fell apart)
8*52%

aƒOrthographic transliteration. Note that many Hebrew vowels in unpointed Hebrew are omitted from
print.„bPhonetic transcription.„cA pseudo-word consisting of the root mšl and the word pattern
mi- -w-.„dA pseudo-word consisting of the root mšl and the word pattern ti- - w-.„eƒA pseudo-verb
consisting of the root gmr and the verbal pattern hi- -i -.„fƒA pseudo-verb consisting of the root bdq
and the verbal pattern hit- -e-.„gƒThe weak consonant, n, is underlined.

Our results showed that lexical decision as well as naming latencies were signifi-
cantly shorter when the target words were preceded by a root prime than when
they were preceded by a word that shared three letters with the target but did not
constitute the root of the word (Table 2, under ‘‘root-priming’’ experiment).
These results suggest that a previous masked exposure of the root facilitated lexical
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access of words derived from that root.
Subsequent experiments revealed that this facilitation effect is very robust. For

example, similar priming effects were obtained when the root letters in the prime
stimulus were not presented independently, but were embedded in a word that
was derived from the same root as the target. This was demonstrated within the
nominal as well as the verbal system (Frost et al. 1997; Deutsch et al. 1998).

Root priming does not depend on semantic similarity
The control for possible confounding semantic effects is very important in the
case of root priming, because words derived from the same root are often seman-
tically related. Indeed, previous work in languages other than Hebrew showed that
priming effects induced by derivational morphology are affected by semantic
relatedness (Baayen 1991; Frauenfelder and Schreuder 1991; Rueckl et al. 1997)
and may depend on the existence of semantic transparency between morphologi-
cally related forms (Marslen-Wilson et al. 1994).

Evidence from masked priming„Although the masked priming paradigm was
usually found to be insensitive to semantic relatedness, we aimed to provide a
direct control for semantic factors in our specific experimental setting. Because
of the rich derivational system of Hebrew roots, some root derivations that have
evolved in the history of the Hebrew language do not have clear semantic
relations. Accordingly, we assessed the facilitation effect obtained for the same
target word when it was preceded by a word derived from the same root which
was either semantically related (M+S+) or unrelated (M+S–) to the target. An
example is presented in Table 1 (under the ‘‘root-derivation priming’’ experi-
ment). The results showed that both types of root-derivation primes yielded a
similar facilitation effect, around 12 msec. (Table 2, under the ‘‘root-derivation
priming’’ experiment).

Additional support for the fact that the morphological priming effect induced
by the root can not be accounted for by semantic similarity between morphologi-
cally related words, stems from the results that show that priming was obtained
regardless of whether the three-consonant sequence of the root primes could be
read as a meaningful word.3

In sum, the results from the masked priming paradigm suggest that the root
morpheme in Hebrew has an independent lexical status, and its effect on lexical
access is unconstrained by semantic mediation.

Evidence from cross-modal priming„Our initial studies used the masked priming
procedure, which has the advantage of tapping into processes which are not based
on a strategic and conscious appreciation of the relationship between the prime and
the target. However, the very brief duration of the prime interferes with the
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Table 3.‚Reaction times (in mesc) for lexical decision and naming for morphological
priming effects, based on the cross-modal priming procedure

Related Control

M+S+ M+S-
Root-derivation priming Lexical decision 489 505 531

Priming effect 42* 26*

Nominal Verbal Nominal Verbal
Word-pattern priming Naming 548 512 557 536

Priming effect 9 24*

identification of the full range of properties of lexical representation, which might
affect morphological processes. In particular, the potential contribution of semantic
and phonological similarity to the morphological effect may not be adequately
measured because of the masked presentation. Consequently, in subsequent
experiments, we used the cross-modal immediate repetition procedure (Marslen-
Wilson et al. 1994) to complement our previous findings from the masked-priming
procedure. In this paradigm, the prime is presented auditorily, followed immedi-
ately by a target word that is presented visually, and to which participants are
usually required to perform a lexical decision task. The overt presentation of the
prime allows its semantic component (as well as its phonological structure) to be
consciously registered so as to influence the process of target recognition. In
addition, the presentation of the target immediately after the prime makes the task
less susceptible to memory trace (rather than perceptual) effects characteristics of
the standard delayed repetition priming procedures. Finally, examining morpholog-
ical processes when the prime is presented auditorily is very important for general-
izing the findings from experiments with visual modality presentation, and allows
a formulation of a more general cognitive model of morphology that is based on a
more abstract level of word representation.

In another set of experiments, we examined whether the morphological
priming effect induced by the root morpheme is also revealed in the cross-modal
paradigm. In particular, we again sought to assess the potential contribution of
semantic factors to the observed morphological priming effect. For this purpose,
we employed the basic design of the ‘‘root-derivation priming’’ experiment
described above (Frost et al. 2000). Similar to the findings obtained in the masked
priming paradigm, a clear morphological priming effect was observed for the
M+S+ as well as for the M+S– conditions (Table 3, under ‘‘root-derivation
priming’’ experiment)4. These results confirmed our previous conclusion that
morphological priming is not constrained by semantic factors, but contrast with
parallel results in English (Marslen-Wilson et al. 1994). However, unlike in the
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masked priming paradigm, the M+S+ primes revealed a significantly stronger
facilitation effect (16 msec. more) than the M+S- primes. The fact that the
priming effect increases with semantic relatedness when a paradigm sensitive to
semantic relations is used, indicates that although morphological priming is not
constrained by semantic relations, semantic links can contribute to the observed
facilitation effect.

Root priming is constrained by the lexical status of the prime
To test the limit of the facilitation effect induced by the root we used the masked
priming paradigm to examine whether pseudo-word primes consisting of non-
existing combinations of legal roots embedded in legal word patterns would
facilitate the recognition of target words derived from the same root. An example
of the stimuli used in this experiment is presented in Table 1 (under the ‘‘pseudo-
word priming’’ experiment). The purpose of this experiment was to examine
whether root extraction depends on the existence of a lexical representation of the
prime. This question has important implications for the process of decomposition,
in which the root is extracted from the complex word. However, as revealed in
Table 2 (under the ‘‘pseudo-word priming’’ experiment), pseudo-words failed to
facilitate the recognition of target words derived from the same roots, suggesting
that the facilitation induced by the root is constrained by the lexical representa-
tion of the prime either as a legal word or as a root unit presented in isolation.

Before concluding this section, we will present some more evidence regarding
the role of the root morpheme in word recognition, which is based on eye move-
ment behavior in reading.

Parafoveal preview of the root facilitates word recognition
A preferable mean of tapping into the initial processes of lexical access is the
measuring of preview benefit effects that stem from information extracted from
the parafovea; that is, information that is perceived before the eyes actually land
on a target word. This procedure is based on extensive research on eye movements
in reading, which revealed that the visual span from which readers extract
information is not restricted to the foveal area of fixation, but also includes a
parafoveal area that perceives adjacent words. The visual span is asymmetrically
spread around the fovea, extending more to the right when reading from left-to-
right, and to the left when reading from right-to-left (Rayner and Pollatsek 1989).
This asymmetry is associated with an attentional shift from the currently fixated
word to the preceding words in the text (Morrison 1984; Reichle et al. 1998).
Since readers extract information from the parafoveal area before extracting it
from the foveal area, word identification actually starts before the eye is fixated on
the target area.

An explanation that has been suggested for the mechanism underlying
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parafoveal benefit resembles the account given for masked priming effects: the
information extracted from the parafovea causes partial activation of the lexicon.
This process is then integrated with the subsequent activation, which is obtained
from accessing the foveal word, thereby facilitating the completion of a full and
unequivocal identification of a lexical entry.

The parafoveal preview benefit effect is usually measured using the boundary
technique (Rayner 1975). This technique consists of a single rapid change in the
parafoveal display (namely: a change in the word in the parafovea), during the
saccade by which the eyes move across an invisible boundary located between the
currently fixated word and the to-be-fixated word in the parafoveal area. A main
feature of the boundary technique (which, in fact, greatly resembles the masked
priming procedure) is that the reader is usually unaware of the display changes,
and is unable to consciously identify the stimuli presented in the parafovea,
despite the parafoveal preview benefit. In addition, measuring parafoveal benefit
effects has the advantage that it can be carried out in an experimental setting
which mimics more closely natural conditions of reading, without the involve-
ment of eccentric elements such as the masking in the experimental procedure.

Using this technique, we examined whether a preview of the root morpheme
would facilitate word recognition (Deutsch et al. 2000). This experiment included
the same three conditions (an identity condition, morphologically related condi-
tion, and an orthographic control condition) which were employed in the priming
paradigms. Since the number of characters in the preview presented in the
morphological and control conditions was smaller than the number of letters in
the target word, we added X signs to the preview stimulus in order to balance the
preview and the target. This was done because there is evidence that information
regarding word length is extracted from the parafovea in order to compute the
location of the next fixation. Each trial consisted of two screen displays. The first
display consisted of a plus sign located in the center of the screen, and a preview
stimulus located to its left. An invisible boundary was located one character to the
left of the plus mark. Participants were instructed to move their eyes toward the
written stimulus and to name it. When their eyes crossed the invisible boundary,
the preview display was replaced by a second display which consisted of the target
word. As with the masked priming experiment, a clear facilitation effect was
observed when the preview consisted of the root letters, relative to the ortho-
graphic control (see Table 4, Experiment 1).

The current results were replicated in an additional experiment with a some-
what different procedure; instead of moving the eyes from the fixation point to the
target, participants fixated on the plus sign and did not move their eyes until the
plus sign was replaced by the letters of the target. In this experiment, participants
were thus instructed to perform a lexical decision task to a target stimulus. Again,
presenting the root in the preview facilitated lexical decisions for target words
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Table 4.‚Reaction times (in mesc) for naming (Exp. 1) and lexical decision (Exp. 2)
in three different preview conditions in two experiments based on measuring
parafoveal effects

Identity Related Control

Experiment 1 Naming 503 529 541
Preview benefit ‚38* ‚12*

Experiment 2 Lexical decision 559 566 581
Preview benefit ‚22* ‚15*

derived from that root (see Table 4, Experiment 2). The current results thus
replicate the morphological priming effect observed in the masked priming
paradigm, using a paradigm which taps the initial processes of lexical accesses in a
more natural situation of word identification than the masked procedure.

In sum, the current results from three different experimental procedures
indicate that a previous exposure to the root morpheme can facilitate word recog-
nition. These results suggest that Hebrew root morphemes are lexically repre-
sented, and may govern the process of lexical access. Furthermore, their lexical
status, as well as their role in mediating lexical access, does not depend on the
existence of semantic relations between the derived forms.

The word patterns

Although word patterns have the same structural function in the verbal and in the
nominal systems, verbal and nominal word patterns differ in respect to some of
their linguistic characteristics. Following is a concise description of the main
differences between them, which relate mainly to their distributional properties,
semantic transparency, and the manner by which they convey morpho-syntactic
information.

In Hebrew, there are many more nominal-patterns (over 100, e.g. a synchron-
ic list of the patterns in Even-Shoshan 1984) than verbal- patterns (only seven).
This huge difference in size reflects the difference between open and closed class
systems: in the verbal system, which is close, no new verbal patterns were added
during the known history of the Hebrew language. Furthermore, each verbal form
must be derived by conjugating a root unit with one of the existing verbal-
patterns, so that the same group of seven members repeats itself in the various
conjugated verbs, making this group of seven patterns very frequent. The system
of the verbal-patterns thus constitutes a very stable element of Hebrew grammar
that has relatively high distributional properties. This contrasts with the nominal
system, in which new nominal-patterns have been added periodically, and nume-
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rous words (usually of foreign origin) cannot be decomposed into a root and a
known word pattern.

An additional difference between word patterns in the nominal and the verbal
systems concerns the consistency of meaning they convey. Although the deriva-
tional principle by which roots are combined with various word patterns is a
primary tool in creating variations of meanings in Hebrew, there is great diversity
in the semantic transparency (productivity) of each of the patterns. In general, the
nominal system is relatively inconsistent with respect to the meaning conveyed by
the various patterns. Thus, the exact semantic meaning of a word often cannot be
predicted by simply identifying the root and the nominal-pattern. In contrast, the
verbal system is much more transparent, as it has an internal system of mutual
connections between the various patterns that is based on relatively consistent
semantic relations (active, passive, and reflexive). Although the symmetry of the
verbal system in modern Hebrew is not complete, and the semantic meaning
denoted by most of the patterns is not unequivocal, the verbal system generally
provides much more transparent semantic information than the nominal system.
Furthermore, whereas nominal-patterns primarily vary the semantic meaning of
words, the variation in meaning caused by verbal-patterns also affects the syntactic
behavior of verbs with regard to their sub-categorization characteristics.

In exploring the priming effects induced by verbal-patterns we distinguished
between regular verbal forms, i.e., verbs derived from complete, three-consonan-
tal, roots, and verbal forms derived from weak roots, i.e., roots which have one
consonant missing in some of their conjugations.

Forms derived from complete roots

Verbal-patterns facilitate target recognition but nominal-patterns do not
Evidence from masked-priming.„The experiments in which we examined morpho-
logical priming induced by word patterns, were comprised of the same three types
of experimental conditions (i.e., an identity condition, a morphologically related
condition, and an orthographic control condition) that were used in the root
priming experiment. In the morphologically related condition, the primes and the
targets were words with the same word pattern but with different roots. In the
control condition, primes and targets were words with the same number of shared
letters as in the morphologically related condition, but which had different word
patterns and different roots. Examples of the stimuli used for nominal and verbal
word patterns are provided in Table 1 (under the ‘‘nominal and verbal pattern
priming’’ experiments.)

The experiments in which we examined morphological priming induced by
word patterns revealed contrasting results for the nominal and the verbal systems
(see Table 5, the ‘‘nominal and verbal pattern priming’’ experiments). Whereas no
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Table 5.‚Reaction times (in mesc) for lexical decision and naming for word-pattern
priming effect (using complete roots), based on the masked priming procedure

Identity Related Control

Nominal pattern priming Naming 543 571 574
Priming effect ‚31* ‚‚3
Lexical Decision 541 578 579
Priming effect ‚38* ‚‚1

Verbal pattern priming Naming 554 570 581
Priming effect ‚27* ‚11*
Lexical Decision 577 613 627
Priming effect ‚50* ‚13*

Pseudo-verbs priming Naming 555 574 585
Priming effect ‚30* ‚11*
Lexical Decision 550 588 601
Priming effect ‚51* ‚13*

priming effect was observed for nouns (Frost et al. 1997), a significant priming
effect was observed for verbal forms (Deutsch et al. 1998). Thus, previous expo-
sure to a verb conjugated with a specific verbal-pattern facilitated the subsequent
recognition of another verb that had the same verbal-pattern but was conjugated
with a different root.

Evidence from cross-modal priming„As noted previously, one of the limitations of
masked priming is that it may not be sensitive to the full range of properties of
lexical representation, such as phonological structure. However, differentiating
between morphological and phonological factors is particularly important with
respect to word patterns, since the word pattern in Hebrew plays a central role in
determining the phonological structure of the word. In the context of morpholog-
ical priming, phonological factors may contribute greatly to the priming effect.
One possible interpretation of the masked priming results relates to the fact that
most nominal-patterns are not repeatedly encountered in the same way as verbal-
patterns. Consequently, it is possible that the very brief duration of exposure of
the prime may not be sufficient to allow the phonological structure of nominal
patterns to be fully recovered. For this reason, we examined whether our masked
priming results could be replicated with a cross-modal presentation, which
ensures the full processing and awareness of the phonological structure of the
prime (Frost et al. 2000(b)).

The results of the cross modal experiments were similar to the previous results
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obtained with the masked priming paradigm, and a significant priming effect was
obtained when primes and targets were conjugated with the same verbal-pattern.
However, within the nominal system, no significant priming effect was observed
(see Table 3, the ‘‘word-pattern priming’’ experiment). These results indicate that
the priming effect induced by the verbal-pattern morphemes can not be reduced
to phonological priming, and support our suggestion that verbal-patterns serve as
an organizing principle in the Hebrew lexicon and govern the morphological
decomposition of verbal forms during lexical access, while nominal-patterns do
not.

Verbal-pattern priming is not constrained by the lexical status of the prime
As in the case of root priming, we examined the limits of the facilitation effect
induced by verbal-patterns using the masked priming procedure. Similar to the
experimental manipulation employed with the root, we used primes that com-
prised nonexistent combinations of legal roots conjugated with legal verbal-
patterns. (An example of the stimuli used in the experiment is provided in Table
1 under the ‘‘pseudo-verbs priming’’ experiment.) Unlike the constraint observed
for the roots in the nominal system, pseudo-verb primes facilitated the recognition
of verbal forms conjugated with the same verbal-pattern as the prime (see Table
5, ‘‘pseudo-verbs priming’’ experiment). This suggests that the verbal-patterns
have a special role in lexical organization. We will discuss this in length in the
section describing our model of lexical organization.

Forms derived from weak roots

The weak roots are roots in which the three-consonantal structure is not kept in
some of the root derivations. One subset of this group of roots (the ‘‘defective
roots’’) consists of roots in which one of the consonants is omitted, and is
reflected in the gemination of the following consonant. Another subset of this
group (the ‘‘mute roots’’) consists of roots in which the weak consonant is
presented in print but not pronounced. This phenomenon is very prominent in
the verbal system, in which the existence of a root skeleton is mandatory for any
conjugation of verbal forms. Because weak roots cause changes in the syllabic
structure of the verbal-patterns, the verbal forms derived from weak roots
present the native speaker with an interesting parsing problem, as they violate
the formal three-consonantal structural representation of Semitic roots embed-
ded in a verbal pattern (for a more comprehensive description of the weak
roots, see Frost, Deutsch, and Forster 2000). In this series of studies, we investi-
gated whether this parsing complexity would have any effect on the decomposi-
tion of verbs.
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Table 6.‚Reaction times (in mesc) for lexical decision for verbal-pattern priming
effect for verbs derived from weak roots, using the masked priming paradigm

Identity Related Control

Experiment 1: Lexical decision 544 592 598
Weak primes/Complete targets Priming effect ‚54* „6

Experiment 2: Lexical decision 542 592 588
Complete primes/Weak targets Priming effect ‚46* ‚-4

Experiment 3: Lexical decision 567 604 609
Weak primes/Weak targets Priming effect ‚42* „5

Experiment 4: Lexical decision 550 587 601
Pseudo-verbs primes/Complete targets Priming effect ‚51* ‚14*

Verbal forms derived from weak roots are not decomposed into their constitu-
ent morphemes
As an initial step of our investigation, we used the masked priming paradigm to
examine the priming effect obtained between two verbal forms conjugated with
the same verbal-pattern, when one of the prime-target words was derived from a
weak root, whereas the other was derived from a complete root (Frost et al. 2000
(a)). An example of the stimuli used in this experiment is presented in Table 1
(under the ‘‘weak roots’’ experiment). In contrast to the robust verbal-pattern
effect observed when primes and targets were both derived from complete roots,
no priming effect was evident when one of the forms, either the target or the
prime, consisted of a weak root (Table 6, Exp. 1 and 2). This null effect was
replicated even when both the prime and the target consisted of weak roots, thus
keeping the morpho-phonological structure of the verbal pattern identical for the
prime and the target (Table 6, Exp. 3). Thus, whenever a weak form was presented
in the prime-target pair, no evidence for facilitation effects was obtained. How-
ever, when a random consonant was embedded into verbal forms derived from
weak roots, thereby changing the weak verbal forms into pseudo-verbs with a
morpho-phonological structure of a complete verbal form, the verbal-priming
effect re-emerged (Table 6, Exp. 4). Thus, pseudo-verbs consisting of pseudo-
three-consonantal roots embedded in legal verbal-patterns facilitated recognition
of complete target words.

In sum, the results of this series of experiments revealed that whenever the
three consonantal structure of the root is violated, the process of decomposing the
verbal forms and extracting their verbal-patterns collapses.
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We will discuss the implications of these results in the following section,
which present a proposed model for lexical organization and lexical access in a
non-concatenated morphological structure.

A model for lexical organization and lexical access of derived words
in Hebrew

The experimental evidence we accumulated in the various research paradigms, led
us to develop a model which describes the lexical architecture of the Hebrew
lexicon, and to suggest some general principles for lexical organization and lexical
access at least in non-concatenated languages such as Hebrew.

Architecture and processes

The model that we developed regards the Hebrew lexicon as including a system of
multiple connections between a whole-word level consisting of nouns and verbs,
and a sub-word morphological level, consisting of root and verbal- pattern
morphemes. According to this model, all word units, whether nouns or verbs, are
connected to root morphemic units. In addition, verbal forms are also connected
to verbal-pattern units (Deutsch et al. 1998). This organization is independent of
semantic factors, since the facilitation effect induced by the root morpheme was
observed even when the semantic relation between morphologically related words
was very opaque.

Our model is essentially a dual-route model, as the process of lexical access
may consist of both lexical retrieval of whole-words and a mandatory parallel
process of morphological decomposition. The lexical retrieval involves the search
or activation of lexical units at the word level, whereas the morphological decom-
position involves the extraction of morphemic constituents. For nominal forms,
the decomposition involves the extraction of the root morpheme alone, whereas
for complete verbal forms, both the root and the verbal-pattern are extracted and
located on the sub-word, morphological level. These two processes of lexical
retrieval and morphological decomposition may occur in parallel, and may aid
each other through bi-directional connections between the two levels. However,
the time course of each of these processes and their contribution for locating a
word in the lexicon may depend on the lexical status of the morphological units,
as discussed in the following section.

Two constraints that are imposed on the process of lexical access system are
worth exploring, since they illuminate some aspects of the process of decomposi-
tion. The first constraint is revealed by the finding that root-priming effects in the
nominal system were not observed when the primes consisted of pseudo-words
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composed of non-existing combinations of legal roots and legal nominal patterns.
Accordingly, the decomposition process by which the root morpheme is extracted
from nominal forms seems to require parallel access to the whole-word unit. This
constraint on nominal forms is plausible, since the three-consonantal sequence of
the root is often extracted from a longer sequence of phonemes. Given the
numerous nominal-patterns in which any root can be embedded, several alterna-
tives other than the appropriate root may be considered as root candidates.
Because this potential source of complexity, the whole-word level may be needed
for constraining the process of root extraction by providing confirmatory infor-
mation concerning the specific root from which the word is actually derived. This
potential complexity, however, does not concern the decomposition of complete
verbal forms. Given the limited number of verbal- patterns, unlike for nominal-
patterns, morphological decomposition can easily locate the relevant verbal-
pattern. The dual process of extracting the two derivational components (the root
and the verbal-pattern) in verbs may be sufficient for constraining the ultimate
identification of the specific root from which the verb is derived, without requir-
ing additional information from the whole-word level. Note that the lexical
architecture that emerges from this difference involves a whole-word level of
representation for nominal forms and verbal forms derived from weak roots, but
not necessarily for regular (i.e., complete) verbal forms. The currently available
findings for the verbal system could not determine whether regular verbs do
require a whole-word representation in addition to the decomposed representa-
tion based on sub-word morphemic units.

The second constraint imposed on the process of lexical access stems from the
finding that decomposition was not revealed for weak root forms, namely for
words in which the structural principle of three-consonantal roots was violated.
This outcome suggests that the parsing mechanism of native speakers deals first
with a purely structural problem attempting to identify two different phonological
structures: the three potential consonants of the root, and the consonants (and/or
vowels) of the verbal-pattern. The output of this initial phase allows a potential
root to be located in the lexicon, and provides the verbal-pattern with which the
potential root is conjugated. In this respect, the decoding of the roots and the
decoding of the verbal-patterns are qualitatively different. For the roots, the
constraint imposed on the first phase of parsing is exclusively structural (and thus
abstract) rather than lexical, since the parsing system apparently only requires a
three-consonantal structure, and does not need to extract or converge on an
existing meaningful root. (It may be recalled that verbal priming re-emerged when
a random consonant was inserted into a weak-root verbal form, thereby rendering
it a complete pseudo-verb). In contrast, for the verbal-pattern, the parsing
algorithm converges on one of the seven phonological patterns. Once this initial
parsing stage is completed, a root morpheme may be identified lexically.
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What are the factors that determine the lexical status
of a morphological unit?

The different roles observed for nominal and verbal patterns may provide insight
into the general factors which determine whether a specific morpheme gains the
status of a lexical unit and governs the process of lexical access. Our results
showed that the roots and the verbal-patterns have a parallel lexical status,
whereas in the nominal system only the roots govern lexical organization. A
careful examination of the linguistic characteristics of all the derivational mor-
phemes studied — the roots as well as the verbal and nominal patterns — seems
to indicate that the principle which determine whether a morphological unit will
have a role in lexical organization is characterized by a fine balance between
distributional properties, structural factors (abstract or morpho-phonological),
and semantic transparency.

The root carries the core meaning of the word, so that it usually provides a
common semantic element among words sharing it. Although the frequency of
any given root may be relatively low (given that there are approximately several
hundred different roots) the roots have the advantage of being associated with a
prominent and rigorous structural pattern of a three-consonantal cluster. This
repeated, frequent structural property may thus compensate for the relatively low
frequency of each individual root. The combination of the fairly high semantic
transparency of the roots with their high structural saliency may contribute to the
lexical status of the roots and to their role in lexical access. In the realm of verbal-
patterns, although the semantic characteristics of verbal-patterns are more specific
than those of nominal-patterns, they are still rather general, and are usually much
less consistent than those of the roots. However, verbal-patterns have the advan-
tage of having relatively high distribution, since every verb in the language must
be conjugated with one of the seven available morpho-phonological patterns.
Thus, the combination of a relatively consistent semantic meaning with high
distributional properties may account for the lexical status of the verbal-patterns
as an organizing principle of the lexicon, and for their role in accessing complex
words. As for the nominal-patterns, neither their semantic characteristics nor their
distributional properties are distinctive, which apparently precludes them from
gaining the status of independent lexical units.

The differential role of nominal and verbal patterns demonstrates how this
fine tuning can result in a different lexical status for similar morphological units
within a language (in the present case, within the word-pattern derivational
morpheme). Although the suggested organization involves the mental lexicon of
a particular language, the factors we describe may involve general principles
which cross linguistic boundaries within a given language (e.g., nominal and
verbal system) as well as between languages. However, the particular importance
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of the distributional and structural properties, and/or the contribution of se-
mantic factors, rather than pure phonological (and/or orthographical) transpar-
ency of the morphological units, may be a typical constellation of non-con-
catenated morphologies.

Finally, there is an additional important point that should be made about the
role ascribed to semantics in determining the lexical status of morphological units.
Our argument that semantic factors affect the lexical status of morphological units
may seem to contradict our previous claim that lexical organization due to a
shared root morpheme is independent of any semantic relation between a root
and the word derived from it. This claim was based on empirical findings that
showed similar morphological priming effects for words derived from the same
root regardless of the semantic relations among them. The majority of words in
Hebrew, however, have a transparent semantic relation with the root from which
they are derived, and cases of opaque relations are less frequent. Thus, the
perception of semantic relations between forms derived from the same root could
in fact be the basis for acquiring a lexicon organized according to morphological
principles, and this is true for roots as well as verbal-pattern morphemes. How-
ever, once this organization is fully developed in the mature native speaker, it may
become formalized, and may be applied to all morphological units regardless of
the semantic relations between them. Since all previously reported research
studied mature readers, our results reflect the lexical organization of adult, native
speakers, and this organization is no longer based on purely semantic consider-
ations. Nevertheless, semantic transparency may well play a role in identifying the
morphemes during the course of acquiring this organization.

Summary

In this chapter, we have reviewed a number of studies dealing with the role of the
two Hebrew derivational morphemes, the root and the word pattern, in lexical
organization and lexical access. Our experimental evidence stems from various
experimental paradigms, all of which are presumed to tap the early process of
lexical access. The empirical findings presented in the chapter indicate that (1) a
previous presentation of a root facilitates word recognition of nominal and
verbal forms, which are derived from that root and (2) a previous presentation
of a word pattern facilitate word recognition of verbs, but not of nouns, which
are derived from the same word pattern. The facilitation effects observed are
independent of semantic factors. We conclude that roots and verbal-patterns
serve as an organizing principle of the Hebrew lexicon, and govern the morpho-
logical decomposition process during lexical access. Our model of the Hebrew
lexicon includes a system of multiple connections between whole-word level and
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sub-word morphological level. The process of lexical access may consist of both
lexical retrieval of whole-words and a mandatory parallel process of morphologi-
cal decomposition. We suggest that the differences in the lexical status of these
various derivational morphemes is related to the differential characteristics of
each of these morphemes, with respects to their semantic transparency, distribu-
tional properties, and structural factors. Furthermore, we suggest that the
independent lexical status of morphological units and their role in lexical access
in a non-concatenated language may be a function of a fine tuning between all
these factors.

Notes

* This research was supported in part by the Binational Science Foundation Grant 94-00065
and in part by National Institute of Child Health and Human Development Grant HD-
01994 awarded to Haskins Laboratories.

. Root productivity was defined according to whether the root occurs in only one word in
the language (opaque) or in more than one word (transparent).

. For a discussion of particular features of the masked priming paradigm, such as the use
of the orthographic control baseline when morphological effects are measured, and for
results concerning non-words etc., see the comprehensive discussions in Frost et al. 1997
and Deutsch et al. 1998.

. It should be noted that since the stimuli in our experiments were always written in
unpointed print (where most of the vowel marks are omitted), many root primes could be
read as words. For example, in Table 1, one of the possible readings of the three root letters
zmr is /zemer/ ‘a song’.

. The control condition in this paradigm consisted of words which had the same number
of phonemes as the targets, as did each of the related primes, but which had a different root
than the target.
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Chapter 10

When degree of semantic similarity
influences morphological processing

Cross-language and cross-task comparisons

Laurie Beth Feldman and Michal Raveh

A growing body of psycholinguistic research investigates how morphological
structure constrains the recognition of printed words. In a variety of languages
and word recognition tasks, it has been demonstrated that prior presentation of a
word that is formed from the same base morpheme as the target (morphologically
related) tends to enhance performance to the target (see Feldman 1994 for a
review). For example, the target word star is identified faster and more accurately
when it follows a morphologically related word (e.g., stars or starry) relative to
another word that is similar in form but is unrelated in meaning (e.g., start) or to
a word that is unrelated in form and meaning (e.g., bellƒ). The reduction in
reaction time (or increase in accuracy) to the target in word recognition tasks such
as lexical decision is referred to as ‘‘facilitation’’ (or morphological priming).
Results from numerous studies suggest that morphological priming is a robust
effect that may serve as an important tool in the investigation of how morphologi-
cal information is represented and processed in the mental lexicon.

In addition to similar spellings and pronunciations, two words that are
morphologically related tend to share some aspect of meaning (compare, for
example, starry and star). Therefore, it is sometimes claimed that, in order to
observe facilitation between words formed from the same base morpheme, semantic
similarity must be preserved. For example, based on their results with English
materials in the cross modal priming paradigm, Marslen-Wilson et al. (1994) have
claimed that ‘‘the listener does not mentally represent words as sharing the same
stem unless there are semantic grounds to do so’’ (p. 18). If, as Marslen-Wilson and
his colleagues (1994) have claimed, semantic similarity is a prerequisite for a
morphological principle of organization within the lexicon, morphological relatives
will produce facilitation in the primed lexical decision task only if they have similar
meanings (e.g., Decision latencies to the target object (the verb) will be reduced by
the prior presentation of the semantically transparent form objection but not by the
semantically opaque form objective). If morphological relatedness influences target
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decision latencies only when meaning is shared, then it becomes difficult to identify
the unique contribution of morphology to word recognition. In effect, morphologi-
cal relatedness might be a version of semantic relatedness.

Counter to this claim, Frost et al. (1997) have demonstrated facilitation due to
repetition of a root morpheme using the forward masked priming paradigm in
Hebrew. Crucially, facilitation was evident whether or not word pairs were similar
in meaning. For example, both haklata (recording (noun)) and klita (absorption)
reduced decision latencies to taklit (record (noun)). The magnitudes of facilitation
were 15 ms and 11 ms respectively. Accordingly, the authors claimed that words in
Hebrew are necessarily decomposed with respect to a root morpheme in the course
of accessing a lexical entry and that this occurs regardless of their degree of
semantic transparency.

One interpretation of the differing outcomes is that morphologically complex
words in Hebrew and in English are represented differently in the internal lexicon.
Accordingly, the manner in which morphology is represented in the lexicon
determines whether or not morphological facilitation arises and whether the mag-
nitude of morphological facilitation varies as a function of degree of semantic
similarity. In English, semantically transparent forms (e.g., objection) share an
underlying representation and facilitate their base morpheme (viz., object (verb)).
By contrast, semantically opaque forms (e.g., objective) must be represented inde-
pendently within the lexicon because they do not facilitate recognition of their base
morpheme. In Hebrew, by contrast, most forms derived from the same base
morpheme (viz., a three or four consonantal root) share an underlying representa-
tion and produce facilitation. One justification for the difference is that Hebrew
and English differ considerably in morphological structure. Specifically, English is
relatively less morphologically productive and the formation of new words involves
simple concatenation of morphemes. Hebrew, by contrast is highly productive and
exhibits both concatenative and non-concatenative processes. These characteristics
of the Hebrew language and how it is written serve to render the base morpheme
structurally and perhaps visually more salient (Bentin and Frost 1995; Deutsch, and
Frost, this volume). Plaut and Gonnerman (2000) have recently suggested an
alternative view that is based on connectionist modeling of cross-language differ-
ences in morphological productivity. According to their account, behavioral
differences do not reflect differences in the architecture of the mental lexicon but
instead, reflect the fact that the lexical system learns the regularities of the particular
language to which it is exposed. Hebrew and English differ in their morphological
regularity and this shapes lexical processing in different ways.

It is true that the experimental materials in the Marslen Wilson et al. (1994)
study were English words whereas those in the Frost et al. (1997) study were
Hebrew. However, the experimental task also varied across these studies. In the
present chapter, we review the experimental evidence that degree of semantic
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transparency among morphological relatives influences the magnitude of facilita-
tion in the lexical decision task (see also Schreuder, and Baayen 1995; Baayen et al.
1996). We consider evidence collected across a variety of languages using the
visual lexical decision task when multiple items intervene between prime and
target (long-term priming procedure) and when prime and target occur in
immediate succession (short-term priming procedure). Our conclusion is that
variations across experimental procedures rather than across languages may
account for apparent differences in how semantic transparency influences mor-
phological processing.

Morphological facilitation at long lags

Two studies in the literature examined the pattern of facilitation among morpho-
logical relatives when semantic similarity was manipulated and relatives were
presented at lags that averaged ten intervening items. One study was conducted
with Hebrew materials and the other with English materials. Both used a long
term repetition priming task where subjects make a lexical decision judgment to
each letter string and first (prime) and second (target) presentations were sepa-
rated by 7–15 intervening items.

The Hebrew study (Bentin and Feldman 1990) contrasted facilitation from
morphologically related primes at both long and at short lags. Targets followed
primes that were related by semantic association alone, primes that were morpho-
logically (i.e., shared a root) and semantically related (transparent), and primes that
were morphologically but not semantically related (opaque). For example, the target
sifriya 〈%*952〉 (library) followed kri’a 〈%!*98〉 (reading) in the semantic associate
condition, safran 〈0952〉 (librarian) in the transparent morphological condition, and
mispar 〈952/〉 (number) in the opaque morphological condition. Note that in the
present example, the root 952 (s-p-r) recurs in all morphologically related forms.

Results revealed statistically equivalent facilitation for the transparent mor-
phological condition (+28 ms) and for the opaque morphological condition (+24
ms) at a lag of 15 items. That is, semantic relatedness in conjunction with
morphological relatedness did not augment the magnitude of morphological
facilitation at long lags. Decision latencies for targets that follow morphologically
related primes that shared meaning and primes with minimal semantic similarity
with the target produced equivalent facilitation in the long-term repetition
priming task. This finding is not consistent with the claim by Marslen-Wilson and
his colleagues that semantic transparency is a necessary condition to produce
morphological facilitation.

Because Hebrew is a nonconcatenative language in which the integrity of the
root or base morpheme is sometimes disrupted by the infixation of a word pattern
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(see Feldman and Bentin 1994; Bentin and Frost 1995) and because Hebrew has a
much richer verbal system than does English, the generality of the Hebrew findings
may be called into question. However, in a long-term repetition priming study with
English materials, Feldman and Stotko (unpublished, cited in Feldman 1992)
examined the contribution of shared meaning over and above shared morphology
to visual word recognition. In that study, subjects made lexical decisions to targets
primed at lags of 7–13 items by morphologically related words previously rated as
either close or distant semantic relatives of the target. Ratings were made by a
separate group of 40 subjects. All words were related by derivation to the target and
included a suffix. Spelling and pronunciation changes to the base were tolerated.
The critical comparison was decision latencies to a target (e.g., create) after an
identity repetition, a semantically transparent morphological relative (e.g., creation),
and a semantically opaque morphological relative (e.g., creature).

Robust facilitation occurred for identity repetitions (+93 ms) and smaller
facilitatory effects (+33 ms) were evident for the morphologically related items.
Importantly, the degree of morphological facilitation did not vary depending on
whether the morphologically related prime was a close (+36 ms) or a distant
relative (+30 ms) of the target. In English, as in Hebrew, results in long term
repetition priming task indicated that the degree of semantic relatedness between
morphological relatives did not alter the magnitude of morphological facilitation.
Opaque and transparent morphological relatives facilitated target recognition
latencies equivalently.

Taken collectively, the above results suggest that the patterns of facilitation
among morphological relatives separated by lags of several intervening items are
not influenced by the degree of semantic relatedness in either Hebrew or English.
Equivalent facilitation after semantically opaque (or partially opaque) as well as
semantically transparent morphological relatives does not support the claim that
a transparent semantic structure is a prerequisite for morphological analysis
during word recognition (Marslen-Wilson et al. 1994). However, there is some
evidence that the long-term priming procedure is not ideal for probing effects of
semantic similarity. A primary cause for concern is that the long-term procedure
may not be sensitive to prime-target similarity based on semantic association (e.g.,
Becker et al. 1997; Feldman 2000). Accordingly, the failure to detect an effect of
semantic transparency among morphological relatives may be more revealing
about the long-term priming procedure than about morphological processing.

Morphological facilitation at short lags

Other studies have investigated the contribution of semantic similarity to mor-
phological facilitation in the short-term priming procedure, in which the target
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immediately follows the prime. Two studies were conducted in Hebrew, one in
Serbian and two in English.

Morphological facilitation in Hebrew

Bentin and Feldman (1990) included a comparison of transparent and opaque
morphological relatives in their Hebrew study. Participants responded to each item,
visual prime as well as visual target and primes immediately preceded targets.
Results revealed differences in the magnitude of morphological facilitation after
semantically transparent relatives as compared with words that shared a base
morpheme but were semantically opaque. At a 0 lag, the magnitude of facilitation
was 51 ms after transparent morphological primes and 21 ms after opaque primes.
The magnitude of semantic facilitation was comparable (+48 ms) to that of trans-
parent primes. In that study, at short lags, semantic transparency enhanced mor-
phological facilitation. Note, however, that even opaque morphological relatives
produced facilitation. By contrast, as mentioned above, at a lag of 15 items with the
same materials, Bentin and Feldman did not find differential magnitudes of
facilitation for transparent and opaque morphological relatives. The overall pattern
suggests that different mechanisms underlie short- and long- term priming and that
only the short-term procedure is sensitive to semantic relatedness.

The study by Raveh and Feldman (2001) focused on whether type of morpho-
logical relation (viz., inflection vs. derivation) influenced the magnitude of mor-
phological facilitation in the short-term priming procedure. Accordingly, Hebrew
primes and targets were related either inflectionally [e.g., lamadti (I learned)–
lamad (he learned)] or derivationally [e.g., limadti (I taught)–lamad (he learned)].
Note that although the verbs in the latter prime-target pairs are not directly
derived from one another, they are different derivations of the same root mor-
pheme (Ornan 1971, 1979; Schwarzwald 1975; Rosen 1977). Importantly, they
tend to be less semantically similar than are inflections. In addition, inflectionally
and derivationally related primes were either suffixed or prefixed forms of the
verb. A 500 ms time interval (250 ms plus a pattern mask of 250 ms) separated the
presentation of the prime and the target words.

Targets consisted of past tense verbs in the 3PS masculine form with an -a-a-
verb pattern [e.g., lamad 〈$/H -I〉 (he learned)]. That is, they contained the three
letters of the root with no affixes. Morphologically related primes differed with
respect to their morphological relation to the target (viz., inflection or derivation)
and to the position of the affix relative to the root (viz., suffixed or prefixed). The
two inflected primes shared the same root and the same verb pattern with the
target. One was suffixed in the past tense in a person other than the 3PS masculine
[e.g., lamadti 〈* Ẽ $A /H -I〉 (I learned)], and the other was prefixed in the future tense
and was matched for person and number to the suffixed prime [e.g., elmad 〈$/H -A !G 〉
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Table 1.‚Mean facilitation in lexical decision latencies (ms) and (% error) for
simple targets in Hebrew after suffixed or prefixed primes that are related by
inflection or by derivation to the target (from Raveh and Feldman 2001)

Type of prime

Inflection Derivation

Suffixed Prefixed Suffixed Prefixed

Prime lamadti elmad limadti alamed

Target lamad lamad lamad lamad
* �̃ $A /H -I $-A !G * �̃ $A /H -I $ŒF -H!C
$/H -I $/H -I $/H -I $/H -I

Facilitation 70 (3.2) 71 (.2) 25 (1.7) 39 (2.3)

(I will learn)]. The two derived forms had the same root as the target but differed
with respect to the verb pattern (-i-e-). One derived form was suffixed [e.g.,
limadti 〈* Ẽ $A ŒH -E〉 (I taught)] and the other was prefixed [e.g., alamed 〈$ŒF -H!C 〉 (I will
teach)]. In addition, there was a prime that was unrelated orthographically and
phonologically to the target. Finally, inflected and derived primes were matched
with respect to orthographic similarity with the target.

Although the intent of the study was to investigate the effect of type of
morphological relation between prime and target (viz., inflection vs. derivation),
as naturally arises, type of morphological relation between prime and target was
confounded with degree of semantic relatedness. A rating study by a separate
group of subjects indicated that inflectional primes were more closely related to
their targets than were derivational primes. Relatedness scores were 6.3 (suffixed
inflection), 6.1 (prefixed inflection), 4.9 (suffixed derivation) and 4.9 (prefixed
derivation) respectively.

Results indicated that target lexical decision latencies after either suffixed or
prefixed primes that were related by inflection to the target were significantly
faster than for (morphologically, orthographically, and semantically unrelated)
controls. Similarly, target decision latencies after both suffixed and prefixed
primes that were related by derivation to the target were faster than for controls.
The difference in target decision latencies relative to control primes showed that
facilitation after inflectional relatives was significantly greater (70 ms) than after
derivational relatives (32 ms). However, the effect of affix position (suffix 47 ms,
prefix 55 ms) and the interaction between morphological relation and affix
position were not significant (see Table 1).

In summary, in studies using the short-term priming procedure with Hebrew
materials, the magnitude of morphological facilitation varied as a function of the
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semantic similarity between prime and target words. Morphologically related
words that were remotely similar in meaning primed each other, but less so than
did those that were transparently related in meaning. In addition, inflectional
relatives that were more semantically related to their targets produced substan-
tially more facilitation than derivational relatives that were less semantically
related to their targets. Taken together, these findings suggest that in Hebrew
morphological facilitation cannot be reduced to semantic similarity alone. Never-
theless, semantic similarity is a factor that systematically modulates the magnitude
of morphological facilitation.

Morphological facilitation in Serbian

Serbian, the language of the former Yugoslavia is particularly well suited to the
investigation of morphology because extensive families of words can be formed
from the same base morpheme without disrupting the integrity of the base (e.g.,
Feldman and Fowler 1987; Feldman and Moskovljević 1987; Feldman and
Andjelković 1992). For example, the addition of a prefix to a base form of the verb
generates a new verb that is related by derivation to the base. In some cases, the
meaning of the base morpheme plus inflectional affix [e.g., vid + im (I see)] and
the derived verb [e.g., pre + vid + im (overlook)] are very close and the base
morpheme is transparent. In other cases, the derived verb [e.g., za + vid + im
(envy)] can be quite remote in meaning from the base morpheme and the base
morpheme is more opaque. To investigate the role of semantic transparency in
morphological facilitation, in one study (Feldman et al. in press) materials in the
semantically remote condition consisted of morphological relatives that had no
obvious semantic relationship with the base morpheme (e.g., vidƒ) and materials in
the semantically transparent condition that were very close in meaning.

Sets of experimental materials consisted of a verb target in first person
singular [e.g., vol + im (I love)] and four types of primes. The inflectional prime
was the same verb as the target in third person plural [e.g., vol + e (they love)].
The semantically transparent prefixed prime was composed of a prefix on the
target verb with a third person plural suffix [e.g., za + vol + e (they fall in love)].
The semantically opaque prefixed prime was composed of the same target plus a
different prefix and a third person plural suffix [e.g., pri + vol + e (they force)].
Semantically opaque prefixed forms were selected so that changes to the meaning
of the composite were maximal but changes in pronunciation and spelling of the
base were avoided. The morphologically unrelated prime was formed from an
(orthographically, phonologically and semantically) unrelated verb and was
presented in third person plural [e.g., traž + e (they search)]. Across items, the
same prefixes appeared on both the transparent and the opaque primes. Visual
primes appeared for 250 ms and were followed by a blank that lasted for 50 ms
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Table 2.‚Mean facilitation in lexical decision latencies (ms) and (% error) for
Serbian targets that follow primes that are related by inflection or derivation to the
target* (from Feldman, Barac-Cikoja and Kostic in press)

Type of prime

Inflection Derivation (close) Derivation (far)

Prime VOLE ZAVOLE PRIVOLE
Target VOLIM VOLIM VOLIM
Facilitation 57 (4) 39 (4) 21 (3)

*Derivationally-related primes differ in the degree of semantic similarity to the target

before the presentation of a visual target. Primes appeared in Cyrillic font and
targets in Roman. Subjects made a lexical decision judgment to the target.

Results indicated that target decision latencies after the semantically transpar-
ent prefixed primes and the semantically more opaque prefixed primes differed
significantly from each other and that both produced facilitation relative to the
unrelated prime condition (see Table 2). Note that even semantically opaque
morphological relatives produced significant facilitation.

It might be argued that whereas the semantic similarity was dramatically re-
duced in the semantically opaque condition, it could not be fully eliminated.
Nevertheless, even if morphological relatives retain some semantic similarity in the
semantically opaque condition, the statistically reduced facilitation after semanti-
cally far relative to semantically close prefixed forms is crucial. The dominant
model of morphological facilitation (Marslen-Wilson et al. 1994) does not antici-
pate differences in the magnitude of facilitation, and hence the morphological
organization that underlies it, as a function of degree of semantic similarity between
morphological relatives. Instead, semantic similarity is a condition that must be met
in order that morphological relationships be explicitly represented.

In summary, results indicated that morphologically related verb forms
facilitate each other in the short term priming task with Serbian materials.
Whereas both derived conditions differed significantly from the inflected condi-
tion, the magnitude of facilitation was significantly greater after derivationally
related forms that were semantically transparent relative to those that were
opaque. Evidently, in Serbian as in Hebrew, semantic similarity does influence the
pattern of morphological facilitation in the immediate priming task.

Morphological facilitation in English

In English, researchers (Feldman and Soltano 1999; Feldman et al. 2001) have also
examined the pattern of decision latencies for visually presented derivational
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Table 3.‚Mean facilitation in lexical decision latencies (ms) and (% error) for English
targets that follow primes that differ in semantic transparency (from Feldman, Soltano,
Pastizzo and Francis 2001)

SOA (ms) Modality Type of prime

Transparent Opaque
Prime target Objection objector Objective objector

‚48 VV 14 (0) ‚20 (–2)
‚68 VV forward mask 22 (0) ‚15 (–1)
250 VV 33 (0) ‚–7 (–1)
Prime offset AV 26 (0) –25 (–2)
250 VA 21 (–2) ‚28 (–2)

P=prime T=target V=visual A=auditory

relatives that contained a base morpheme that was semantically transparent
(casually-casualness) and for those that contained a base morpheme that was
opaque (casualty-casualness). They have demonstrated that the time interval
between presentation of the prime and of the target dramatically influences the
effect of semantic transparency among morphological relatives. Determination of
transparent and opaque relatives was based on judgments of relative semantic
relatedness between the meanings of the target and that of the prime. Means were
5.3 (SD .56) and 2.8 (SD 1.2) respectively on a seven point scale. In one experi-
ment, a visual prime was presented for 48 ms and was followed immediately by a
visual target. In a second, a pattern mask (#####) was visually presented for 500
ms preceding the prime which was displayed for 68 ms. The pattern mask was the
same length as the prime that followed.

Results, summarized in Table 3, indicated that at very short prime dura-
tions, with and without a forward mask, semantically transparent derivational
relatives facilitated visual target decision latencies no more than semantically
remote relatives. At a prime duration of 48 ms, facilitation effects were 14 and
20 ms respectively (target lexical decision latencies were 733 ms and 727 ms
respectively). Similarly, when a mask preceded a prime that was presented for 68
ms, facilitation effects were 22 ms and 15 ms (latencies of 716 and 723 ms) in
both the transparent and opaque conditions. That is, under relatively limited
prime visibility with a very short time to process the prime, there was no effect
of semantic transparency among morphological relatives. Interestingly, Frost and
his colleagues (1997) as well as Forster and Davis (1984) have reported that
effects of semantic relatedness are also absent and magnitudes of facilitation
were comparable when primes are forward masked and presented only briefly.
Thus, when the experimental conditions allow for only minimal semantic
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Figure 1.‚Mean facilitation in lexical decision latencies
(ms) for English targets that follow inflected and derived as
well as semantically associated primes (from Raveh 1999).

processing of the prime, semantic similarity does not influence the magnitude of
facilitation among morphological relatives.

By contrast, an effect of semantic similarity among morphological relatives in
the immediate priming task was evident at relatively longer prime durations.
When the same materials were presented at a stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of
250 ms (The time between the onset of the prime and the onset of the target),
target facilitation after transparent (23 ms) and opaque (−7 ms) derivational
relatives differed significantly. Similarly, when primes were auditory and targets
were visual, transparent (26 ms) and opaque (−35 ms) derivational relatives
differed. Moreover, target decision latencies after opaque primes were significantly
slowed relative to the unrelated control condition.

Further evidence that semantic similarity influences morphological facilitation
comes from a recent study in which the manipulation of semantic similarity
entailed a comparison of (high frequency) English inflections and derivations, and
the manipulation of the task sensitivity to semantic relatedness entailed a manipu-
lation of prime-target SOA (Raveh, 1999). In addition to the inflectional and
derivational morphological primes, the study included semantically related primes
(e.g., bread-butter) so that it was possible to compare magnitudes of facilitation
across different SOAs for different prime-target relations. The results (summarized
in Figure 1) showed that at a short SOA (50 ms), semantic facilitation was small
and unreliable. The outcome suggests that at this SOA the meaning of the primes
was only minimally activated. Moreover, at the short SOA, inflected and derived
words produced comparable levels of facilitation. At longer SOAs (150 and 250
ms), by contrast, semantic facilitation was large and reliable. This finding indicates
that the semantic properties of the primes were activated and thereby facilitated
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the processing of the related targets at the longer SOAs. Importantly, at these
SOAs, inflected and derived words produced different magnitudes of facilitation,
and this difference increased in magnitude as the SOA increased. Stated generally,
the difference in target decision latencies after inflected and derived primes
increased with SOA. The similar time courses of semantic and morphological
priming suggest that the two effects are related.

Summary

Effects of semantic transparency are present in the short-term priming procedure
at relatively long SOAs in Hebrew as well as in English and in Serbian. In each
case, target latencies after opaque and transparent primes were significantly
different. In Hebrew and in Serbian, opaque primes produced attenuated facilita-
tion relative to the transparent condition. In the English studies, opaque primes
did not show facilitation and sometimes produced inhibition.

One interpretation for the apparent variation across languages is that in the
Hebrew and the Serbian studies, the opaque morphological primes were more
similar in meaning to the target than were the opaque morphological primes in
the English study. In the English studies, opaque and transparent primes were
selected by consultation with rating data such that for each triad the opaque form
was less related to the target than was the transparent prime. In the Hebrew study
(Raveh and Feldman 1998, 2001), there were no ratings to construct experimental
materials, as they were collected post hoc. Methodological differences in the
construction of stimuli could be responsible for the differences in the magnitude
(and perhaps also direction) of the facilitation by opaque primes. Alternatively,
the variation in the degree of facilitation by opaque primes might reflect true
cross-language differences, perhaps differences in the organization of the semantic
space. Nevertheless, it is evident that under visual presentation conditions, but de-
pending on task, opaque and transparent morphological relatives exerted different
effects on target decision latencies in all three languages.

Patterns of morphological facilitation due to semantic transparency in the
lexical decision task provide little compelling experimental evidence to suggest
that morphological processing in Hebrew differs in revealing ways from processing
in either English or Serbian. However, semantic processing of morphological
constituents does appear to be constrained by task and or by processing time for
the prime. At very short prime durations, effects of semantic transparency are
absent when primes are presented visually in either English or Hebrew. Presum-
ably, when the prime duration is short, the semantic attributes of opaque and
transparent primes cannot be realized. We suspect that the critical variable is
prime duration rather than prime visibility because similar results were obtained
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whether or not primes were forward masked. However, in the English study
(Feldman and Soltano 1999; Feldman et al. submitted), primes were presented for
68 ms because letter strings averaged more than 8 letters in length. This differs
from the procedure of Frost et al. (1997), where primes were 5 letters in length
and were presented for 50 ms. Therefore, the possibility cannot be eliminated that
despite the presence of a forward mask for 500 ms, a prime duration of 68 ms may
be too long to be certain that the prime was not visible.

At prime durations on the order of 250 ms, effects of semantic transparency are
present. Similar patterns arose in English and Serbian as well as Hebrew. The
commonality is noteworthy because of differences in the morphological system and
in the way in which morphologically complex forms are produced in concatenative
and nonconcatenative languages. Semantic transparency, which reflects the
relationship between the meaning of the morphemic constituents and the meaning
of the whole word, is an important determinant of morphological facilitation in all
three languages. The effects of semantic transparency suggest that the influence of
semantic relatedness on morphological facilitation, and on morphological process-
ing generally, reflects a basic design principle of the word recognition system.

Finally, in the long term repetition priming task, effects of semantic transpar-
ency are absent. Equivalent morphological facilitation after opaque and transparent
primes has been reported in both Hebrew (Bentin and Feldman 1990) and in English
(Feldman and Stotko, cited in Feldman 1992). Importantly, effects of semantic
association are also absent in the long term repetition priming task (Feldman 2000).

In conclusion, variants of the lexical decision task provide little experimental
evidence to support the claim that morphological processing in Hebrew differs in
fundamental ways from processing in either English or Serbian. Despite possible
differences in the way in which semantic transparency was manipulated across
languages and studies, the effect of transparency among morphological relatives
could be replicated. Variation in the sensitivity of particular experimental tasks to
the semantic aspects of processing may have contributed to the impression that
morphological processing varies in fundamental ways across languages.
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Table 1.‚An illustration of some of the derivations of the root [lmd]

Phonological form Meaning Word pattern

lamad learned CaCaC
limed taught CiCeC
talmid student taCCiC
hitlamed he taught himself hitCaCeC

Chapter 11

What is a root?

Evidence from the obligatory contour principle

Iris Berent and Joseph Shimron

Hebrew words are composed of a root and a word pattern. Roots typically consist
of three consonants. The word pattern indicates the position of the root in the
word, provides the vowel melody and affixes, and determines some core aspects of
the word’s meaning. Table 1 illustrates the structure of several Hebrew words
formed by inserting the root lmd in different word patterns. Most of the research
effort on the representation of Hebrew words has focused on morphological
decomposition: Are root consonants represented separately from vowels and affixes?
Less is known, however, about what a Hebrew root is.1 One question concerns the
phonological structure of the root: Does any sequence of Hebrew consonants
correspond to a potential root, or are root radicals subject to co-occurrence
restrictions? A second, deeper, question concerns the view of the root as a mor-
pheme. A morpheme is a linguistic variable--an abstract placeholder that can stand
for any sound-spelling-meaning combination. For instance, the variable Nounstem
may stand for the instances cat, dog, etc. Likewise, the root morpheme may stand
for many instances, such as lmd (learning), ktb (writing), etc. A root-based account
of morphology thus assumes that speakers represent variables, and their mental
computations operate over variables. The representation of variables, however, has
been subject to fierce debate. Variables and operations over variables are central to
symbolic accounts of cognition (e.g., Fodor and Pylyshyn 1988; Pinker and Prince
1988; Pinker 1994, 1999; Marcus 1998, 2001). Conversely, associative accounts of
cognition eliminate operations over variables from their explanation of mental
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computations (Rumelhart and McClelland 1986; Seidenberg 1987, 1997; Seidenberg
and McClelland 1989; Elman 1993; Plunkett and Marchman 1993; Hare and Elman
1995; Elman et al. 1996; Plaut et al. 1996; Rueckl et al. 1997). In this view, the term
‘‘root’’ is merely a description for the coalition of orthographic, phonological and
semantic features. Root morphemes are not represented nor do they play any role
in mental processes.

Understanding the nature of Hebrew roots requires addressing the representa-
tion of root variables and the phonological constraints on root structure. Our
research investigates these two questions. We first describe a phonological con-
straint on the structure of Semitic roots. We next demonstrate that Hebrew
speakers are sensitive to this constraint. Finally, we discuss the implications of the
constraint on root structure for understanding how the mind works. We claim
that the constraint on root structure requires the representation of the root by a
mental variable. Thus, our findings provide strong support for symbolic accounts
of language.

. Co-occurrence restrictions on semitic roots:
the obligatory contour principle

A preliminary assessment of the co-occurrence restrictions on root consonants
may be obtained by examining the distribution of root instances in the lexicons of
various Semitic languages. Greenberg (1950) noted an intriguing property of
Semitic roots. Semitic roots frequently contain adjacent identical consonants (e.g.
ll in the root gllƒ). In what follows, we refer to such radicals as geminates.2 Al-
though geminates are quite common in the root, their location is strictly con-
strained. Root final gemination is frequent. In contrast, root initial gemination is
extremely rare. Our inspection of the Hebrew lexicon confirms this observation.
Root final gemination is very common, occurring in 138 productive (i.e., verbal)
roots (att, bdd, bll, grr, dbb, hss, zll, etc.). In contrast, there are only two produc-
tive roots with root initial gemination (mmn and mmsh). The existence of such a
systematic gap in the distribution of Semitic roots calls for an explanation. Why is
root initial gemination so rare? Why is root final gemination frequent? Does this
asymmetry reflect a constraint that is specific to Semitic, or can it be traced to a
more general feature of phonological representations?

According to McCarthy (1979, 1986), the asymmetry observed in Semitic
reflects a universal phonological constraint. This constraint is the Obligatory
Contour Principle (OCP), undoubtedly, one of the most fundamental principles
in phonology. The OCP constrains phonological representations in the lexicon, as
well as the outputs of phonological processes (McCarthy 1986). Our interest here
is in the lexical OCP. The lexical OCP bans adjacent identical elements from
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Figure 1.‚The formation of the verb salal from its lexical representation, sl.
The left figure illustrates the underlying representation of the verb, containing a bicon-
sonantal root, sl, a word pattern, including three root-consonant positions, and the
vowel melody. The right figure demonstrates the outcome of this process, whose surface
triconsonantal root, sll, contains a geminate. This geminate is due to the spreading of
the radical l to the rightmost root-consonant position in the word pattern.

lexical representations. One can appreciate the pivotal role of this principle in
phonological theory by examining its scope (for an introduction, see Goldsmith
1990; Kenstowitz 1994). The OCP applies to any phonological element, including
features, segments, and tones. The OCP is also general with respect to the target
language it applies to, and its effects have been documented in a variety of
languages (Leben 1971; McCarthy 1986; Yip 1988, 1995; Meyers 1994). One of the
strongest evidence for the OCP comes from root structure in Semitic.

Let us consider how the OCP explains the asymmetry in the location of
geminates in Semitic roots. The OCP bans geminates from the lexicon. Thus, the
lexical representation of roots such as sll is biconsonantal: sl. The geminates emerge
during the process of word formation. To form a word from the root, it must be
aligned with the word pattern. For instance, the verb salal is formed by aligning the
biconsonantal root sl with the three root-consonant slots in the word pattern
CaCaC (see Figure 1). According to a general association convention in auto-
segmental phonology (Goldsmith 1990), this alignment proceeds from left to right.
The s is first attached to the first consonant slot, and then the l is anchored to the
next slot . This process leaves an empty consonant slot at the right edge of the root.
A second autosegmental convention stipulates that empty skeletal slots may be
filled by spreading (Goldsmith 1990). Accordingly, the second root consonant, l, is
linked to two root-positions. This double linking results in a geminates, ll. Note,
however, that root final gemination is the surface manifestation of a single root
radical in the lexicon. Thus, root final geminates do not violate the OCP.

This account makes strong predictions regarding the well formedness of root
geminates. Root gemination is well formed only if it is generated productively,
during word formation. However, the association convention permits the forma-
tion of root geminates only at the right edge of the root. As a result, root final
gemination is well formed, whereas root initial gemination is ill formed. Until
recently, this prediction has not been tested experimentally. The only evidence for
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the OCP in Semitic came from the distribution of root instances in the lexicon.
Distributional evidence, however, is rather weak. Indeed, a distributional asymme-
try may reflect a historical coincidence or a diachronic source that is no longer
active among modern speakers (Everett and Berent 1998). In the absence of direct
experimental examination of the OCP, its status as an active mental constraint is
uncertain. The series of experiments we describe tests for OCP-effects among
Modern Hebrew speakers.

. Co-occurrence restrictions on Hebrew roots:
experimental evidence for the OCP

Our experimental work examines whether Hebrew speakers constrain root struc-
ture in accord with the OCP. If the OCP is active, then the acceptability of gemi-
nates should depend on their location in the root: Root initial gemination should
be less acceptable compared to root final gemination. To date, our research has
documented such OCP effects using a variety of experimental tasks, including both
off-line methods (Berent and Shimron 1997; Berent et al. 2001a) as well as on-line
procedures (Berent et al. 2000; Berent et al. 2001b; Berent et al. 2002). Here we
describe in detail the outcomes of two methods: a production task and a rating
procedure. In the production task, speakers were asked to generate words from
existing roots (Berent et al. 2001a). In the rating task (Berent and Shimron 1997;
Berent et al. 2001a), speakers assess the acceptability of words derived from various
root types. Both methods provide strong support for the lexical OCP. In what
follows, we briefly describe the principal results of this experimental investigation.
Further detail may be found in the original papers describing this empirical work.

. Evidence from the production task

Participants in the production task were presented with a novel root (e.g., lbg) and
a word exemplar (e.g., paʔalƒ). Their task was to conjugate the given root by ana-
logy to the exemplar. To accomplish this task, speakers have to follow several
steps: they first must identify the root of the word exemplar, strip it, and replace
it with the given root (see Figure 2). The outcome, in this example, is the verb
labag. In the critical trials, however, the roots presented to our participants in-
cluded only two root consonants (e.g. bg). The conjugation of biconsonantal roots
presents participants with an alignment problem: To conjugate a root, it must be
fully aligned with the root slots in the word pattern. For biconsonantal roots,
however, there is a mismatch between the number of root radicals (two) and the
number of slots in the word pattern (three). How are two root radicals aligned
with three slots?
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The production task
Goal: form a word analogous to paʔal from the root lbg

Operation 1: identify the exemplar’s
root
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Operation 3: replace exemplar’s root with
new root
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Operation 2: decompose exemplar
PʔL + CaCaC

Outcome: LaBaG.

Figure 2.‚An analysis of the production task.
Noteƒ: This figure illustrates the conjugation of the input root [lbg] in analogy to
the exemplar paʔal. The conjugation requires the following steps: input encoding
(1) morphological analysis of the exemplar; (2) the stripping the exemplar’s root from
the word pattern; and (3), the replacement of the exemplar’s root with the input root

Given McCarthy’s (1986) account, such an alignment problem may not be unique
to this experimental task. Root final gemination is very frequent in Hebrew. If the
OCP is active, then all these roots must be lexically represented by means of two
radicals. Thus, in forming words from these biconsonantal roots, speakers must
tacitly solve the very same alignment problem presented in this experiment.
According to McCarthy’s account, the solution entails the gemination of the root’s
final radical. If the OCP is active, then we expect this solution to apply also for
our experimental task. Specifically, speakers should solve the alignment problem
by means of gemination, rather than the addition of a new segment. Furthermore,
root final gemination should be far more frequent than root initial gemination.

Both of these predictions were fully confirmed by our findings. Gemination
(e.g., the response bagag given the root bg and the exemplar paʔalƒ) was observed
in 47% of the correct responses. Gemination was far more frequent than the
addition of a new root radical (14% of the correct response, e.g., bagalƒ). In fact,
most of the responses resulting in the addition of a new root radical could be
readily explained without appealing to segment addition as an independent
strategy. The response of segment addition observed in our experiment were
confined to primarily two segments: the addition of /l/ at root final position and
the addition of /y/ at root middle or root initial position. The added /l/ may be
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simply copied from the exemplar’s root (pʔlƒ), whereas the addition of /y/ may
reflect the phonological analysis of the experimental root.2 Thus, gemination was
not only highly frequent, but perhaps the only strategy of forming a triliteral root.
Importantly, speakers exhibited a marked asymmetry in the location of gemina-
tion in the root. Root initial gemination corresponded to less than 1% of the
correct responses, whereas root final gemination was highly frequent (46% of the
correct response). Note, however, that gemination was not used in all trials. In
about 32% of the trials, participants produced words with only two root radicals
(e.g., bag), a finding we return to discuss in Section 3.3.3 as evidence for identity
avoidance. Although gemination may not be entirely optimal, speakers clearly
prefer gemination to addition and constrain the location of geminates.

The marked asymmetry in the production of root initial vs. root final gemi-
nates agrees with a constraint on root structure. This finding alone, however, is
also compatible with an alternative explanation. On this account, speakers simply
constrain the location of geminates in Hebrew words rather than, specifically, in
the root . Our design addresses this possibility by dissociating the location of
geminates in the root from their word position. For this end, we systematically
varied the word structure of the exemplars presented to our participants. Each of
our biconsonantal roots was presented with one of three classes of word patterns.
In the first class of word patterns, the root was not prefixed or suffixed (e.g.,
paʔalƒ). If one was to replace these roots with a biconsonantal root (e.g., bg) and
reduplicate one of its radicals (e.g., bagag or babag), then the location of geminates
in the root would perfectly agree with its word position: Root initial gemination
is invariably word initial, whereas root final geminates are word final. In contrast,
in the second and third classes of word patterns, the root was ‘‘sandwiched’’
between a prefix and a suffix. The second word class consisted of mishkalim mafʔil
and mifʔal (e.g., mafʔilim) whereas the third class consisted of verbs in hitpaʔel (e.g.
hitpaʔalti). These two classes exhibit a mismatch between the location of geminates
in the root and their word position. For instance, if one was to align the root bg in
the word pattern hitpaʔalti by forming geminates, then the location of either root
final (e.g., hitbagagti) or root initial geminates (hitbabagti) would not agree with
their word position.

The systematic manipulation of the location of the root in the word permits
examining the domain of the constraint on geminates. If the constraint on the
position of geminates concerns words, then we should not expect any consistency
in the production of geminate across word classes. Conversely, if the constraint
concerns root structure, then root initial gemination should be avoided in each of
the three word classes, regardless of its word position. Our findings clearly support
the latter hypothesis (see Figure 3). The asymmetry in the location of geminates in
the root was observed regardless of their location in the word. Root initial
gemination was avoided in transparent word patterns, such as bibeg, as well as in
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Figure 3.‚The rate of root initial vs. root final gemination in
the production task as a function of word class

opaque word patterns such as mabbigim and hitbabagti. In contrast, each of these
word patterns exhibited frequent gemination root finally (e.g., mabgigim and
hitbagagti). The difference between the rate of root final and root initial gemina-
tion was highly significant in each of the three word classes. These findings suggest
that speakers strongly constrain the location of geminates in Hebrew roots:
Gemination is preferred at root final over root initial positions.

. Evidence from rating experiments

The asymmetry in the production of root final vs. root initial geminates is
consistent with the view of geminates as resulting from a productive process of
rightward spreading. Converging evidence for this conclusion was obtained in
several additional experiments using rating tasks (Berent and Shimron 1997;
Berent et al. 2001a). In these tasks, speakers were presented with words generated
from three types of root. The critical roots manifested root initial gemination (e.g.
ggr). These roots were compared to two types of control. One type of control
roots exhibited root final gemination (e.g., rgg). Root-final gemination controls
were formed by switching the geminates and nongeminate radical in the roots
with initial gemination. The no gemination roots (e.g., lgr) were matched for the
initial gemination roots on their second and third radical, but exhibited a different
root initial radical. These root trios were next conjugated in each of the three
word classes used in our production experiment. This design thus permits to
dissociate the location of the geminates in the root from their location in the
word. Table 2 illustrates the structure of our materials.

The words formed by the conjugation of our root trios (root initial gemina-
tion, root final gemination, no gemination) in the three word classes were
presented to a group of native Hebrew speakers. Participants were asked to rate
the acceptability of these forms. We employed two rating tasks. In the relative
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Table 2.‚An illustration of the materials used in the rating tasks (Berent and
Shimron 1997)

Root Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

[ggr] Gi-GeR maG-Gi-Rim hit-Ga-GaR-tem
[rgg] Ri-GeG maR-Gi-Gim hit-Ra-GaG-tem
[lgr] Li-GeR maL-Gi-Rim hit-La-GaR-tem

Noteƒ: To clarify the items’ morphological structure, root consonants are notated in upper case. The
hyphens indicate syllable boundaries. Neither of these notational distinctions were present in the
experimental materials.

Root initial
Root ²nal
No gemination

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

A
cc

ep
ta

bi
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Figure 4.‚Acceptability rating as a function of root type and
word class in the relative and absolute rating tasks

rating task, participants were required to rate the acceptability of the word trios
relative to each other. Thus, participants were asked to determine which of the
three words sounds the best as a possible Hebrew word, which one sounds the
worst, and which one is in the middle. In the absolute rating task, the same words
were presented in a randomized list and participants were asked to determine
their acceptability on a 1–5 scale. This simple change in the presentation of the list
has some important consequences. The elicitation of a relative rating among three
words that differ only in their root clearly calls attention to root structure. In
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Figure 4. (cont.)

contrast, absolute rating does not emphasize the manipulation of root structure.
Participants may perform the task based on features pertaining to the word,
without specifically attending to their root structure. If either the decomposition
of a word into its morphological constituents is optional or the constraint on root
structure is violable, then the absolute rating task should be less likely to reflect
sensitivity to root structure then the relative rating task. Conversely, if speakers’
attention to root structure is mandatory, and, if root initial gemination is further
unacceptable, then both tasks should agree in their findings. They should each
exhibit a rejection of root initial gemination compared to its two controls.

The results of these two rating tasks are presented in Figure 4 (data from
Berent and Shimron 1997). The two tasks exhibit a remarkable agreement in their
findings: They each reflect significantly lower ratings for root initial gemination
compared to either root final gemination or no gemination controls. Although the
aversion of root initial geminates appears particularly strong in the second word
pattern, in which the geminates are not separated by a vowel (e.g., maggirim), the
rejection of root initial gemination is not contingent on the surface adjacency of
geminates or their word position. Root initial gemination is rejected when the
geminates are separated by a vowel, and their location is either word initial (in the
first word pattern) or word medial (in the third word pattern). Thus, the rejection
of root initial gemination cannot be explained by its location in the word. Instead,
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our findings suggest that speakers attend to root structure, and constrain the loca-
tion of geminates within the root.

. Do the experimental findings reflect linguistic competence?

Before addressing the implications of our findings to the representation of the root
by a variable, we wish to briefly address some possible objections to our conclusions.
One line of criticism may question the relevance of our results to linguistic compe-
tence. One reason for this objection is methodological. The results reported so far
consist entirely of the findings of off-line methods. Critiques of these methods may
claim that their outcomes reflect task specific strategies, rather than linguistic
competence. This concern, however, may be addressed by several considerations.
First, it is useful to keep in mind that although off line methods are potentially
subject to task specific strategies, response strategies are by no means unique to these
experimental tasks. Indeed, there is ample evidence for strategic effects in both time-
limited and display-limited methods (Balota and Chumbley 1984; Stone and Van
Orden 1993). Second, the constraint on root structure is far from patent to Hebrew
speakers. When participants were asked to justify the rejection of root initial gemi-
nation, they were unable to explain their own behavior (Berent and Shimron 1997).
In the absence of conscious awareness of the constraint on root structure, the attri-
bution of our findings to a meta-linguistic knowledge is unfounded. Third, and most
importantly, the asymmetry in the acceptability of root-initial vs. root final gemi-
nates replicates in on-line methods, including the lexical decision task (e.g., Berent
et al. 2001b; Berent et al. 2002) as well as the Stroop task (e.g., Berent et al. 2000).

A second objection to the attribution of our findings to linguistic competence
may cite ‘‘articulatory’’ difficulties as the basis of the behavior we observe. On this
view, the unacceptability of root initial gemination is due to a difficulty in its
pronunciation. While we do not dispute an articulatory account of phonological
competence (e.g., Gafos 1999), we doubt that the rejection of root-initial geminates
is explicable in terms of simple, non-linguistic difficulties in their pronunciation.
First, our findings reflect a consistent behavior across a wide range of word patterns
that differ dramatically in their articulatory characteristics. Second, if the difficulty
with root initial gemination was purely articulatory, then words equated for their
articulatory properties should have produced similar results. This does not appear
to be true. Consider two potential Hebrew words: titer and titafer. These words
share the initial sequence tit. The first word, however, is conjugated from a root
with initial gemination (ttr), whereas the latter is conjugated from a root with no
geminates: the ‘‘geminates’’ in this sequence result from the concatenation of a
prefix (ti) and a root (tfr) that agree in their initial consonant. If the rejection of
root initial gemination was due to articulatory difficulties, then both sequences
should have been equally acceptable. Contrary to this prediction, titer is rejected due
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to its root initial gemination, whereas titafer is an existing verb (she will be sewn)
that is highly frequent. Thus, our findings cannot be explained by appealing to
either metalinguistics knowledge or articulatory constraints. The most likely expla-
nation is linguistic competence.

A final critique may grant the relevance of our empirical findings to linguistic
competence, but reject our analysis of these results. We contend that Hebrew roots
are mentally represented and are constrained by the OCP. Bat-El (1994), however,
has forcefully argued against the representation of the root on the grounds that
Hebrew word formation is constrained by the interdigitation of consonants and
vowels. For instance, Bat-El observed that verbs formed from quadruple nouns
maintain the noun’s clusters (e.g., praklit→priklet.). Likewise, Ussishkin (1999)
noted that the root-shape of denominal Hebrew verbs is predictable from the vowel
in their nominal base (e.g., tik, file→tiyek, to file). Speakers’ sensitivity to vowel
quality and to prosodic templates challenges the role of the root as a morphemic
constituent, in general, and as the domain of the OCP, in particular. Indeed, Bat-El
(1994) and Gafos (1998) both argued that the asymmetry in the location of ‘‘root’’
geminates might be explained by the correspondence between biconsonantal stems
and reduplicative forms, rather than ‘‘long-distance’’ identity avoidance per se (i.e.,
the avoidance of identical consonants across intermediate vowels). Specifically,
samam -type verbs may be formed from monosyllabic nouns by means of redupli-
cative stem modification of their corresponding nouns (e.g., sam). It is unclear,
however, how these analyses can handle the asymmetry in the location of geminates
for novel verbal forms, as these forms are not semantically linked to any
biconsonantal nominal stem. It is, of course, entirely possible that speakers infer a
biconsonantal stem as the base for verbs with identical consonants, and use such
base to determine the optimality of the verb output (for a similar proposal, see
Everett and Berent 1998). Such an analysis, however, must assume (rather than
reject the conclusion) that ‘‘long-distance’’ identity avoidance is operative, and that
its domain is defined by a morphemic constituent, i.e., the stem (Rose 2000).
Whether the root domain is formally represented, or only indirectly available to
speakers (due to the transparency of vowels to consonant-co-occurrence restric-
tions in the stem) is a question that must be resolved by formal linguistic analysis.
Either way, however, speakers are sensitive to the co-occurrence of root consonants
across intermediate vowels within a morphological domain and constrain the
identity of adjacent root consonants.

. Are roots represented by mental variables?

The results presented so far address one aspect of the definition of Hebrew roots,
namely, the constrain on the co-occurrence of root radicals. Roots, however, are
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variables. Thus, our account tacitly assumes the representation of mental variables.
We now turn to examine this assumption. Does the mind represent variables and
do mental computations operate over variables? Specifically, do Hebrew speakers
represent root instances by a variable?

. What are variables?

Before we can address this question, some explanation of the notion of variables is
in order. A variable is a placeholder that can stand for a large number of instances.
For instance, one can use the algebraic variable X to stand for any integer. Using
the variable X, one can next express the concept of an ‘‘even number’’ as 2X. This
expression can capture the (infinite) set of instances that correspond to even num-
bers (e.g., 2, 4, 6). Furthermore, the use of variables allows treating each of these
instances alike. For instance, X can stand for a prime number, an odd number, a
single digit number, or a ten-digit number. Likewise, the root, a linguistic variable,
may stand for a wide range of instances, regardless of their properties. For example,
consider two groups of root instances. The first group includes the roots blm, bxn,
bqr. A second group of roots includes the roots rkn, rdf, rtb. The contrast between
these two groups of instances is clear: members of the first group all begin with the
consonant /b/, whereas members of the second group begin with an /r/. The
representation of these instances by the variable ‘‘root’’ allows treating these
instances alike, disregarding their differences. The representation of variables thus
has two important consequences. First, it allows treating all instances as equivalent,
ignoring their idiosyncrasies (Marcus 1998, 2001). Second, because all instances,
both old and new, are treated alike, learners may be able to extend generalizations
across the board to any new instance. For instance, given that 10000000001 is an
integer, X, one should be able to deduce that 20000000002 is an even number, even
though one has never encountered that integer. A fundamental question faced by
theories of cognition is whether human learners, in general, and language learners,
in particular, generalize in such a fashion, that is, do mental representations encode
variables?

According to symbolic accounts of cognition (e.g., Fodor and Pylyshyn 1988;
Pinker and Prince 1988; Marcus 1998, 2001; Pinker 1999), the answer is yes.
Variables are mentally represented, and mental processes are sensitive to their
structure. A radically different view of the mind is proposed by associative
accounts of cognition.3 On this view, mental processes do not operate on variables
(Rumelhart and McClelland 1986; Seidenberg 1987; 1997; Seidenberg and McClel-
land 1989; Elman 1993; Plunkett and Marchman 1993; Hare and Elman 1995;
Elman et al. 1996; Plaut et al. 1996; Rueckl et al. 1997). In the absence of variables,
mental computations may be explained by the statistical structure of instances.
For instance, people’s recognition of the number 8 as even may be attributed to its
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similarity to familiar even numbers (e.g., 2,4), rather than to its formal structure,
2X (where X stands for the integer 4). Likewise, the root, a linguistic variable, is
not directly represented. Speakers’ sensitivity to root-like units does not reflect the
encoding of root morphemes. Instead, it is merely an artefact of the coalition of
shared orthographic semantic and phonological features. For instance, speakers’
sensitivity to the unit lmd in the verb lamad (he learned) reflects the fact that this
particular spelling-sound-meaning is shared by many words in a morphological
family (see Table 1), rather than the representation of the root and verb mor-
phemes as such. Sensitivity to morpheme-like units thus does not necessarily
indicate the representation of morphological structure by means of variables.

. Previous evidence for the representation of hebrew roots

The representation of morphological structure presents an important test for the
adequacy of competing accounts for cognition. Indeed, the study of morphology
has been subject to a continuous and fierce debate in the past decade (For in-
stance, compare Rumelhart and McClelland 1986 and Pinker and Prince 1988;
Plunkett and Marchman 1993; Marcus 1995; Hare et al. 1995; Plunkett and Nakisa
1997; Berent et al. 1999). Much of the existing research in Hebrew morphology
has investigated the representation of the root by examining its availability to
mental processes. If the root is a separate mental constituent, then it should be
more readily available for mental processing compared to a sequence of conso-
nants that is not a morphemic constituent. The availability of the root to mental
processing should depend on its productivity: highly productive roots should be
more available, hence, easier to decompose than nonproductive roots. Supporting
these findings are the results of Feldman et al. (1995). Feldman and colleagues
demonstrated that the ease of stripping a root from a word pattern and replacing
it by a novel root increases with its productivity. Converging evidence for root
decomposition comes from priming experiments. If the root is a separate constitu-
ent, then its availability to mental processing may be temporarily increased by
priming. Consequently, word processing should be facilitated by priming it with
the root. Supporting this prediction is the finding of numerous priming studies
using both clearly visible (Bentin and Feldman 1990; Feldman and Bentin 1994)
as well as brief presentation (Frost et al. 1997; Deutsch et al. 1998).

The existing evidence suggests that the root is represented as a unit separate
from the word pattern. Given the previous discussion, however, it is clear that
these results do not necessarily constitute evidence for variables. As long as the
root unit may be defined by the co-occurrence of orthographic, phonological and
semantic features, its separate representation may be achieved without encoding
variables. If so, then evidence for the decomposition of root-size units is perfectly
compatible with the associationist view. To demonstrate that the root is repre-
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sented by a variable, it is necessary to show that its effect differs from various
other sub-word units matched for orthographic phonological and semantic fea-
tures. Unfortunately, the simultaneous control of all these factors in a single
experiment is virtually impossible to achieve (Stolz and Feldman. 1995). This
problem is well known to researchers of Hebrew morphology, and considerable
effort has been invested in correcting it. The co-occurrence restrictions on root
structure may offer a novel perspective for addressing this issue

. The representation of the root variable:
evidence from the obligatory contour principle

Our findings demonstrate that Hebrew speakers constrain the structure of
potential Hebrew root instances. According to the associationist hypothesis, roots
are not represented by a variable. A constraint on root structure must therefore
reflect the statistical distribution of word instances. We now turn to examine this
explanation. We show that the experimental findings are inexplicable by the
statistical structure of Hebrew words. We first demonstrate that the constraint on
root structure does not correlate with word structure. A constraint on root-
structure is also unlearnable from sub-word units. Finally, we show that a
constraint on gemination in the root requires the representation of identity by a
mental variable.

.. A constraint on root structure does not correspond to word structure.
The constraint on root structure is specifically defined over the root domain.
Given the opacity of morphological structure in Hebrew, the structure of Hebrew
roots markedly diverge from the structure of Hebrew words. To appreciate the
distinction between root structure and word structure, consider again the words
titer and titafer. Both words exhibit the geminate ‘‘tit’’ word initially, but their
root structure is quite different. In titer, the geminates are root initial, whereas in
titafer, the root has no geminates. Instead, the ‘‘fake’’ geminates in titafer are due
to the identity of the prefix consonant and the root initial radical. This situation
is by no means rare. There are numerous roots whose initial radical is identical to
a prefix consonant (e.g., mkr, nkm, tkf) . The concatenation of each of these roots
with a prefix identical to the initial root radical will result in fake geminates (e.g.,
mkr-mimkar, nkm-ninkom, tkf-titkof). Word initial gemination is thus highly
frequent. If speakers were simply sensitive to the structure of Hebrew word units,
then they should have incorrectly inferred that the unit ‘‘tit’’ in titer is acceptable.
The failure to represent the root would thus prevent the acquisition of the
constraint on root structure.

Examples such as titafer demonstrate that word initial gemination is not
necessarily root initial. Thus, the presence of word geminates does not indicate root
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geminates. A further complication for the associative account is the fact that the
absence of word initial geminates does not imply the absence of root geminates.
Root initial geminates are not necessarily word initial. Root initial geminates may
appear word internally due to frequent affixation (e.g., hitbabagti, from the root
bbg). Our results demonstrate that, despite the opaqueness of the word structure,
speakers are highly sensitive to root structure. They reject or avoid root initial
gemination even when the geminates are word internal. In fact, speakers reject and
avoid root initial gemination even when the geminates are separated by an addi-
tional consonant. The metathesis of root initial sibilants results in the separation of
sibilants geminates by an infix (e.g., histader, from the root sdr). However, Berent
and Shimron (1997) observed significant rejection of root initial geminates even for
such extremely opaque structures (see also Berent et al. 2002). Thus, there is a
double dissociation between root and word structure. The location of geminates in
the word does not indicate root position. Conversely, the location of geminates in
the root does not determine their word position. A constraint on root structure is
thus unlearnable from the structure of Hebrew words.

.. A constraint on root structure is unlearnable
from the distribution of sub-word units.

Although root structure may not be directly inferred from word structure, the
constraint on root structure may be learnable from sub-word units. For instance,
a sophisticated associative learning device may attempt to abstract sub-word units
corresponding to the root and use them to infer the co-occurrence restrictions on
root instances. This strategy requires several steps: (a) the decomposition of the
word into its morphological constituents; (b)the identification of Hebrew roots as
a single class, and (c); the inference of the constraint on geminates from these
class members. The elimination of variables presents serious difficulties along each
of these steps.

Consider first the decomposition of the word into its morphological constitu-
ents. Semitic roots reflect the coalition of spelling, sound, and meaning features
common to the class of morphologically related words. For instance, the words
limed (taught), talmid (student), and limud (learning), are all formed from the
root lmd. In this case, the inference of lmd as a common sub-word unit not
unattainable by a statistical learning device. However, a statistical decomposition
procedure is not infallible. For instance, consider the word histobabti (from the
root sbb) The metathesis between the root initial sibilant and the affix t may easily
trick a statistical device to incorrectly analyze the word histobabti as an instance of
the quadruple root tsbb. Indeed, the prefix hi is highly frequent and productive
unit (in binyan hifʔil, for instance). At present, there is no evidence for the ability
of associative models to overcome such problems, problems which are readily
solved by native speakers.
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Even if associative learning devices were able to reliably decompose roots from
their word patterns, it is doubtful that they could learn the constraint on root
structure. The acquisition of a constraint on the co-occurrence of geminates in the
root requires identifying all roots as members of a single class. This problem is
markedly different and far more complex than the task of root stripping, discussed
above. Root stripping requires discovering the ‘‘common denominator’’ to
members of a morphological family (e.g., limed, talmid, limud, all sharing the root
lmdƒ). Such a common denominator may often be established in terms of sound-
spelling-meaning similarity among family members. In contrast, the class of ‘‘all
possible roots’’ (e.g., pmr, bn, gmr, dbk, nsb, etc.) shares no orthographic phono-
logical or semantic features that may distinguish them from ‘‘impossible roots’’.
Associative learning devices are notoriously sensitive to similarity. It is thus
questionable whether such systems may learn to treat a class of dissimilar root
instances alike.

The class of ‘‘all possible root instances’’ not only fails to exhibit any shared
defining feature, but it may, in fact, diverge from the phonemic inventory of
Hebrew. Hebrew speakers can abstract the root structure of verbs even when the
root is formed from novel phonemes, including phonemes with novel phonemic
features. For instance, consider the novel root thithem, from the root ththm. The
phoneme th is foreign to Hebrew, and its interdental place of articulation does not
occur in any other Hebrew phoneme. Despite its phonological idiosyncrasy, Hebrew
speakers readily recognize that the verb thithem is formed from the root ththm, and
that it contains ill-formed, root initial geminates (Berent et al. 2002). There is
reason to believe that such generalization falls beyond the scope of associationist
systems. Marcus (1998, 2001) demonstrated that multi-layer connectionist networks
that lack operations over variables fail to generalize when test items share no
features with training items. Given that Hebrew roots share no defining feature, and
may further exhibit novel phonemic features, the ability of such networks to
generalize knowledge acquired from existing Hebrew roots to novel root instances
is uncertain. This analysis casts doubts on the ability of associative systems to
acquire an abstract ‘‘root’’ category from exposure to word instances.

.. A constraint on geminates requires the representation of identity
Our discussion so far has pointed out the difficulties facing the inference of the
class of Hebrew roots from word instances. However, to acquire a constraint on
the location of geminates in the root, it is not enough to identify root instances as
members of a single class. To acquire this constraint, the language learner must
detect identity among root radicals in each of these members. Our recent findings
(Berent and Shimron 2003) suggest that the restriction on identical consonants
cannot be captured in terms of feature similarity (cf. Pierrehumbert 1993) The
restriction on root structure thus requires the representation of identity among
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segments. Identity, however, are defined as the copying of a variable (i.e., copy X
into XX). If variables are eliminated, then identity is unrepresentable.

Proponents of the associative account may rightly point out that the location
of geminates in the root has some clear statistical correlates that may assist its
acquisition. Indeed, root initial geminates (e.g., gg in the root ggr) are not only ill
formed but are also very rare in Hebrew. Thus, a rejection of roots with initial
geminates may be due to the rarity of this bigram, rather than, specifically, the
identity of its phoneme members. Conversely, root final geminates (e.g., gg in the
root rgg) are highly frequent bigrams. Their acceptability may reflect their
frequency, rather the location of identical segments in the root. In short, the
constraint on the occurrence of geminates may simply reflect their bigram
frequency. Our findings, however, indicate that the representation of root
structure does not simply refer to the frequency of its bigrams, but, specifically,
distinguishes between geminate and nongeminate bigrams.

One piece of evidence for the representation of identity concerns identity
formation. Our production results demonstrate that speakers form triliteral roots
from their underlying biconsonantal roots by adding a radical that is identical to
the root’s final radical. An associative account may attempt to explain gemination
by means of a segment addition strategy, a strategy that is insensitive to identity.
Our findings are incompatible with this proposal. If geminate formation was
governed by an associative process of segment addition, then the probability of
geminate responses compared to the addition of a new segment should have
reflected the distribution of geminate bigrams in Hebrew roots. The number of
possible geminate responses is much smaller than nongeminate responses. For
instance, the biconsonantal root sm may result in only two gemination responses:
smm and ssm. In contrast, dozens of nongeminate responses may be formed by
combining the same root with numerous other nongeminate consonants in each
of the three root positions (e.g., smb, smg, smd; sbm, sgm, sdm; bsm; gsm; dsm).
Thus, the addition of new segment should be much more frequent than gemina-
tion. Berent et al. (2001a) calculated the expected frequency of geminate vs. non-
geminate response based on the distribution of geminate and nongeminate
bigrams in existing Hebrew root instances. The expected frequency of geminate vs.
non geminate responses was 4.9%. In contrast, the observed frequency of gemina-
tion vs. addition response in the production task was 320%: Participants were
much more likely to produce geminates (46% of the total correct responses) than
to add a segment (14% of the total correct responses). The production of gemi-
nate responses is thus clearly inexplicable by their bigram frequency in Hebrew
roots. In fact, Berent et al. (2002) observed that speakers prefer root final over
root initial geminates even when they have no relevant statistical knowledge
regarding the distribution of geminate bigrams, when the geminates are formed
from novel phonemes, including novel phonemes with novel feature values (e.g.,
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interdental-geminates, e.g., ththk vs. kthth). The formation and acceptability of
root final geminates are thus inexplicable by their frequency in the language.

A second piece of evidence for the representation of identity may be found in
identity avoidance. Our relative rating studies reflected the rejection of root initial
gemination compared to either root final gemination or no gemination controls.
Interestingly, however, these findings also revealed a systematic and reliable
rejection of root final gemination relative to no gemination controls. This
rejection cannot be explained by bigram frequency: Roots with final geminates
were less acceptable even though their bigram frequency was higher than that of
the no gemination controls (Berent et al. 2001a). If the relative unacceptability of
root final geminates cannot be explained by their statistical structure, then the
only alternative basis for the discrimination between geminate and nongeminate
bigrams is formal, namely, the representation of identity. Thus, the rejection of
root final geminates provides strong evidence for the representation of identity
by a variable.

Interestingly, although the rejection of root final identity is perfectly compati-
ble with symbolic accounts of cognition, this finding is incompatible with the view
of linguistic knowledge as governed by inviolable rules. Specifically, the rejection
of root final identity suggests that it is relatively ill formed. Identity aversion may
also account for the relative high rate of no-gemination responses in the produc-
tion task (Berent et al. 2001a). Root final identity, however, is highly frequent in
Hebrew. If speakers disfavor identity, then this constraint must be routinely
violated by existing Hebrew roots. This discrepancy led us to propose an alterna-
tive account for the constraint on root structure couched within a framework of
Optimality theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993, 1997). A detailed discussion of
this proposal may be found in Everett and Berent (1998) and Berent et al. (2001a).

. Summary

Hebrew speakers constrain the location of geminates in the root. We demonstrate
that the constraint on root structure cannot be inferred by appealing to the
statistical structure of word or sub-word units. The domain of the constraint is
therefore a mental variable, the root. Our evidence for identity formation and
identity avoidance further suggests that the constraint on root geminates is
inexplicable by the statistical frequency of bigrams in the root. Instead, speakers
specifically discriminate between identical and nonidentical segments and con-
strain the location of identity in the root. Speakers’ knowledge of Hebrew word-
formation thus minimally requires the representation of two variables: the root
morpheme, the domain of the OCP, and the notion of ‘‘any segment’’, X, which
allows to capture identity as XX. These results provide strong support for symbolic
accounts of cognition.
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Notes

* This research was supported by the National Institute of Health’s FIRST award (1R29
DC03277-017) to Iris Berent.

. The definition of a root in the linguistic literature reflects some inconsistencies (for
discussion, see Aronoff 1994). The resolution of the definition of the root in formal
linguistics falls beyond the scope of this discussion. To avoid this question, we simply part
from the view of the root as an unanalyzable morphological unit obtained by stripping
away all morphological structure from a word form (Aronoff 1994). Our primary goal is to
shed light on the properties of root instances and their mental representation

. We use the term geminates to refer to a single phoneme linked to two distinct skeletal
slots. Modern Hebrew does not contrast phonemes in terms of length, hence, geminates in
Hebrew always correspond to two distinct segments in triliteral roots (rather than phoneti-
cally long segments).

. Hebrew roots containing initial and middle /y/ are irregular (Rosen 1977; Even-Shoshan
1993). The conjugation of these roots sometimes deletes the /y/ radical altogether. For
instance, consider the roots [YShB] (associated with the meaning sit), and [ShYM]
(associated with the meaning name). The radical /y/ surfaces in the past tense in binyan qal,
e.g., YaShaB (he sat), but deletes in the imperative, SheB (sit!). Similarly, the root-middle
/y/ surfaces in ShiYeM (he namedƒ) but deletes in SheM (a name). The irregular behavior of
the radical /y/ may cast some ambiguity on the interpretation of biconsonantal forms. If
participants interpret the given biconsonantal root as a word, rather than a root, then they
may conclude that the input given to them contains the radical /y/ at either the middle or
the final position. For instance, given the input [pb], speakers may assume that it represents
the word /peb/ (singular, masculine, imperative, in binyan qalƒ), whose root it in fact [pyb].
The conjugation of [pyb] would sometimes result in the surfacing of the /y/ radical.

. Associative accounts of cognition should not be equated with connectionism.
Connectionism is merely a computational formalism. This formalism may be used to
embody variables. In fact, there are several cognitive and linguistic models that use
connectionism in this fashion (e.g., Prince and Smolensky 1997). Associative accounts are
thus a particular sub-class of connectionist models that eliminate variables (for discussion,
see Marcus 2001).
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Chapter 12

Root-morpheme processing during word
recognition in Hebrew speakers
across the adult life span

M. Goral and L.K. Obler*

Introduction

Complex word processing

Issues concerning the organization of morphologically complex words in the
mental lexicon have been the focus of a large number of psycholinguistic and
neurolinguisitic studies in the course of the last three decades (e.g., Taft and Forster
1975; Butterworth 1983; Feldman 1995). Early studies set out to investigate the
question of whether complex words are stored, and accordingly accessed, as full
forms or via their constituents. Two competing psycholinguistic approaches were
originally discussed, representing two extremes on a theoretical continuum: the Full
Listing Hypothesis and the Decomposition Hypothesis. According to the full listing
hypothesis, all words — simple and complex — are listed in the mental lexicon as
whole units, regardless of their internal structure, and are assumed to be accessed
as such (Manelis and Tharp 1977; Butterworth 1983). More specific accounts
regarding the internal organization of lexically listed items have also been proposed,
most prominently by Lukatela and his colleagues. Lukatela, Gligorijevic, Kostic, and
Turvey (1980) assumed that all words are fully listed but that the morphological
structure of listed words is relevant to the organization of the lexicon. Lukatela and
his colleagues based their approach on findings from Serbo-Croatian and provided
a ‘‘satellite’’ model to express the role of morphological relatedness in lexical
organization. In the satellite model, inflected forms cluster around a nucleus form.
In the case of Serbo-Croatian nouns, the nominative singular form was assumed to
be the nucleus form and access to related lexical entries was assumed to take place
via this base form (Lukatela et al. 1980, 1987; but cf. Kostic 1995).

According to the decomposition hypothesis, at the other end of the contin-
uum, free and bound morphemes (i.e., simple words, stems, and affixes) — but
not whole complex words — are assumed to be listed in the lexicon. The listed
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constituents are used in the process of lexical access to compose complex words
on-line, or to recognize them after decomposition (e.g., Taft 1981, 1988; Badecker
and Caramazza 1991). Pre-lexical processing of the morphological information is
required for the completion of lexical access.

Between the two poles of the theoretical continuum lie a number of more
recent models; these assume that both direct access and decomposition processes
operate. At the focus of the discussion are the various factors that affect the
organization and access of the different lexical entries. Identification of such
factors proved to be an important direction in current research, both with respect
to general contributing variables and language-specific issues. One critical variable
is word type. According to the Augmented Addressed Morphology (AAM) model,
proposed in Caramazza et al. (1988), based on Italian data, words as well as bound
morphemes are represented in the lexicon. While known words are accessed as
whole units, novel words or nonwords are accessed via a morpheme-access
procedure. Caramazza et al. assume that both routes are available and that the
whole-word route is a faster procedure, when it can be used.

Furthermore, different types of morphologically complex words may need to
be treated separately. For example, Stanners et al. (1979) distinguished among
processes of accessing regularly inflected, irregularly inflected, and derived forms.
As mentioned above, word-type considerations may be language-driven, as in the
Stem Allomorph/Inflectional Decomposition (SAID) model proposed in Niemi et
al. (1994). The SAID model assumes listing of derived nouns but not of inflected
nouns in Finnish, a language with thousands of possible inflected forms per each
root. This rich system makes a full listing of all forms highly unlikely.

In addition to word type, researchers are concerned with other factors that
may determine whether complex words are represented in the lexicon as single
units or as decomposed constituents. These include alternations in the stem as it
surfaces in the complex word (e.g. for Greek: Tsapkini et al. 1998), opaqueness of
the meaning of the complex word relative to its constituents (e.g. for English:
Stolz and Feldman 1995); parsing ambiguity of the surface form, that is, when one
form may have more than one possible parsing (e.g. for Turkish: Gurel 1998; for
Finnish: Laine et al. 1999); and frequency or familiarity of the complex word and
its constituents. Indeed, frequency counts of base forms, of affixes, and of com-
bined forms, as well as cumulative frequencies of a form and its morphologically
related forms have been demonstrated to affect response latencies and whether a
word appears to be accessed as a whole word or via decomposition to its constitu-
ents (e.g. for English: Savage, Bradley, and Forster 1990; Libben 1993; Stemberger
1995; for Italian: Caramazza, Laudanna, and Romani 1988).

Ideally, a psycholinguistic model of complex-word processing would be
consistent with a linguistic theory of morphology, or vice versa, a linguistic theory
that treats morphology would be supported by psycholinguistic evidence. Aronoff
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(1976, 1994), for example, considers the issues of complex-word formation and
listing in the lexicon. His morphological theory is a word-based rather than a
morpheme-based account. According to Aronoff, all existing words are listed in
the lexicon and the rules by which complex words are formed operate on existing
words, not on word components (i.e., morphemes). Indeed, the form of a word
may deviate from the combined form of its components, and the meaning of a
word may not be recoverable from the meanings of its components. Hence, to
account for speakers’ knowledge of their vocabulary, while considering semantic
and form irregularities, full-word listing is postulated. A related but different
approach is taken by Jackendoff (1975). Jackendoff also assumes that all words are
listed, but distinguishes between the representations of affixed words and simple
words. While all complex words are represented in the lexicon, their morphologi-
cal structure is relevant to their organization as morphologically related items are
linked by lexical redundancy rules. Criteria for word-listing and word-formation
processes motivated by a linguistic theory may be taken as constraints on psycho-
linguistic models and may yield predictions for experimental results.

Traditionally, studies of complex-word processing dealt with affixed words in
Indo-European languages, words whose prefixes and suffixes are added linearly,
i.e., the whole morpheme is attached before or after a stem. Different patterns of
composition may be found in languages with nonconcatenative morphology,
characterizing Semitic languages (Berman 1978; McCarthy 1981). In nonconcat-
enative morphology, a crucial word-formation process involves structures that are
not linearly appended but rather ones that are discontinuously interwoven. Before
considering complex-word processing in a discontinuous morphological system,
the characteristics of such a system will be illustrated by examining the verb
system in Hebrew. The morphological characteristics of the verbal system and the
nominal system in Hebrew share the root-and-pattern structure but differ in a
number of ways. We describe here the main features of the verbal system only. For
a review of the characteristics of both systems and the differences between them
see Deutsch et al. (1998); for further description of Hebrew morphology see, for
example, Berman (1978); Baharav (1990).

The Hebrew verb system

In Hebrew, as in other Semitic languages, word-formation processes are tradition-
ally viewed as the combination of two components: consonantal roots and
morphological patterns. A root is a nonword string composed, in most instances,
of three consonants. A morphological pattern, also a nonword string, is a template
of vowels or vowels and consonants. Roots and patterns combine discontinuously
to form words (cf. Bat El 1994). The Hebrew verb paradigm is a systematic and
productive paradigm. Each verb stem in Hebrew can be viewed as a combination
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of a consonantal root and one of seven verbal patterns (Hebrew: binyan, pl.
binyanim). New words and borrowed words also conform to one of the seven
binyanim. Each root bears a general semantic notion, for example, the root LMD
bears the general meaning of ‘‘learning’’. Some of the morphological patterns bear
a consistent role, such as active, reciprocal, etc., but the form-meaning mapping
is not in a one-to-one correlation. Combinations of a root in various binyanim
result in different but semantically related verb stems. For example, the root LMD,
combined with the binyan CaCaC, results in the verb stem: lamad (‘‘learned,
studied’’). The same root in another binyan, e.g., CiCeC, results in the verb stem:
limed, which means ‘‘taught’’; in a third binyan, niCCaC -nilmad, ‘‘was learned’’;
and in the passive CuCaC -lumad, ‘‘was taught’’.

While a single root often appears in more than one binyan, the paradigms are
usually incomplete; fewer than 3% of the roots appear in all binyanim (Schwarz-
wald 1977). A paradigm may also contain homonymous roots, i.e., two or more
roots with an identical form but different meanings (for example, the root SPR is
associated with three distinct meanings: in CiCeC it means ‘‘tell’’, in CaCaC it
means ‘‘count’’, and in hitCaCeC — ‘‘have your hair cut’’) .

The nonlinear combinations of roots and patterns create morphologically
complex verb-stems that may in turn be linearly inflected for gender (masculine,
feminine), number (singular, plural), person (first, second, and third) and tense
(past, present/participle, future, and imperative) in each of the patterns.1 Stems
created in the various binyanim are all inflected in the same manner. For example,
the root LMD, in the binyan CaCaC -lamad (‘‘learn’’), in the past tense: lamadti
(first person, sg.) or, lamda (third person, sg., f.) and in binyan CiCeC -limed
(‘‘teach’’): limadti (first person, sg.), limda (third person, sg., f.); the root MSR in
CaCaC -masar (‘‘deliver, submit’’), in the past tense first person singular: masarti
or, third person feminine: masra, in binyan hitCaCeC -hitmaser (‘‘devote oneself,
surrender’’): hitmasarti (first person, sg.), hitmasra (third person, sg., f.), and in
binyan niCCaC -nimsar (‘‘was delivered’’): nimsarti (first person, sg.), nimsera
(third person, sg., f.).

It should be noted that in the Hebrew orthographic system, consonants and
vowels are represented by two distinct systems. While consonants are generally
represented by letters, most vowels do not have an overt representation.2 Conse-
quently, two or more different words may be represented identically in writing.
Indeed, readers need to determine the meaning of the written word, when
ambiguous, based on their vocabulary knowledge and the context. The vowels
may be marked using diacritic marks (Hebrew: nikudƒ), but these are used mainly
in poetry, religious texts, and for beginning readers. Most written material in
Hebrew does not include the nikud. Thus in verb stems, while the roots (the
consonants) will be represented orthographically, a substantial part of the patterns
(the vowels) will not be, unless the nikud is used.
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Decomposition in discontinuous morphology

The Semitic root is considered by linguists to be a morpheme despite the fact that
it is not a continuous element in the word. As described above, the elements of
the complex word are systematically interspersed. This discontinuity of the
morphemes within the word raises particularly interesting questions concerning
decomposition of complex words. Because Hebrew has nonlinear combinations as
well as linear affixes, verbs may be decomposed into verb-stems and inflectional
morphemes as in languages with continuous morphology (e.g., lamadti ‘‘I
learned’’, lamadta ‘‘you learned’’; cf. for example, Spanish: hablo ‘‘I speak’’, habla
‘‘he/she speaks’’). In addition, the verb stems may be further decomposed into
consonantal roots and morphological patterns. However, the nature of the
decomposition, i.e., the separation of roots and patterns, may require a process
different from the affix-stripping postulated (by Taft and Forster 1975; Taft 1988)
for continuous morphology. For example, because neither the root nor the binyan
is pronounceable, it is plausible to expect that decomposition of the word into its
unpronounceable morphemes does not take place.

The Hebrew root, however, seems to have an independent mental representa-
tion for Hebrew speakers, as has been suggested by several studies. Clark and
Berman (1984) showed that preschool children were able to interpret novel words
on the basis of their connection to familiar words (e.g., from the existent word
magafayim (‘‘boots’’), the novel — indeed nonexistent — word limgof was
interpreted as ‘‘to put boots on’’). The speakers were assumed to apply the
meaning of the known word to the new word via the common root. The authors
thus suggested that untutored speakers extract the consonantal root when
interpreting new words. Berent and Shimron (1997) examined the sensitivity of
young adults to root structure by asking their participants to rate nonwords made
of non-roots (i.e., consonant combinations that do not correspond to existent
roots). The raters were asked to judge the extent to which each nonword could
have been a possible word. The findings suggested that the participants processed
the pseudo-roots, as demonstrated by their sensitivity to the position of consonant
gemination in the root. They were more likely to reject as possible words those
nonwords that were constructed of non-roots with (the rare) root-initial gemina-
tion (e.g., SSM) than words constructed of non-roots with root-final gemination
(e.g., MSS) or non-roots with no gemination (e.g., PSM). Berent and Shimron’s
findings are consistent with morphological decomposition during processing, at
least for words presented visually to Hebrew readers. Providing data from
language breakdown, Barkai (1980) found evidence for the psychological reality of
Hebrew roots in the types of errors made by his aphasic subject. These errors
included choosing an existent and semantically appropriate root but using an
inappropriate binyan, thus substituting either a non-target word or a nonword for
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the target word during language production (e.g., yitkenu — a nonword — for
yatkinu ‘‘they will install’’). These illegal or inappropriate combinations suggest
that a process of forming verb stems from roots and verbal patterns takes place
during word production and that this process may break down, causing the
formation of a nonexistent verb stem.

While these studies demonstrate the use of morphological information, they do
not provide evidence for the actual process of lexical access nor for the organization
of the mental lexicon. Stronger evidence can be obtained by studying the process of
lexical access on-line, using paradigms such as lexical decision and segment shifting
(Coltheart et al. 1979; Sandra and Taft 1994; Feldman et al. 1995).

In an on-line study of Hebrew processing, Bentin and Feldman (1990) looked
at the relative contribution of semantic and morphological relatedness to word
recognition, using a priming paradigm. They found differences between the
facilitation of semantically related primes and morphologically related primes. In
the pure morphologically related prime condition, the priming effect found was
attributed to the root, which was the element common to the prime and the
target. For example, the target word sipur ‘‘story’’ was primed by mispar ‘‘num-
ber’’, which shares the same root but is semantically unrelated. The authors
concluded that at some point during the process of word recognition, the root was
accessed independently.

In a later study, Feldman et al. (1995) used a segment-shifting paradigm to
show that the morphological structure of words is part of a speaker’s lexical know-
ledge. In this task, participants were presented with a (source) word (e.g., devek
‘‘glue’’) and a meaningless target consonant string (e.g., ZTM). The participants
were asked to shift the vowel pattern from the source word into the target string,
creating a nonword (zetem). The authors found that young Hebrew-speaking adults
were faster in incorporating a shifted segment from a source word into a target
word when the source word contained a transparent root (a root that occurs in
other Hebrew words), as opposed to an opaque or monogamous root that does not
occur in other Hebrew words (Feldman et al. 1995). The authors emphasized the
role of morphological (as opposed to phonological only) structure in word compo-
sition; their study also suggests that the root can play a role in word processing.

Feldman et al. (1995) as well as Frost et al. (1997) reported morphological
processing of the roots of Hebrew nominals. Indeed, Deutsch et al. (1998) found
that roots and patterns had a different effect when used to prime nouns as
compared to verbs. Frost et al. (1997) found that while primes sharing the roots
with target nouns facilitated the recognition of the nouns, when the shared
morpheme was the morphological pattern, no facilitation was observed. However,
when tested in the verbal system, both types of primes, those that shared the root
and those that shared the morphological pattern, facilitated recognition and
naming of target verbs (Deutsch et al. 1998).
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Nonconcatenative processes have also been systematically studied in Algerian
Arabic (Mimouni et al. 1996; Mimouni 1997). Mimouni et al. used a priming
paradigm to compare processing of suffixed plural-forms and internally changed
(broken) plural-forms in Arabic. They found latency differences between two
unaffixed word types: singular and broken plural, with singular forms yielding
faster response times than broken forms. In addition, they found differences
between suffixation processes and non-linear word-internal changes, with suffixed
words inducing longer response times than broken forms. Moreover, they found
overall priming effects for morphologically related pairs (two words constructed
of the same root) as compared to morphologically unrelated pairs. Their findings
can be taken as further evidence for the relevance of morphological structures in
lexical access in a morphological system that includes nonconcatenative processes.

Based on the findings in Hebrew, it appears that the discontinuous root exists
as a lexical unit for Hebrew speakers and that it may be accessed during processing.
The question remains, however, whether root access is an integral part of word
access. The present study was designed to further investigate the role of root
extraction during word recognition and, specifically, to answer the question: Are
Hebrew roots extracted during verb processing or are verb stems accessed as whole
words? To do so, the study employed a lexical-decision task. The stimuli involved
three types of items: real words, real-root nonwords,3 and pseudo-root nonwords.

Based on previous findings (e.g., Coltheart et al. 1979; Gunther et al. 1984),
we expected real words to be recognized faster than nonwords. More crucially, if
decomposition takes place during processing, one would expect differences
between the two types of nonwords, of the sort found between nonwords with real
and pseudo-affixes in English (Taft 1981). If the nonwords that are composed of
real roots are assumed to be decomposed, their access would involve extracting
the root and finding it as an existent root, which would be a distracting factor in
recognizing that the combination is not a word in the language. These real-root
nonwords were thus expected to take longer to reject than nonwords that were
created out of three consonants that do not form a root in Hebrew. If, on the
other hand, words are fully accessed and there is no need to access the root, all
nonwords should be rejected equally fast.

While most studies using a lexical decision task base their findings on young
adults, predominantly college students, we attempted to obtain a more representa-
tive sample of the population of native speakers of Hebrew. Moreover, as a
secondary question we asked whether the pattern of processing observed for
speakers of Hebrew changes across the adult life span. Research on language in the
aging has demonstrated that older adults show progressively more difficulty with
lexical access in production tasks. Longitudinal and cross-sectional studies
demonstrate that adult participants show significant decline with increasing age in
their performance on confrontational naming tasks. Au et al. (1995) tested healthy
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adults aged 30–79 years over a 7-year span and found increasing difficulty over
time for older adults, with the oldest group (70–9) showing the greatest decline.
Even in a cross-sectional study (Nicholas et al. 1985), while the older participants
showed the greatest difference in scores from the young (30–9) adults, decline in
naming skills was found for adults in their 50s and 60s. In contrast to lexical
access in production tasks, lexical recognition was found to increase with age, at
least through the 50s (Nicholas et al. 1985), with no evidence of decline with
advanced age. Indeed, Stern et al. (1991) found no timing differences between the
onset of automatic lexical access when comparing six adults ranging in age from
59 to 69 and college students ranging in age from 22 to 24.

Brown and Jaffe (1975) have suggested increasing automaticity of linguistic
function with advancing age; if their theory is correct, one might expect to see
older adults processing decomposable forms as whole units while young adults
still decompose them. More errors overall may also be expected for older adults
based on findings of reduced performance in tasks for which sustained attention
is required (McDowd and Birren 1990). In the present study we included Hebrew
speakers of a wide range of ages to assess potential age-related changes in morpho-
logical processing.

Method

Participants

Thirty-eight speakers of Hebrew participated in the study. Only Hebrew speakers
who had no history of neurological disorder or reading disorder were included in
the study. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

We screened 54 potential participants for neurological history, education
between 10–20 years, and ability to perform the task at significantly better than
chance level. We selected only participants with native Hebrew, i.e., those who
were born in Israel or arrived by age 6.4 Most participants reported limited-to-
average knowledge of English and some reported partial knowledge of additional
languages (such as German, Yiddish, Arabic).

The 38 participants who were included comprised 29 women and nine men
with an age range of 22 to 85 (mean age=57.4) and a 14.5 mean years of educa-
tion. Information about neurological and hearing history, age, and education was
obtained prior to participation, using a self-report questionnaire.

Procedure

This experiment employed a visual lexical-decision task. Participants were in-
structed to watch a sequence of strings of letters (one string at a time) on a
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computer screen in front of them (Ascentia 810N 486DX-66 Notebook) and to
decide as fast as possible whether the string they saw was a word in Hebrew. The
software used for stimulus presentation as well as for recording of response time
and correctness was DMASTR (developed by Forster and Forster at the University
of Arizona). Once the foot pedal was pressed, the stimulus was presented on the
screen for 500 msec. Participants were trained to push the black button on a
button box if they thought it was a word in Hebrew and the red button if they
thought it was not.5 Stimulus presentation was participant-paced; participants
were trained to push the foot pedal to view the next stimulus. Items appeared in
a randomized order, different for each participant. The first twenty items served
as training during which participants familiarized themselves with the procedure
and were able to clarify the task if needed. Each participant was tested individually
in a quiet room. Participation lasted 20 minutes on average.

Stimuli

The stimuli comprised 240 items:ƒ120 words and 120 nonwords. For the real-word
list, 60 different roots were incorporated in five different binyanim (such that each
root appeared in two binyanim and each binyan was represented 10–12 times) to
create 60 verb stems (i.e., past tense, third person singular). Examples of real
words used are: �ilem ‘‘took pictures’’; ba�an ‘‘examined’’.

The nonwords comprised two groups: a) real-root nonwords and b) pseudo-
root nonwords. Real-root nonwords were items composed of an existent root
interwoven into an existent binyan, creating a possible combination but one that
does not exist in Hebrew. Thirty of the 60 roots that served to create the real-word
list were used to create 60 real-root nonwords. Here too, each root appeared in
two binyanim and each binyan was represented 10–12 times. Examples for real-
root nonwords used are: ni�lam; hitba�en.

The second group of nonwords, the pseudo-root nonwords, included items
composed of three consonants that do not exist in Hebrew as a legal root, but are
morphophonologically legal, e.g., �LG.6 Each of these pseudo-roots were interwo-
ven into an existent binyan, creating a combination that neither exists in Hebrew
as a word nor shares a root with an existing word in the language (e.g., �ileg,
hitgapez). The 60 nonwords in this group also conformed to the same distribution
of binyanim as the other two lists (each ‘‘root’’ appearing in two binyanim).

All items were presented with diacritic marks (nikudƒ). This was required for the
paradigm we used because, as mentioned above, crucial distinctions between two
words or a real word and a nonword may be made solely on the basis of the nikud.
Thus, none of the stimulus items was phonologically ambiguous nor a homonym
for another word in Hebrew.

All the items on the real-word list were identified as words and all the items
on the nonword lists were identified as nonwords by three independent raters
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Table 1.‚Overall means (and SD) of percent errors and correct response times in
each condition

Real words Real-root nonwords Pseudo-root nonwords

Percent error 3.96 (3.1) 18.6 (9.9) 5.8 (4.2)
Response time (msec) 896.4 (208.7) 1215.5 (310.6) 1040.3 (278.8)

(native speakers of Hebrew), on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1=a word in Hebrew and
5=not a word in Hebrew. Only items that were categorized as 1 or 2 by all raters
were selected for the word list and only items that were categorized as 4 or 5 by all
raters were selected for the nonword list.

Results

Accuracy and latency of responses were calculated for each participant for each
item. Means and standard deviations of the response times for all correct re-
sponses, i.e., ‘‘word’’ for the real words of condition I and ‘‘nonword’’ in condi-
tions II (real-root nonwords) and III (pseudo-root nonwords), were calculated for
each participant. Reaction times shorter than 200 msec or longer than two
standard deviations above each participant’s means in each condition were defined
as outliers and were replaced by the overall mean for the condition. Outliers
accounted for less than 5% of all responses. Means and standard deviations of
percent error for the three conditions were calculated. Results (collapsed across
participants) in the three conditions are presented in Table 1.

Mean percent errors for the real words was 3.96, and 18.6 and 5.8 for the non-
word conditions, the real-root nonwords and the non-root nonwords, respectively.
A repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of Condition (word
type) for percent errors: f2=85.1, pƒ<ƒ.001. Post hoc paired comparisons (Tukey
HSD) revealed significant differences between the two types of nonwords as well as
between the real words and the real-root nonword and the real words and the non-
root nonwords (pƒ<ƒ.001 for all comparisons). Mean response times for the real-
word condition was 896.4 msec, 1215.5 for the real-root nonword condition, and
1040.3 for the pseudo-root nonword condition.7 A repeated-measures ANOVA for
response times revealed a significant main effect for Condition (word type):
f2=111.76, pƒ<ƒ.0001. Post hoc paired comparisons (Tukey HSD) confirmed sig-
nificant differences between the two types of the nonwords and between the word
and the real-root nonword conditions, with pƒ<ƒ.001 for both comparisons.

To assess the relation between age of participants and performance, age and
error rates and age and response times were correlated (see Figures 1 and 2). A
Pearson Correlation revealed significant correlation between age of participants
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Figure 1.‚Correlation between error rate in the real-root
nonword condition and age
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Figure 2.‚Correlation between response time in the real-
root nonword condition and age

and percent errors in the crucial real-root nonword condition: rƒ=.38, pƒ<ƒ.05.
When covaried for education, this correlation was still significant (rƒ=.35, pƒ<ƒ.05).
There was no significant correlation between age and response times. Further-
more, to assess possible age-related changes in the pattern of performance, a
correlation between age of participants and the difference between percent error
in the two nonword conditions (i.e., percent error in the real-root nonword
condition minus percent error in the non-root nonword condition) was con-
ducted. A Pearson Correlation showed a trend with rƒ=2.75, pƒ=.095.
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Discussion

The results of this lexical-decision task comparing response times and error rates
for two types of nonwords indicated that overall it was more difficult for our 38
Hebrew speakers of various ages to reject as a nonword a pseudo-word made of an
existent root than a pseudo-word that was made of three consonants that do not
exist as a root in Hebrew. Specifically, error rates were higher and response times
were longer in the real-root nonword condition than in the non-root nonword
condition. Moreover, this pattern of results held for adult participants of all ages.
These data are consistent with Hebrew roots being extracted from the complex
verb-stem during verb access. The results will be discussed with respect to relevant
psycholinguistic approaches, methodological considerations, and processing
changes across the adult life span.

Processing nonwords

All participants in the present study demonstrated systematic differences in
response time as well as in error rate between the two types of nonwords. The
longer response time and larger percent error in the real-root nonwords condition
suggest that participants engaged in morphological parsing prior to their lexical
decision. It can be assumed that when presented with a real-root nonword, the
root was accessed independently and was recognized as an existent morpheme.
However, when ‘‘checked’’ against the binyan in question, a match for the
recomposed word was not found and the item was thus rejected as a nonword.
When presented with items in the nonexistent-root nonwords condition, the
pseudo-root would not be found as an existent morpheme, a point at which the
item could be rejected as a nonword. This can be taken as further evidence for
decomposition of Hebrew words, postulated by Feldman and Bentin (1990),
Berent and Shimron (1997), and Deutsch et al. (1998). The additional difficulty
emerging from the real-root pseudo-verb stems found in the present study is
similar to what was found for pseudo-affixed words in English (Taft 1988). For
Taft’s participants, inappropriately prefixed words, i.e., nonwords made of real
stem but inappropriate prefix (e.g., dejoice), took longer to reject than nonwords
that were not made of a real stem (e.g., dejouse). This dissociation, which leads
Taft (and others) to propose a decomposition account of processing linearly
composed complex words, is consistent with the pattern found in the present
study for nonlinear morphological composition.

As far as novel words or nonwords are concerned, the difference in response
time for the two types of nonwords obtained in the present study can be taken as
evidence for morphological parsing of nonwords. This finding is compatible with
the assumption that morphemes are part of the lexicon, and is thus consistent
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with models that postulate the listing of whole words as well as of bound mor-
phemes such as the Augmented Addressed Morphology (AAM) model (Cara-
mazza et al. 1988) described above.

Considering, however, the incomplete paradigms of Hebrew roots discussed
above (for example, the fact that not all roots appear in all verbal patterns) and the
inconsistent semantic relations between roots and verb stems in the various
patterns, a strong decomposition approach will not be adequate to distinguish
between existing and nonexisting (but possible) words. It can be hypothesized that
existing verb-stems are indeed fully listed, but are organized according to their
common roots such that each root is associated with a cohort of all the verbs made
of that root, and that verbs are organized in the lexicon by cohorts of related verbs.
Such a representation would be analogous to the satellite model proposed for
Serbo-Croatian nouns by Lukatela and his colleagues (Lukatela et al. 1980). In the
satellite model, the nominative singular form serves as a base form for a family of
related forms; nevertheless, the base form and its related forms are assumed to have
an equal status in the representation. In contrast, Mimouni (1997, 1998) proposed
a full listing organized by morphological families, but such that access to members
of a family is accomplished via the head of a family. Based on data from neurologi-
cally intact and agrammatic aphasic speakers of Algerian Arabic, Mimouni con-
cluded that morphologically related words are linked in the lexicon via their
common root. In her account, the third person singular masculine perfective stem
is the head of the verb family and verb forms are accessed through the root and
through the head verb stem. A similar satellite-like structure could apply to the
Hebrew verb system. In it, access of a particular verb-stem is achieved through the
access of its root, thus accounting for both full listing of existing verb-stems, and
the potential role of root extraction suggested in our findings. Of course, the
present findings are not sufficient to substantiate detailed organization models and
further study is warranted. It is reasonable to suspect that the structure of the
Hebrew verb system, with the limited number of morphological patterns and their
obligatory nature, led to an interrelated representation of various verb stems that
share the same root. Indeed, the highly constrained paradigm of Hebrew verbs has
been hypothesized to contribute to the role of morphological structure in Hebrew
verbal, in contrast to nominal, processing (Deutsch et al. 1998).

Lexical decision tasks

In the present study, all nonwords were morphophonologically legal, and attempts
at lexical access (rather than an immediate rejection) were expected for all items.
Thus response times to all items used here can be interpreted as reflecting
processes of lexical access (attempted or successful). It should be noted that the
real-root nonword items can be viewed as possible words in Hebrew. They contain
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two existing morphemes, but happen not to exist as functioning words in the
language. Shimron (personal communication, 1999) pointed out that this group
of nonwords is likely to be perceived as possible words and thus it is conceivable
that when encountering such pseudo-words in a lexical-decision task, participants’
decision is based on a frequency assessment. Frequency judgment can certainly
contribute to the process of rejecting any pseudo-word as a nonexisting word. The
question of what processes are involved in a decision to reject a morpho-
phonologically legal nonword in any language is an interesting one and is perti-
nent to understanding lexical representation.

While the stimuli in the present study were presented visually, both their
visual and phonological features should be accounted for when considering the
process of access, as has been suggested by various researchers (Coltheart et al.
1979; Shimron 1993; Frost 1998). Coltheart et al. (1979) showed that even when
the presentation of an English stimulus was visual, the access was at least
partially phonological, because nonwords that were homophones of real words
took longer to reject than nonwords that were not. However, this effect was not
found for real words: in their study, latencies were not longer for low-frequency
real-word homophones of high-frequency words. Coltheart et al. concluded that
for nonword conditions, the degree of similarity to a real word plays a role in the
decision process. If a similarity effect played a role in the decision task in the
present study, it would have played a comparable role in both types of
nonwords, because except for the crucial distinction of the root/pseudo-root
stimuli, the pseudo-root nonwords were not inherently more different from real
words than the real-root nonwords, in both phonological and visual (ortho-
graphic) terms. For example, both types may be different from a real word in
only one phoneme or one letter; consider zanaq (real-root nonword) and �anaq
(real word), �ileg (non-root nonword) and �ileq (real word), etc. Thus, mere
linear similarity effects cannot explain the difference found between these two
groups of nonwords.

In sum, the systematic difference in participants’ performance on the real-
root nonwords and the pseudo-root nonwords found in this study permits us to
conclude that verb-stem decomposition and root extraction can be part of the
processes involved in lexical access of Hebrew verbs. It appears that morphologi-
cal structure is relevant in processing verbs in a nonconcatenative morphological
system. This is consistent with the role of morphological structure in word access
found for Algerian Arabic, as was evident, for example, by the differential pattern
of processing morphologically related and morphologically unrelated stimulus
pairs in Mimouni et al. 1996, and by the differential processing of the two types
of plural forms in Mimouni et al. 1998.
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Age and patterns of performance

With respect to the question of age-related processing changes, different patterns
of results emerged for the error-rate data and the response-time data. Error rate
was found to increase with age, as demonstrated by the significant correlation
found between age of participants and percent errors. The increased number of
errors was due predominantly to a tendency of the older adults to accept
nonwords as words. Overall decreased performance linked to age can be associated
with reduced attentional resources generally (McDowd and Birren 1990) and with
the decline in lexical retrieval reported in the literature (e.g., Nicholas et al. 1985).

In contrast, no correlation was found between age and response time. This is
consistent with what was found for a somewhat younger age cohort in Stern et al.
(1991), as described above. Stern et al. found no timing differences in the onset of
automatic processing when comparing 59–69 year-old adults and college-age
young adults. The finding of no changes in response latencies with age suggests
that root-extraction is a highly automatic task for adult participants. Moreover,
the pattern of systematic differences between the two types of nonwords was
observed for all participants, a finding that does not support Brown and Jaffe’s
hypothesis of increased automaticity with increasing age (Brown and Jaffe 1975).
Older participants did not show evidence of different root-processing than that
found for the younger adults.

It should be noted, by way of observation, that the older participants in the
present study may represent only a subset of older adults; they are predominantly
healthy adults, who live within their communities and still work to various
degrees. In addition, as we sought native speakers of Hebrew among older citizens
of a relatively young country, our oldest participants may be somewhat different
from younger native speakers. For example, in many schools prior to 1915,
Hebrew was not the language spoken. Despite this potential difference in partici-
pants’ education background, even our older participants maintained the pattern
of systematic differences between the two nonword conditions.

Future considerations

While the paradigm used in the present study crucially contrasted two types of
nonwords to investigate the extractability of the Hebrew root, in order to under-
stand access processes of existing words, further study is required. For example,
systematic differences among items within the real-word list can be explored with
respect to factors such as form and meaning transparency, and frequency,
discussed above (Caramazza et al. 1988; Libben 1993; Stemberger 1995). Addition-
ally, under the hypothesis of root-cohort organization, processing differences
among verb stems may be due to root-cohort size. Cohort-size effects may be
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evaluated by comparing the response times to verb stems made of roots that exist
in many patterns to response times to verb stems made of roots that exist in few
patterns. These types of analyses were not possible with the current set of stimuli
because of the balance constraints in the design described above (i.e., equal
numbers of roots in each binyan, balanced frequency, and non-homonymous
roots). In addition, nonlinear word-formation processes studied here should be
contrasted with grammatical morphological processes such as verb inflections,
comparing within-language linear and nonlinear processes.
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. In Hebrew, inflectional morphemes (denoting gender, person, etc.) are generally added
as prefixes or suffixes and can thus be viewed as linear morphological constituents. These
affixation processes, however, are often accompanied by additional changes, such as word-
internal vowel changes.

. Four letters are used in Hebrew to represent both consonants and vowels, such that
some vowels are overtly denoted. These are considered reflections of a historical short-long
vowel distinction.

. The term real-root nonword and issues regarding the nonword status of such items are
addressed in the discussion.

. One participant arrived in Israel at age 20 but started learning Hebrew (both spoken and
written) abroad at age 6. This participant’s performance did not show a pattern different
from other participants in his age group.

. All participants were instructed to use their right hand for ‘‘yes’’ and left hand for ‘‘no’’,
but because this study was designed to compare response times to two types of nonwords,
crucially analyzing only the ‘‘no’’ responses (rather than comparing ‘‘no’’ and ‘‘yes’’
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responses), response-handedness effects were consistent across all relevant items.

. The first author (a native Hebrew speaker) and Michael P. O’Connor (a Semitic-
languages scholar) judged all combinations used in the present study to be morpho-
phonologically acceptable and not to violate phonotactic constraints in Hebrew.

. The average response time demonstrated by the participants in this study was long,
compared to what is generally reported for lexical decision responses in college-age partici-
pants (e.g., Taft 1981; Paap and Johansen 1994). This finding may reflect the difficulty of the
task, in that all three conditions contained verb-like items. Moreover, the items were presented
with the diacritics (nikudƒ) and the stimuli contained items for which decoding the information
provided in the nikud was crucial for completing the lexical decision. It has been shown that,
even though most written material in Hebrew (beyond grade-school) does not include the
nikud, native speakers of Hebrew do not ignore it when it is present in single-word processing
(e.g., Bentin and Frost 1987; Shimron 1993) and that the presence of the nikud may affect
adults’ oral reading (Koriat 1984; Ravid 1996). While Ravid (1996) found that adult readers
read voweled text slower than unvoweled text, Navon and Shimron found no difference in
response times of lexical decision for voweled and unvoweled words (see Shimron 1993) and
Koriat (1984) found that including the nikud facilitated performance in word naming tasks
(i.e., read-aloud tasks). In addition, the participants in the present study were not computer-
trained college students but rather Hebrew speakers of all ages, most with no experience with
tasks such as a computer-operated lexical decision. Given the systematic differences between
the two types of nonwords under investigation, we consider it highly unlikely that the fact that
response times were relatively long can altogether account for the findings.
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Chapter 13

Children’s lexical innovations

Developmental perspectives
on Hebrew verb structure*

Ruth A. Berman

. Introduction

The chapter concerns acquisition of morpheme-structure constraints, as revealed
by how children construct innovative verbs in Israeli Hebrew. The ability to coin
novel words in general, and new verbs in particular, involves largely language-
specific knowledge: what constitutes a possible verb in the target language, in
terms of internal word structure and of categorical appropriateness for form-
meaning mappings in the lexicon. Nonetheless, this chapter is motivated by quite
general linguistic and psycholinguistic issues. It aims to throw light on the overall
domain of new-word formation processes associated with Hebrew derivational
morphology,1 on the one hand, and on the question of how psycholinguistic prin-
ciples such as perceptual saliency, typological constraints, and lexical preferences
impinge on the development of linguistic knowledge, on the other.

The accepted view of Hebrew word-formation is that the bulk of the lexical
items in Hebrew as in other Semitic languages — all verbs and most nouns and
adjectives — are constructed out of consonantal roots associated with a set array
of affixal patterns (Junger 1988). The canonic root is triconsonantal, although
Modern Hebrew contains a large proportion of quadriliteral roots with four or
more consonants (Yannai 1974; Berman 1990), and there are many defective roots
that contain glides, sonorants, or low consonants that may not be realized, or that
may have alternating forms, in the surface shape of words. Possible combinations
for consonantal roots plus affixal patterns are illustrated in (1), with examples
from the three verb-patterns (binyan conjugations) used to encode transitive
activity verbs in current Hebrew (Bolozky 1978; Berman 1993b).2

These three patterns are labeled here as: P1 pa‘al, P3 pi‘el, and P5 hifƒ‘il, and
each is illustrated by two full roots, r-q-d ‘dance’ and g-d-l ‘grow’, and two
defective roots, y-c-’ ‘go-out’ and b-w-’ ‘come’, in the infinitive and in 3rd person
masculine singular present, past, and future tense for each root.3
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Table 1.‚Examples of full and defective roots in three verb binyan patterns

Pattern Root Gloss Infinitive Present Past Future

P1 pa‘al r-q-d dance (Intr) li-rkod roked rakad yi-rkod
g-d-l grow (Intr) li-gdol @godel gadal yi-gdal
y-c-’ go out la-cet yoce yaca ye-ce
b-w-’ come la-vo ba ba ya-vo

P3 pi‘el r-q-d skip le-raked me-raked riked ye-raked
g-d-l raise le-gadel me-gadel gidel ye-gadel
y-c-’ export le-yace me-yace yice ye-yace
b-w-’ import le-yave me-yave @yive ye-yave

P5 hifƒ‘il r-q-d make-dance le-harkid ma-rkid hi-rkid ya-rkid
g-d-l enlarge le-hagdil ma-gdil hi-gdil ya-gdil
y-c-’ take out le-hoci mo-ci ho-ci yo-ci
b-w-’ bring le-havi me-vi he-vi ya-vi

Noteƒ: See note 3 on conventions for transcribing Hebrew forms.

Three main approaches to the notion of ‘‘root’’ have emerged in contempo-
rary Hebrew-based studies. At one extreme, a more traditional orientation based
primarily on the written language espouses the existence of the historical conso-
nantal root as a basic structural property of Hebrew, as argued for by scholars on
various grounds: typological (Goldenberg 1994), structuralist (Schwarzwald 1996,
1997), and experimental (Ephratt 1997). At the other extreme, linguists who take
spoken usage as evidence for currently productive processes in Israeli Hebrew
phonology and morphology (e.g., Bolozky 1982, 1986, 1999 and Bat-El 1986,
1989, 1994) follow Aronoff’s (1994) claims for word-based rather than root-based
derivation in Hebrew as in other languages. In this view, new words are typically
derived on the basis of existing lexical items, and the idea of a consonantal root is
largely a matter of etymological or historical motivation and concern.

A view midway between these two extremes is espoused by researchers who
focus on psycholinguistic processes in acquisition in general and in new-word
formation in particular. Representatives of this approach are Ravid (1990, 1995,
and see, particularly, her chapter in this volume) as well as the present author.
Unlike more traditional descriptions of Hebrew derivational morphology, a
‘‘productivity-based’’ approach like the one I propose recognizes the important
distinction not only between ‘‘actual’’ and ‘‘potential’’ words in a given language
(Halle 1973), it also distinguishes explicitly between what Aronoff (1976) defined
as ‘‘new’’ versus ‘‘old’’ vocabulary items and the related notion of ‘‘active’’ versus
‘‘inactive’’ processes of word formation (Anderson 1985). In the present context,
concern is thus primarily with speakers’ construal of what constitutes a ‘‘possible’’
verb in their language, and evidence is derived from the types of novel verbal
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items which they coin to refer to activities, states, or processes that lack a conven-
tional term in the established Hebrew lexicon.

Clearly, as claimed by proponents of a ‘‘word-based’’ morphology, the
underlying conceptual and lexical frame of reference for new-word formation
should be sought in words which are already familiar to speakers (and writers)
from the conventional word-stock of their language. Nonetheless, I argue that for
speakers of Hebrew, the consonantal root has definite psychological reality as both
the structural and the semantic basis for new-word formation. Moreover, this is
true not only of more erudite, literate members of the Hebrew-speaking commu-
nity, it applies to those most naively ‘‘natural’’ of speakers, preliterate, preschool
children who do not have access to the orthographic representation of the words
they know and who have not been explicitly introduced to the grammatical notion
of shoresh ‘root’ in formal school study. Although two-year-old children will not
yet have abstracted out the derivational relations governing, for example, causa-
tiveness in pairs of verbs like la-rédet ‘to-go-down’ / le-horid ‘to-take-down’ or la-
cet ‘to-go-out’ / le-hoci ‘to-take-out’, they already know that together with their
shared sense of descending and of exiting respectively, these words share certain
formal elements — the consonants r and d in the first pair and the single shared
consonant c in the second (Berman and Armon-Lotem 1997). And three-year-olds
certainly recognize more than a semantic relationship between the verb and its
associated noun in expressions like le-saxek misxak ‘to-play (a) game’, le-cayer
ciyur ‘to-draw=make (a) drawing’ (Levy 1988; Berman 1993a).

I aim to demonstrate that in psycholinguistic terms, speakers’ construal of the
nonaffixal consonantal basis of words is not identical to the etymologically derived,
historically motivated traditional notion of an abstract ‘‘root’’, as this is often
represented in the orthography to this day, even where not phonetically realized.
Rather, in order to understand and to construct novel verbs, children — and
possibly less tutored speakers in general — rely on an entity in the shape of a
‘‘consonantal skeleton’’, which in some but not all respects matches the historical
root. This is particularly so in cases where the historical root is opaque, in the sense
that not all of its elements surface phonetically and/or take the same form in words
out of which they are constructed. For example, young children often treat verbs
with historical root-final y (orthographic heh) as containing a final t, since this
appears in feminine and infinitive forms. Thus, along with normative feminine
kanta ‘(she) bought’ and infinitive liknot ‘to-buy’ for the historical root q-n-y, they
will say kantu instead of required kanu for plural ‘(they) bought’, or present
feminine tense soxétet ‘(she) swims’ for normative soxa (cf. saxta ‘(she) swam’, lisxot
‘to-swim’ from the root s-x-y and also the homophonic soxétet ‘(she) squeezes’
from the root s-x-t). (See n. 3 for transcription and conventions of marking stress).
And even university-level students when asked the root of defective verbs like mevin
‘understands’, magía ‘arrives’ will propose strings like m-v-n or b-n-y and m-g-y or
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Table 2.‚Current Hebrew verbs coined from nouns, adjectives, and other verbs

a. Source noun
dégem ‘specimen’ > P1 dagam ‘sample’
célem ‘an image’ > P3 cilem ‘(take a) photograph’
aklim ‘climate’ > P4 hitƒ’aklem ‘become acclimatized’

b. Source adjective
ya’il ‘efficient’ > P3 yi’el ‘make efficient’
gamish ‘flexible’ > P5 higmish ‘flexibilize’
prati ‘private’ > P5 hifrit ‘privatize’

c. Source verb
P1 kava ‘fix’ > P3 kibéa ‘fixate’
P3 rikez ‘center’ > P4 hitrakez ‘concentrate [Intransitive]’
P1 shatal ‘plant’ > P5 hishtil ‘implant’

Noteƒ: Verb forms are entered here in the morphologically simple form of past tense, 3rd person
masculine singular.

h-g-‘ for historically normative b-w-n, n-g-‘ respectively. Further evidence for such
difficulties in perception of less transparent historical roots is provided by psycho-
linguistic studies by Schwarzwald (1980, 1981) examining how schoolchildren and
adults analyze different classes of verbs.4

As noted, such discrepancies between the abstract historical root and a
psychologically real consonantal skeleton are particularly marked in the case of
words with historically weak or defective roots like the last two examples in each
set in Table 1, which include a glide or other nonobstruent element in their base.
I suggest that what Hebrew speakers know about this system, and what children
need to learn, is how to apply two complementary processes, root-extraction

and pattern-assignment. Root-extraction means that they can identify the
consonantal skeleton out of which a word is formed; pattern-assignment — that
they can associate a suitable affixal pattern with this root to produce a word that
is structurally well-formed and semantically appropriate. These processes are
illustrated in Table 2 for verbs derived from three different lexical categories:
nouns, adjectives, and other verbs.

The examples in Table 2, together with those in Table 1, illustrate certain key
features of verb-formation in Hebrew. First, all (though not necessarily only)
verbs must be formed in one of the seven morphological patterns termed binyan
conjugations (see n. 2). In other words, they are confined to a restricted set of
syllabic shapes, depending on the interaction between their consonantal base and
associated affixal patterns. These may include only internal vowels (e.g., past tense
P1 rakad ‘danced’, P3 riked ‘skipped’); prefixes and/or suffixes marking person,
number, and gender (e.g., present tense me-raked ‘skips’, past tense feminine
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rakd-a ‘(she) danced’ or plural rakd-u ‘(they) danced’; and also prefixes associated
with a given binyan pattern, e.g., P4 hit- as in hit‘aklem in (a) of Table 2, hitrakez
in (c), and P5 hi- as in higmish, hifrit in (b). New verbs can be derived from
nouns, adjectives, or from other verbs — as shown in Table 2. Verbs are also very
often derived from loan words, both more established le-sanger ‘to defend’ (from
Greek sanegor) or P3 le-vases, P4 le-hitbases ‘to-establish, to-become-established’
from basis ‘base, basis’, as well as more recent le-talfen ‘to (tele)phone’, le-koded
‘to code’, le-sabsed ‘to-subsidize’, le-hit’aklem ‘to acclimatize’. The critical feature
of such innovations is that they remain faithful to classical processes of Hebrew
verb-formation, in at least two senses. First, in contrast to nouns and adjectives,
verbs are rarely formed ‘‘linearly’’, by merely adding a prefix or a suffix to an
established word — and then only in the infinitive of loan words, e.g. le-shnorer
‘cadge’ from Yiddish shnorer, la-xrop ‘snooze’ from xrop (Berman 1987a; Ravid
1990; Schwarzwald 2000); and second, they are not formed by zero derivation or
syntactic conversion as is common in English, e.g., the verbs to fax, book, table,
garden (Clark 1993).

In psycholinguistic terms, this means that Hebrew-speaking children might
have both a relatively easy and a rather difficult task in learning novel verbs (Ber-
man 1999). In comprehension, this may be simpler in a Semitic language than for
children acquiring a language like English, where there are often only syntactic
cues to distinguish between, say to cook ~ a cook, (shoe)laces ~ laces his shoes,
compared with the corresponding Hebrew items le-vashel ~ bashlan, srox(im) ~
sorex. But in producing novel verb forms in a language with such rich bound
morphology, both inflectional and derivational, children cannot simply use a
familiar noun or adjective as a verb. They need to obey strong language-specific
constraints in order to produce words which are both morphologically suited to
the lexical category of verb (that is, a given binyan pattern) and also appropriate
to a particular syntactic or semantic subclass (transitive versus intransitive,
causative versus change-of-state, etc. ). On the other hand, the fact that in forming
new verbs, Hebrew-acquiring children must select forms from this small, structur-
ally defined set of morphological patterns, compared with the far wider range of
options available for nouns and adjectives, might facilitate their task in compre-
hending and especially in producing novel verbs.

Discussion of these issues in this chapter devolves on structured elicitation of
novel verbs. In order to examine the ability to produce structurally well-formed,
but lexically nonoccurrent verbs, Hebrew-speaking preschool and school-age
children and adults were asked to coin novel verbs from familiar nouns and
adjectives that do not have a related verb in the conventional lexicon (Section 3).
Compare, for example, the established denominal verb in ani sam et ha-neyarot
ba-tik ~ ani me-tayek otam ‘I’m putting the-papers in-the-file ~ I’m filing them’
as against the possible but nonoccurent denominal verbs in ani sam et ha-neyarot
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ba-sal ~ ani me-sayel / mesalel / mesil otam’ ‘I’m putting the-papers in-the-basket
~ I’m basketing them’. In contrast to studies using nonsense words as input, our
methodology provides ‘‘strong clues as to the intended semantics of the words’’
(Levy 1987:ƒ73). Having subjects devise novel target verbs from established source
nouns or adjectives which they already know (like the word for ‘basket’ in the
example) has two advantages. First, it ensures that children are not relying on
rote-learning of familiar items, since they have to apply their knowledge of form-
meaning relations in order to interpret and produce novel target verbs. Second, it
ensures that these verbs have established semantic associations which underlie and
motivate the novel terms subjects are required to interpret or to coin. This
procedure has proved particularly well suited to the domain of derivational
morphology since, as noted, it impels children to apply rules to items which do
exist in the established lexicon, but which happen not to undergo a particular
alternation in current usage — here, of changing from noun to verb.

The predictions (Section 2) that motivate the study described here (Section 3)
and the interpretation of its findings (Sections 4 and 5) are anchored in a range of
research well beyond this particular study. These include other structured elicita-
tions of how children of this age-range compared with adults derive resultative
passive participles in Hebrew (Berman 1994), how they alternate voice and
transitivity across the Hebrew system of binyan verb patterns (Berman 1993a,ƒb),
how they produce innovative compound nouns from periphrastic phrases and
clauses (Clark and Berman 1987); and also how they coin novel nouns from
familiar verbs (Clark and Berman 1984; Berman 1999). These findings from
structured elicitations are further supplemented and supported by a collection of
hundreds of unconventional lexical usages and spontaneous lexical innovations,
coined in the course of their naturalistic speech output by children aged 2 to 8
years of age (Berman 1987b, 1999).

. Predictions

These earlier studies, like the experiment detailed below, yielded predictions along
several dimensions: type of language processing (comprehension versus produc-
tion), overall ability at new-verb formation, grammaticality of verb-structure,
morpho-semantic patterning (choice of binyan conjugation), lexico-semantic
factors, and processes of consonantal root extraction.

. Comprehension versus production

Children are expected to show comprehension of novel verbs denoting activities
performed with objects (e.g., the equivalent of English I’m aproning the dollƒ) or
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causing changes in objects (e.g., He purpled the soup) before they are able to
produce them, in line with a range of nonHebrew-specific studies that reveal a
precedence in comprehension (Clark and Berman 1994). The asymmetry between
these two facets of language processing is assumed to involve more than simply
rate of development, in the sense that comprehension precedes production
chronologically (Clark 1993). The prediction is that children’s comprehension of
new words may be more ‘‘source-oriented’’ while the new words they produce
may be more ‘‘product-oriented’’ (Bybee and Slobin 1982; Zager 1981). Specifi-
cally, the factor of structural opacity will have a different impact on the two types
of processing. In comprehension, children will attend mainly to how similar novel
items are to words which they already know, rather than to how canonic their
structure. In producing novel items, in contrast, children’s responses to less
canonically-structured, and so less transparent, source words will be more
variable, and they may deviate considerably from the familiar input items on
which they are based.

. New-verb formation

With age, children will, first, be increasingly able to coin new words from familiar
input items. Second, as shown by prior research (Badry 1983; Clark and Berman
1984; Berman 1985, 1988; Levy 1988) children will rely on a ‘‘consonantal
skeleton’’ for interpreting and producing unfamiliar words in a Semitic language
from around age 3 years. Third, this ability to relate to the consonantal content of
source words as the basis for new-verb formation in alternating between words
from different lexical categories is well-established by age 4 years. Fourth, even
younger children will tend to coin novel verbs in one of the restricted set of
morphological binyan patterns available for new-verb formation in their language,
showing that from a very early age, they know what constitutes a ‘‘possible verb’’
form in their language.

. Selection of morphological verb-pattern

Children may initially rely on the P1 pa‘al verb-pattern conjugation (binyan) for
coining new verbs, since it has the highest type and token frequency in Hebrew
children’s usage (Berman 1993b; Berman and Dromi 1984), as well as in spoken
and written adult Hebrew (Schwarzwald 1981). By age 4 to 5, children’s coinages
will reflect the overall tendency of Modern Hebrew to favor the P3 pi‘el pattern
for denominal verb-formation (Bolozky 1978; Berman 1990; Schwarzwald 1997).
Older children and adults will distinguish between activity verbs derived from
established source nouns, for which they will prefer P3, compared with causative
verbs derived from established adjectives, for which they may prefer P5 hifƒ‘il. As
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a result, choice of the binyan pattern for coining new-verbs may reveal a distinc-
tive developmental curve: initially, P1 will be favored, then P3 will be preferred
across the board, and finally mature speakers will restrict the use of P3 to activity
verbs, with P5 favored for semantic causatives.

. Semantic classes of source items

Children will innovate verbs mainly from classes of nouns which are already well-
represented as sources for verb denomination in their language. In Hebrew,
children should be better at deriving novel causative verbs from established
adjectives (as in the examples in (c) of Table 2) and at deriving activity verbs from
familiar object nouns than in producing novel activity verbs with an instrumental
or locational sense (cf. English axe=cut with an axe, shelve=put on a shelf respec-
tively). This prediction is based on a rough count of denominal verbs in the
current Hebrew lexicon, which yielded the following breakdowns. (1) The vast
majority (around 75% to 80%) of native adjectives have associated causative verbs
in either P3 pi‘el or P5 hifƒ‘il (e.g., le-xazek ‘to-strengthen’ from xazak ‘strong’, le-
kacer ‘to-shorten’ from kacar ‘short’ and le-haxlish ‘to-weaken’ from xalash ‘weak’,
le-ha’arix ‘to-lengthen’ from arox long’); (2) there are numerous activity verbs
based on object nouns (e.g., le-saben ‘to-soap’ from sabon ‘soap’, le-shamen ‘to-oil,
lubricate’ from shémen ‘oil’); (3) there are very few verbs derived from nouns with
an instrumental sense, and these relate mainly to musical instruments (e.g., le-tofef
‘to play the drums’ from tof ‘a drum’, le-xalel ‘to play the flute’ from xalil ‘flute’,
but also le-fakses ‘to fax, send by fax machine’ from the foreign noun faks; and
(4) there are almost no verbs with the locative sense of put on or in a place (the
few exceptions include le-tayek ‘to file=put in a file’ from tik ‘a file’, le-haxtif ‘to
shoulder, place on one’s shoulder’ from katef ‘shoulder’).

. Morphophonological source/target matching

Young children will differ critically from older children and adults in the extent to
which the consonantal basis of the innovated target word (in this case, a verb) is
compatible with that of the familiar source word (a noun or adjective). Factors of
structural opacity (Clark 1993; Ravid 1995) suggest that this incompatibility will
be particularly marked in the case of source words based on ‘‘weak’’ or defective
roots (e.g., biconsonantal nouns like pax ‘bin’, sir ‘pot’) or with open final
syllables (e.g., kise ‘chair’, tmuna ‘picture’). Relatedly, the shape of items innovated
by young children will vary greatly, whereas the output forms produced by school-
age children and particularly adults will show considerable agreement and con-
sistency.
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. The study

Sixty Hebrew-speaking children aged 3 to 10 years and 12 adults were required to
interpret and produce innovative verbs based on familiar nouns and adjectives.
For example, they were asked to invent verbs to describe: the act of placing beads
in a box, Hebrew argaz, or on a shelf [=madaf]; the act of using an instrument
such as a hammer, Hebrew patish, or a stick [=makel]; the act of furnishing a
place with windows [=xalon-ot] or with a bath [=ambátya]; and the act of
making soup clear [=calul] or purple [=sagol].

The test was administered to 12 subjects at each of six age-groups: nursery
school children aged 3 and 4 years, kindergarten children aged 5 to 6, second-
graders aged 7 to 8, fourth graders aged 9 to 10, and adults who were high-school
or college graduates. (Details of age ranges and means are given in Table 4 in the
following section). Subjects were all native speakers of Hebrew, from monolingual,
middle-class backgrounds living in towns and villages in central Israel, with an
approximately even number of males and females in each group (39 girls and
women, 33 boys and men).6

The test had two parts, 10 comprehension items and 40 production items.
The input (‘‘source’’) items for comprehension consisted of verbs innovated
from nouns which name articles of clothing in the conventional lexicon (listed in
Table 5 in the next section). Two of the 10 novel verbs were given in the P1 pa‘al
pattern (e.g., innovative mogef from the familiar noun magaf-áyim ‘boot-s’), and
three each were given in the P3 pi‘el pattern (e.g. mesaner from sinar ‘apron’) and
in the P5 hifƒ‘il pattern (e.g. mafjim from pijáma ‘pyjamas’).

The production part of the test consisted of 30 nouns and 10 adjectives
which have no morphologically related verb in the established lexicon of Hebrew.
They were divided equally into four semantic classes. Ten place nouns which
would elicit innovative locative activities, analogous to established denominal
verbs as in English to shelve=‘put on a shelf ’, or Hebrew le-tayek ‘to file=put
(papers) in a file’; 10 object nouns to elicit object-related activities, as in estab-
lished English to wallpaper=‘put wallpaper on a surface’, Hebrew le-fader ‘to-
powder=cover / sprinkle with powder’ from the loan-noun púdra ‘powder’; 10
instrumental activities, as in established English to spoon=‘use a spoon to
insert‘, Hebrew le-havrish ‘to brush’ from mivréshet ‘(a) brush’; and 10 adjective-

based causatives, as in English to sweeten ‘make sweet’, Hebrew le-hamtik from
the adjective matok.

Four criteria guided selection of the 40 input items used for innovative verb
production (henceforth ‘‘source’’ items) listed in Appendix I. First, they needed to
provide a plausible basis for lexical innovation, and they should not have a
morphologically cognate verb with the same consonantal base. Thus the instru-
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ment noun masrega ‘knitting-needle’ was not eligible, since it has the same
consonants s-r-g as the verb li-srog ‘to knit’, from which it is derived.7 On the
other hand, nouns with relevant semantic cognates were admissible. For example,
the test included the instrument noun máxat ‘(sewing) needle’, since there is no
related verb like P1 *li-mxot (although there is a verb pronounced like this
meaning ‘wipe one’s nose’), P3 *le- maxet, or P5 *le-hamxit.8 However, conven-
tional verbs for such an activity (e.g., li-tfor ‘to sew’, li-rkom ‘to-embroider’) are
morphologically unrelated to the source noun meaning ‘needle’.

Second, the source-items needed to be nouns or adjectives which are readily
accessible to tangible demonstration, and which are familiar to young preschool
children. It was not always possible to accommodate these two requirements,
however. For example, as a locative input noun, we used the more specialized
marvad ‘rug’ and not the familiar shatiáx ‘carpet’, because there is an established,
semantically related verb le-shatéax ‘to spread out (flat)’ with the same consonan-
tal base š-t-x (cf. the adjective shatúax ‘flat, even’).

A third factor which is particularly relevant to the present context was the
morphophonological structure of the input items. These were ranged by degree of
transparency of the consontantal base-structure of the source items,
defined by the number and quality of their consonants, and how these are
distributed in terms of syllable structure. (1) Fully transparent input items defined
as ‘‘canonical’’ are source words with three strong, nondefective consonants: stops,
spirants, sibilants, and liquids, but not glides, pharyngeals, or glottals, e.g. the
object noun vilon-ot ‘curtain-s’, the instrument noun panas ‘flashlight’, and the
adjective varod ‘pink’. (2) Less canonical but equally transparent are source items
with a quadriliteral consonantal base, e.g. the locative place nouns karton ‘box,
carton’ or marvad ‘rug’, and instrumental sargel ‘ruler’. (3) Morphologically more
opaque source items were monosyllabic words with a defective or ‘‘weak’’
biconsonantal base, e.g. locative sal ‘basket’, sir ‘pot’, and the adjective xum
‘brown’. (4) Most removed from a canonical root-structure are items with a final

open syllable (Ravid 1995). These are words which end in a vowel (in pronunci-
ation, even if not in their historical underlying form, still reflected in the orthogra-
phy), e.g., nouns like kise ‘chair’, spelt with a final alefƒ; menora ‘lamp’, spelt with
a feminine marking final heh; and the adjective tari ‘fresh’, ending in orthographic
yod.

Each of the five subtests was preceded by two example items in one of the
three target binyan patterns which are favored for transitive activity verbs, P1
pa‘al, P3 pi‘el, and P5 hifƒ‘il. The examples were distributed and ordered as follows:
Comprehension — P1, P3; Location — P1, P3; Object — P3, P5; Instrument —
P1, P3; Adjective=Causative --- P5; P1, giving a total of four example items in P1,
and three each in P3 and P5 for each subtest.

Subjects were interviewed individually in a quiet room in their school or at
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Table 3.‚Sample instructions for three of the five subtests

COMPREHENSION:
ani roca li-cmod [P1] et habuba. hine ani comed-et et habuba. ani
ƒsama la CAMID. ani comed-et ota.
‘I want to-bracelet the doll. Look how I bracelet the doll. I’m putting a BRACELET on
her. I’m braceleting her. ‘

PRODUCTION — PLACE NOUNS:
bo(’i) nasim et haxaruzim bexol miney mkomot. kodem tasim(i) otam al ha-SHULXAN.
tar’e li ex ata yodea le-shalxen [P3] et haxaruzim. Yofi ex she at(a) me-shalxen-et otam! ata
mamash shilxant(a) nehedar et haxaruzim!
‘Let’s put the beads in different places. First put them on the TABLE. Show me how to
table the beads. That’s great, the way you table them! You tabled the beads just right!’

PRODUCTION — STATAL ADJECTIVES:
yesh lanu kan sir im marak, ve hamarak lo ta‘im ve gam eyn lo ceva. carix la‘asot lo kol
miney dvarim, lamarak haze. Lemashal, carix la‘asot she-hamarak yihye SHAKUF. az carix
le-hashkif [P5] oto. hine ani mashkif-a et hamarak. ani osa oto shakuf.
‘Here’s a big pot with soup in it. But the soup has no taste, and it needs some color, too.
So we’re going to do different things to the soup. Say we want to make the soup CLEAR
[=transparent], then we need to clear it. Look how I clear the soup, I’m making it clear.’

home. Responses were entered on a standard answer sheet and audio-recorded for
each session. Two investigators were present for each session with preschool
children (aged 3 to 6 years), who were told that they were going to play all sorts of
games with pictures and toys, and that they would be asked about all kinds of
funny words, and afterwards they would make up words themselves.

Different stimulus materials were used for each set of items (2 example items
+ 10 test items in comprehension and in each of the four production subtests), as
follows: COMPREHENSION: Stimulus materials consisted of 16 articles of
clothing and jewelry used to dress a large doll — 2 examples, 10 test-items, and 4
distractors; LOCATION: Strings of colored beads to be placed inside and on top
of 12 objects; OBJECT:ƒ12 cut-outs of household objects to be pasted on a large
board with a picture of a house; INSTRUMENTS:ƒ12 utensils to be given to a
teddy-bear to work with; CAUSATIVES: A large pot of (imaginary) soup, to
which changes were to be made. Piloting revealed that children from school-age
performed the tasks well without any props, and so the 7s, 9s, and adults were
given verbal instructions alone. Examples of instructions for comprehension and
two of the production subtests are given in Table 3.

The 10 comprehension items were always administered first, followed by the
40 production items in four blocks of 10 presented in four different orders to one-
quarter of the subjects in each age-group.9

As noted, each subtest was introduced by two examples, with the target verb
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Table 4.‚Mean percentage of correct responses in comprehension of 10 novel
denominal verbs, by age [N=12 per age-group]

Group Subjects’ age
range

Mean % Correct
responses

Number of errors
range

Adults 21 –48 35 97 0–2
9s–4th Grade ‚9;3–‚9;11 9;6 92 0–3
7s–2nd Grade ‚7;0–‚7;11 7;5 95 0–1
5s–Kindergarten ‚5;0–‚6;0 5;6 86 0–3
4s–Nursery School ‚4;0–‚4;11 4;4 81 0–5
3s–Nursery School ‚3;0–‚3;10 3;5 78 0–6

mentioned in both the infinitive and the present-tense form each time, sometimes
also in the past-tense. Gender marking on the finite verb forms given in the
examples was adjusted for the sex of the addressee, masculine forms for boys and
men, feminine forms for girl and women subjects.

. Results

Results of the test are presented first for the comprehension part (Section 4.1) and
then for the production part (Sections 4.2 to 4.5).

. Comprehension of novel denominal verbs

The comprehension task required subjects to identify novel verbs based on
established nouns naming different pieces of apparel. Table 4 shows that children
of school-age behaved like the adults, correctly interpreting novel verbs nearly
100% of the time. Three- to 6-year-old preschool children did so in over 80% of
their responses. Even our youngest subjects, with an average age of 3;5, identified
at least 4 and averaged 8 correct choices out of 10 novel verbs presented to them.

The difference in rate of correct responses between age groups was significant
(a one-way analysis of variance yielded the following effect: (F(5,71)=4. 69,
pƒƒ<ƒƒ.001). Three distinct subgroups emerged (by Duncan-Multiple range proce-
dure, "=.05): (3s, 4s, 5s) (5s, 7s, 9s) (7s, 9s Ads). The figures in Table 4 provide
clear evidence for knowledge of Semitic lexical structure, defined as the ability to
relate to the consonantal structure of novel lexical items in order to interpret them
through a process of what we have defined as ‘‘root-extraction’’. That is, children
from a young age are able to identify and isolate the ‘‘consonantal skeleton’’ of a
word (Section 2, Prediction 2). The high rate of overall success — over 80%
among preschoolers and at ceiling between 5 and 7 years of age — confirms
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Table 5.‚Number of correct responses given by nonadult subjects (children aged 3–9
years) on 10 comprehension items, in descending order of success [N=60]

Source verb Binyan Total

Infinitive Present Pattern Noun Gloss Root Correct

1. leham‘il mam‘il P5 hif‘il me‘il coat m-‘-l 59
2. lis‘on sho‘en P1 pa‘al sha‘on watch sh-‘-n 57
3. lehac‘if mac‘if P5 hif‘il ca‘if scarf c-‘-f 56
4. lemashkef memashkef P3 pi‘el mishkafáyim glasses m-sh-k-f 56
5. lesaner mesaner P3 pi‘el sinar apron s-n-r 56
6. limgof mogef P1 pa‘al magafáyim boots m-g-f 52
7. lesakot mesake P3 pi‘el sika brooch s-k-y 47
8. lekavéa mekavéa P3 pi‘el kóva hat k-v-’ 47
9. lismol somel P1 pa‘al simla dress s-m-l 45

10. lehafjim mafjim P5 hif‘il pijáma pyjamas p-j-m 43

Prediction 1 since, as shown below, the younger children failed to produce

similar proportions of appropriate lexical coinages.
The 10 novel verbs to be interpreted differed in formal simplicity, defined

a priori as the amount of morphophonological change involved in the alternation
between the surface shape of the source input verb form — infinitival with
prefixal le- and present-tense (see Table 5) — and the surface shape of the
associated target noun. The novel input verbs also differed in structural

transparency, since they were in different binyan morphological patterns and
their roots differed in how defective they were. Nonetheless, as Table 5 shows, all
10 items were accessible to most of the children tested.

Table 5 indicates that the formal structure of source words has little effect on
comprehension. First, novel verbs in all three of the input binyan conjugations
occur among both the easiest and the hardest of the input items: those ranked 1–3
which scored over 90% (between 59 to 56 out of a total 60) and those ranked
8–10 which scored around 75% (47 to 43 out of a possible 60). This runs counter
to Prediction 2.4, that the P3 pi‘el morphological pattern should yield the best
results, since it is the most transparent both in the morphophonological structure
of its verb-forms and in the inflectional paradigmatic alternations which it
involves, and it is also the most productive for denominal new-verb formation in
current Hebrew. As for root-structure, weak consonantal elements caused no
difficulty in comprehension. All three novel verbs which ranked top out of the 10
have a medial glottal or pharyngeal, pronounced as a glottal stop or not at all. Nor
were words with open final syllables, ranked 7 and 8 out of the 10, the hardest for
the children. This is in marked contrast to the difficulty children reveal in
PRODUCING the correct form of verbs with a final, unpronounced, glottal or
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pharyngeal element (Berman 1981; Ravid 1995). In fact, the two items which
scored lowest both have full or ‘‘canonic’’ consonant structure, s-m-l and p-j-m.
That is, young Hebrew speakers can extract a consonantal base from unfamiliar
words, even when this diverges from the full, canonic structure of three obstruent
radicals.

The factor most relevant to success on the comprehension task appears to be
the DISTANCE in surface shape between the novel input verb and the familiar
noun to be identified. A novel verb like infinitive li-smol ‘to-(put on a) dress’ or
present-tense somél-et ‘dresses+FEM’ has the same consonantal base but a very
different distribution of vowels and hence stem syllable-structure (CCVC and
CVCVC) than the noun simla ‘(a) dress’ (CVCCV). The same is true of the novel
verb le-hafjim, mafjim-a ‘to pyjama, puts on pyjamas’ compared with the familiar
(loan) noun pijáma where, moreover, the novel input verb requires the fricative f
rather than the stop p of the familiar noun pijáma (confirming findings for
comprehension of this item in Sokolov 1988). At the other end of the scale, the
three easiest items for comprehension were those where the novel input verb is
close in form to the (familiar) target noun. Here, the novel input verb and the
familiar target noun share the same initial and final consonant as well as the
identical final syllable: le-ham‘il from me‘il ‘coat’, lish‘on from sha‘on ‘wristwatch’,
and le-hac‘if from ca‘if ‘scarf ’. The conclusion is that closeness of fit between a
novel input form and a familiar target word plays a crucial role in comprehension
of new words — certainly of children, possibly of speakers in general. Moreover,
it suggests that in relation to comprehension processes, the psycholinguistic
principle of ‘‘formal simplicity’’ (Clark 1993) may need to be interpreted as
referring to the degree of surface similarity between source and target forms,
rather than to the structural opacity of the source form in itself. This confirms
Prediction 2.1 concerning the asymmetry of comprehension versus production
since, as will be seen from the analyses to follow, different factors appear to
facilitate the interpretation of novel verbs compared with the processes involved
in producing them.

. Results in production: success on novel-verb formation

Rather different results emerged on the production tasks, highlighting the
qualitative differences between comprehension and production in language
processing and language acquisition. Findings for new-verb production are
analyzed in terms of overall success at innovation, and of structural wellformed-
ness of these innovations, as indicative of knowledge of what constitutes a possible
verb in Hebrew (Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 — Prediction 2.2); choice of binyan
conjugation in coining new verbs, as evidence for knowledge of what constitute
the most productive or preferred options for new-verb innovation in the language
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Table 6.‚Overall percentage of morphologically innovative responses to 40 input
nouns and adjectives and percentage of these which are well-formed verbs, by age
[N=12 per group]

Age Group % Morphological innovations % Well-formed innovations

3–4 years 55 94
4–5 years 84 91
5–6 years 88 99
7–8 years 98 97
9–10 years 95 98
Adults 99 100

(Section 4.2.3 — Prediction 2.3); effect of semantic class on amount of production
as evidence for the effect of lexical convention (Section 4.2.4 — Prediction 2.4);
and degree of matching between the consonantal make-up of the source input
word and the novel verb coined on its basis, as a late-developing ability (4.2.5 —
Prediction 2.5).

.. Overall capacity for new-verb formation
Overall success on verb innovation was defined as the ability to coin a novel verb
form which was morphologically related to the source noun or adjective given as
input on the test. The figures in the first column of Table 6 include all and only
responses which (1) were ‘‘novel’’ items in the sense that they do not occur in the
established lexicon of Hebrew and (2) were ‘‘derived’’ forms and morphologically
related to the source input noun or adjective in the sense that they shared at least
some of its consonantal elements. The figures in the second column of Table 6
specify what proportion of these coinages were ‘‘wellformed’’; that is, they
constitute ‘possible’ verbs in Hebrew, since they are constructed in one of the five
non-passive verb binyan conjugation patterns and they do not violate constraints
on the syllabic and prosodic structure of Hebrew word-formation.

The first column of Table 6 shows that 3-year-olds were able to innovate
morphologically related verbs based on familiar nouns and adjectives in a little
over half of their responses. From age 4 years, success goes up to 84%, reaching a
ceiling of from 95% to 98% at school-age. (A one-way anova followed by a
Duncan Test yielded a significant effect for age (F(5,66)=10.21, pƒ<ƒ.001), with the
3-year-olds distinct from all other age groups). In general, children were well able
to cope with the task, although 3-year-olds succeeded significantly less (pƒ=ƒ.05)
than the older subjects.

Children’s non-innovative responses mainly took the form of ‘‘don’t know’’
or lack of response (average 10% to 15% of the test items), while 3-year-olds, and
they alone, also simply repeated the input form, or gave conventional words
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(around one-quarter of their responses), e.g., li-dfok ‘to hit’ in response to the
source noun patish ‘hammer’, li-tfor ‘to sew’ for the source noun máxat ‘needle’,
le-hitraxec ‘to wash (oneself)’ for the source noun ambátya ‘bathtub’. From age 4
years up, children gave conventional lexical items in as few as 5% of their re-
sponses, showing a clear ability to coin denominal verbs even in a structured
experimental setting.

These findings confirm Prediction 2.1, since they show that the youngest
children did far better on the comprehension than on the production part of the
test (78% correct responses in comprehension compared with 55% appropriate
responses in production from the 3-year-olds). This accords with findings from
research on inflectional and derivational morphology, where younger children
invariably perform better on comprehension than on production of both novel
and well-established items (see studies cited in Clark and Berman 1987). The
figures in Table 6 also confirm developmental findings from previous studies of
Hebrew acquisition, which reveal age 3 to 4 years as as critical for command of the
major word-formation processes in the language (e.g., Berman 1994, 1995a, 1999),
after inflectional morphology for tense/mood and agreement marking of number,
gender, and person, are established.

.. Wellformedness of innovations
The second column of Table 6 shows that when children were able to coin novel
verbs, their responses were overwhelmingly ‘‘wellformed’’; that is, they conformed
to the morphophonological constraints not merely of new-word formation in
Hebrew, but also on the form of a possible verb in the language. This highly
language-particular type of knowledge is not a priori obvious. In order to produce
a novel form which is in some way morphologically related to the source noun or
adjective, children could in principle have relied on several non-Semitic strategies.
(1) They could have opted for zero derivation, treating the source noun as a
verb, without any change in form (cf. English to fax, to wallpaper). (2) They could
have applied external affixation, (a) by adding a prefix to the input noun, e.g.
present-tense me-, ma- or infinitival le-, li-, or (b) by adding a noun suffix to the
input noun, e.g. feminine -a or diminutive -it. Affixation to a stem appears a
particularly attractive option, since children were asked questions which encour-
aged them to use the present-tense of verbs, marked by me- or ma- prefixes in the
conjugations P3 and P5, and where the female investigator asked ‘‘What am I
doing?’’, responses would typically be elicited with the feminine endings -a or -et.
(3) A third option would take the form of suppletive root change, producing
a novel, possibly semantically related, verb with different consonants than those of
the source noun or adjective.

Success on the task further requires that the innovated form be well-formed,
not only as a possible word in Hebrew, but also as a possible verb in the language.
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Table 7.‚Examples of ill-formed innovations

Error type Source-item Response

Wrong vowels:
garzen ‘axe’ > *megarzin [Nitsan 4;6] cf. P3 megarzen, metalfen ‘phone’
muzar ‘strange’ > *memazrir [Omer 3;10] cf. P3 memazrer, memasxer trade’
tmuna ‘picture’ > *matmen [Sima 4;10] Noun Pattern, cf. maghec ‘iron’
safsal ‘bench’ > *mafsal [Tomer 4;0] Noun Pattern, cf. mankal director’

Inadmissible consonant clusters:
tris ‘shutter’ > *metrates [Omri 7;1] cf. P3 metatres, metalfen ‘phone’
sir ‘pot’ > *mastrir [Nitsan 4;6] cf. P5 masrir, mazrim ‘flow’

Prefix+stem:
aron ‘closet’ > *le’aron [Michal 9;3] cf. P3 le’aren, le‘abed ‘lose’
kise ‘chair’ > *mekise [Tal 7;0] cf. P3 mekase, megale ‘find’
ta‘im ‘tasty’ > *meta‘im [Tally 5;0] cf. P5 mat‘im, maskim ‘agree’

That is, it must be based on one of the small number of binyan conjugation
patterns which determine the morphophonological shape of all verbs in Hebrew,
illustrated in Table 1. Table 6 shows that overall, when children innovated verbs,
very few of their responses were ill-formed. They generally neither violated
morpheme-structure constraints on the form of possible words in Hebrew, nor on
the form of possible verbs in Hebrew. Even the 3- and 4-year-olds produced very
few items which violate Hebrew verb-structure constraints. Less than 5% of all
their innovative responses (29 out of 667 innovations) were ill-formed as verbs,
and only 22 took the form of nouns with diminutive or other suffixes — e.g.
madaf-it ‘shelfie’ from madaf ‘shelf ’, the innovative diminutive form siróni from
sir ‘pot’ [Hila, 3;8], or the diminutive-like noun coinage maxteron from máxat
‘needle’ [Rotem, 4;4] — and 9 of these were given by one child, Ya’ara, aged 4;11.
There is a slight, though nonsignificant rise in proportion of errors at age 4 (from
6. 1% among 3-year-olds to 8. 6% among 4-year-olds) and again at age 7 (from
less than 1% among 5-year-olds up to 3. 4% among 7-year-olds). An overall
significant relationship between age and type of response was found, using the P2

test (P2 (df=10)=61.77, pƒ<ƒ.001). Across age-groups, more errors violated
morphophonological constraints on possible syllable structure for Hebrew words
rather than by adding affixes to the stem noun or adjective. That is, when children
produced novel verbs based on source nouns and adjectives, they based them on
the verb-conjugation binyan patterns required by the grammar of Hebrew verb-
formation.

Besides, very few structurally deviant forms violated the syllabic structure,
internal vowel patterning, or consonant clustering licensed by the verb-patterns P3
and P5 (Bolozky 1978; Bat-El 1989), or adopted the strategy of attaching a verbal
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prefix to the noun stem. Examples of occasional errors, which yielded nongram-
matical although transparently derived forms, are given in Table 7 — and even
these can in some instances be interpreted by analogy to possible Hebrew verbs.

There were also very few violations on possible root combinations, specifically,
the Semitic constraint that the first two radical consonants not be homorganic
(Greenberg 1950; McCarthy 1981; Berent and Shimron 1997). For example, from
kise ‘chair’, children did not give me-kakes, me-saser from sir ‘pot’, or me-sasep from
sapa ‘sofa, couch’. Lone exceptions were two of the 12 children in each of the age-
groups 3, 4, and 5 who produced the form me-papex from pax ‘bin, can’.10

On the other hand, children very often added consonants to the end —
though not to the beginning — of the roots which they extracted from the source
nouns. For example, kise ‘chair’ yielded forms like me-kases, me-kasen, and me-
kaset, while sapa ‘sofa, couch’ yielded me-sapep, me-sapes, me-sapet, and me-sapel
(see, further, Section 4.2.4 below). In fact, adding consonants to the end of a weak
root (particularly by reduplication) is a well-attested method of root-formation in
Hebrew. Moreover, irrespective of the shape of the input item, where final
consonants were added, they were all of the most neutral, or least specified
phonological class of coronals: the stop t, sibilant s, or sonorant n or l.

Further evidence for root-extraction as a well-established process among even
the younger children are the occasional (fewer than 10 of their hundreds of
innovations) coinages based on a different root with a related meaning. Such
ROOT-SUPPLETION includes: from ambátya ‘bath’, Tomer [4;0] coined a novel
P5 verb marxic ‘washes’ with the root r-x-c ‘wash’ (cf. the conventional P1 verb
roxec with that meaning); from sakin ‘knife’ Nitsan [4;6] coined the nominal
maxtex ‘cutter’ from the root x-t-x ‘cut’ (cf. conventional P1 xotex ‘cuts’); from
tris ‘shutter’ Oded [4;6] coined the verb mepatex from p-t-x ‘open’;11 and from
ta‘im ‘good-tasting’, Aya [7;7] created a novel P3 verb me-shaked ‘almonds’ from
the noun shaked (typically plural shked-im) ‘(soup)-almond-s’, to describe a way
of making the soup taste better. Except for these few semantically appropriate but
morphologically unrelated coinages, in order to coin new verbs children across the
board extracted consonants from the source input word.

Other highly language-specific knowledge of verb-structure revealed by
children’s responses was that their coinages were overwhelmingly structurally and
semantically appropriate to Hebrew as a Semitic language. The verb-coinages of
these children were constructed in a morphological template, a binyan verb-
conjugation pattern, which is conventionally used for describing transitive
activities rather than for intransitive change-of-state predications in Hebrew (see,
further, Section 4. 2. 3 below).

The figures in Table 6 for this elicitation task are highly consistent with data
on innovative verb-derivation by Hebrew-speaking children in other contexts,
including a test where children had to derive novel verbs from established verbs
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which lack alternants with reverse transitivity in the established lexicon, e.g., the
P1 motion verbs li-zxol ‘to-crawl’, li-sxot ‘to-swim’ which have no corresponding
causative verbs (Berman 1993a). Three-year-olds produced acceptable morpholog-
ical variants in 59% of their responses (compared with only 26% from 2-year-olds
and as high as 77% from school-age children); in contrast, they scored 84%
success at alternating transitivity across verbs with familiar input and target forms
in the established lexicon (compared with 52% by 2-year-olds and nearly 100%
from 8-year-old schoolchildren). Other evidence is provided by spontaneous
lexical innovations produced by children in their naturalistic speech output
(Berman 1999). These also reveal that children as young as age 3 years coin verbs
in accordance with the binyan patterns of the target language; they do this increas-
ingly from age 4 years on; they rarely produce items which violate morpheme-
structure constraints on the form of possible verbs in Hebrew — in contrast to a
relatively high rate of structural deviations in the case of nouns, which they
innovate in a variety of morphological patterns. Moreover, out of nearly 300
spontaneous verb coinages recorded for children between 2 to 8 years of age,
around one-third take the form of denominal formations of the kind focused on
in the present chapter. For example, Itamar, aged 3;11, coins the P1 verb la-cun
‘to put sheep into the fold’ from con ‘sheep’, Nir aged 4;1 describes sliding in the
snow as P5 mashligim from the noun shéleg ‘snow’; and Asaf, aged 5;8, describes
a rocket as P3 mexalel ‘orbiting’ from the noun xalal ‘(outer) space’). In sum, the
process of new-verb formation by Hebrew-speaking children from even younger
than 3 years of age conforms phonologically to constraints on the syllabic struc-
ture of possible words in their language and it is morphologically confined to the
restricted set of affixal binyan patterns in which all (though not only) Hebrew
verbs must be constructed.

.. Choice of verb-conjugation in coining novel verbs
Choice of binyan conjugation pattern in coining new verbs was taken as evidence
for knowledge of what constitute the most productive or preferred options for
new-verb innovation in the language in general, and in deriving denominal
activity verbs and deadjectival causatives specifically (Prediction 2. 3). As noted,
knowledge of Hebrew verb-structure requires the ability to associate consonantal
stems with a restricted set of 7 binyan conjugation patterns.12

In this, in Hebrew as in Arabic, verbs differ from nouns and adjectives, which
can be constructed out of numerous different morphological patterns of root plus
affixes as well as linearly from stems plus suffixes, and through juxtaposition of
stems or words by blending and compounding (Berman 1987a, 1998; Ravid 1990;
Nir 1993). In the study reported here, children were expected to innovate verbs in
one of the three binyan patterns favored for transitive activity verbs in current
Hebrew, which were those used in the examples given for each of the subtests —
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P1 pa‘al, P3 pi‘el, and P5 hifƒ‘il — since the two other nonpassive binyan patterns,
P2 nifƒ‘al and P4 hitpa‘el, are typically intransitive.13 They are thus inappropriate to
the task in this study, which calls for semantic activity verbs.

Of the three relevant patterns, P1 pa‘al is unique since it has both intransitive
activity verbs like those meaning go, run, cry, sleep as well as transitive activity and
state verbs like those meaning push, shut, break and think, know, see. It is also the
pattern with the highest frequency in preschool speech; it accounts for as much as
three-quarters of all verb-forms analyzed in the conversational interactions of
children aged two to five years (Berman and Dromi 1984; Berman 1993b), and for
over half all verbs, both types and tokens, in adult spoken and written Hebrew
(Schwarzwald 1981). This could lead to the prediction that P1 would be favored
on the task at hand. But this pattern is almost never used for deriving new verbs,
whether from other verbs or from nouns and adjectives. That is, P1 is highly
available in the established lexicon at all levels of usage, but it is not that
accessible to new-verb formation.

P3 pi‘el in contrast, is used almost exclusively for verbs which are syntactically
transitive and semantically active. The vast majority of denominal verbs in current
Hebrew usage, both in the established lexicon (Berman 1990) and in psycholin-
guistic elicitation studies (Bolozky 1978; Berman 1993b) are in the pi‘el pattern.
There are compelling reasons, morphophonological, semantic, and syntactic, for
why P3 pi‘el is the most favored option for the purpose of denominal verb-
formation (Sivan 1963; Bolozky 1982; Schwarzwald 2002). For example, pi‘el is the
only transitive verb-conjugation which is structurally open to verbs based on four
or more consonants across inflectional paradigms, and these ‘‘quadriliterals’’
(Yannai 1974) account for a large proportion — almost 50% by my dictionary
count — of current denominal verb-formation, often from loan-nouns and
adjectives (Berman 1990).14

The third alternative, the P5 hifƒ‘il conjugation, has two main functions for
new-verb formation: (1) to derive causative verbs from other activity verbs,
typically in P1, e.g. P1 li-zrom ‘to-flow’ yields contemporary P5 le-hazrim ‘to-
pour, cash-flow’, P1 li-shtol ‘to-plant’ yields innovative P5 le-hashtil ‘implant’; and
(2) to derive causative verbs from statal adjectives, e.g. ‘le-hagmish ‘make-flexible,
elasticize’ from gamish ‘flexible’, le-hakshiax ‘to-stiffen’ from kashuax ‘stiff ’. P5
hifƒ‘il is also used (3) for deriving verbs from nouns, though less often, e.g. láxan
‘tune’ > le-halxin ‘to-put to music’, le’om ‘nation’ > le-hal’im ‘nationalize’, katef
‘shoulder’ > le-haxtif ‘(put on one’s) shoulder’, especially (4) when this preserves
the syllabic structure of the (typically loan) source noun, e.g., hishpric ‘‘spray’
from the noun shpric, hiflik ‘slap’ from flik, hishvic ‘brag’ from shvic ‘sweat’
(Bolozky 1978; Bat-El 1994).

A major finding of this study was that children showed marked, and preco-
cious, knowledge of which morphological pattern fits the process of creating new
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Table 8.‚Percentage of novel verbs coined in different binyan patterns out of total
innovations produced from 40 nouns and adjectives, by age [N=12 per group]

Age group P3 pi‘el P5 hifƒ‘il P1 pa‘al Other

3s 76 4 4 16
4s 71 17 – 12
5s 87 2 7 4
7s 87 8 3 2
9s 73 21 5 2

Adults 69 28 2 1

verbs by denomination. Table 8 gives the breakdown of the three activity patterns
compared with other, inappropriate patterns selected in coining novel verbs.

Table 8 shows that across the age-groups, subjects nearly always coined verbs
in one of the three transitive patterns, P1, P3, and P5. From age 5 years up, almost
no responses were semantically inappropriate because given in an intransitive
pattern — medio-passive or passive P2 and middle-voice or reflexive P4. The table
also reveals a consistent favoring of P3 pi‘el ranging from around 70% to 87% of
all verb coinages. This is followed by P5 hifƒ‘il, which rates very low among some
age-groups (5% or less among children aged 3 and 5 years; the relatively high
proportion of P5 usage by the 4-year-olds — 17% of their innovations — is
considered when comparing 4-year-olds to the other two groups of preschoolers
in the concluding discussion discussed further below). Use of P5 goes up to
around one-quarter (21% and 28%) among the 9-year-olds and adults. (A one-
way ANOVA revealed a significant difference in the favoring of P3 over P5 by the
four younger groups compared with 9-year-olds (F(5,66)=4.45, pƒƒ<ƒƒ.001) and with
adults (F(5,66)=5.85, pƒ<ƒ.001). P1 was almost totally rejected for coining new
verbs, with no significant difference between age-groups (F(5,66)=.56, pƒ>ƒ.05).
This is surprising, and contradicts Prediction 2.3, since the P1 binyan pattern has
the highest type and token frequency across Hebrew usage, and it includes high-
frequency verbs common in children’s speech. Besides, on the production task, the
innovative examples that preceded each subtest included more items in P1 than in
the other two binyan patterns (a total of 4 examples in P1 compared with 3 each
in P3 and P5).

P1 is rejected and P3 pi‘el is highly favored for denominal verb innovation.
Among preschoolers, aged 3, 4, and 5 years, P3 accounted for 78% of the innova-
tions, followed by P5 (8%) and P1 (4%), with the remaining 5% due to use of
other, intransitive, hence semantically inappropriate, verb-patterns. For example,
Sue, aged 3;6, used the intransitive P4 hitpa‘el pattern in response to the act of
putting beads on a safsal ‘bench’ to coin (wellformed but semantically inappropri-
ate) mistafsel ‘gets benched, benches itself ’, and for the adjective sagol ‘purple’ she
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Table 9.‚Percentage of verbs coined in the P3 and P5 binyan patterns from 30 source
nouns compared with 10 source adjectives out of total verb innovations, by age
[N=12 per age group]

P3 pi‘el P5 hifƒ‘il

Age group Nouns Adjectives Nouns Adjectives

3s 81 62 2 7
4s 74 58 12 32
5s 88 85 3 1
7s 78 80 7 9
9s 75 60 11 27
Adults 84 23 13 75

gave the form mistagel which could mean inchoative ‘turn=become purple’ but
not causative ‘make purple’. Other responses also include structurally indetermi-
nate forms (e.g., Omer [3;10] gave mecilol for calul ‘clear’ rather than wellformed
P3 mecolel, macalel, and Yaara [4;11] gave the stemlike form panes for panas
‘flashlight’, without the required infinitival or present-tense marker, le- or me-).
Outside of such unconventional responses, the overwhelming favoring of P3
closely reflects contemporary preferences for denominal verb-formation, and it
parallels findings from other studies of verb-innovation. Hebrew-speaking
children from early on recognize P3 as appropriate for creating new verbs from
familiar nouns, while they regard P1 as unsuited to this process.

A third finding concerns the distribution of P5 hifƒ‘il across the population. The
marked favoring of P3 pi‘el by some groups of younger children is countered by
over 20% use of P5 by the 9-year-olds and adults, although the difference is
nonsignificant. This, too, reflects current preferences in the established lexicon (less
than 15% denominal verbs in hifƒ‘il compared with over 75% in pi‘el, as detailed in
Table 10) as well as in other studies of innovated verbs.15 One explanation for the
relative decrease in use of P5 hifƒ‘il for denominal coinages is because today P5 is
productive mainly for expressing causativity, and so is less suited to the general
activity sense associated with denomination (Clark and Clark 1979). Thus, P5 is
common as the transitive-verb form of adjectives: a count of adjectives which have
related causative verbs in the current Hebrew lexicon reveals that two-thirds are in
P5, as against one-third in P3 (and none in P1), e.g., P5 le-haxlish ‘weaken’ from
the adjective xalash ‘weak’, P3 le-xazek ‘strengthen’ from xazak ‘strong’.

Table 9 shows the distribution of innovative verbs in the two typically tran-
sitive binyan patterns by lexical category of the source items, 30 nouns as com-
pared with 10 adjectives. As Table 9 shows, older speakers favor P3 (activity verbs)
for source-nouns but P5 causatives for deriving verbs from adjectives. Children
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Table 10.‚Distribution in percentages of verbs denominated from nouns and adjectives
in the established Hebrew lexicon by verb binyan pattern and by historical period

Nouns Binyan Pattern Old [N=184] New [N=585] Total [N=769]

P3 pi‘el
P5 hifƒ‘il
P4 hitpa‘el
P1 pa‘al

46
36
10
‚8

77
‚8
13
‚2

70
14
12
‚4

Adjectives [N=243]

P3 – 28%
P5 – 45%
Gaps – 27%

use hifƒ‘il very little for coining verbs from either nouns or adjectives, although
there is a significant rise (pƒ<ƒ0.5) to around one-third choice of hifƒ‘il for adjectives
among the 4-year-olds (reflecting the generally rather special character of this age-
group, for reasons considered in the discussion section), and again among the 9-
year-olds, going up to three-quarters among adults. Adults are like the children in
coining verbs overwhelmingly in P3 from source nouns (over 80% of their noun-
derived verbs), but they favor P5 consistently, and significantly (pƒ<ƒ.001), for
source adjectives (75%). In this distinction between verbs based on nouns and
adjectives respectively, older schoolchildren and adults reflect the general tendency
of the current lexicon. This is shown in Table 10, which gives the breakdown for
nearly 800 denominal and deadjectival verbs collected from Hebrew dictionaries,
newspapers, and prose writing. Items are subdivided into ‘‘old’’ verbs, docu-
mented for written Hebrew in earlier periods of its history, and ‘‘new’’ verbs,
created over the past 100 years, since Hebrew was revived as a medium of every-
day spoken usage. The table shows that of nearly 800 denominated verbs, under
10% were formed in the hifƒ‘il conjugation, whereas nearly half the nonloan
adjectives listed have related verbs in this pattern.16

Adults’ preference of P5 for verbs derived from adjectives and P3 for those
derived from nouns revealed by the test thus reflects genuine patterns of
currentday lexical productivity, as defined both by contemporary lexical usage
(Table 10) and by results of other studies of Hebrew verb-innovation (Schwarz-
wald 1981; Bolozky 1982; Bolozky and Saad 1983; Saad and Bolozky 1984). The
strong tendency of children at all age-groups to favor P3 for coining new verbs
from nouns and adjectives alike reflects the general trend for denominating in P3
rather than in P5 in current Hebrew usage coupled with children’s relative lack of
lexical sophistication.
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Table 11.‚Examples of denominated verbs in current Hebrew, in four semantic classes

a. Causative: le-kacer ‘shorten’ < kacar ‘short’
le-ha’arix ‘to-lengthen’ < arox ‘long’

b. Object: le-samem ‘to-drug’ < sam ‘drug’
le-fader ‘to-powder’ < púdra ‘powder’

c. Instrument: le-fakses ‘to-fax’ < faks ‘fax=facsimile’
le-tofef ‘to drum’ < tof ‘drum’

d. Location: le-tayek ‘to-file’ < tik ‘file’
le-haxtif ‘to-shoulder’ < katef ‘shoulder’

.. Effect of semantic class
Children were required to coin novel verbs based on four semantic classes of input
items, each demonstrated by a related activity: placing beads inside or on top of
different objects to specify LOCATIVE targets, sticking different objects onto the
facade of a building for activities relating to OBJECTS, having a teddy-bear
perform activities with different kinds of objects for INSTRUMENTATION, and
performing different kinds of activities to change the contents of a pot of soup to
express CAUSATION of change-of-states. These four classes all occur in the
current Hebrew lexicon, as shown in Table 11.

Prediction 2.4 suggests that children would find it easier, and that speakers in
general would prefer, to coin novel verbs in semantic classes which are well repre-
sented in the current lexicon of Hebrew. The order of classes listed in Table 11 is
meant to reflect the fact that the alternation between Statal Adjectives / Causative
Verbs — in (a) of the table — is highly productive; as noted in Table 10, around
three-quarters of root-based adjectives have related verbs with a causative mean-
ing. Analysis of nearly 800 denominated verbs in current Hebrew revealed that
Object-nouns, like those illustrated in (b) of Table 11, are very common as a basis
for verb derivation; Instrument-noun derived verbs, as in (c), are occasional,
between 30–40 items in all; and verbs derived from Locative nouns, as in (d), are
rare, around a dozen or so in the sample we analysed.

Contrary to expectation, these different levels of lexical productivity were not
reflected in overall amount of verb-innovation in each semantic class. Adults and
schoolchildren showed almost no differences in the amount they innovated in each
semantic class: Adults innovated 100% of the time on all 30 nouns, and 99% on
adjectives, 9-year-olds innovated between 92%–97% on all four classes, and 7-year-
olds did so between 97–9% on all classes. Older preschoolers also showed the same
lack of distinction by semantic class:ƒ5-year-olds innovated from 84%–88% on all
four classes, and 4-year-olds between 71%-80%. Even the 3-year-olds failed to reveal
a significant difference (calculated by paired T-tests) in amount of coinages by class.
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On the one hand, as predicted, the youngest children did relatively poorly on
coining verbs from instrument nouns (38%) compared with from object nouns
(51%). But these 3-year-olds did less well on coining causative verbs from
adjectives (41%) compared with from locative nouns (56%), in a way that runs
counter to the relative frequency with which these classes of denominal verbs
occur in the current lexicon: Causative > Object > Instrument > Location.

These findings suggest that once children have mastered the relevant process
of word-formation (for Hebrew, forming verbs in one of the activity binyan
patterns), the semantic relation between the familiar source form and an innova-
tive target coinage has little significance. This conclusion is supported by findings
for children’s denominal verb-innovation in English, where morphologically
marked causative verbs are relatively rare, but locative and instrumental verbs
(like shelve, shoulder, file and axe, knife, needle respectively) are extremely common
(Berman and Clark 1993). A study of innovative noun compounding in Hebrew
revealed similar lack of reliance on the factors of semantic content and lexical
productivity (Clark and Berman 1987). Children did just as well on coining
compounds expressing temporal or locative relations between the head and
modifier as between the much commoner and more basic possessee-possessor
relation (Berman 1987b).

.. Consonantal match between source item and target verb
The final set of data concerns the nature of root-extraction processes. These
were analyzed (1) by the degree of matching between the consonantal make-up of
the source input word and the novel verb coined from it and (2) by the related
factor of individual variation in extracting consonantal elements from a source
word and recasting them in a novel lexical item. The findings described in the
preceding sections show that Hebrew-speaking children possess considerable
knowledge of verb-structure by as young as age 3 years. But they differ from older
speakers in how successful they are at matching the consonantal base of the
novel verbs they produce with the base consonants of the source noun or adjec-
tive. The result is a marked difference in the uniformity of responses to the test:
Adults agreed very generally, and older children to a large extent, on the output
forms which they produced, whatever the input root-structure. Younger children,
in contrast, gave far more varied, often idiosyncratic responses to most items.
Table 12 gives the breakdown for number of different responses to each of the 40
test items among the 12 subjects at each age-group, with figures collapsed across
inflectional forms (e.g. infinitives or present tense, masculine or plural) and across
morphophonological alternations such as stop versus spirant alternants of p-f, b-v,
k-x, or vowel lowering before a velar or pharyngeal consonant.

Table 12 appears to show a U-shaped curve, with least variability at the two
extremes, the 3-year-olds and adults. The greatest variability occurs among the 4-
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Table 12.‚Mean number and range of different novel forms produced for 40 source
nouns and adjectives in each age-group [N=12 per group]

Age group 3s 4s 5s 7s 9s Adults

Mean 3.5 5.6 4.8 5.3 4.6 3.6
Range 1–6 2–9 2–8 2–10 2–11 1–7

year-olds, who differ somewhat from the other preschoolers in other respects as
well (for reasons discussed in Section 5. 4), while the 7-year-olds also show greater
variability of response than the 5-year-olds. The adults produced a single response
on as many as 6 items, they produced only 2 different forms for another 10 items,
and between 1 to 3 different forms on half of the 40 items in the test. In contrast,
the children in each group from age 9 years down produced at least 2 different
forms per item, and the majority of test items elicited 4 or 5 responses at least
from each group of children.

This relative variability or agreement in type of response was unrelated to the
semantics of either the source noun or target verb (Section 4.2.4). Rather, it reflects
the role of the internal structure of the source item across development. This is
clearly revealed by examining the response patterns to four different types of items,
ranged in ascending order of opacity: sakin ‘knife’, argaz ‘crate’ and kise ‘chair’,
ambá ya ‘bath(tub)’. The first two (orthographic SKN and ’RGZ) both have full or
nondefective consonant structure, with the initial glottal stop of argaz classing it as
a quadriliteral; the latter two, in contrast, (orthographic KS’ and ’MBTYH) have
weak root elements and end in open final syllables. The word sakin ‘knife’, in
common with other input items with a canonic CVCVC syllabic structure, revealed
a very high rate of agreement among subjects, a total of only 7 different innovative
forms: from the root s-k-n, P3 mesaken (given by all 12 adults, and by over half the
children down to age 4 years), P5 maskin and P1 soken from 5 school-age children;
and four other occasional forms, given by one or two of the younger children, all in
P3: mesaknen, mesaket, mesaksen, mesaksek.

The source noun argaz ‘crate’ (orthographic ‘RGZ) has an initial orthographic
and historical alef, pronounced as zero in current Hebrew speech, and a bisyllabic
structure of CVC-CVC with a medial consonant cluster typical of many estab-
lished nouns (e.g., mitbax ‘kitchen’, tafkid ‘job’, sandal ‘sandal’, rakdan ‘dancer’).
It yielded altogether 12 types of response: all the adults and nearly all the 9-year-
olds gave a single response, invariably in P3, as demanded by the quadriliteral base
(and this was also the case for the three other source nouns with a bisyllabic
CVCCVC syllable structure and four base consonants — garzen ‘axe’, karton ‘box’,
sargel ‘ruler’). Moreover, the older subjects all extracted this same base, ‘-r-g-z,
which is how this word is spelled, in the form of me’argez. The younger children
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produced a range of P3 forms with various reduplications, each from 3 or 4
subjects, including megargez, megazgez, megarzez, megarzen, megarzer, memargez,
me’argezez, as well as three triconsonantal forms each from one child, P3 megarez,
P5 margiz, P1 rogez and the ill-formed *ma’argiz from one 4-year-old.

There was even greater variability in response to the noun kise ‘chair’, which
has only two full consonants, k (which alternates with the spirant x) and an open
final syllable, spelled with orthographic alef, the historical glottal stop. Ignoring
stop-spirant alternations (e.g. the initial stop in kise should normatively be
spirantized in P5 contexts, to yield maxsi and not maksi), adult responses alter-
nated between P3 and P5 and in the final vowel. Even though the noun kise ends
in orthographic alef, some adult subjects produced coinages with final e or i —
required by verbs with root-final alef or the y glide (orthographic heh) respectively
— as in the forms P3 mekase, P5 maksi (cf. established mexase ‘cover’, makri
‘recite’ — or with an epenthetical low vowel a, as though the final element were a
pharyngeal ayin — as in the forms P3 mekaséa, P5 maksía (cf. established
meshagéa ‘madden’, magbía ‘raise’). That is, given a CVCV source-noun like kise,
adults selected roots with k-s plus a final glide, alef, or ayin, the only possible
sources of a final open syllable as in words like kise ‘chair’ spelt with final alef,
sapa ‘couch’ spelt with final heh, or séla ‘rock’ spelt with final ayin. In contrast,
children extracted as many as 9 different consonantal strings from this form, most
typically by adding elements such as t, n, r, or s to the two initial consonants k-s
(e.g., mekaset, koset, mekasen, mekases, makaskes, mekarsen). As in examples noted
earlier, here, too, children apply the processes of adding to or reduplicating the
final element, so deriving a form which is closer to one with a canonic tricon-
sonantal or quadriliteral base.

In response to the loan-noun ambátya ‘bath(tub)’ (written as ’MBTYH),
nearly 90% (21/24) adults and 9-year-olds all extracted the same set of four base-
consonants (’-m-b-t) in the form me’ambet, or else they ignored or inverted the
initial alef to yield mambit, ma’abit. In contrast, no fewer than 17 configurations
were derived by the younger children. These included forms that again added final
coronal consonants and/or applied consonant reduplication, like e.g., mebayet,
mebayen, me’ambeyen, and mebabet, mebanyen, mebatbet, mabtit respectively. That
is, as before, they added or reduplicated in stem-final position, and deleted mainly
stem-medially, but they also produced relatively more items which are ill-formed
as verbs (e.g., *membayet, *me’ambatet, *marbanta).

The coinages produced in response to these four input items demonstrate two
clear findings of this study: variability of responses is negatively correlated with
age and the less canonic or transparent the consonantal base and syllabic structure
of the source noun, the poorer the match between the consonants of the source
noun and the ones used in constructing a novel verb. Nonetheless, even the
younger children typically produce forms which are conceivable as possible verbs,
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and their modifications of the base consonants are largely consistent with general
processes of Hebrew consonant root formation and extraction: They repeat or
reduplicate the final or the last two consonants of the source word (cf. established
le-fakses ‘to fax’ from the noun faks, le-samem ‘to drug’ from the noun sam, le-
koded ‘to code’ from the noun kodƒ); or else they add neutral, nonperipheral
coronal consonants, most often ones like n, t which constitute final affixal
elements in a range of established verb paradigms.

These conclusions are supported by analysis of responses to all 40 source
items on the test, as listed in Appendix I: The more transparent and canonic the
structure of an input item, the fewer different responses it elicited, and the better
the match between source and output consonants. On the other hand, the relative
transparency of input forms appeared to have little effect on overall AMOUNT of
innovation. This is revealed by analysis of the forms coined by children compared
with adults on the 40 test items, divided into four classes of syllable structure: (1)
canonic CVCCVC quadriliterals — e.g., karton ‘box’, garzen ‘axe’, marvad ‘rug’;
(2) canonic CVCVC triconsonantals — e.g., sakin ‘knife’, patish ‘hammer’, panas
‘flashlight’; (3) monosyllabic CVC words with only two consonants — e.g., xum
‘brown’, sir ‘pot’, sal ‘basket’; and (4) words with final open syllables, including
with four consonants — e.g., ambátya ‘bath’, mitriya ‘umbrella’, with three
consonants — e.g., tmuna ‘picture’, kufsa ‘can’, and with only two consonants —
e.g., kise ‘chair’, tari ‘fresh’. Adults innovated 100% of the time across all four
types of input items; and children (aged 3 to 9 years) innovated to much the same
across these four structural classes: from a high of 88% on monosyllabic CVC
items, 87% on canonic quadriliterals, 82% on canonic CVCVC triconsonantals,
down to 80% on items with final open syllables.

The structural composition of the source-consonants thus had no effect on
how much speakers innovated. But it critically affected how they performed the
task. Table 13 presents the extent of ‘‘matching’’, where this is defined as how
close the output consonants of the innovated verbs are to those of the familiar
input nouns or adjectives. Table 13 lists ‘‘full roots‘’ that include initial alef,
treated as a consonantal root element by all adults and nearly all older children in
words like argaz ‘crate’=CCCC, aron ‘closet’=CCC; initial ‘‘X’’ indicates forms
that have an initial present-tense m- prefix and only two root consonants — e.g.,
me-xim from xum ‘brown’, or ma-sil from sal ‘basket’, which are formed like
conventional verbs with a defective root in P5 (cf. established mevin ‘understand’,
mapil ‘drop’), and also makis from kise, mebit from ambátya; and final zero stands
for an open final syllable, representing an underlying root glide, alef or ayin —
e.g., from kise P5 maksi or makse, like conventional verbs in P5 (cf. established
makri ‘read aloud’, mafne ‘turn’) or me-kase(a), me-xame(a), me-sale from kise,
xum, sal, like conventional verbs in P3 (cf. established mekane ‘envy’, meyadéa
‘inform’).16
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Table 13.‚Proportion of base-consonant equivalence in verbs innovated from four
different types of source consonant-structures, by adults compared with children

Input > Output Adults [N=12] Children [N=60]

Full Root CCCC > (same) CCCC 86% 74%
CCC > (same) CCC 89% 81%

Defective CCV > CC0 81% 39%
CVC > XCC ~ CC0 31% 13%

Where input words had four or three ‘‘full’’ consonants (29 out of the 40 test
items), adults over 85% of the time, and children most of the time produce novel
verbs based on the expected root-structure, e.g., g-r-z-n from garzen ‘axe’, ’-m-b-t
from ambátya ‘bath’, x-l-n from xalon ‘window’, and ’-r-n from aron ‘closet’. A
related finding which is not shown in Table 13 (because it would have meant
counting certain items twice, in two different categories) concerns input words
with four consonants, the first of which is m, as in marvad ‘rug’, mitriya ‘um-
brella’. These are a source of potential difficulty, since the initial m could be con-
strued as prefixal, marking present tense in P3 me- or P5 ma-. Such items yielded
relatively fewer responses with the same number of root consonants as the input
item: Adults half the time (49%) and children one third of the time (31%) treated
the initial m as a radical, rather than as a tense-marking prefix. A similar though
less marked tendency appeared with items where m was the first of three conso-
nants, e.g., madaf ‘shelf ’, makel ‘stick’ : Adults construed the initial m as a radical
over 80% of the time, and children around 40% of the time. That is, adults tended
more than children to treat an initial m- in source nouns as a root rather than a
prefixal consonant.

A much less consistent picture emerges for words with weak consonantal
structure, the last two rows in Table 13. Words with two consonants ending in an
open syllable -kise, sapa, tari — showed a marked difference between adults and
children: Only adults formed a CC+zero root, with final glide yod, alef, or ayin
most of the time — as noted above for the input item kise ‘chair’ (see n. 16 for
why these items are represented by reference to their orthography rather than to
how they are pronounced). And monosyllabic words with a CVC structure yielded
a normative biconsonantal root with a medial glide element far less than ex-
pected:ƒ31% among adults, only 13% among children. Instead of forms like mexim
from xum ‘brown’ (cf. the verb mevin ‘understand’ from the historical root b-y-n)
or masil from sal ‘basket’ (cf. mabit ‘look’ from the historical root n-b-t), speakers
of all ages preferred to apply doubling of both or of the final consonants to yield
me-xamxem, me-xamem, or me-salsel, me-salel respectively. Moreover, the children
often, but adults almost never, would add some other consonant, e.g., me-xamen
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(from a 4-year-old) or me-salet (from a 5-year-old), in a push to triconsonantality.
In other words, speakers agree on which root consonants to extract from

words with a full or transparent root structure. And this applies equally to words
with three or more than three consonants, evidence that quadriliteral roots are
part of the lexical and structural canon of current Hebrew. But educated adults,
and even more so children, show great variability in the root-types they extract
from words with a biconsonantal base. The final analysis presented here deals with
strategies which speakers adopt to compensate for such ‘‘lacking’’ consonants in
so-called defective or weak roots. These are illustrated in Table 14 for five of the
monosyllabic CVC input items on the test, sal, kaf, pax, kir, sir, specifying the
roots and output forms derived by adults compared with children.

Table 14.‚Roots extracted and novel verbs derived from 5 CVC nouns and adjectives

Adults only Adults and children Children only

1. sal ‘basket’ s-l-l > P5 maslil P3 mesalel P1 solel
s-l-0 > P3 mesale

> P5 masle P5 masli
n-s-l/
s-0-l

> P5 masil, mesil

s-l-s-l > P3 mesalsel m-s-l > P3 memasel
’-s-l > P3 me’asel
s-l-t > P3 mesalet
s-l-n > P3 mesalen
s-l-s-n > P3 mesalsen
n-p-s-l > P3 menafsel
t-s-n-l > P3 metasnel

2. kaf ‘spoon’ k-p-p > P3 mek/xafef P5 maxpif
k-p-0 > P3 mekafe P3 mekape
k-p-k-p > P3 mekafkef P3mekapkep
n-k-p/
k-0-p

> P5 makif, mekif

m-k-p > P3memakef
k-p-n > P3 mekap/fen

k-y-p > P3 mekayef
t-k-p > P3 metakef
’-k-p > P3 me’akef
*k-k-p > P3 mekakef

3. pax ‘bin’ p-x-’ > P3 mefaxéa p-x-O > P3 mep/faxe
p-x-x > P3 mepaxéax P5 mafxix
p-x-p-x > P3 mefaxpeƒ(a)x

p-x-t > P3 mepaxet
p-x-n > P3 mepaxen
p-x-n-n > P3 mepaxnen
p-x-l > P1 poxel
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p-p-x > P3 mepapex
h-p-x > P3 mehafex
’-p-x > P3 me’apex
p-0-x > P1pax

> P5ma/epix
y-p-x > P1 yofex
p-r-x > P3 meparex

4. kir ‘wall’ k-0-r > P5 mekir/makir
k-r-0 > P5 makri > P3 mekare

k-y-r > P3 mekayer
k-r-n > P3 mekaren > P5 makrin
k-r-r > P3 mekarer > P5 makrir
k-r-k-r > P3 mekarker

k-r-t > P3 mekaret,
> P1 koret

5. sir ‘pot’ s-y-r > P1 la-sir > P3 mesayer
s-r-s-r > P3 mesarser

s-0-r >P5 mesir/masir s-r-r > P3 mesarer
s-r-n > P3 mesaren s-r-s > P3 mesares

s-r-t >P3 mesaret
y-r-s > P3 meyares

m-s-r > P3 memaser, P5 mamsir
s-r-s-n > P3 mesarsen
s-m-r-n > P3 mesamren
s-r-t- > P3 mesarten
s-t-r-r >*P5 mastrir

Several generalizations emerge from the data in Table 14. Adults handle ‘‘miss-
ing’’ radicals in three main ways: (1) By root-final zero, to yield open final
syllables as in mesale or masle from sal, mefaxe or mefaxéa from pax; (2) by
doubling the second radical as in maslil or mekafef from sal and kaf; and (3) by
reduplicating both consonants, as in mesalsel or mekafkef from these two
words. The latter two processes are well attested in Hebrew (e.g. dam ‘blood’ >
le-damem ‘to bleed’, kod ‘code’ > le-koded ‘codify; hed ‘echo’ > le-hadhed, réax
‘smell’ > le-raxréax ‘sniff ’). But adults rarely, in only 7% of their responses to
such items, inserted a medial glide, for example, kir > me-kayer, sir > mesayer
(both established words meaning ‘do pottery’ and ‘patrol’ respectively, for
reasons noted in n. 7). This contrasts sharply with the verbs denominated from
CVC words in the established lexicon:ƒ85% (43 out of 50) of the CVC-based
denominal verbs we analysed (see Table 10) followed this pattern, e.g. min
(orthographic myn) ‘sort’ > le-mayen, ‘to sort’, sug (orthographic swg) ‘kind’ >
le-saveg ‘to classify’, ot (orthographic ’WT) ‘letter’ > le-ayet ‘to spell’. There is
thus a marked contrast between how speakers construe defective roots, even in a
structured elicitation task like this, compared with officially sanctioned innova-
tions in the conventional lexicon.
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Children typically relied on rather different strategies for defective-root extrac-
tion. First, they changed the root consonants in one-fifth of their innovations, even
in canonic triconsonantals. They most often added a consonant to produce a
quadriliteral, e.g. séfel > s-f-l-l, panas > p-n-s-n, aron > ’-r-n-t. Second, in words
with more than three consonants, children failed to replicate the input consonants
in over a quarter of their responses: Either they deleted a consonant, especially
though not only initial alef (e.g. ambátya > m-b-t, safsal > s-f-lƒ); or they changed
the C by repetition or substitution (e.g. argaz > g-r-g-z, ambátya > ’-m-b-n). Third,
in words with final open syllables, children did what adults did for CVC biconson-
antal words: they doubled one or both the consonants, e.g. kise > k-s-s or k-s-k-s
(14% and 10% for each type, accounting for 24% of their responses on such items);
or they added a different third consonant, e.g. kise > k-s-t, sapa > s-p-n, tari > t-r-n,
dli > d-l-t. Finally, they generally treated monosyllabic biconsonantal words of type
CVC in the same way as the adults, by doubling the second consonant (39%) or
reduplicating both input consonants (38%). Unlike adults, however, children also
added to or otherwise changed the input consonants (e.g. pax > p-x-n, kir > k-r-t).
That is, children strongly resist biconsonantal root-extraction, whereas adults
overcome the problem by adding weak consonants to yield CC0, 0CC (see n. 16).
These alternative, not always acceptable, strategies for root-extraction in the process
of new-verb formation show that children’s responses to the task are both more
variable and more vulnerable than those of mature speakers. Young children are less
able to cope in a canonically conventional fashion when the source-words represent
less transparent, hence less directly accessible base-consonants.

. Discussion

The data reviewed in this chapter demonstrate that Hebrew-speaking children can
perform consonantal root extraction from as young as age three years both in
interpreting and producing novel verbs based on familiar nouns and adjectives.
Second, children do better at identifying consonantal roots in order to interpret
novel verbs than when coining verbs from familiar nouns and adjectives; that is,
comprehension outstrips or at least precedes production. Third, when children
produce new verbs, their innovations conform very closely to the grammatical
structure of the standard morphological patterns used for constructing verbs in
Hebrew. And they rarely produce forms which violate phonological or morpho-
logical constraints on the grammar of Hebrew verb-formation.

Moreover, both in their spontaneous coinages and in the structured elicitation
reported here, children typically construct new verbs in the verb-pattern preferred
for denominal verb-formation in current Hebrew, even though other patterns are
available for this both in the established lexicon and in the children’s own speech.
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The major difference between the innovations of young children compared with
adults is the variability of the novel forms which they produce. Mature speakers
extract roots quite uniformly and consistently both across and within items: They
agree even more than children aged 7 or 9 years and older children agree more
than 3 and 4-year olds on which consonantal elements they favor for a given
word. In contrast, 3 and 4-year olds tend to be quite idiosyncratic in the forms
which they construct. This confirms earlier studies in Hebrew and other languages
which demonstrate the increasing impact on processes of new-word formation of
lexical convention as a function of increased age and vocabulary size.

. Acquisitional principles and strategies

Psycholinguistic attempts to characterize the principles and strategies underlying
children’s acquisition of their first language tend to highlight the importance of
language-internal, structural factors over and above extralinguistic conceptual
factors, on the one hand, or semantic complexity in terms of referential content,
on the other. In relation to morphological acquisition, attention has focused on
the impact of such principles as FORMAL SIMPLICITY (Clark 1993) or STRUC-
TURAL COMPLEXITY (MacWhinney 1978; Slobin 1985). These notions derive
from a combination of relative perceptual salience, centrality in a given language,
and linguistic markedness. For example, alternation of word-medial or word-
internal elements is considered structurally more complex than linear addition or
juxtaposition of bound elements to the beginning, and even more so, to the end
of a stem or word. Yet Hebrew-speaking children acquire alternations between
present and past tense marked by word-internal vowel changes (e.g., holex–halax
‘walks–walked’) no later than their English-speaking counterparts, because this
type of alternation, while rare in Modern English, is deeply embedded in their
language (cf. siper sipur ‘told / (a) story’, axal óxel ‘ate food’). Similarly, addition
of a suffix without stem change is considered structurally simpler, and is mastered
earlier, than stem change (e.g., the Hebrew plural form of the noun kadur–kadur-
im ‘ball-s’ is less complex than séfer–sfar-im ‘book-s’, and so is the bound genitive
form kadur-ey (ha-yéledƒ) ‘the-balls-of (the-child)’ compared with sifr-ey (ha-
yéledƒ) ‘the-books-of (the-child)’ (Clark and Berman 1984).

The findings discussed in this chapter suggest that in applying psycholinguis-
tic notions of relative formal or structural complexity, we need to distinguish
between structural features of the PRODUCT in the sense of the target output
form and processing factors in the ALTERNATION between source and target
forms. Thus, in evaluating acquisition of Semitic root elements, complexity or
noncanonicity of target items per se will not radically affect the extent to which
children attempt to produce such forms, and it will not play a role on the
AMOUNT of innovation which they display. But factors such as structural opacity
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and defective root structure will critically affect how well they perform this task, as
demonstrated by the degree of matching between source and input items. Analo-
gously, the earliest conventional verbs produced by children at the one-word stage
of development include structurally complex and noncanonic items, but these will
be very different in shape from the adult target form, e.g., [ki]for Hebrew tistakli -
the feminine imperative form of the verb meaning ‘look’, [is] for le-haxnis ‘to-put-
in’, [ke] for le-taken ‘to fix’ (Berman and Armon-Lotem 1997).

This distinction between product and process also relates to the difference
between comprehension and production in acquisition (Section 5.2). Comprehen-
sion seems to be affected primarily by the degree of distance or match involved in
processing the alternation between source and target forms, whereas production
of conventional or normative forms is affected by structural factors such as
relative opacity of input forms. In the case of a Semitic language, this devolves
largely around what was defined in the introduction as canonicity of consonantal
root plus syllabic word-structure.

A further principle which proves relevant to evaluation of processes for new-
word formation is that of productivity as discussed in the literature from various
perspectives (e.g., for language acquisition in Clark 1993; for linguistic structure in
Bolozky 1999; and from the point of view of speaker preferences in Berman 1987a).
The present study addressed the specific issue of the impact on new-verb formation
of the factor of lexical productivity, defined narrowly as how well represented a
given set of form-meaning relations is in the established lexicon. It turns out that
once children achieve structural mastery of the processes of new-word formation,
typically by late preschool age, lexical productivity in the restricted sense of
frequency of conventional items in a given semantic class plays only a marginal role
compared with considerations of morphological productivity.

. Interpreting and producing novel verbs

The study confirms findings for the asymmetry between comprehension and
production attested to in a wide range of structured elicitation settings (noted in
Clark and Berman 1987). The fact that children as young as age 3 to 4 years can
most of the time correctly interpret novel lexical items based on familiar words, but
do not perform so well in coining novel verbs is a clear case in point. A more
qualitative type of asymmetry emerges, however, when comparing the relative
impact of morphophonological opacity in the two types of processing. In
comprehension, children seem to be affected mainly by the factor of formal
simplicity, in the sense of how similar the novel input items are to words which
they know. That is, the closer the match in surface shape between input and output
form, the easier it is for children to interpret new words correctly. In production,
however, overall amount of innovation is not similarly affected by the relative
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opacity of input forms, and children will coin new words with noncanonic and
with canonic, transparent consonantal and syllabic structures to much the same
extent. But relative opacity of the input form will cause greater variability in output
responses, in the opposite direction: the more opaque the input form, the greater
the number of different responses it will elicit. As a result, many of the novel forms
produced by young children may take on a surface shape much greater in distance
from the input item than those produced by older speakers. The fact that more
mature, proficient language-users are less susceptible to the relative transparency or
opacity of the surface forms of words can be explained by two interrelated factors:
their command of a larger, more varied lexical repertoire and the increased impact
of literacy and the written form of words which typically retain abstract historical
consonantal elements not realized in Israeli Hebrew speech.

. Language-particular and typological factors in root-extraction

Hebrew-speaking children have been shown to rely almost entirely, from a very
early age, on the typologically appropriate procedure for new-verb formation in
their language. Right from the start, as soon as they are able to derive novel verbs,
they do so in the classical Semitic way of associating consonantal skeletons —
though not necessarily the abstract, historically normative ‘‘root’’ — with a small
set of affixal patterns, in the form of the binyan verb conjugations. That is, they
fail to avail themselves of other, nonSemitic options for new-verb formation such
as zero derivation, by switching syntactically from one word class to another; in
deriving new verbs, they rarely simply add an affix to the noun-stem; nor do they
use suppletive roots widely. Rather, in coining verbs, they will make use of what
they construe as the consonantal base of a source noun or adjective.

Moreover, children’s almost total reliance on a small, restricted set of morpho-
logical binyan patterns coupled with avoidance of suffixation to a stem, is typical of
processes of NEW-VERB FORMATION. Like Hebrew speakers in general, in
coining novel nouns and adjectives, children avail themselves of a wide range of
root plus affixal mishkal patterns, as well as other established structural options,
such as suffixing to a stem or compounding. Such forms are attested in both
structured elicitation settings and in spontaneous speech output (Berman 1999).
For example, in coining nominal terms for abstract activities and states, Matan,
aged 3;1, talks about the nixut ‘rest, resting’ that helped him when he was tired (cf.
conventional menuxa from the verb la-núax ‘to-rest’), Shelli, aged 5;0, complains
she is suffering from tsmi’ut ‘thirstiness’ (cf. conventional tsima’on ‘thirst’ from
tsame ‘thirsty’), Ben aged 5;1 coins the compound kley-ngiva ‘materials (for)
wiping’, from P3 le-nagev ‘to-wipe’ in place of conventional niguv, Sivan aged 4;8
talks about a school for neginut ‘playing (musical instruments), from P3 le-nagen in
place of conventional nigun, negina, and Gili aged 4;0 asks her mother to take away
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her terrible coughing hishta‘alut from the P4 verb le-hishta‘el ‘to cough’, cf.
conventional shi‘ul ‘a cough’; in referring to objects or instruments, Nir, aged 3;9,
asks for the ma‘ataf ‘wrapper’ (cf. conventional neyar-atifa ‘wrapping-paper’ from
la-atof ‘to-wrap’), Ran, aged 4;11, says he needs maknéax to wipe his nose from the
P3 verb for that action, le-kanéax (cf. conventional memxata, mitpatáxat ‘handker-
chief ’), and Uri aged 3;6 wants to use his father’s maglexa ‘shaver’ from the P4 verb
for shaving le-hitgaléax (cf. the conventional compound mexonat-giluax ‘machine
(for) shaving’); and talking about agents of actions, Shelli aged 5;0 says of her
babysitter that she is a real mats’anit ‘finder+Fem’, someone who can always find
things, from P1 li-mtso ‘to find’, and at age 5;5 she calls her father a good kavar
‘burier’ from P1 li-kvor ‘to bury’ (cf. conventional kabran ‘gravedigger’) after he
buried her dead canary and later her hamsters.

Analysis of hundreds of spontaneous innovations produced by preschool
children reveal that verbs were all without exception coined in one of the five
verb-patterns; and the vast bulk of all denominal coinages were in the P3 activity
pattern, as they were on the test reported in this chapter. Nouns, in contrast, were
innovated in dozens of different forms, reflecting the much more open-ended
range of possible noun-structures in Hebrew as the target language.

Another source of evidence for the strong impact of target-language typology
is children’s marked tendency to ‘‘normalize’’ noncanonical consonantal struc-
tures to compensate for weak or nontransparent ‘‘missing’’ radicals. To do so,
they may adopt the traditional Hebrew strategies found among older speakers —
reduplication of the two final consonants or doubling the final consonant. But
children also select a variety of immature strategies of ‘‘compensation’’. They will
occasionally add consonants initially or medially, although by and large they add
consonants at the end, as required in Hebrew new-root formation. But they also
rely on various juvenile strategies in this process, by repeating a nonfinal conso-
nant in a kind of echolalia, or by adding another consonant, typically the coronals
s, n, t, and occasionally l. Further, children try to avoid open final syllables, and
they, more than older speakers, strongly favor triconsonantal root-structure as
least marked or most accessible.

As noted, Hebrew-speaking children demonstrate their knowledge of Semitic
root-formation by adding consonants mainly at the end, rarely at the beginning,
even less so medially. But the elements which they add are not structurally
constrained to all and only consonants that function as bound affixal morphemes
in Hebrew, such as l, m, n, t. Nor do they only add consonants that are confined
to root-positions in the established lexicon (that is, which are always radical, never
affixal elements), such as d, r, s, or g. Rather, in this respect, children are affected
by universal, rather than language-particular factors. These include (1) the
factor of online processing, which causes them to ‘‘echo’’ elements from the input
word, e.g. garzen > yields g-r-z-z, panas yields p-n-s-n; and (2) a phonologically
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constrained bias towards coronals as the least specified of consonantal elements,
in preference to a morphologically determined subset of Hebrew consonants.

Another contrast between mature knowledge of root-extraction processes and
that of children lies in the high degree of agreement shown by older speakers
compared with the great variability noted for the children. Thus adults extracted a
small set of roots for any given item on the test, while children varied their responses
more idiosyncratically. They added to and subtracted from the consonants of the
source nouns quite divergently, e.g. for amba ya they gave P5 ma’abit, P1 obem, as
well as P3 mebabet, mebayet, mebayen, mebaten. I attribute this lack of uniformity to
two factors. The older speakers have more conscious knowledge of the system, due
to the combined impact of literacy, hence familiarity with the consonantal orthogra-
phy, and of formal schooling in root extraction and pattern association. They also
have greater command of the established lexicon and hence are more constrained by
lexical convention (Clark 1981). Younger children know the general PRINCIPLES
governing root-extraction and affixal pattern formation, but they need to develop
an agreed lexicon which shares the same potential as well as the same actual or
occurrent stock of verb forms as available to the standard adult speaker.

. The impact of morphological pattern productivity

Speakers reveal strong preferences for specific morphological patterns in new-verb
formation: overwhelmingly P3 pi‘el for children’s denominal verb coinages and for
denominal but not deadjectival causative verbs innovated by adults. This could be
attributed to morphophonological simplicity, since pi‘el verbs have a transparent
CVCVC stem, compared with hifƒ‘il CCVC, e.g. varod ‘pink’ yields present-tense
me-vared compared with ma-vrid, patish ‘hammer’ gives me-fatesh compared with
ma-ftish. This canonical (CV)CVCV syllable-structure of the pi‘el conjugation is
maintained across inflectional paradigms (e.g. with a Ce- prefix in infinitive le-
tayel ‘to-walk’, present me-tayel ‘walks’, and future ye-tayel ‘will walk’); it is thus
also the only pattern available for verb-formation with source-nouns with more
than three consonants, where verbs in P1 and P5 may create ungrammatical
clusters in some paradigms. Yet this structuralist explanation is untenable, since
children do not necessarily strive for ‘‘simplicity’’ in their output forms, certainly
not at the ages tested here, nor in the novel verbs which they in fact produce.
Besides, other structured elicitations and spontaneous coinages show that on the
basis of familiar P1 verbs for input, children as young as age 2 years can form
established P5 verbs, while 3-year-olds can coin novel P5 verbs to fill gaps in the
established lexicon (Berman 1993a,ƒb).

Rather, in favoring P3 for denominal verb-formation, children are reflecting
currently productive processes which are lexico-semantically rather than
morphologically motivated. As noted, the bulk (around three-quarters) of new
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denominal verbs in Modern Hebrew are in P3. In contrast, or perhaps corre-
spondingly, P5 has become more specialized for expressing the sense of
causativity, either in deriving novel verbs from established verbs in other
patterns, mainly P1, or in relating verbs to established statal adjectives. Interest-
ingly, this reflects a tendency shared by Modern Hebrew and Arabic (Bolozky and
Saad 1983; Saad and Bolozky 1984): Hebrew P5, like its Arabic counterpart, is
favored for agentive causativity, in the sense of causing an actor to do something,
as against what they term ‘‘factitive’’ causation of causing something to become
something or enter into a state, favored by P3, and most suited to denominatives.
This analysis can explain the children’s general favoring of P3 for denomination.
And it contrasts with the categorical distinction shown by adults, who rely on P3
for deriving verbs from nouns, but prefer P5 for deriving verbs from adjectives. I
suggest that children, through to early school-age, are affected primarily by the
general process of denomination, irrespective of whether from nouns or adjectives,
although in their spontaneous coinages they rely on P5 for expressing causativity
in innovating verbs from verbs, only rarely from adjectives. Children’s innovative
verbs indicate that they recognize P5 as appropriate for expressing causativity;
they show this both (a) in marking verbs which are already transitive — e.g., Asaf,
3;6, says ani mamxik [P5] et ha-kishkush ‘I’m erasing the scribble’, cf. conventional
P1 moxek; Hagar 4;0, says ani loh maxnika [P5] ota ‘I’m not strangling her’, cf.
established P1 xoneket, Shay, 4;10, says rak ha-gezer mafcía [P5] oti, ha-tapuxey
adama loh ose li péca bixlal ‘Only the carrots cause-cut=hurt me, the potatoes
don’t make a cut=hurt at all’, cf. established P1 pocéa; and (b) in filling gaps for
intransitive verbs — e.g., Nir, 4;3, says ani maxrik et ha-kise ‘I make-creak the
chair’ from P1 xorek; Shelli, 4;7, accuses her mother of at kim‘at hiclalt oti ‘You
almost made-dive me (in the bathtub)’, from P1 colel ‘dive’, e.g., Anat, 3;5, says
tir’i eyx ani mazxila [P5] et ha-dubi sheli ‘Look how I’m making-crawl my teddy!’,
cf. conventional P1 zoxelƒ). But there are almost no examples of P5 causative
formation from adjectives (as when Matan, aged 3;1, quite exceptionally says ani
mashtíax [P5] et ha-lexem ‘I smoothen the bread, cut it straight, cf. shatúax
‘smooth, flat’). Adults are more aware of semantic restrictions (e.g., that transitive
P1 verbs are typically not double-marked as causative in P5) and more sensitive to
current lexical preferences, so that they use P5 to derive causative verbs mainly
from intransitive activity verbs as well as from statal adjectives.

. Developmental trends

The patterns reviewed in this chapter provide clear evidence that by around age
four, knowledge of word-formation devices and derivational morphology is gener-
ally well established. For instance, on the denominal verb-formation test, from age
4 years, the quantitative gap between overall success on comprehension and pro-
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duction is no longer conspicuous; and 4-year-olds innovate as widely as 5-year-olds,
and nearly as much as school-age children. In fact, from age 5 years on, children
respond very much like adults in many of the respects examined in this study.

On the other hand, the 4-year-olds were found to differ, in some cases signifi-
cantly, from both the younger 3-year-olds and the 5-year-olds. For example, they
make more errors in the novel forms they produce than younger or older children,
they use P5 more than 3- or 5-year-olds, and they manifest considerable variability
in the forms they produce. These observations are consistent with other findings for
developing mastery of word-formation, in Hebrew and other languages. Three-
year-olds are beginning the process, they have only partial knowledge of the system,
and their performance tends to be largely item-based rather than generalized. They
can apply root extraction and pattern-assignment to create novel verbs in their
language, but they do so sparingly, and in limited contexts, in relation to highly
familiar or communicatively motivated contexts. Four-year-olds have abstracted
out a more generalized conception of the system qua system, but they are still en
route to mastery of all the relevant structural constraints. They are in a period when
knowledge is being consolidated, and this is expressed by trying out various
alternatives, so that they are the representatives par excellence of a individually
variable juvenile strategies en route to more integrated command of the system.
This level is largely achieved by 5-year-olds in the domains of verb- and noun-
formation as well as in command of resultative u- marked passive participles like
katuv ‘written’, megulax ‘shaven’ (Berman 1994). Yet even 5-year-olds, at late
preschool age, will not yet have mastered other areas of derivational morphology
which represent ‘‘late acquisitions’’, including denominal adjective-formation and
verb- and adjective-derived abstract-nouns (Berman 1997; Ravid and Avidor 1998).

Findings for developmental trends in Hebrew word-formation reveal a strik-
ingly similar progression to what has been observed for a range of domains in the
acquisition of language and of other cognitive systems (Berman 1986, 1987b, 1995b;
Karmiloff-Smith 1986, 1992). Initial limited, data-driven or item-based, though
superficially correct, behavior is followed by somewhat erratic but more creatively
structure-dependent and rule-based performance, and these are subsequently
integrated into a coordinated command of the system as a whole. In some areas,
such as the ability to extract out a consonantal skeleton and recast it in appropriate
affixal patterns in order to derive novel verbs, mastery seems to be achieved by age
5 years. In other areas, such as inflectional marking of mood-tense and of number,
gender, and person agreement, mastery is acquired even earlier, while in others,
coordinated knowledge will only be achieved during the school years (Berman and
Verhoeven 2002).

The fact that children acquire highly language-specific knowledge of what
constitutes a possible verb in their language from as young as age three and even
before demonstrates an early sensitivity to the general typology of their native
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language and the grammar of Hebrew verb-pattern morphology. And this knowl-
edge reveals a general pattern of development similar to what is attested in other
domains of language acquisition. Command of obligatory, pervasive features of the
grammar is early to emerge — in this case, the shape of verbs in their language.
Morphologically and lexically restricted constraints, such as choice of particular
patterns of formal alternations and of form-meaning mappings take rather longer
to master. Finally, lexical convention and command of a full repertoire of lexical
alternatives is generally a later, school-based and literacy-dependent type of
acquisition. Moreover, at the level of so-called ‘‘endstate’’ mastery, the lexical
innovations of even highly educated adults represent a type of ‘‘standard’’ usage
which may deviate from the prescriptive dictates of the norms of the official
Hebrew language establishment (Berman 1987c; Ravid 1995). This was clearly
revealed in our study, by across-the-board avoidance of glide-medial verb-forma-
tion based on biconsonantal input items like sir, xum, or pax. On the other hand,
this finding also indicates that other no less classical processes, like final consonant
doubling or reduplication of root elements, have powerful psychological reality for
contemporary Hebrew speakers.

Finally, returning to the notion of ‘‘consonantal root’’ as discussed in the
introduction to this chapter, from a psycholinguistic and a developmental perspec-
tive, processes of new-word formation clearly depend on WORDS — in Hebrew as
in other languages. For example, to derive an equivalent to the English term
‘‘escalation’’, Hebrew speakers consciously went to the word sulam ‘ladder’. But to
construct the relevant abstract noun, they extracted the root CONSONANTS s-l-m
which they re-cast in the nominal pattern of haCCaCa haslama and the related P5
verb le-haslim ‘to-escalate’ (cf. established haskama, le-haskim ‘agreement’, ‘to-
agree’). In so doing, they created a novel, noun-based root, extendable to such verbs
as hypothetical intransitive le-histalem (transitive P3 le-salem would probably mean
something like ‘to ladder, to scale’) or agentive and instrumental nouns like maslim,
maslem, maslema, salam, masliman. Children, as pre-literate and untutored speakers
of Hebrew, reveal a similar Semitic reliance on consonantal bases and morphologi-
cal patterns of affixation in the process of new-word formation, which for them,
too, involves going ‘‘from old words to new’’. It is this combination of universal and
of typlogically specific knowledge which underlies their ability to interpret and
produce novel lexical items, both in spontaneous coinages in the course of natural-
istic speech usage and in structured elicitations like the one detailed here.
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. This means that attention is not accorded here to knowledge of inflectional morphology,
which in Hebrew verbs involves marking for mood/tense and for number, gender, and
person agreement. These systems are largely mastered by age 3 years, the age of the
youngest subjects in the studies reviewed in this chapter.

. Of the other four binyan verb-patterns, two are the typically intransitive patterns P2
nifƒ‘al and P4 hitpa‘el, which are less frequent in both type and token distribution than the
three illustrated here, and the other two, the passive patterns pu‘al and hofƒ‘al, are relatively
rare in children’s speech (Berman 1993b, 1997; Ravid, Landau-Poker, and Lovezki-Shaftan
1998).

. The following conventions are used in rendering Hebrew forms:
a. All items, except for historical roots in isolation, are rendered in broad phonemic
transcription to represent current pronunciation and children’s input and output.
b. Radicals=consonantal elements of historical roots are separated by hyphens.
c. ’=the glottal stop alef, ‘=the pharyngeal ayin (generally not pronounced in word-initial
and word-final position, and as a glottal-stop intervocalically), rendered by ’ where a glottal
stop is pronounced.
d. @=forms typical of spoken usage, normatively proscribed.
e. Stress is usually word-final, and penultimate stress is indicated by an acute accent.
f. Verbs are listed in the morphologically simple form of past tense, 3rd person masculine
singular.

. The idea of a consonantal skeleton which is not necessarily the same as the historical
root will be familiar to anyone who has tried to teach Israeli high-school students the
traditional radical basis of so-called pe‘alim alulim, weak or defective verbs, to prepare them
for their school-leaving examination in Hebrew language.

. The task was designed with Eve Clark of Stanford, and follows from earlier work on
children’s ability to understand and produce novel nouns (Clark and Hecht 1982; Clark
and Berman 1984) and compounds in Hebrew (Berman 1987; Clark and Berman 1987).

. The same sociolinguistic background applies across the studies and the populations
investigated by this author and referred to in this chapter. Generalizations from results of
these studies thus disregard bilinguals or non-native speakers of Hebrew, children with
abnormal language development or learning disabilities, and speakers from uneducated,
nonliterate or semiliterate backgrounds.

. It was not always possible to meet this criterion strictly, especially in the case of
adjectives for coining novel causative verbs since, as noted in Section 2.4, most Hebrew
adjectives have related causatives in the established lexicon. As a result, some of the source
adjectives do have related verbs, but with a different semantic reading. For example, the
source adjective varod ‘pink’ has an associated verb le-havrid, but with the inchoative sense
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of ‘become, turn pink’ and not the causative sense of ‘make pink’ elicited in the test. Or,
there is no conventional verb meaning ‘make tasty, give taste to’ from the adjective ta‘im
‘tasty, having a good taste’, although there is an established verb in the P5 conjugation le-
hat‘im based on the same consonants as the adjective ta‘im, but with the unrelated meaning
of ‘stress, emphasize’ and also a homophonous verb based on historically and orthographic-
ally different consonants, le-hat‘im meaning ‘suit, make suitable’.

. This adjective does in fact have a causative-verb form, suppletive le-hashxim ‘to brown,
braise’, from the adjective shaxum ‘bronzed’, both of which children are unlikely to know;
there is also a semantically unrelated verb associated with the same consonantal base, le-
xamem ‘to heat, warm up’ from the adjective xam ‘hot’.

. Order (i)=Causative, Object, Instrument, Location; (ii)=Location, Causative, Object,
Instrument; (iii)=Object, Location, Causative, Instrument; and (iv)=Instrument, Object,
Location, Causative.

. In fact Modern Hebrew does have a few denominal verbs of this kind, e.g., le-mamen
‘to finance’ from mamon ‘wealth’, le-mameš ‘to realize’ from mamaš ‘reality’.

. This is clearly an innovative form, compared with the established verb from this root in
P3, pronounced mefatéax ‘develop’, with -a insertion before the low third radical, the
historical pharyngeal.

. For discussion of the form and functioning of these patterns in current Hebrew, see
Bolozky (1982); Bolozky and Saad (1983); Borer and Grodzinsky (1986); Junger (1988). For
characterizations of the acquisition of these patterns, see Berman (1980, 1982, 1993a,ƒb).

. Syntactically, these patterns have no passive alternants, and they never govern the
accusative direct-object marker et, while semantically they include mainly achievement type
change-of-state or ‘‘unaccusative’’ predicates, typically expressing medio-passive or middle
voice, inchoativity, reflexiveness, and reciprocality.

. Moreover, pi‘el verbs show the least alternation in their stem vowels between infinitives
and future form stems and between present and past tense forms. In contrast, P1 pa‘al
forms have three distinct stems in infinitive and future, in present, and in past, where pi‘el
verbs have a shared, transparent stem across paradigms. Also, in morpho-syntactic terms,
P3 participates in a highly regular and productive set of alternations between its active-
transitive verb-forms, passive-intransitive forms in the pu‘al conjugation, and middle-voice
or medio-passive forms in hitpa‘el.

. In this, contemporary Hebrew differs markedly from earlier, classical usage, where the
P5 pattern served widely for verb-denomination — as many as one-third of the total
counted, e.g., le-hacpin ‘go north’ from cafon ‘north’, le-hasmil ‘go left’ from smol ‘left’, as
well as for intransitive inchoatives, e.g. le-havshil ‘ripen’=‘become-ripe’ and also causative
‘make-ripe’ from bashel, le-havri=‘become healthy, recover’ and also ‘make healthy, heal’
from bari.

. These representations deliberately relate to historically abstract or underlying root
structures, as manifested to this day in the written orthographic forms of words based on
these roots. It could be argued that this is misleading since (1) the test was given in oral
form only and (2) the preschoolers in the population have little or no recourse as yet to
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the written form of their language. Yet this form of representation constitutes a psycho-
logically real source of information on how word-structure is conceived by the adults who
constituted the target group in this study. Psycholinguistic studies have shown that
knowledge of the written form of language has a marked impact on how speaker-writers
in literate communities perceive their language (Olsen 1991, 1994) and this is clearly
demonstrated for even school-age Hebrew-speaking subjects in the chapter by Ravid in
this volume.
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Appendix I

Denominals production test items by semantic class and morphological structure

Item Gloss Semantics Structure

1. ambátya bath Object 5, 4, or 3 root consonants, initial glottal, final
glide + vowel=final open

2. argaz crate Place 4 or 3 consonants, initial glottal
3. aron closet Place 2 or 3 consonants initial glottal, final sonorant
4. calul transparent Adjec 3 consonants, CVCVC, C2=C3, final sonorant
5. dli pail Place 2 consonants, final open
6. garzen axe Instr 4 consonants, final sonorant, verblike vowel

structure
7. kaf spoon Instr 2 consonants, CVC
8. karton cardboard Place 4 consonants, final sonorant
9. kir(ot) wall(s) Object 2 consonants, CVC, final sonorant, cf. kar ‘cold’

10. kise chair Place 2 consonants, final open syllable, final alef
11. kufsa can, tin Place 3 consonants, final open
12. madaf shelf Place 3 consonants, CVCVC, initial m-
13. makel stick Instr 3 consonants, CVCVC, initial m-, final sonorant
14. mar bitter Adjec 2 consonants, CVC, initial m-, final sonorant
15. marvad carpet Place 4 consonants, initial m-
16. máxat needle Instr 3 consonants, CVCVC, initial m-, penultimate

stress
17. mitriya umbrella Instr 3 or 4 consonants, initial m-, mit-=verb prefix,

final glide + vowel=final open syllable
18. menora lamp Object 3 consonants, initial m-, me-=verb prefix,

medial and final sonorants, final open syllable
19. muzar strange Adjec 3 consonants, CVCVC, initial m-, final sonorant
20. panas flashlight Instr 3 consonants, CVCVC, medial sonorant,

p~f alternation
21. patish hammer Instr 3 consonants, CVCVC, p ~ f alternation
22. pax bin, can Object 2 consonants, CVC, final pharyngeal or velar
23. safsal bench Object 4 consonants, partial reduplication, final

sonorant
24. sagol purple Adjec 3 consonants, CVCVC, final sonorant
25. sakin knife Instr 3 consonants, CVCVC, cf. P3 siken ‘endanger’
26. sal basket Place 2 consonants, CVC, final sonorant
27. sapa couch Object 2 consonants, final open syllable
28. sargel ruler Instr 4 consonants, medial and final sonorant
29. séfel cup Place 3 consonants, CVCVC, final sonorant
30. sir pot Instr 2 consonants, CVC, final sonorant
31. ta‘im tasty Adjec 2 or 3 consonants, medial ayin=glottal or zero
32. tari fresh Adjec 2 consonants, final open, medial sonorant
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33. tmuna picture Object 3 consonants, final open syllable, t-=future verb
prefix

34. tris(im) shutter(s) Object 3 consonants, initial consonant cluster CCVC
35. varod pink Adjec 3 consonants, CVCVC, medial sonorant
36. vilon(ot) curtain(s) Object 3 consonants, CVCVC, medial and final

sonorants
37. xalon(ot) window(s) Object 3 consonants, CVCVC, medial and final

sonorants
38. xarif hot=spicy Adjec 3 consonants, CVCVC, medial sonorant
39. xum brown Adjec 2 consonants, CVC, final sonorant, cf. ximem

‘warm up’
40. yarok green Adjec 3 consonants, CVCVC, initial glide, medial son-

orant
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Appendix IIa

List of source nouns and adjectives, by syllabic structure and by semantic class

Syllable struct. Semantic class

Statal Adj. Location Locatee-object Instrument

1. Canonical calul clear aron closet vilon curtain panas flash-
light

C(V)CVC: sagol purple séfel cup xalon window patish hammer
[N=18] ta’im‘ tasty madaf shelf tris shutter sakin knife

varod pink makel stick
xarif sharp máxat needle
muzar strange
yarok green

2. Quadriliteral: argaz crate marvad rug sargel ruler
CVCVCVC
N=6]

karton box safsal bench garzen axe

3. Monosyllabic, mar bitter sir pot kir wall kaf spoon
Biconsonantal
[N=7]

xum brown sal basket pax bin

4. Final open tari fresh dli pail menora lamp mitriya umbrella
syllable: kise chair sapa couch ambátya bath
[N=9] kufsa can tmuna picture

Appendix IIb

Breakdown of source nouns and adjectives by number of base consonants

Quadriliteral
CCCC [N=8]

‘ambátiya argaz garzen karton marvad mitriya safsal sargel

Canonic aron calul kufsa madaf makel máxat menora muzar
CCC [N=32] panas patish séfel sagol sakin ta‘im tmuna tris

varod vilon xalon xarif yarok

Defective dli kaf kise kir mar pax sal sapa
CC [N=11] sir tari xum





Table 1.‚Modern Hebrew and standard Arabic words sharing the root k-t-b ‘write’

Hebrew
katav‚‘wrote’ mixtav‚‘letter’
hixtiv‚‘dictated’ ktuvit‚‘subtitle’
hitkatev‚‘corresponded’ ktiv‚‘spelling’
katuv‚‘written’ katvanit‚‘typist (F)’
maxteva‚‘desk’ ktuba‚‘marriage contract’
ktav‚‘writing’ któvet‚‘address’
tixtóvet‚‘correspondence’ katav‚‘correspondent’

Standard Arabic
kataba‚‘wrote’ maktab‚‘office’
ka:taba‚‘corresponded’ maktu:b‚‘letter’
’iktataba‚‘signed on’ maktaba‚‘library’
’istaktaba‚‘asked X to write’ kita:ba‚‘writing’
kutta:b‚‘writing school’ mokka:tib‚‘writing teacher’
ka:tib‚‘author’ muka:taba‚‘correspondence’
kita:b‚‘book’ kutubiy‚‘bookseller’

Chapter 14

A developmental perspective
on root perception in Hebrew
and Palestinian Arabic*

Dorit Ravid

. Introduction

One of the central features of Semitic languages is the morphological construct
termed the Semitic root. This is a tri- (sometimes quadri-) literal consonantal
string which, while not being a word in its own right, constitutes the formal and
semantic core of the Hebrew and Arabic word (Blau 1971; ; Nir 1993 Holes 1995;
Abu-Rabia 1996). For example, the Hebrew and Standard Arabic words in Table
1 share the Semitic root k-t-b ‘write’.

Semitic roots are discontinuous consonantal sequences, and thus unpro-
nounceable entities. They are interdigitated by the complementary morphological
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construction, the (mostly) vocalic pattern. The process which typically leads to the
formation of a Semitic word, whereby root radicals combine with the morphologi-
cal pattern, is termed nonlinear (or nonconcatenative) formation1 (McCarthy
1982). For example, root2 k-t-b is affixed to the causative verb pattern hiCCiC to
form hixtiv ‘dictated’, and to the noun pattern miCCaC to form mixtav ‘letter’.
Morphological patterns have categorial functions which are domain-specific: They
classify nouns into ontological categories (Clark 1993), and verbs by their transi-
tivity value (Berman 1993). Together, roots and patterns combine to create
specific CV prosodic templates that serve as the basic tier of a Semitic word, to be
modified by further linear derivational and inflectional processes. According to
McCarthy (1982), each of the components of this phonological template occurs at
a different representational tier or plane (Anderson 1992).

The existence of a consonantal root as a key morphological unit is taken for
granted in most Semitic research, but is questioned by contemporary linguists,
who see no need for assigning a separate abstract level of representation to the
root. In their view, the word constitutes the basic unit of morphology (McCarthy
1982; Bat El 1994; Bolozky 1999, this volume). However, evidence has been accu-
mulating for the psychological reality of the Semitic root in the spoken and
written Hebrew and Arabic of adults and children.

This chapter has two foci. One focus is a psycholinguistic analysis of Semitic
roots in the framework of a multidimensional, multifaceted model which takes
into account phonological, semantic, and orthographic factors. A second focus is
on the development of root awareness in children and adolescents speaking
Hebrew and Arabic. Learning about roots requires integrated knowledge of the
interrelation between lexical convention, semantic content, and formal structure
— areas that continue to develop well into school age and are related to literacy.

. Roots in the Hebrew and Arabic lexicons

Roots are the prime lexical constructs of the Arabic and Hebrew lexicons, both of
which are largely based on the CV templates provided by the nonlinear affixation
of roots and patterns (Berman 1987a; Holes 1995; Bolozky 1997). All Hebrew
verbs, and most nouns and adjectives, are nonlinear in structure. All new-verb
derivation is obligatorily root-based3, e.g., the computer-related verb kinsel
‘cancel’, root k-n-s-l from the English base (Berman 1987b, 1988, 1999; Ravid
1990; Bolozky 1999); and roots also combine with an array of nominal patterns to
form nouns and adjectives. In addition, the Hebrew lexicon contains a number of
linear derivational affixes, all nominal, e.g., gufan ‘font’ consists of the stem guf
‘body’ and agent suffix -an. Inflectional affixes in Hebrew are typically more linear
— that is, added as suffixes or prefixes to a stem — than derivational affixes
(Ravid 1990; Nir 1993). The Arabic lexicon is even more tightly constrained by
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roots and patterns in both derivation and inflection, since noun and adjective
plurals involve both nonlinear and linear formation (Holes 1995; Abu-Rabia 1996;
Mimouni et al. 1998). For example, Palestinian Arabic bo:tƒ4 ‘shoe’ takes a so-called
‘‘broken’’ nonlinear plural form bwa:t with a different prosodic template, while
tu:te ‘strawberry’ undergoes stem-plus-suffix linear formation in dual (tute:n) and
count plural form (tuta:t) (Blanc 1970; Ravid and Hayek, submitted).

.. Conventional dictionaries
In general, the consonantal root constituted a central organizing principle in
monolingual Hebrew dictionaries5 up to the late 1990s. Older dictionaries treated
verbs and nouns differently: Verbs were represented in reference to their roots,
and nouns by their base orthographic form. This organization reflects the tight
root-and-pattern structure of the verb system and the fact that nouns and
adjectives may have linear structure (Even Shoshan 1979; and see a review in
Schwarzwald 1975). Recently compiled dictionaries represent all words, including
verbs, by what lexicographers consider their orthographic bases rather than by
their roots (Bahat and Mishor 1995; Bolozky 1996; Choueka 1997). Arabic
dictionaries of both Standard and Spoken (Palestinian) Arabic are uniformly
organized by the root principle (Ayalon and Shen’ar 1960; Wehr 1979). Linguistic
analyses of Hebrew and Arabic morphology devote central parts of the studies to
the examination of the Semitic root as a central mechanism of new-word forma-
tion, to the analysis of constraints on its combination with verbal and nominal
patterns, to its role in denominative formation, and to the morphophonological
behavior of various classes of roots (Greenberg 1950; Blau 1971; Nir 1993; Holes
1995; Bolozky 1999).

.. School curricula and class room instruction
School instruction in both Hebrew and Arabic regards the independent existence
of a consonantal root as self-evident (Avinun 1996; Bolozky 1999, this volume).
Adult speakers of Hebrew and Palestinian Arabic are familiar with the term ‘‘root’’
as part of the their cultural heritage, since roots are formally taught in school
(Kawar and Sakran 1998; Ravid and Malenky 2001). In Hebrew language instruc-
tion, roots were traditionally construed as belonging to the more structured
domain of the verb, but in recent years, their teaching has been extended to nouns
as well (Shalom 1999).

The main problem in Hebrew root instruction is the incompatibility between
historical roots, which may be defective or ‘‘weak’’, and surface consonantal
skeletons, which are always ‘‘full’’ or regular. For example, mesiba ‘party’ is based
on the historical ‘‘double’’ root s-b-b, but the surface skeleton of the word consists
of the radical sequence m-s-b, with the pattern prefix m- and two of the historical
root radicals s b. The psycholinguistic existence of such defective, opaque histori-
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cal roots essentially terminates in extant words, which give rise to new word-based
regular and transparent roots, as argued in Ravid (1990). In such cases, Hebrew
learners have to be taught explicitly about strategies for recovering historical roots
by analyzing the surface radical structure into root and pattern components and
looking for morpho-phonological clues (Ravid 1991).

Israeli children are first introduced to regular roots in Hebrew language
instruction as early as in second grade and proceed to analyze less regular roots in
gradeschool and junior highschool (Lipkin 1985). School-leaving examinations of
Hebrew grammar require students to identify historically ‘‘correct’’ irregular roots
with missing radicals in structurally opaque verbs and nouns (Ravid 1990; Avinun
1996). The Arabic curriculum in Israel for native speakers (Standard Written
Arabic) still focuses on verbs as the major containers of roots: Verb roots precede
deverbal noun roots in Arabic L1 instruction (TAL-Arabic 1990).

This survey indicates that the notion of ‘‘root’’ is central in school instruction
of both Hebrew and Arabic in Israel. Thus it is reasonable to expect morphologi-
cal awareness of roots in young speakers to be affected by both explicit language
studies and implicit language development (Levin, Ravid and Rapaport 1999,
2001; Ravid and Malenky 2001). This chapter examines the development of such
knowledge and awareness in Israeli children and adolescents.

. Treatments of the root in psycholinguistic research

The question of the root as an independent morphological construct at some
abstract level is regarded by some linguists as open (; McCarthy 1982 Bat-El 1994;
Bolozky 1999: 11–12). At the same time, psycholinguistic studies of the acquisition
and processing of Hebrew and Arabic words are unanimous in postulating the
independent nature of the root morpheme. Linguists and psycholinguists seem to
be looking at the root from different perspectives. Linguistic examinations focus
on the basic unit for new-word derivation: the root or the word (Aronoff 1976;
Ravid 1990). Bolozky (this volume), for example, argues for the word as a basis
for derivation, at least for nouns (Bat-El 1994). Psycholinguistic studies, in
contrast, attempt to provide evidence for the psychological reality of the root.

A number of issues confound the controversy even further. One relates to the
nature of the ‘‘root’’ in derivation: Is it the historically ‘‘correct’’ root, often with
‘‘weak’’ radicals (glides, n or ‘‘double’’ radicals) that fail to surface (Ravid 1995), or
is it the consonantal skeleton of word (see above)? Most psycholinguists use only
full, regular roots in their studies. Another problem is the semantic / phonological
dichotomy inherent in the nature of the root. Some words share consonantal
skeletons but are not related semantically, e.g., karish–kéresh ‘shark / log’ sharing
the consonantal skeleton k-r-šƒ; or xursha–xéresh–maxresha–xarash ‘wood–
deaf–plough–metalworker’ sharing the consonantal skeleton x-r-š. Current research
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Table 2.‚Hebrew words related through the historical root q-w-m ‘rise’ (i) and
through its secondary derivative m-k-m ‘place’ (ii)

(i) kam ‘rise’, hekim ‘put up, pull up’, komem ‘reconstruct,
cause to rise against oneself ’, hitkomem ‘rebel’,
kima ‘rising’ q - w - m hakama ‘establishment’,
hitkomemut ‘uprising’, tkuma ‘reestablishment’, makom ‘place’

(ii) makom ‘place’ → m-k-m → hitmakem ‘place oneself ’
→ mikum ‘placing’

is looking into the question of whether these structural skeletons are regarded by
Hebrew speakers as shared ‘‘roots’’ (Frost et al. 1997; Bar-On 2001; Seidman 2001).
It is also of interest to find out whether homophonous consonantal skeletons which
are orthographically distinct (e.g., karish ‘shark’ spelled with K6, kéresh ‘log’ spelled
with Q) constitute related mental representations in adults and children.

Taking into account these issues, this chapter adopts the psycholinguistic
position presented in Ravid (1990, 1995) for Hebrew, making a distinction
between the mental representation of ‘‘new’’ and ‘‘old’’ words connected by roots.
New-word derivation involves the direct extraction of a completely regular root
from a base word, which closely reflects the semantic and phonological structure
of that base word rather than its historical, often opaque root (Schwarzwald
1980). For example, the historical root of makom ‘place’ is q-w-m ‘rise’, which
appears in related words such as kum ‘rise’, hakama ‘establishment’, tkuma
‘reestablishment, revival’; but the same form makom gives rise to a secondary root
m-k-m derived from its surface radical structure, consisting of the pattern
consonant m- and the two surface root radicals k-m. This root appears in the
derived verbs mikem ‘place’ and hitmakem ‘place oneself ’. Thus, new-word
derivation is ‘‘direct’’ in the sense that it connects an easily identifiable source
with a target word through the mediation of root extraction. The root in such
cases is a mediator between base and derived word, reflecting the base word to
which it owes its semantics and structure. In contrast, a cluster model is more
appropriate for representing the root-centered relations that may hold among a
family of old words sharing a historical root. In such cases, no single word can be
said to be the antecedent of another (although P1 [Qal] forms always tend to be
closest to the core meaning of the root), and the root serves as a core around
which all family members are clustered. Family members with affixed pattern
consonants may then serve as bases for new ‘‘direct’’ derivations, as does makom
‘place’ above, and thus start their own new offshoot morphological families. With
time and the process of lexicalization, such new families will organize in a less
direct way around the core root (Aronoff 1976). Table 2 illustrates the ‘‘cluster’’
family relationship and an off-branching ‘‘direct’’ secondary derivation. This
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model can serve as a framework within which to account for the representation of
words and roots, as well as for new-word formation.

.. Acquisitional studies
Studies of the acquisition of word-formation in Hebrew indicate an early ability to
manipulate roots within word structure. Berman (1990) shows that young Hebrew-
speaking children rely on triconsonantal roots as the least marked and most
accessible option when forming denominative verbs. Children as young as 3 are
able to interpret novel root-based nouns, indicating their ability to extract the root
from the given test item (Clark and Berman 1984). By age 4, children are able to
coin semantically appropriate novel verbs from other verbs in a form consistent
with the structural stipulations of their grammar, showing knowledge of Semitic
root-formation in forming verbs with irregular roots, e.g., la-tsun ‘to put sheep into
the fold’ from tson ‘sheep’ [Itamar, 3;10] (Berman 1999:ƒ84). Preschoolers are
familiar with a large number of root-related word families, and make productive
and mostly correct use of salient transitivity relations, e.g., al tatsfifi oti ‘don’t crowd
me out’ in Causative P5 [Hif ’il] (Berman 1993). Despite the simpler linear struc-
tural options in the derivation of nouns, Berman (1999) found that the majority of
novel noun coinages by children take the form of some possible root plus a noun
pattern rather than linear stem-and-suffix forms, e.g., maca�af ‘wrapper’ [Nir, boy,
3;9]. Similarly, both Ravid and Nir (2000) and Berman (1994, 1997) found that
nonlinear root-and-pattern affixation precedes linear suffixation in the acquisition
of Hebrew adjectives. Moreover, even gradeschoolers with Specific Language
Impairment were able to relate nouns through their roots (Ravid, Avivi-Ben Zvi
and Levy 1999). However, the ability to produce the full array of noun and
adjective root-and-patterns structures, including root-based nouns with collective,
action nominal, and abstract patterns, does not emerge in Hebrew speakers before
the onset of adolescence (Ravid and Avidor 1998; Ravid et al. 1999).

Most published psycholinguistic studies of Arabic to date focus on the role of
vowels and consonants in reading (Abu-Rabia 1996). No direct studies of Arabic
root acquisition are available to date. However, there is indirect evidence from
inflectional development in Palestinian Arabic. Ravid and Farah (1999) tested the
acquisition of Palestinian Arabic nouns plurals in 48 children aged 2–6. Arabic
plurals fall into two types: Regular (termed ‘‘sound’’) suffixation, e.g., Palestinian
Arabic falla:H/fallaHi:n ‘farmer/s’ (masculine), Ta:wle/Tawla:t ‘table/s’ (feminine);
and Irregular (termed ‘‘broken’’) root-and-pattern affixation, e.g., shubba:k/
shabbabi:k ‘window/s’. Two findings from this study are relevant to this report:
(1) Broken plurals, which require retaining root consonants and exchanging
pattern vowels, occur early on in child speech, and are learned slowly and gradu-
ally between the ages of 2 and 6 (See also Farah 2001). (2) While the early-
emerging overregularization strategy consisted of exchanging sound for broken
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plurals, the older age groups irregularized by exchanging broken plurals of one
type for another; for example, e.g., Tabel ‘drum’ → Tba:l (cf. kla:b ‘dogs’), instead
of correct broken plural Tbu:li ‘drums’. The oldest age group also irregularized
sound into broken plurals, e.g., balo:n/balali:n ‘balloon/s’ for correct sound plural
balona:t. These results may be interpreted to indicate the difficulty of young PA
speakers in dealing with operations that require root manipulation; however
sound masculine plurals, which involve stem and suffix concatenation, show
exactly the same learning pattern as broken plurals. And it seems that the late
emergence of broken irregularization is due more to the variety and inconsistency
of broken plural patterns than to problems of root extraction.

.. Processing studies
Processing studies in morphology focus on three aspects of the mental lexicon:
representation, organization, and access. A number of studies have looked at
Hebrew speakers’ perception of the root from these perspectives, focusing mostly
on access. Schwarzwald (1981) tested children, adolescents and adults from two
socio-economic backgrounds on reading Hebrew verbs and found ability to
manipulate roots in all groups. Testing adolescents and adults on understanding
denominative verbs, Kassovsky (1985) found that the ability to identify roots and
relate denominative verbs to their base words is around 50% in junior highschool
and rises with age. Berent and Shimron (1997) tested Hebrew readers’ sensitivity
to roots by obtaining ratings for vowelled nonce words with nonce roots. They
found evidence of morphological decomposition and inferred the existence of the
root morpheme as a separate representation in the Hebrew word. Ephratt (1997)
tested gradeschoolers and adults on root awareness by having them color letters
within the word. She found that they consistently colored root letters inside the
words rather than using other strategies such as coloring initial or final letter
sequences. Finally, Frost et al. (1997) studied the lexical representation of Hebrew
words by testing adults on reading nonvowelled Hebrew words. They found that
previous exposure to the root letters (but not to the morphological pattern)
facilitated lexical access and naming of targets that were derivations of the root,
that is, evidence for the primacy of root representations over pattern representa-
tions in gaining access to words. Frost et al. conclude that primary morphological
analysis in Hebrew entails the extraction of the root and not of the word pattern.
They propose a model of morphological processing in Hebrew that consists of a
level of lexical units, i.e., words, and another level of subword units of root
morphemes. The processing of printed words consists of both lexical retrieval and
morphological decomposition, which may take place simultaneously.

A single psycholinguistic study (to date) of the mental representation of the
Arabic root is Mimouni et al. (1998). In this study, the representation and organiza-
tion of sound (linearly suffixed) and broken (nonlinearly formed) plurals in
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Algerian Arabic were studied in non-brain-damaged and aphasic adult subjects
through an auditory lexical decision task. Mimouni et al. found evidence for mor-
phological decomposition of Arabic words. Singular and plural forms yielded faster
reaction times when primed by morphological relatives. Singulars of broken plural
forms were activated faster than those of sound plurals, a finding which the authors
interpreted as indicating that the point of entry to the broken plural is the singular
stem, while the point of entry to the suffixed plural form is the consonantal root.

The literature survey so far indicates the prominent role of Semitic roots in
the acquisition of Hebrew morphology and in Hebrew and Arabic speakers’
representation and organization of their respective mental lexicons. It is clear that
roots form the backbone of Hebrew and Arabic dictionaries, school textbooks, and
scholarly linguistic studies of morphology. Psycholinguistic studies of the lexical
representation of Hebrew and Arabic all reach the same conclusion: that morpho-
logical decomposition plays a central role in accessing the Semitic word, and that
the root is a necessary and distinct component of the mental representation of the
Semitic word.

This chapter describes findings from a series of studies, which provide
evidence for the role of the Semitic root in the acquisition of Hebrew and Pales-
tinian Arabic by monolingual speakers.

. A psycholinguistic model of the semitic root

Not all roots have the same independent status apart from words. The status of
the root as an active morphological unit in the lexicon is the degree to which the
root can be regarded as distinct from the word in which it appears and as an
abstract morphological core that relates other words to each other (Berman 1987a;
de Jong, Schreuder and Baayen 2000; Bar-On 2001). This status depends on a
confluence of factors: Whether the word shares the root with some other members
of a morphological family (some words which are not related to any other words,
yet may be said to have a root, e.g., mishpaxa ‘family’); whether central members
of the word family are verbs (kélev ‘dog’ and kalévet ‘rabies’ are related through
root k-l-b, but there is no verb sharing the same root); the size of the word family
related through the root (some root-based morphological families are very large,
while others are small. For example, hishtacel ‘cough, V’ and shicul ‘cough, N’ are
the only members of the family sharing root š-‘-lƒ); and the degree of semantic
congruity among words sharing the same root. For example, consider root c-m-l
‘work, labor’ shared by the following words: amel ‘laborer’, amal ‘labor’, mitƒcamel
‘gymnast’, tacamula ‘propaganda’, and amla ‘fee’. Despite a certain semantic core
which can be detected in hindsight, there is no guarantee Hebrew speakers would
regard these words as sharing the same root.
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In this section, we will lay down a psycholinguistic framework within which
the status of the root can be assessed. Three dimensions characterize the notion of
the root for speakers of Hebrew and Arabic: the phonological, the semantic, and
the orthographic.

. Phonological, semantic and orthographic dimensions of the semitic root

The phonological or formal aspect of the root relates to its being a consistent
(though non-contiguous) phonological string of 3 (or 4) consonants that occurs
in a number of words and relates them phonologically. For example, the string k-
t-b formally relates the Hebrew and Arabic words in Table 1 above. The phono-
logical unity of the root may be violated in various degrees and in a number of
ways, resulting in opaque roots (Ravid 1990, 1995). For example, Hebrew roots
may contain stops alternating with fricatives (e.g., b/v boxen ‘tester’ / mivxan ‘test’,
root b-x-n). In addition, there are many ‘‘defective’’ roots with ‘‘missing’’ radicals
(mainly glides and n), which fail to surface and are therefore difficult to recon-
struct by naive Hebrew speakers. For example, a subclass of P5 [Hifƒcil] verbs drops
the initial historical n-, e.g., hipil ‘dropped’ (root n-p-lƒ), higish ‘served’ (root n-g-
š), and hisig ‘achieved’ (root n-s-g). Such roots are remnants of historical classes
which are now closed and nonproductive, yet continue to constitute the core
lexicon of Hebrew (Blau 1971): The bulk of the first 50 verbs in Hebrew acquisi-
tion contain defective roots in P1 [Qal], e.g., zuz ‘move’, bo ‘come’, lex ‘go’, shev
‘sit down’, kum ‘get up’, toxal ‘eat’(Ravid 1997).

Phonological opacity violates the unity of the root as a single morphological
entity in a number of ways. Firstly, speakers may not relate two occurrences of the
same root in slightly changed form, e.g., ba ‘came’ and hevi ‘brought’ share the
same defective root b-w-’, which surfaces in one case with the single stop b and in
another with the single fricative v. From another point of view, different defective
roots which share radicals may be confused, e.g., hetsik ‘annoyed’, root c-w-k, and
matséket ‘ladle’, root y-c-k. Only two radicals surface in each case, resulting in
confusion between these two defective roots (Schwarzwald 1980). Finally, Hebrew
speakers may look for more salient components of the word as candidates for the
status of ‘‘root radicals’’ when weak elements go missing. As a result, pattern
components such as prefixed m- or suffixed -t may be re-analyzed as parts of the
‘‘root’’ in deriving secondary roots (for a fuller analysis, see Ravid 1990).

A second dimension of the root is its semantic unity. The root carries the
distinct lexical substance of the word, on the one hand, and at the same time
semantically relates members of the same word family to each other, on the other.
For example, all the words related through root k-t-b in Table1 above have to do
with writing, though in Arabic this core meaning is extended to learning whereas
in Hebrew the notion of ‘‘written products’’ is developed. However, words may
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Table 3.‚Sets of Hebrew words sharing the consonantal skeleton x-r-š

maxresha ‘plow’ xeresh ‘deaf ’ xursha ‘a wood’
xarish ‘plowing’ xarishi ‘silent’ xóresh ‘a small wood’

share homophonous consonantal skeletons, which may nonetheless be semanti-
cally distinct. The three sets of Hebrew words in Table 3, for example, share the
surface consonant sequence x-r-š, with three distinct core meanings. Hebrew
speakers tend in many cases to regard the shared homophonous consonantal base
of such words as the same ‘‘root’’ (Bar-On 2001). This view was encouraged by
formal language instruction in school: In past years, textbooks and even school-
leaving examinations in Hebrew language contained words with homophonous
though semantically distinct skeletons which students were supposed to identify as
‘‘the same root’’ e.g., the sequence x-l-l in xilel ‘committed a sacrilege’ and xalil
‘flute’. Evidence from Frost et al. (1997) supports the view that semantic opacity
of roots may be compensated for by phonological homophony.

A third dimension of the notion ‘‘root’’ is orthographic. The Hebrew orthog-
raphy is alphabetical, with two versions: One is a vocalized version that represents
both consonants and vowels (Shimron 1997); another is the normally used
nonvocalized version which overrepresents consonants at the expense of vowels.
Note, for example, the written string WKŠBMKTBYYK pronounced uxshebemixt-
aváyix ‘and whenin your, Fm, Pl-letter-s’. The root morpheme K-T-B ‘write’
typically appears in the center as a sequence of consonant letters, while the rest of
the letters preceding and following it represent affixal function elements — in this
case, two conjunctions, a preposition, a pattern prefix, and a genitive suffix. All of
the consonants but only two of the vowels are represented in this written string.

As noted, current psycholinguistic research provides converging evidence for
the psychological reality of the root morpheme (Berent and Shimron 1997; Frost
et al. 1997). A number of factors contribute to the salience of the written root
within the Hebrew word. Due to the prominence of consonants over vowels,
written words in Hebrew may consist of root letters alone, e.g., the written string
PRSM pirsem ‘published’ consists of four root letters. In such (frequent) cases,
vowels have to be inferred from morphological knowledge, from visual-ortho-
graphic representations (Ravid 2001; Schiff and Ravid, submitted) and from the
syntactic and pragmatic context (Shimron 1997). In many cases, based on my
experience as a lecturer and teacher trainer, Hebrew speakers, including school-
teachers, fail to make the distinction between an abstract root and a written word
consisting of root letters alone, e.g., root k-t-r and the written string KTR which
represents kéter ‘crown’.

In addition to the prominence of root letters, roots are more diverse ortho-
graphically than word affixes. All 22 letters represent root radicals, while only half
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Table 4.‚Spoken and written representation of defective roots in Hebrew

Spoken word Root Surface root
radicals

Written word
(root letters underlined)

Written root

ba ‘come’ b-w-’ b BA BWA
la-vo ‘to-come’ b-w-’ b LBWA BWA
yikre ‘will-happen’ q-r-y k,r YQRH QRH
makom ‘place’ q-w-m q,m MQWM QWM
tishan ‘you-will-sleep’ y-š -n š,n TYŠN YŠN

Table 5.‚Words with homophonous roots, with distinct spelling and differing
meanings

Spoken words Homophonous
consonantal skeleton

Written word
(root letters underlined)

1. brixa ‘escape’ b-r-x BRYHH
braxa ‘blessing’ b-r-x BRKH

2. li-skor ‘to-hire’ s-k-r LSKWR
li-skor ‘to-survey’ s-k-r LSQWR

3. soter ‘slaps’ s-t-r SWTR
soter ‘contradicts’ s-t-r SWTR

of them also represent function elements — inflectional and derivational affixes.
Function letters are thus multifunctional, with T (taf) for example standing for 10
grammatical values (Ravid 1995). The greater variety of letters in the written root
makes it more difficult to spell them correctly than function letters. Children’s
ability to distinguish root and affix letters in writing is apparent as early as in first
grade (Gillis and Ravid 2000; Ravid 2001).

The Hebrew orthography compensates for certain cases of phonological
opacity in roots since spelling is more conservative than speech and preserves
distinctions that are neutralized in speech (Ravid 1995). For example, stop and
spirant b/v, k/x, and p/f pairs are each represented by a single letter. Thus katav
‘write’, mixtav ‘letter’ and ktuba ‘marriage contract’ contain stop and spirant k/x
b/v, all represented uniformly by the written root KTB. Disambiguation occurs
also in phonologically defective roots with radicals that only surface orthographi-
cally: For example, only one root consonant b surfaces in theimperative verb form
bo ‘come’ (root b-w-’ƒ), but the spelling BWA represents all three root radicals.
Written roots thus contain more information than their spoken realization.
Table 4 illustrates the fact that segments represented by written A, H, Y or W may
not surface phonologically in a number of phonologically defective roots with
missing surface radicals that appear in the orthographic representation of words.
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Orthographic representation also serves to disambiguate potential opacity in
cases of homophonous roots with differing spelling. Table 5 contains examples of
words with homophonous consonantal skeletons, which are spelled differently and
have distinct meanings. The written representation of Hebrew roots is thus fuller,
more uniform and more coherent than their spoken representation, and it
provides speakers with a powerful source of information about roots in their
language. It follows that the ‘‘sense’’ of what a root is, a unified entity, which
relates a number of words into a family, is aided by literacy and by metalinguistic
development (Karmiloff-Smith 1992; Ravid and Tolchinsky 2002). Developmental
studies indicate that the basic ability to manipulate nonlinear structures emerges
early on in Hebrew speakers, but it should be expected that more explicit percep-
tion of roots will be delayed due to the indistinct boundaries between root and
pattern in the spoken word, as well as the obscuring factors described above. A
more comprehensive, tighter, more accessible representation of the Semitic
lexicon and of the root as an organizing principle in this lexicon will be based on
linguistic experience coupled with cognitive growth as well as linguistic develop-
ment and schooling. It will be promoted by exposure to a large variety of words
with different structures, to morphological families of differing sizes with regular
and irregular roots, all embedded in discourse in differing modalities, registers,
and genres. School provides both the literate environment and the formal instruc-
tion necessary for the build-up of this notion of the root.

. Developmental evidence for root awareness

The studies surveyed below discuss aspects of root perception in Hebrew and
Palestinian Arabic speakers during the school years.

. Early emergence of oral root awareness
in Hebrew and Palestinian arabic

This section provides developmental evidence for the important role of roots in
Hebrew and Arabic, based on three studies: (i) Malenky (1997), a study of the
development of morphological awareness in Hebrew-speaking children, adoles-
cents and adults; (ii) Shany et al. (2001), a study of the development of basic
literacy and language skills in Hebrew gradeschoolers and highschoolers; and (iii)
Kawar and Sakran (1998), a study of phonological and morphological awareness
in young speakers of Palestinian Arabic.

Malenky (1997) tested 100 kindergartners, 3rd, 6th and 9th graders, and
adults, all native speakers of Hebrew from a middle/high SES background, on
seven morphological awareness tasks7. Of these, three focused on nonlinear
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structure: (1) The Nonce Words Task tested participants’ ability to isolate root
and pattern components in a nonce word. Participants were asked (after a training
session) a direct question about a stimulus nonce word and an extant word
sharing a root or a pattern with it, e.g., hidrig ‘graded’ and madrega ‘step’: ‘‘Are
these words connected’’? Responses were scored as correct if the participant
replied ‘‘yes’’, identifying a relationship between the two words. (2) The Noun
Patterns Task tested awareness of root and pattern in nouns by direct, open-ended
questions about their form. After training, participants were asked, for example,
why a librarian (Hebrew safran, root s-p-r ‘tell’, agent noun pattern CaCCan) is
called that way. An example of a fully correct response would be: It’s a man
(indicating awareness of the agent noun CaCCan) working in the library (Hebrew
sifriya, containing the stem séfer ‘book’, with the shared root s-p-r ‘tell’). 3) The
Analogies Task tested participants’ ability to use the same root and the same
pattern in another word. After training, participants were asked to produce words
in analogy to stimulus items, e.g., words similar to ktiva ‘writing’. The require-
ment for a correct response was fulfilled by a single root (e.g., mixtav ‘letter’) and
a single pattern response(e.g., sgira ‘closing’). All tests were administered orally on
a one-to-one basis.

Malenky’s Analogies Task was used in the framework of the Basic Skills Study
by Shany, Zeiger and Ravid (2001). The study population consisted of 114
participants (1st, 3rd, 4th, 6th graders, and adults) from two SES backgrounds —
low and middle/high, all native speakers of Hebrew. The test was administered
orally on a one-to-one basis.

Malenky’s Nonce Words and Analogies tasks were adapted for Arabic in the
phonological / morphological awareness study by Kawar and Sakran (1997). The
study population consisted of 80 kindergartners, 1st, 2nd, and 4th graders, and
adults, all native speakers of Palestinian Arabic from the north of Israel, from a
middle/High SES. The tests were administered orally on a one-to-one basis in
Spoken Palestinian Arabic by the native speaking researchers. The morphological
part of the study, which we report here, consisted of two tasks:ƒ1) The Root
Relations Task, which required participants to identify root relations between two
extant words. After training, participants were presented with pairs of words
related by the root (e.g., kta:b / maktabe ‘book / library’ sharing root k-t-b), and
asked if the two words were related. 2) The Analogies Task, which tested partici-
pants’ ability to use the same root in another word. After training, participants
were asked to produce words in analogy to stimulus items. For example, a correct
response to mcallem ‘teacher’ would be tacli:m ‘teaching’, with the same root c-l-m.

Results of the three studies indicate an early awareness of the Semitic root.
Figure 1 shows the combined root vs. pattern scores of the three tasks based on
Malenky (1997) (1i), the root vs. pattern responses in Shany et al. (2001) (1ii),
and the two root tasks in Kawar and Sakran (1997) (1iii). The two Hebrew studies
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Figure 1.‚Early awareness of root relations in Hebrew (1i–ii) and in Palestinian
Arabic (1iii)

indicate an early awareness of roots from kindergarten, while awareness of
patterns emerges after age 10. These results support Frost et al.’ s (1997) findings
that root but not pattern priming facilitate lexical access, and point to the
psycholinguistic primacy of the root. The nonSemitic literature shows that stems
are accessible to metalinguistic analysis earlier on than affixes (Anglin 1993; Ravid
and Malenky 2001). Roots, a subtype of stems, denote basic lexical substance,
while patterns, a subtype of affixes, have a categorizing function in both nouns
and verbs. Pattern vowels are less salient than root consonants in Hebrew speech,
carry less semantic information, and are underrepresented in writing. Given the
great difference in root vs. pattern ratio in Hebrew (1800:ƒ60 according to
Choueka 1997), it is clear why the representation of roots as a lexical prime is so
robust even in preschoolers, whereas pattern awareness is a later emergence (Ravid
and Malenky 2001).

Arabic root awareness emerged early on, in kindergarten. In the first test of
Kawar and Sakran (1997 (Root Identification) there was no difference among the
age groups. In the second test (Root Analogies), only the youngest group differed
from the rest. Thus young Palestinian Arabic speakers were easily able to identify
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Figure 2.‚Increasing explicitation in Hebrew root awareness (Malenky 1997)

pairs of words related through the root, and also to provide another word from the
same root. Taken together, these three studies constitute evidence for the robust-
ness of the root in the perception of two Semitic languages from an early age.

. Developing root explicitation in spoken Hebrew and Arabic

The studies described above did not require explicit morphological analyses of the
target words. In this section we will provide evidence for developmental changes
in speakers’ ability to identify and isolate roots in Hebrew and Arabic words.

.. Hebrew
We focus on two tasks from Malenky (1997): The Nonce Words Task and the
Analogies Task. In the Nonce Words Task, participants who said that a stimulus
item and an extant word ‘‘were connected’’ were further asked in which way they
were connected. Two kinds of responses were given: implicit and explicit. When
the participant could not give a reason or gave an erroneous response such as
‘‘they rhyme’’, the response was considered implicit; responses involving explicit
terminology such as ‘‘they have the same root’’ or ‘‘they are written with the same
letters’’ were considered explicit. Figure 2(i) below shows the distribution of im-
plicit and explicit root responses in the five age groups. In kindergarten, virtually
all root responses were implicit, but already by 3rd grade, when children start
learning about roots and word families, the number of explicit and implicit root
responses is the same. The explicitation of roots increases with age, although 6th
graders, who do not focus on morphology in Hebrew school instruction, lag
behind. By adolescence, when Israeli students take the school-leaving examination
in Hebrew grammar, two thirds of the responses on the Nonce Words Task
contained the term ‘‘root’’ used to refer either to the letter or the consonant
sequence in the target words.
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Another facet of the growth of root explicitation appeared in the Analogies
Task. Root responses came in two types: Inflectional and derivational. An inflec-
tional response was a word of the same category as the stimulus item, with a
different grammatical inflection (number, gender, person, tense), e.g., plural daya-
rim ‘tenants’ as a response to singular dayar. A derivational response was a mor-
phologically related word that constituted a different lexical entry, e.g., dira
‘apartment’ in response to dayar ‘tenant’. Inflectional responses were considered
to be implicit since they did not really show evidence for a root-and-pattern
analysis: Hebrew inflection (except for tense change) operates at the word level for
both nouns and verbs. The process is essentially additive and consists of attaching
a suffix to a stem, with possible stem modification. Moreover, inflectionally
related forms are in a sense the same word with different grammatical functions
(Spencer 1991). Derivationally related forms, on the other hand, require explicit
attention to the demands of the task to provide ‘‘another word’’, and for the task
items, necessitated root extraction from the target word and its combination with
a different pattern.

Figure 2(ii) shows the change in the type of root response on the Analogies
Task in the five age groups. Inflectional responses to hitnagev ‘he toweled himself ’
were, for example, hitnagávti, hitnagávta, mitnagvim ‘I toweled myself, you toweled
yourself, toweling, Pl’. Derivational responses to the same item were nigev, magévet,
magav ‘toweled, towel, N, wiper’. It is clear that even in kindergarten, the number
of derivational responses exceeded that of inflectional responses. From grade 3
onwards, inflectional responses declined and derivational responses increased. This
change in the pattern of root responses indicates the consolidation of the root
notion in gradeschoolers as a distinct lexical entity, separate from the word in
which it appears, and a psychologically real unit that relates distinct words.

.. Palestinian Arabic
In Kawar and Sakran (1997), who tested kindergartners, gradeschoolers, and adult
speakers of Palestinian Arabic, a positive identification of root relations between
two target words on the Root Relations Task entailed a request for motivation.
Responses which referred to the root (‘‘the words have the same letters’’) or which
provided a third word from the same root were considered explicit. Figure 3(i)
shows that, unlike implicit root awareness, which remained essentially constant
throughout the study groups, explicit responses increased gradually from kinder-
garten to 4th grade, and adults gave almost exclusively explicit responses.

Figure 3(ii) shows the internal distribution of the morphological responses
given on the Root Analogies Task. The overwhelming majority of those responses
were derivational and involved root manipulation, while a small minority,
especially in first graders, were inflectional. Even in kindergarten, 63% of all
responses were derivational. This is a different picture from Hebrew, where it is
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Figure 3.‚Increasing explicitation in Palestinian Arabic root awareness

only in 3rd grade that derivational root responses rise and inflectional responses
start to decline. Given the interpretation that derivational responses indicate a
better construal of the root as a lexical mediator between words, it seems that the
sense of root relationship between words is even stronger in Arabic than in
Hebrew. This makes sense in view of the higher degree of syntheticity and the
more central role of the root in Arabic morphology.

To sum up: Two facets of the change in speakers’ ability to identify and isolate
roots in spoken Hebrew and Palestinian Arabic words were discussed: The
increase in explicit identification of a shared root, referred to in phonological,
orthographic or lexical terms; and the increase in the ability to provide root-
related items to a given target word. Thus, the underpinnings of lexical organiza-
tion in the Semitic lexicon are apparent to speakers of Hebrew and Palestinian
Arabic from early on. The ability to analyze the Semitic word into its components,
to identify the root link between two words and to provide another word from a
lexical family related through the same root takes until adulthood to develop fully.

.. Voicing assimilation of Hebrew root segments
It is clear that much of the development that takes place in the school years is due
to a growing perception of the orthographic facet of the root. An interesting case
where the phonological and semantic facets of the root are disjoint results from
voicing assimilation of root components. Hebrew obstruents tend to assume the
voicing value of the following obstruent in a consonant cluster, e.g., masbir, ‘ex-
plains’ root s-b-r becomes mazbir‘ where the sibilant radical s assumes the voicing
value of the adjoining root radical b. When the assimilated segment is a root
radical, the unity of the root as a morpheme is disrupted on the surface. Root s-b-
r now surfaces as z-b-r and the link with other words from the same family (e.g.,
savur ‘thinks’, hesber ‘explanation’) is severed. Testing how children spell such
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roots may give us an indication of how well they are able to overcome the surface
phonological clue of (de)voicing. Spelling (de)voiced root segments was tested
twice. (1) The Voicing Assimilation Task in Shany, Zeiger and Ravid (2001),
administered to 102 gradeschoolers (1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th graders, middle/high
and low SES); and (2) The Voicing Assimilation Task in Cohen (1998), adminis-
tered to 106 gradeschoolers (1st, 3rd and 5th graders, middle/high SES). In both
cases, the task consisted of dictated words which had undergone (de)voicing
assimilation, e.g., mitbax ‘kitchen’ (root T-b-Hƒ) → [midbax]; hivtiax ‘promised’
(root b-T-Hƒ) → [hiftiax]. The words were presented in the casual pronunciation
typical of everyday speech (Bolozky 1997) within the context of a sentence, but
the participants were asked to write only the target words. Only the target (de)
voiced segments were scored, and non-assimilation spelling errors were not
counted. For example, if the t in mitbax ‘kitchen’ was spelled erroneously with T
taf instead of T tet, the spelling error was disregarded. Figure 4 shows the growing
success in ignoring phonetic information in spelling the assimilated root segments
in both populations. By 4th grade, Israeli children disregard voicing assimilation
in their spelling and spell the (de)voiced root letter correctly, showing their ability
to analyze Hebrew words at a deeper, morphological level. It may be the case that
these results merely indicate a better spelling competence brought about by
development and schooling. These results may, however, also be interpreted to
indicate a growing ability to overcome superficial phonetic clues which disrupt the
perception of the root morpheme as a unified entity. This is because spelling is
rarely taught explicitly before fifth grade, and even then its teaching is neither
uniform nor consistent.
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.. Oral and written perception of the root
The last study to be described here, carried out by Weil and Fromowitz (1998),
focuses on the relationship between oral and written perception of the root
morpheme in 3rd graders. Previous studies indicate that 3rd grade is a watershed
time in the development of orthographic knowledge (Gillis and Ravid 2000; Ravid
2001), and that 3rd graders are already able to identify roots explicitly (Malenky
1997; Ravid and Malenky 2001). The study population consisted of 48 3rd graders,
all girls, from a religious school in the center of Israel. The study materials
consisted of two written tasks:ƒ1) A spelling task consisting of 20 words with
homophonous root segments. After training, the target words were dictated in the
context of a short sentence (see above, Section 4.3). 2) A root awareness task
consisting of the same 20 words. The participants were asked to provide an
analogous word to the target word. For example, ‘‘which word does tahaluxa
‘parade’ remind you of ’’? Training consisted of 3 examples with root responses,
e.g., ma’azin ‘listener’ / ózen ‘ear’ (root ’-z-n).

The spelling error potential in Task 1 was 34 homophonous root letters, and
the mean of spelling errors was 4.68 (14%). 73% of the responses on Task 2 were
morphological, all root (rather than pattern) responses, e.g., maxshev / hitxashev
‘computer / consider’, root H-š-b. The rest of the responses were phonological
(rhymes, partial phonological overlaps) or semantic (e.g., clinic / patient). A
reverse relationship was found between participants’ spelling and morphological
ability: the fewer spelling errors in root letters (Task 1), the more root responses
(Task 2) (see statistical details in Weil and Fromowitz 1998). This relationship is
illustrated in Figure 5, which shows the distribution of spelling errors (Task 1) and
response type (Task 2).

Following the administration of the two tasks, four ‘‘high’’ participants (who
had over 17 morphological responses on Task 2) and four ‘‘low’’ participants
(who had under 9 morphological responses) were interviewed. These participants
were concurrently identified by their teacher as outstanding and weak students,
respectively. They were first asked to explain their choice of the response word,
and to think of some more related words. Then they were presented with
morphological (both root and pattern) responses, and asked to comment on
them. The weak students’ explanations of their own choices were almost exclu-
sively associative for both semantic and morphological response types. For
example, to explain the choice of semantic tmuna ‘picture’ for target mazkéret
‘souvenir’, one weak student said ‘‘because a souvenir can be a picture’’. To
explain the choice of morphological merape ‘cures’ (spelled incorrectly) for target
mirpa’a ‘clinic’, another weak student said ‘‘because they cure you in the clinic’’
— a type of ‘‘propositional’’ response classified as ‘‘implicit’’ in Malenky (1997),
and in Kawar and Sakran (1998) (See also Bar-On 2001 and Zeidman 2001, who
discuss a detailed array of propositional responses). When presented with
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Figure 5.‚Morphological, semantic, and phonological
responses on Task 2, by three levels of spelling
performance in Task 1 (Weil and Fromowitz 1998)

additional root responses, e.g., smaxot / saméax ‘celebrations / happy’, weak
students gave similar propositional explanations (‘‘In celebrations you are
happy’). When presented with additional pattern responses, e.g., mazkéret /
maxbéret ‘souvenir / notebook, pattern maCCéCet, most weak students rejected
them. In a few cases, they gave associative responses, e.g., ‘‘sometimes the sou-
venir from a trip is a notebook’’.

The ‘‘high’’ participants’ responses had a different nature. While they some-
times gave propositional explanations to their own or to suggested morphological
choices with the same root, they also used linguistic terminology, e.g., ‘‘they have
the same letters’’, ‘‘the word tahaluxa ‘parade’contains the word laléxet ‘to walk’’’.
They were also able to provide more words with the same root. When presented
with pattern responses, e.g., mishlaxat / mikláxat ‘contingency / shower’, many of
their explanations referred to the same-pattern pairs as ‘‘rhymes’’ (which they
are), and a few responses were more explicit. For example, one ‘‘high’’ participant
said about macase ‘act’ and macake ‘railing’ ‘‘they have the same nikud (vocaliza-
tion diacritics) and they both start with m-‘’. These responses may indicate an
ability on the part of the ‘‘high’’ 3rd graders to analyze a given word into its root-
and-pattern responses.

. Conclusion: the role of development and schooling in root perception

The Semitic root is a morpheme consisting of a discontinuous set of consonants
carrying a core meaning which links words together as a set of family members.
The orthographic spelling of Hebrew roots with homophonous letters expresses
the distinctiveness of the root as a morphological unit despite phonological
neutralizations. This chapter described and discussed evidence for an early and
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gradually increasing awareness of the spoken root in both Hebrew and Palestinian
Arabic. Preschoolers are able to recognize root relationships between words, but
it is only in gradeschool that roots begin to be explicitly identified, analyzed and
discussed apart from the lexical items they relate. A more explicit perception of
the root as a morphological unit develops in gradeschoolers side by side with
increasing error-free spelling of root segments. This consolidating understanding
of the root underlies a mature construal of the Semitic lexicon by its users.

What brings about this enhanced sensitivity to the root as a Semitic lexical
unit? One possible answer is linguistic development. Evidence has been accumu-
lating to the effect that linguistic development continues far beyond preschool and
is a protracted process that may not terminate before adulthood (Nippold 1998;
Ravid and Avidor 1998; Berman and Ravid 1999; Ravid and Tolchinsky 2002).
However, it is not possible to isolate linguistic development from the impact of
literacy brought about by school activities. While some of the findings presented
in this study indicate the growth of implicit linguistic knowledge, many others
point to root perception at a more explicit metalinguistic level.

Literacy and schooling have a central role in metalinguistic development.
There is evidence that phonological and morphological awareness both promote
and are promoted by learning to read and write through the establishment of links
between phonemes, syllables and morphemes and their written representations
(Rubin 1988; Bentin 1992; Fowler and Liberman 1995; Gillis and de Schutter
1996). Studies indicate that morphological awareness contributes to success in the
beginning phases of literacy instruction since morphology links together phono-
logical and semantic facets of language (Carlisle and Nomanbhoy 1993; Carlisle
1995, 2000; Levin et al. 1999, in press). In subsequent stages of becoming an
efficient reader, the most important morphological aptitude is the growing ability
to segment, extract and discuss stems and affixes from the multimorphemic
vocabulary of the ‘‘literate’’ English lexicon (Wysocki and Jenkins 1987; Nagy and
Scott 1990; Lewis and Windsor 1996). Anglin (1993) provides evidence that
vocabulary growth in gradeschool years increases together with children’s ability
to perform morphological problem solving. Sensitivity to derivational morphology
has been shown to play a role in reading ability in higher school grades and
among college students (Henry 1993). Nippold (1998) shows that understanding
and use of various word classes increases in English speakers during the school
years together with their ability to define words and their awareness of the lexical
network, which facilitates the acquisition of new words.

The exposure of school children to written texts may contribute to morpho-
logical analytic skills and specifically to root awareness through noting the
consistent representation of roots as well as function elements in the orthography.
Encountering morphologically complex words from early on in written texts,
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including highly synthetic Biblical Hebrew and Classical Arabic, requires their
analysis into their components and establishing how they occur in other words in
the text. The fact that Hebrew and Arabic morphology is a central topic in the
relevant language curricula, and that the root as a lexical prime is a major topic of
instruction from early on, cannot be ignored in explaining how root perception is
enhanced in older and more schooled language users.

*‚Thanks are extended to Allon Fragman, Uri Horesh and Rola Farah for their help in
presenting the Arabic data. Contributions also made by Chen Cohen, Yael Fromowitz,
Chalub Kawar, Marlene Sakran, Ayelet Weil (The Department of Communication
Disorders, Tel Aviv University), and Adina Malenky (School of Education, Tel Aviv
University).

. Semitic word-formation takes two main routes: Classical Semitic nonlinear or non-
concatenative root-and-pattern structures, where root and pattern are interdigitated
discontinuously, e.g., Hebrew któvet ‘address’, taxtiv ‘dictation’, ka�uv ‘written’ (root k-t-b
underlined). Nonlinear structures, which constitute the focus of the current study, are thus
composed of two abstract elements, neither of which has the status of a word. Another
productive morphological construction in Hebrew and Arabic resembles word structure in
nonSemitic languages, and is linear or concatenative in nature. It involves attaching a linear
affix to a stem, usually an extant word, e.g., Hebrew tinok / tinoki ‘baby / babyish’, sapar /
saparit ‘hairdresser / Fm’, Arabic balo:n / balona:t ‘baloon / s.

. Hebrew and Arabic words are represented (in italics) in broad phonemic transcription,
as close to surface form as possible. Roots are represented at a more abstract level, with a
single grapheme standing for a single root radical. This means that, for example, the
voiceless palatal fricative sh appears in the root as š and the affricate ts appears in the root
as c; emphatics, gutturals and pharyngeals are represented only at the root level, and are
spelled with capital italics. Root slots are represented in patterns by capital Cs.

. Schwarzwald (2000:ƒ428–9) argues against that there is also direct, nonroot-mediated
derivation of verbs in Hebrew. However, all her examples (e.g., mebarménet ‘works at the
bar’from barmen ‘barman’) are of root-based derivation and merely show that root form
and verb structure accommodate the base word as much as possible to ensure maximal
transparency and consistency, as argued by Ravid (1990).

. The symbol V: is used here to indicate a long vowel in Arabic.

. Please note that this paragraph refers to dictionaries assembled by lexicographers, and
makes no claim as to the organization of the mental lexicon in the cognition of speakers,
which is the topic of the whole chapter.

. Hebrew graphemes are represented by corresponding capital English letters.

. For more information of other aspects of this study, please see Ravid and Malenky 2001.
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Chapter 15

Computing argument structure

The early grammar

Hagit Borer

. Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to study the acquisition of argument structure in
the context of the Hebrew binyan system. Specifically, we will argue that the early
behavior with respect to the binyan system and its various components, including
root and template, sheds important light on the nature of the knowledge that the
child brings with her to the acquisition task, and on the relations which hold, in
acquisition as well as within grammatical competence, between the lexical
component and the syntactic component.

Posing a more general question, what mechanisms does the child bring to
bear on the early acquisition of argument structure and grammatical relations? At
least two competing hypotheses have emerged concerning this issue. The first,
Semantic Bootstrapping (Grimshaw 1981; Pinker 1984; Grimshaw and Pinker
1990) reduces early syntactic knowledge to the lexical semantics of particular
verbs, learned from situations. Within that system, the predicate-argument
structure of verbs, as determined by their lexical semantics, projects into the syn-
tactic structure in accordance with universal linking principles which associate
particular arguments, as specified in the lexical entry, with particular syntactic
positions. In contrast, the second approach, Syntactic Bootstrapping (Gleitman
1991, 1995 and subsequent work) relies heavily on the early knowledge of the
syntax of argument structure to help the child acquire the meaning of specific
verbs associated with that structure. Gleitman explicitly challenged the ability,
presupposed by Semantic Bootstrapping, to learn the meaning of verbs from
situations, and argues that it is the syntactic structure (specifically, the subcateg-
orization environment) which suggests to the child what the meaning of the verb
may be in isolation.1 Note that both approaches agree that there is a relationship
between the interpretation of arguments and their syntactic position. They differ,
however, as regarding whether it is the syntactic position which determines their
interpretation and the interpretation of the verb which is the lexical head of the
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VP, or rather, it is the lexical head, the verb, which determines the nature of the
arguments and their syntactic placement.

At first sight, this debate might seem like the proverbial chicken-and-egg
situation. While the first hypothesis maintains that verb meaning is acquired first,
and the syntactic realization of arguments follows from it, the second approach
subscribes to the view that it is the syntactic positioning of arguments which is
acquired first, and the verbal meaning is acquired on the basis of it. How can these
two competing hypotheses possibly be made to have empirical, testable content?

Consider, however, these two views from the perspective of syntactic theory.
Semantic Bootstrapping finds its roots in a well-established syntactic tradition,
reducing argument structure to lexico-semantic information associated with single
lexical items. The assumption that the syntax associated with argument structure
is thus determined is shared by many approaches to argument structure developed
in the 1980s and in the early 1990s.2 These approaches, differ as they may on other
matters, share the assumption that the appropriate lexico-semantic representation
of the verb contains information on the syntactic projection of its arguments,
making the latter deterministically dependent on the former. A syntactic theory of
argument projection compatible with Syntactic Bootstrapping, on the other hand,
is at least potentially quite different. Rather than taking the lexical unit as its
starting point, it takes the syntactic structure as its starting point, linking syntactic
positions to argumental interpretations independently of information contained
in specific lexical entries. As concerning the language learner, it attributes to her
a possible stage in which argumental value is assigned to NPs according to their
syntactic position alone, although the meaning of the verb which would have
‘selected’ these NPs may not be fully known yet. It is, in a sense, a ‘constructionist’
view, in which meaning is associated with syntactic configurations, and in which
the lexical content of substantive items serves as a modifier, rather than as a
determinant of structural properties.3 If it turns out that there is, in fact, a stage in
acquisition in which the child projects argument structure correctly, but the
syntactic well-formedness conditions on the insertion of the lexical verb are
unknown, or poorly known, this stage would cast serious doubt not only on
Semantic Bootstrapping, but also on any linguistic model which projects argu-
ment structure from the lexical entry. Instead, it would support Syntactic
Bootstrapping, alongside a model of argument structure in which the link between
the syntactic position of arguments and their interpretation is independent of the
lexical semantics of any one particular lexical item.

Systems assigning interpretation to arguments entirely independently or
partially independently of lexical information associated with lexical heads have
been developed by a number of grammarians in the past few years.4 Specifically, in
Borer (1994, 1998, to appear) I argue that the projection of arguments is indepen-
dent of lexical information. Instead, the interpretation associated with arguments is
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the result of their placement in syntactically projected aspectual (aktionsart)
specifiers.5 One of the salient properties of that system is that the projection of
syntactic aspectual nodes is optional, as is the placement of arguments within those
structures. The optionality built into the system results in the prediction that the
actual interpretation of a particular NP will vary, depending on the particular
structure that is projected, thereby deriving massive ambiguity in the adult system.

Consider a specific illustration. Since Perlmutter (1978) and Burzio (1981,
1986), it is customary to divide intransitive verbs into two classes, depending on
the syntactic behavior of their sole argument. The unaccusative class of verbs
consists of those intransitive verbs whose argument patterns syntactically with
direct object. The unergative class of verbs, on the other hand, consists of those
intransitive verbs whose argument patterns syntactically with subjects of transitive
verbs. Following, essentially, Perlmutter and Burzio (op. cit.), these classes could
be represented as in (1a) and (1b), respectively:

(1) a. [VP NP [V¹ laugh ]]
b. [VP [V¹ arrive NP ]]

In turn, both NPs in (1a,ƒb) are in need of Case. The only Case available in
intransitive structures is nominative, in the subject position. As a result, both NPs
in (1a,ƒb) will move to the subject position, giving rise to the output structures in
(2), and obscuring, on the surface, the syntactic differences between them. Those,
however, could be revealed by closer scrutiny, through the investigation of the
behavior of these different structures with respect to auxiliary selection, cliticiza-
tion, impersonal passivization, etc.6

(2) a. [TP(=S) NP1 [VP t1 [V¹ laugh ]]
nom

b. [TP(=S) NP2 [VP [V¹ arrive t2 ]]
nom

However, it has been observed by many researchers (Perlmutter 1978; Van Valin
1990; Hoekstra and Mulder 1990; Dowty 1991; Levin and Rappaport-Hovav 1994;
among others) that the unaccusative/unergative classification of intransitive verbs
is considerably less stable than is usually assumed. Thus a verb such as run in
Italian or in Dutch has unergative syntactic characteristics in isolation, but unac-
cusative ones if accompanied with a directional PP such as to the store; a verb such
as fall in Dutch behaves as an unaccusative verb in most situations, but if accom-
panied with a strong intentional interpretation or a process interpretation,
unergative properties emerge; and a verb such as hitpareq ‘fall-apart’ in Hebrew
displays unaccusative characteristics if the falling apart terminates in total disinte-
gration, but unergative characteristics if falling-apart is temporary and can be
halted before total disintegration.7
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Dowty (1991) observes that the oscillation between unaccusative and unerga-
tive syntactic diagnostics is not random. Rather, agentive, atelic predicates are un-
ergative, while non-agentive, telic ones are unaccusative. Levin and Rappaport-
Hovav (1994) note:

Verbs which show variable behavior are always associated with more than one
meaning; each meaning turns out to be correlated with the predicted syntactic
properties . . . the question . . .ƒ is whether the change of meaning . . . is to be
attributed to [the verb’s] appearance in a particular construction . . . or to the
existence of some lexical rule which gives rise to multiple semantic classifications
of verbs, which then license the appearance of these verbs in more than one
construction.

To illustrate, the choice posed here by Levin and Rappaport-Hovav, when viewed
in the context of the structures of intransitives in (1)–(2), is as follows: a verb such
as hitpareq, ‘fall apart’ in Hebrew may be found both in the syntactic context in
(1a)–(2a) and in the syntactic context in (1b)–(2b), as illustrated in (3)8,ƒ9

(3) a. Atelic
[TP ha-migdal1 [VP t1 [V¹ hitpareq ]

the-tower fell apart
(le’ito) be-mešex šanim rabot lifney še-tukan ]]
slowly for many years before it was fixed

b. Telic
[TP ha-migdal2 [VP [V¹ hitpareq t2 ] tox �a	i šaca]]

the-tower fell-apart in half an hour

This much would be true under both approaches discussed by Levin and
Rappaport-Hovav. However, does the structural ambiguity in (3) reflect the
existence of two distinct but related entries for hitpareq, one unergative/atelic,
projecting the structure in (3a), and the other unaccusative/telic, projecting the
structure in (3b)? Alternatively, could it be that telicity (or atelicity) is a property of
structures, rather than lexical items, and that (3a) is an atelic structure while (3b)
is a telic one? If that is the case, hitpareq itself would be devoid of any aktionsart
value, and instead, would be interpreted in accordance with the syntactic environ-
ment in which it finds itself: atelic in (3a), telic in (3b).

Returning to Semantic vs. Syntactic Bootstrapping, note that the question
posed by Levin and Rappaport-Hovav is the same question posed here concerning
the relationship between the type of acquisition device used by the child grammar,
and the adult grammar. If a theory of Semantic Bootstrapping is adopted, we must
assume the existence of a lexical rule giving rise to multiple semantic classification
of intransitive verbs, which then licenses the appearance of these verbs in distinct
syntactic contexts. In a theory that views the lexical entry as the sole source of
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information on the syntactic projection of argument structure, no other possibili-
ties exist, as no other source is available, for child or for adult, for the structures
in (3).10 On the other hand, if Syntactic Bootstrapping is on the right track, it is
indeed possible, in Levin and Rappoport-Hovav’s terms, that ‘‘the change in
meaning . . . [is] to be attributed to [the verb’s] appearance in a particular
construction,’’ making the existence of a lexical rule of the sort discussed by Levin
and Rappaport-Hovav unnecessary. If this latter situation is the case, it is the
syntax, and specifically the syntactic position of the arguments, which determines
the specific interpretation of the predicate and of the verb within it, and that
interpretation may shift if the syntactic position of the arguments is different. If,
indeed, this is the case for the adults, then Syntactic Bootstrapping does not just
become a plausible hypothesis, but the only hypothesis compatible with the adult
grammar. Within such a system, the child could not project argument structure
from a lexical entry, regardless of her knowledge of that entry, as such an entry
quite simply does not contain the relevant information concerning the syntactic
positioning of arguments. Such information is available exclusively through the
syntactic structure.

In Borer (1994, 1998) I propose that an intransitive verb such as hitpareq ‘fall-
apart’ projects an internally unordered VP (as do all verbs). That VP is dominated
by (at least) one distinct syntactic node which is aspectual: either a telicity-
inducing syntactic node (ASPQ) responsible for accomplishment/achievements
readings or a process syntactic node (ASPP) responsible for a process (=activity)
reading. Schematic representations of some relevant cases are in (4):11,12

(4) a. Transitive, telicƒ13

[TP NP1 [ASPP¹¹ t1 [ASPQ¹¹ NP2 [VPV ]]]] (in two hours/*for two hours)
nom acc

b. Transitive, atelic
[TP NP1 [ASPP¹¹ t1 [FP NP2 [VPV ]]]] (*in two hours/for two hours)

nom part

c. Intransitive, telic
[TP NP1 [ASPQ¹¹ t1 [VPV ]]] (in two hours/*for two hours)

nom

d. Intransitive, atelic
[TP NP [ASPP¹¹ t1 [VPV ]]] (*in two hours/for two hours)

nom

In (4), a NP associated with [Spec,ƒASPP] (or its trace in that position) is
interpreted as the originator of the process headed by ASPP. That NP, however,
is optional: a process need not have an originator (e.g., it rainedƒ). The NP
associated with [Spec,ASPQ], on the other hand, is interpreted as the subject of a
result state, or subject-of-quantity, or put differently, the NP defining the
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culmination of the process indicated by the predicate (but see Borer, to appear,
for some modifications). Unlike the originator, which is not required for process
interpretation, a subject of result, or subject of quantity is obligatory, or a telic
reading cannot be derived. In this way, this system captures the relations
between the direct object and telicity, pointed out and analyzed by Verkuyl
(1972, 1993) Tenny (1987, 1992, and 1994), Krifka (1991) and others.14 Finally,
I will assume that ASPQ (may) assign accusative Case (acc) to the subject-of-
result (subject-of-quantity) in its specifier, as in (4a). On the other hand, based
primarily on the aspectual properties of partitive Case in Finnish as described by
Vainikka and Mailing (1993) (and see also Kiparsky 1998), I will assume that
partitive Case (PART) crucially marks the absence of telicity, and that it is the
Case assigned to the direct argument in atelic configurations, as in (4b). In
English and Hebrew, both very poorly Case-marked systems, the morphological
marking for accusative and partitive is homophonous, which is not the case in
Finnish, where the relation between atelicity and partitive Case, on the one
hand, and telicity and accusative Case on the other hand, is overt and morpho-
logically marked.

Considering, specifically, an English verb such as move, it may be embedded
in all structures in (5), with the following result:

(5) a. Transitive, telicƒ:
[TP I1 [ASPP¹¹ t1 [ASPQ¹¹ the piano [VP moved ]]]]

nom acc

I moved the piano (in two hours)
b. Transitive, atelicƒ:

[TP I1 [ASPP¹¹ t1 [FP the piano [VP moved ]]]]
nom part

I moved the piano (for two hours, and then gave up)
c. Intransitive, telicƒ:

[TP the piano1 [ASPQ¹¹ t1 [VP moved ]]]
nom

The piano moved (in two hours)
d. Intransitive, atelicƒ:

[TP the piano [ASPP¹¹ t1 [VP moved ]]]
nom

The piano moved (for two hours)

Crucially, the structures in (5) all exist independently of the verb inserted in them,
and each has a fixed aktionsart value regardless of the verb embedded in it. Recall
now that the verb in this system acts, essentially, as a modifier, which is to say, a
word such as move when inserted into the structures in (5) results in an interpre-
tation best paraphrased as following (modifiers in italics, arguments in bold):
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(6) a. I originated a moving process, which affected the piano and which
resulted in it being in a moved state.

b. I originated a moving process which affected the piano
c. The piano underwent a change resulting in it being in a moved state
d. The piano originated a moving process.

Given the modifier status of lexical entries in this system, cases of mismatch
between the aktionsart value of a given structure and the verb inserted into it (e.g.,
*Kim arrived for two hours) are to be ruled out using the very same system that
would rule out inappropriate modification, e.g., *John ran gradually, *Kim delib-
erately understood the solution, *Pat heard the Sonata energetically etc. (and see
Borer 1999 for discussion).

A few comments are in order before we are ready to investigate the acquisition
of argument structure by children. One might suggest that the range of interpreta-
tions associated with (4a–d), (5a–d) is not the result of an ambiguous grammatical
structure associated with the different interpretations, but rather, the result of
overall vagueness concerning the meaning of move.15 Evidence from Hebrew,
however, suggests that this is not so. In Hebrew, the distribution of non-argumental
datives serves as a diagnostic for predicate types. Thus a dative functioning as a
possessor may not be related to an ‘external’ argument, while reflexive dative may
only be related to an ‘external’ argument.16 Translating ‘external’ argument to the
argument in [Spec,ASPP] in the structures in (4), a direct prediction emerges. The
use of possessor datives should be impossible with the structure in (4d) (=atelic),
but possible with the structure in (4c) (=telic). The converse should hold for
reflexive dative: its use should be licit in (4c), but ungrammatical in (4d). More
specifically, we predict that possessor dative, when combined with the Hebrew verb
zaz, ‘move.intrans’, should give rise to telicity, while reflexive dative, when com-
bined with the verb zaz should result in atelicity. These predictions are borne out:17

(7) a. Ha-ri �spa zaza le-rani (tox štey daqot/*me-mešex šacatayim).
the-floor moved to-Rani (in two minutes/*for two hours)
‘Rani’s floor moved (in two minutes/*for two hours.’

b. Ha-ri �spa1 zaza la1 (*tox štey daqot/be-mešex šacatayim).
the-floor moved to-her (*in two minutes/for two hours)
‘The floor was moving *in two minutes/for two minutes.’

The correlation between independent structural restrictions on the distribution of
non-argumental datives, and the interpretation associated with (7a) and (7b),
respectively, strongly supports a distinct structural position for the argument ha-
ri�pa ‘the floor’ in (7a) and (7b) respectively, thus confirming grammatical ambig-
uity, rather than mere vagueness, as an account for the range of interpretations
associated with (4)–(5).
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On the other hand, the transitive derivations available for English (5a,ƒb) are
not available for adult Hebrew. With a few exceptions, Hebrew marks intransi-
tive/transitive pairs morphologically. For zaz, ‘move’, the transitive form would be
heziz, ‘move.trans’. For that reason, an utterance such as (8a), the equivalent of
either (5a) or (5b) in English, is ungrammatical. But as predicted, (8b), the correct
transitive form, is ambiguous between a telic and an atelic reading:18

(8) a. *Ran zaz ’et ha-ri	pa
Ran moved-intrans acc the-floor

b. Ran heziz ’et ha-ri	pa (be-mešex šacatayim/tox šacatayim)
Ran move-trans acc the-floor (for two hours/in two hours)

I return below, in Section 2.2.1, to the nature of the zaz-heziz alternation in the
grammar of Hebrew.

Now if the system sketched here for the adult syntactic representation of
argument structure is correct, it has very clear consequences for language acquisi-
tion. First, it makes the acquisition of syntactic structures based on verb meaning
impossible. In this system, the lexical entry of verbs is syntactically undetermined
(or underdetermined), and specifically, it contains no information on the syntactic
projection of arguments. The full interpretation of the meaning of the verb is only
possible in the context of the structure which it modifies. Even if it were possible
to learn the meaning of verbs in isolation from situations, such learning would be
syntactically uninformative. In such a system, the acquisition of syntactic struc-
tures must proceed independently of the acquisition of verbal entries. In our
concrete examples, even if the child has acquired the meaning of English move or
Hebrew zaz, ‘move.intrans’ in isolation, it would provide her with no informa-
tion on whether or not to project a single argument in the specifier of ASPQ (i.e.,
internally), as in (5c), or in the specifier of ASPP (i.e. externally), as in (5d), and,
for English, whether to project one argument or two. On the other hand, if this
system is on the right track, it predicts it to be possible for the child to pass
through a stage where syntactic structure is fully in place, but lexical knowledge is
impaired. If such a stage turns out to exist, it would lend strong independent
support not only to Syntactic Bootstrapping, but also to the independence of
argument structure from lexical information and to a syntactic approach to the
projection of arguments.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to investigating whether there is,
indeed, such a stage in language acquisition. I will argue that children acquiring
Hebrew pass through a stage in which their performance has precisely these
characteristics: they appear to have syntactic functional structure in place, as
attested by word order, case markers, and inflection, but nevertheless, that know-
ledge could not possibly be coming from the verbs used, as these are often used in
incorrect syntactic contexts, or are altogether non-existent in the adult grammar. At
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this stage, I will suggest, children often make decisions on lexical insertion based on
morpho-phonological factors alone, being oblivious to the way in which the correct
selection of a morphological template is conditioned by syntactic factors. Far from
projecting the syntax from the lexical entry, their knowledge of lexical items is
deficient precisely in that respect. Instead, they often embed a morpho-phonologi-
cally correct, but morpho-syntactically flawed form in a nearly perfect syntactic
structure, complete with inflectional markings, providing evidence that their ability
to do so is entirely independent from their lexical knowledge.19

Specifically, I will propose the following developmental sequence:

(9) Naming > the morpho-phonology stage (MP) > the morphosyntax
stage (MS) > adults

. Early knowledge of argument structure: the morpho-phonology stage

. Valence neutralization

Berman (1982, 1993, and 1994), observes that there is a stage in the early acquisi-
tion of Hebrew, in which errors such as those in (10) are quite common:20

(10) a. Ra’iti.I ’et ha-	iyurim le-’aba.„(cf. adult her’eti.V)
saw-I acc the-paintings to-daddy showed.
‘I showed the paintings to Daddy.’

b. ’Ani roca še-’aba yokal.I ’oti ’akšab.„(cf. adult ya’akil.V)
I want that-daddy eat acc-me now feed
‘I want Daddy to feed me now.’

c. ‘Ima zuzi.I li ’et ha-kise.„(cf. adult tazizi.V)
mommy move-intrans to-me acc the-chair move.trans

‘Mommy, move the chair for me.’

In (10a–c) the child is syntactically correct, placing the arguments appropriately
for the meaning intended. Further, in (10a–c) the child uses the correct root to
express the meaning she has in mind. However, the morpho-phonological form of
the verb, the binyan, is wrong.

The cases in (10) appear to cluster, in that all erroneous forms are of binyan
I, and all avoided correct forms are of binyan V. Further, all cases in (10) are cases
of valence increase (intransitive form used transitively, dyadic form used triadic-
ally). However, as already shown by Berman (op. cit.), and as is clear from the
study of the CHILDES files of Na’ama, this by no means characterizes the early
performance. In (11), dyadic mesader.III, ‘arrange’, madbiq.V ‘stick.trans’ and
moci.V ‘get-out.trans’ are used monadically. In the latter case, the child uses
binyan V instead of binyan I, in direct opposition to the pattern in (10):
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(11) a. Ze lo mesader.III. (Na’ama, 2;2 cf. adult mistader.VII)
this no arrange get-arranged.intrans

‘It doesn’t fit/become arranged.’
b. Ze lo madbiq.V. (Na’ama, 2;2 cf. adult nidbaq.II)

this no stick.trans stick.intrans

‘It doesn’t stick.’
c. Ken hu mo �si.V levad. (Na’ama, 2;3 cf. adult yoce.I)

yes he take-out alone come-out
‘It comes out by itself, too.’

(12) a. Tir’i ’ek kol ha-�alab šapa�.I. (cf. adult nišpa�.II)
look how all the-milk spilled.trans spilled.intrans

‘Look how all the milk spilled.’
b. Lama ha-delet lo pota�at.I? (cf. adult nipta�at.II)

why the-door no open.trans open.intrans

‘Why doesn’t the door open.’„Berman (1982)

Some additional cases, taken from Na’ama’s CHILDS files, together with cases
cited in Berman (op. cit.) illustrate that errors occur, in fact, in all possible
morpho-phonological directions, regardless of valence or binyan. I will refer to the
(erroneous) use of one morphological form in more than one valence context as
(Valence) neutralizationƒ:

(13) Valence neutralization
a. Intransitive forms used transitively (valence increase)

Adult form Neutralized
child form

Meaning of neu-
tralized form

i.
ii.
iii.

hik’ib.V
hiš’ir.V
liklek.III

hurt.cause
leave.trans

soil

ka’ab.I
niš’ar.II
hitlaklek.VII

hurt.intrans

stay
become-soiled

b. Transitive forms used intransitively (valence decrease)

Adult form Neutralized
child form

Meaning of neu-
tralized form

i.
ii

nizraq.II
mitxabeq.VII

thrown.pass
hug.reciprocal

zaraq.I
mexabeq.III

throw.active
hug.trans

These data already suggest that children are capable of projecting argument
structure correctly, although their knowledge of the specific lexical entry with
which that argument structure is paired is flawed. If, indeed, the syntactic projec-
tion of arguments is independent of information stored in specific lexical entries,
the behavior illustrated above can be readily explained. This has already been
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observed by Berman (1982, 1993), who proposes, correctly in my view, that some
syntactic knowledge must precede full lexicalization. What, however, does that
syntactic knowledge consist of? In the next subsection, I will make a specific claim
as concerning the nature of that early knowledge. In Section 3 I will turn to some
questions which the model of early knowledge must address before being com-
plete. In Section 4 I outline the next developmental stage, labeled in (9) above as
the morpho-syntax stage, and turn to speculations as concerning the passage from
the MS stage to adult knowledge.

. The morpho-phonological stage

.. The binyan system and what the child knows of it
Before proceeding to a description of the early grammar, a brief review of the
Hebrew binyan system is in order. Hebrew, a Semitic language, forms verbs based
on a consonantal root, mostly consisting of three consonants, but at times
consisting of two or four. These roots, loosely associated with a meaning, are not
in and of themselves associated with either syntactic category or argument
structure. To illustrate, a root such as KTB, loosely associated with the meaning of
writing, can occur in all forms in (14), associated with distinct categories and with
different argument structures, when they are verbal:21

(14) a. katab ‘wrote’ (V, dyadic)
b. niktab ‘was-written’ (V, monadic)
c. hiktib ‘dictated’(V, triadic)
d. huktab ‘was-dictated’ (V, dyadic)
e. hitkateb ‘corresponded’ (V, symmetrical)
f. miktab ‘letter’ (N)
g. makteba ‘desk’ (N)
h. katban ‘typist’ (N)
i. ktobet ‘address’ (N)
j. ktuba ‘marriage contract’ (N)
k. ktab ‘hand-writing’ (N)
l. katab ‘correspondent’ (N)

Roots are, in turn, embedded within different templates, binyanim, consisting of
vocalic melodies as well as affixes. Centering on verbal templates, Hebrew has
seven binyanim, each associated with specific morpho-phonological properties,
and linked to its morphologically specific set of participial forms, derived nom-
inals, agentive nominals, etc. While some of these binyanim are canonically
associated with particular argument structure configurations and particular inter-
pretations, the link is pretty loose, and the bulk of Hebrew verbal vocabulary does
not actually conform to these canonical generalizations, as tables (16a,ƒb) illus-
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trates. These canonical generalizations, however, do hold for productive word
formation operations, guided, in Modern Hebrew, by syntactic and morpho-
phonological regularities:22ƒ,ƒ23

(15) Basic Hebrew binyanim and their canonical properties
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(16) a. Intransitive, atelic motion verbs — binyan membership

Motion Verb Binyan

ZaZ
hiStoBeB

moved
wandered around

I
VII

NaDaD
RaC
hitRo �Se �S

wandered
ran
ran around

I
I
VII

QaPa �S
QiPe �S

jumped
jumped repeatedly

I
III

DiLeG
HaLaX

skipped
walked

III
I

hitHaLeX
ne �HPaZ

walked around
hurried

VII
II

MiHeR
hitQaDeM

rushed
progressed

III
VII

hiMŠiX
GaLaŠ

continued
slid

V
I

hitGaLeČ
hiSMiL

slid
veered left

VII
V

(16) b. Inchoative-causative alternations — binyan correspondences

Alternation
type

Inchoative Causative

1. II–I nisrap.II
nipta�.II

‘burn.intrans’
‘open.intrans’

sarap.I
pata�.I

‘burn.trans’
‘open.trans’

2. I–V tabac.I
�ama�.I

‘drown.intrans’
‘grow.intrans’

hitbiac.V
hi�mia�.V

‘drown.trans’
‘grow.trans’

3. VII–III hitpareq.VII
hitgalgel.VII

‘fall-apart’
‘roll.intrans’

pereq.III
gilgel.III’

‘take apart’
‘roll-trans’

4. II–V niš�at.II
nirtab.II

‘become ruined’
‘wet.intrans’

hiš�it.V
hirtib.V

‘ruin’
‘wet.trans’

5. V–V he’edim.V
hibri’.V

‘redden.intrans’
‘heal.intrans’

he’edim.V
hibri’.V

‘redden.trans’
‘heal.trans’

6. I–III gadal.I ‘grow.intrans’ gidel.III ‘grow.intrans’

7. VII–V hit’adem.VII ‘redden.intrans’ he’edim.V ‘redden.trans‘
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The pairing between a particular argument structure and a morpho-phonological
token is almost always unique, which is to say, a particular form in a particular
binyan is either transitive or intransitive, but is almost never both. This is in sharp
contrast with, e.g., English, where verbs such as move, drop, shake, etc. may have
multiple argument structure configurations associated with them (and see row 5 in
table (16b) for an exception to this generalization in Hebrew). Nevertheless, the
particular binyan associated with a given argument structure is not predictable from
the argument structure. For instance, any binyan may be intransitive, and an
intransitive may occur in any binyan. This degree of unpredictability in matching
a particular binyan with argument structure configuration is such that for adult
speakers of Hebrew, we must assume access to a mental lexicon which contains
listed pairings of roots and binyanim, associated with particular argument structure
(i.e., zaz is intransitive, but daxaf is transitive, etc.). While the productive word-
formation component of the adult grammar is overwhelmingly regular, pairing
specific binyanim with predictable argument structure configurations, clearly this
productive generative system is peripheral, by and large, to the existence of a list,
for the adults, of the particular form associated with a particular argument struc-
ture configuration, and which is not predictable from a regular rule system.

A full model of lexical insertion is clearly outside the scope of this chapter.
For concreteness, however, I will adopt here the essentials of the insertion model
proposed in Halle and Marantz (1993), according to which insertion of morpho-
phonological material follows the syntactic derivation, and consists of a search for
a morpho-phonological representation which matches in features the abstract
properties of a particular syntactic node, reflecting its syntactic derivational
history. I will diverge from that model in assuming that the consonantal root is
present in the structure throughout the derivation, functioning as a modifier of
the structure (see Section 1 for discussion). Given the structures in (4) above,
adult lexical insertion must be assumed to follow the route in (17) (TP omitted in
the structure for the sake of simplicity). Specifically, after syntactic movement, the
last step of each derivation, illustrated in (18), involves the search for the often
idiosyncratic morpho-phonological form associated with the set of the features of
the underlined mode in (17a,ƒb):

(17) a. [ASPP¹¹ ASPP [FP¹¹ NP1 F1 [VP [root]]] ⇒
acc/part

[ASPP’’ ASPP [FP NP1 [root]+F1 [VP tƒroot]]]
b. [ASP¹¹ ASP [VP [root]]] ⇒ [ASP¹¹ [root]+ASP [VP troot]]

(ASP=ASPQ or ASPPƒ; F1=a functional head coindexed with its Case-
marked specifier, either ACCUSATIVE or PARTITIVE)

(18) a. [[ZZ]+FI]] ⇒ heziz.V; [[PTX]+FI]] ⇒ pata�.I;
move.trans open.trans
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[[GLGL]+FI]] ⇒ gilgel.III etc.
roll.trans

b. [[ZZ]+ ASP] ⇒ zaz.I (ZZƒƒ); [[PTX]+ ASP]⇒ nipta�.II;
move.intrans open.intrans

[[GLGL]+ASP] ⇒ higalgel.VII etc.
roll.intrans

This said, some generalizations as concerning the Hebrew binyan system are
without exceptions. Most strikingly, binyanim II, IV, VI, and VII never take
direct objects. There are simply no verbs in the Hebrew lexicon of these
binyanim which are an exception to that generalization. Yet, this is a fact that the
child clearly does not know. Note specifically (13a,ii,iii), where the child uses
forms II and VII transitively24. Further, binyan III is never used reciprocally, yet
the child uses it reciprocally as illustrated by (11a) and (13b,ii). It seems safe to
assume, then, that the child is oblivious to the information contained in column
2 of table (15): she does not know of regularities associated with particular
binyanim, nor does she seem aware of any measure of relationship between the
syntactic structure and the selection for the appropriate binyan form. In fact, the
child seems to be oblivious to the effect of syntactic context on her choice of
binyan, be it regular or idiosyncratic.

Yet, strikingly, all forms produced by the child are morpho-phonologically
correct, in that they all represent morpho-phonologically possible words. All attest
to morpho-phonological knowledge of what are possible words in the adult
grammar, but to the absence of knowledge, on the part of the child, of the
appropriate syntactic environment in which these words should be inserted.

The neutralized verbs in (10)–(13) are actual, attested ones, albeit not with
the same argument structure, but novel, non-attested verbs occur in the early
speech as well, as illustrated by (19):25

(19) a. hu kines.III la-tanur (Na’ama 2;2 cf. adult niknas.II (root KNS))
he . . . to-the-oven entered
‘He entered the oven.’

b. ’ani roca le-naheg.III ba-fiesta (Na’ama 2;3 cf. adult li-nhog.I)
I want to- . . . in-the-Fiesta to-drive
‘I want to drive the Fiesta.’ (root NHG)

c. kaka ’ani roca le-ša’er.III Na’ama 2;4 cf. adult le-hiša’er.II (rootŠ’R)
so I want to- . . . to-stay
‘I want to stay like this (?).’

As in (10)–(13), all forms in (19) use an existing root, appropriately, in an
existing, but wrong, binyan. For the adults, another binyan is used to convey that
meaning. All forms are morpho-phonologically correct, but strongly suggest that
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the child could not possibly be projecting argument structure from an acquired
token. As an illustration, the child has never been exposed to kines.III, as in (19a),
although it is likely that she has been exposed to the adult niknas.II, ‘enter’,
sharing the same root. She has been successful in acquiring, from the input, the
basic meaning of the root KNS, as pertaining to entry, but has clearly failed to
store in memory the particular morpho-phonological form with which it is
associated in the adult language. She is now proceeding to embed this root within
a binyan which is morpho-phonologically correct, but which is not the one
associated with the correct adult form.

To summarize, the child appears to have acquired some extremely important
aspects of the morpho-phonology of Hebrew: she is clearly successful at extracting
roots from existing words, storing them with the relevant meaning, and then
embedding them in morpho-phonologically correct templates, as the novel forms
in (19) clearly illustrate. She is unsuccessful, however on two fronts: first, she has
yet to learn that the particular binyan associated with a particular root is not just
subject to morpho-phonological constraints, but also to morpho-syntactic ones,
and that the appropriate form must be searched in accordance with the syntactic
environment. And second, she has not acquired whatever measure of morpho-
syntactic regularities are associated with the binyan system.

A couple of comments are in order on the abilities which are assumed here,
on the part of the child. I assumed that the child has attained the morpho-
phonological aspects of the binyan system by the MP-stage. That ability consists
of two crucial elements: the knowledge of all existing morpho-phonologically
possible templates (relevantly, binyanim I,II,III,V,VII, excluding passives), and
further, has acquired the ability to extract the root from input words and store it
independently of the morpho-phonological environment in which it was acquired.

Evidence of full knowledge of all morpho-phonologically possible binyanim
has been independently argued for by Berman (1982) and by Levy (1988). Table
(20), from Levy (1988), shows distribution of roots across binyan types in two
children, Ruti and Arnon. All forms are underived:26

(20) Distribution of verb tokens and roots among different binyanim
Ruti and Arnon (2;0–2;4) (%/#)

Arnon Ruti

Binyan Tokens (400) Roots (81) Tokens (1757) Roots (100)

I
II
III
V
VII

57.5%/230
‚5.0%/20
13.75%/55
20.0%/80
‚3.75%15

53.0%/43
‚5.0%/4
18.5%/15
18.5%/15
‚5.0%/4

60.4%/1062
‚3.6%/65
16.0%/283
16.0%/286
‚3.4%/61

40%/40
‚7%/7
25%/25
22%/22
‚6%/6
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Table (21) gives an extremely similar distribution for Na’ama (derived forms
included. Types are roots as occurring in particular binyan):27

(21) Distribution of verb tokens and types among different binyanim,
Na’ama (1;7.8–2;6.4)(%/#, root total:ƒ146)

Binyan Tokens (1199) Types (174)

I
II
III
V
VII

62.9%/754a

‚2.2%/26
13.8%/165
18.8%/225b

‚2.3%/28

43.1%/75
‚7.5%/13
21.2%/37
18.4%/32
‚9.2%/16

aƒincluding 170 occurrences of raca, ‘want’.
bƒincluding 73 occurrences of hebi, ‘give, bring’

Finally, table (22) gives the distribution of verb tokens and types in adults:28

(22) Distribution of verb tokens and types among different binyanim, Adults
(%/#, root total: 217)

Binyan Tokens (519) Types (254)

I
II
III
IV
V
IV
VII
VII¹ (nitpacel)

56.1%/291
9.2%/48
11.6%/60
0.4%/2
15.8%/82
0.6%/3
6.1%/32
0.2%/1

41.3%/105
13.0%/33
14.2%/36
‚0.8%/2
19.3%/49
‚1.2%/3
‚9.8%/25
‚0.4%/1

With the possible exception of binyan II, it is clear that the distribution of both
tokens and types for children across different binyanim is virtually identical to
that of adults, and even for binyan II, note, Na’ama has 13 distinct types. Clearly,
then, the children under consideration have clear accurate knowledge of the
different morpho-phonological templates available in Hebrew.

Consider now the ability attributed here to the child to extract the root out of
a morpho-phonological template, and embed it within a different one. While this
may appear, at first sight, as a very abstract operation, requiring considerable
computational sophistication, it is also very clear that the ability to do so must be
assumed to be available at an extremely early age. The reason here has to do with
properties of the inflectional system, rather than the binyan system. Just like the
binyan system, inflectional tense morphology is expressed through vocalic melodies
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and affixation. These vary from binyan to binyan, as the table in (23) shows (only
3.sg.m. phonologically regular forms are given; binyanim IV, VI, absent in early
language, are omitted. Root is PKD, roughly ‘count’ or ‘command’):

(23) I II III V VII
Past pAqAd NIpqAd PIq(q)Ed HIpqId HITpAqEd
Present pOqEd NIpqAd MEpAqEd MApqId MITpAqEd
Future YapqId YIpAqEd YEpAqEd YApqId YITpAqEd

As is clear from the table in (23), the appropriate use of inflectional morphology
already requires the ability to extract the root and to embed it, in different tenses,
in distinct vocalic-affixal melodies, which have distinct inflectional value (e.g., past,
present, etc.), together with the explicit knowledge that different vocalic-affixal
melodies may be associated with the same inflectional value in different binyanim.
Thus the vocalic-affixal melody for past for binyan I is A-A, while the vocalic-affixal
melody for past for binyan V is HI-I, etc. Interestingly, binyan I, the one the
children and adult use most (see above), is the one which displays the widest
vocalic variation across tenses (A-A; O-E; YA-I). And yet, as is well-established,
Hebrew learners master inflectional morphology extremely early. Na’ama, at age
1;9, uses during one session 19 tokens, with the following inflectional distribution,
in which vowels and affixes used are correct in at least 17 forms:

(24) Binyan I Binyan V Unclear

Past 3 (1 root)
Present 4 (3 roots)
Future 2 (2 roots)
Imperative 2 (2 roots) 1
Truncated infinitives 5 (4 roots) 1
Truncated, unclear 1 (bet)
Inflection error 1 (sigor)

At age 2;2, at which Na’ama begins to use neutralized forms, she uses, in one
session, 11 verbs in more than one tense, with vocalic melody fully correct,
ranging over 3 distinct binyanim (I, III, V). The ability, however acquired, to
extract the root from vocalic/affixal templates and to embed it correctly within
another, sensitive both to inflectional considerations and binyan considerations,
is beyond dispute, then, and is clearly in place prior to the stage in which children
exhibit the errors illustrated in (10)–(13), the first clear instance of which occurs
in the Na’ama corpus at age 2;2.29

.. Constructing argument structure in the morpho-phonological stage
Granting that the child did master the principles which govern the morpho-
phonology of the binyan system, including the ability to extract the root and to
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embed it in a morpho-phonologically well-formed binyan, the errors exhibited
by the child could not be attributed to morpho-phonological shortcomings.
However, having attained the morpho-phonology of the binyan system without
having acquired the ability to match the proper form with the syntactic environ-
ment presents the child with an interesting dilemma. She already knows that
pairs such as ya�a.I/ho�i.V ‘come-out/take-out’, hidbiq.V/nidbaq.II ‘glue/become-
glued’ etc. have the same root and the same basic conceptual meaning. She
already knows that all those forms are morpho-phonologically well-formed. In
the absence of the ability to choose between these forms as based on the syntactic
context, what could possibly be the difference between them? The answer is,
none. For the child, having become aware of the existence of these morpho-
phonological tokens through exposure, they could not but be synonymous, two
equally felicitous outputs of the morpho-phonological system. There is no way
for the child to know, in a given syntactic environment, which of them to use,
and as a result, she is guessing. This, I claim, accounts for the cases of neutraliza-
tion with attested forms, illustrated by (10)–(13). It turn, memory of attested
morpho-phonological forms occasionally fails altogether. In those cases, the child
resorts to productive use of the morpho-phonological system. Having acquired
the root, she embeds it in some possible morpho-phonological form, which quite
plausibly will deviate from that actually attested in the language. The novel forms
in (19) are the result.

Consider what such a system might look like, so that it involves knowledge of
the root, storage of some already attested morpho-phonological forms associated
with it, but no knowledge of their syntactic conditioning. In that system, clearly,
argument structure could not come from the lexical entry. Even if children have
learned many verbs as isolated tokens, with root and vocalic template together,
this knowledge clearly does not interact with the way in which they project
argument structure. In fact, as is clear from (10)–(13), they proceed to ignore the
syntactic environment which determines the selection of proper token, and
instead project them with whatever argument structure suits the propositional
content they have in mind.

Recall now that a syntactic model of argument structure has been presented
in Section 1, in which the interpretation of argument structure is independent of
verbs. Suppose, then, that the child knows the syntactic structures which are
associated with arguments. Specifically, the child is using the following innate
linking correlations to help her into the projection of a preliminary argument
structure:30

(25) a. originator ⇔ [Spec,ASPP]
b. subject-of-resultƒ/quantity ⇔ [Spec,ASPq]
c. ASPP’’ dominates ASPQ¹¹
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From the perspective of production, what the linking regulations in (25) tell the
child (and the adult) is that whenever she wishes to express the existence of an
originator of an action, she must embed it within the structure in (25a), and that
whenever she wishes to express the existence of a subject-of-result (or a subject-of-
quantity, see Borer, to appear, for discussion) of an action, in essence a NP
undergoing change of state as a result of the action, she must embed it within the
structure in (25b). From the perspective of comprehension, the child will likewise
understand a NP occurring in the structures in (25a,ƒb) as originator and subject-
of-resultƒ/quantity, respectively, regardless of the particular verb used.

As an illustration, consider again the root ZZ, associated with the meaning of
movement. Making use of the linking principles in (25), the child will be able to
construct the structures in (26), with the accompanying interpretation:

(26) a. A transitive accomplishment: NP1 originated a ZZ process which
affected NP2 and which resulted in it being in a ZZ state (see
(4a), (6a))

ASP¹¹P

ASP ¹¹QASPP

ASPQ

Spec

Spec
VP

V
ZZ†

s-o-rƒ**
acc

NP2

or-torƒ*
NP1

b. A transitive activity: NP1 originated a ZZ process which affected
NP2 (see (4b), (6b))

ASP¹¹P

ASPP

Spec

Spec
VP

V
ZZ†

part

NP2

or-torƒ*
NP1 FP¹¹

default‡

F
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c. An intransitive accomplishment: NP2 underwent a change resulting
in it being in a ZZ state (see (4c), (6c))

ASP ¹¹Q

ASPQ

Spec
VP

V
ZZ†

s-o-rƒ**
NP

d. An intransitive activity: NP originated a ZZ process (see (4d), (6d))

ASP¹¹P

ASPP

Spec
VP

V
ZZ†

or-torƒ*
NP

*or-tor=originator (of ZZ)
**s-o-r=subject of result (or subject-of-quantity) (of ZZ, the element that ZZ)
†ZZ=pertaining to movement
‡default=pragmatically appropriate participant

The child now needs to phonologize, so to speak, the root, as a string of conso-
nants, even if related to some meaning, in this case, movement, is clearly not a
phonological option. If at all available, the child will assign to the root in (26a–d)
a token already attested with that particular root. As most roots appear to occur
in the input only in one binyan (see Section 3 for discussion), the child will be
largely correct. However, when the child is confronted with roots attested in more
than one binyan, or when the child has forgotten the attested binyan, she will
randomize, phonologizing the root in any of the binyanim attested with the root,
or alternatively, embedding it within an unattested one.

Consider an attested example, a particular root, say Y �S’, pertaining, in essence,
to exit. For both adults and children, the root occurs in binyanim I and V. The
former, ya�a.I is intransitive, means ‘go-out’, atelically used, or ‘come-out’,
telically used, and hence corresponding, for adults, to the structures in (26c,ƒd).
The latter, ho�i.V, is transitive, means ‘take-out’, and corresponds, for adults, to
the structures in (26a,ƒb). But for the child, we predict, essentially, that she would
map both forms indiscriminately into all structures in (26), although ya�a.I is only
appropriate for (26c,ƒd), while ho�i.V is only appropriate for (26a,ƒb).

The data bears out these predictions, as the cases in (27)–(28) illustrate:
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(27) a. ‘Ima, tacazri li, ze lo yo	e.I lo (26c)31 Na’ama 2;2.
mommy, help to-me, it no come-out to-it
‘Mommy, help me, it is not coming out.’

b. cAkšab ’ani ro	a la-	et.I ’im ’imale (26d) Na’ama 2;3
now I want to-go-out with mommy
‘Now I want to go out with Mommy.’

(28) a. Ken hu mo �si.V lebad„(neutralized form) (26c) Na’ama, 2;3
yes he take-out alone
‘it comes out by itself, too.’

b. Ho �si.V ‘oto me-ha-bor (26a) Na’ama, 2;3
took-out it from-the-hole
‘(He) got it out of the hole.’

Note, specifically, that (27a) and (28a) are virtually synonymous, other than the use
of a different binyan, and that when the child is using (28a) she has already used
both ya�a.I and ho�i.V correctly, in the very same session. And in a particularly
striking example of random use, consider the following sequence, in which hoci.V
form is used twice, once correctly, and immediately following it, incorrectly:

(29) NAA: to �si’i.V ’et ze
take-out.sg.2.f. acc it

NAA: ken hu mo �si.V [=yo �se.I]† lebad
yes he (comes-out) by-itself
‘It comes out by itself, too.’
†adult tier missing; comment in square brackets from original CHILDES
transcript

To conclude, then, I propose that neutralization errors stem from the fact that the
child has extracted the root and stored it with its basic meaning, and possibly with
already attested morpho-phonological forms. In fact, the child has acquired the
morpho-phonological aspects of the binyan system. However, in the absence of
the ability to select the correct binyan based on syntactic criteria, forms which for
the adult are only distinguishable as based on syntactic factors are treated as
synonyms by the child, and the choice between them becomes random.

. Morphological deficits? Morphological preferences?

As shown in tables (20)–(21) above, it cannot be assumed that the early perfor-
mance is driven by a morpho-phonological deficit which leads the child to avoid
some binyanim and replace them by others. Clearly, children have no morpho-
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phonological problems with any binyanim, nor is their distribution of roots in
different binyanim different substantially from that of adults, as table (22)
illustrates. Even types in binyan II, occurring in the early speech only about half as
often as in adult speech, take part in neutralization. Thus binyan II, avoided in
(12a,ƒb) is the very same one neutralized towards in (13a,ƒii).

Nevertheless, the child may be experiencing a variety of morphological
difficulties of a more complex sort. Berman (1982, 1994) makes two claims as
concerning the early behavior. First, she suggests that the child rarely has roots
attested in more than one binyan. Neutralization, then, could be simply the result
of the child acquiring one particular binyan for a particular root, and sticking to
that binyan for all occurrences in which that root is required. The difficulty, then,
is not that of recognizing morpho-phonologically distinct forms, but mapping
between them.

Yet another claim concerning morphological difficulties is made by Berman
(1993, 1994). Berman suggests that the child neutralizes overwhelmingly towards
binyan I, precisely because she does not know, yet, how to match particular
binyanim with particular syntactic contexts. As binyan I is a catch-all template
without any canonical morpho-syntactic properties, the child gravitates towards
it, thereby avoiding using binyanim with restrictions which she does not yet fully
comprehend.

Clearly, both claims can only be substantiated if it turns out that children use
binyanim in distinct roots less than adults, and that their preference for binyan I,
likewise, exceeds that of adults. We already showed that the distribution of forms
across all binyanim does not, in fact, differ significantly between children and
adults. Note, importantly, that while table (20), from Levy (1988) only contains
underived forms, table (21), from Na’ama, includes both derived and underived
forms, where by derived forms we mean, specifically, cases of roots attested in the
corpus in more than one binyan. Yet, the distribution of forms when both derived
and underived types are included remains the same. This is not only true for
Na’ama, but also for adults. Prima facie, then, it appears that the distribution of
derived forms does not alter the proportion of forms attested in each binyan. Note
further that even if children do tend to favor one binyan for each root occurrence,
this is a tendency, rather than an exceptionless situation. We already saw that
Na’ama uses roots in more than one binyan, including Y �S’ (I,V, ‘come-out/take-
out’), ’KL (I,V, ‘eat/feed’) and others.

A further investigation specifically of derived forms in the speech of Na’ama,
as compared to an adult corpus, and a comparison with erroneous forms (both
neutralized and non-existent) further reveals that there is no difference here
between the adults and children, disproving the claim that children use one root
per binyan, as well as the claim that they favor binyan I.
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A count of only derived forms used by Na’ama reveals that of the 147 roots
that she uses, 27, or 18.3% occur in more than one binyan. Table (30) gives the
distribution, by binyan, of derived types only in Na’ama’s speech (where by
derived we mean, again, all roots which occur in Na’ama’s speech in more than
one binyan, including neutralized forms). In total, there were 55 derived types, or
31.6% of all types attested:

(30) Distribution of derived forms by Binyan, Na’ama (#/% of derived types)

Binyan I II III V VII
Distribution 15/27.3% 7/12.7% 9/16.4% 16/29.1% 8/14.5%

Table (31) gives the distribution of erroneous types only, including neutralized
forms and non-existing innovations. In total, there were 18 erroneous types, a
10.3% of total types, or 30% of all ‘creative’ forms, that is, derived, neutralized,
and non-existent (a total of 60, or 34.5% of total types):

(31) Distribution of erroneous forms by Binyan, Na’ama (#/% erroneous
types)

Binyan I II III V VII N/A*
Na’ama 6/33.3% 1/5.6% 5/27.8% 4/27.8% 1/5.6%
Corresponding
adult forms

2 4 1 6 3 1

*No adult form attested in this root with that meaning (mebina.V, adult: only ‘understand’.
Child use: ‘explain’.)

Consider now the distribution of adults’ morphologically-derived forms. In the
adult speech, of a total of 217 roots, 32 occurred in more than binyan, or 14.7%,
ironically, less than the number of roots that occurred in more than one binyan
for Na’ama. Table (32) gives the distribution, by binyan, of derived forms for
adults. In total, there were 65 derived types, or 25.6% of total types (254):

(32) Distribution of derived forms by Binyan, adults (#/% of derived types)

Binyan I II III IV V VI VII VIII
Distribution 22/

33.8%
20/
30.8%

5/
7.7%

1/
1.5%

11/
16.9%

1/
1.5%

4/
6.2%

1/
1.5%

It is clear from the comparison of the adult corpus to the performance of Na’ama
that there is, in the early speech, no preference towards one root-one binyan
which distinguishes it from adult performance. The percentage of roots occurring
in more than one form, as well as the total of derived types are in fact higher in
the child’s speech than in the adult corpus. Further, preference for binyan I is
attested neither in derived forms nor in neutralized forms. Binyan I makes one
member of a derivational pair 27.3% of the times for Na’ama, to 33.8% in the
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adult speech, and its occurrence in neutralized and non-existent forms is virtually
the same, at 33.3%. The distribution across binyan types, for Na’ama, is largely the
same, for the entire corpus, for derived forms alone, and for erroneous forms,
showing, if anything, a slight decrease in use of binyan I in derived and erroneous
forms, as compared with the entire corpus. The only marked difference from the
adult behavior involves binyan II, which for the adults makes up 30% of derived
forms, but only 12% of derived forms for Na’ama. For adults, the distribution of
binyan II in derived forms far exceeds its distribution in the corpus in general, but
not so much so for Na’ama, supporting directly the claim that Na’ama’s choice of
binyan is based on its statistical frequency in the corpus at large, rather than on
her knowledge of the syntactic restrictions that may guide its occurrence. We
conclude then that contra Berman (op. cit.), the pattern of errors in the early
grammar cannot be attributed either to the preference for one binyan-one root, or
to the principled favoring of binyan I by children. Rather, as claimed in the
previous section, morpho-phonological knowledge at the relevant stage of
development seems virtually identical to that of adults, and the reason for the
early errors must be sought elsewhere, namely, in a deficient morpho-syntactic
component, that is, the early inability to relate particular morpho-phonological
forms to the syntactic context in which they are inserted.32

It might be worthwhile to consider at this point what would need to be
assumed, for the early grammar, by approaches which project argument structure
from lexical entries. Considering, specifically, the multiple occurrences of the root
Y �S’, pertaining to exit, illustrated in (27)–(28), one would have to assume, on the
part of the child, at least the following lexical entries:

(33) a. ho�i 1, theme
come-out ⇓

direct internal illustrated in Na’ama’s speech by (28a).
b. ho�i 2 causer, theme

take-out ⇓ ⇓
external„direct internal

illustrated in Na’ama’s speech by (28b).
c. ya�a 1 theme

⇓
direct internal illustrated in Na’ama’s speech by (27a)

d. ya�a 2 agent
⇓

external illustrated in Na’ama’s speech by (27b)

Note specifically that the entries in (33) would have to include homophonous
forms with distinct transitivity value ((33a) and (33b)), as well as synonymous
forms with distinct phonological representations ((33a) and (33c)), all within the
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same root, a situation not attested ever in adult Hebrew. Further, how could the
lexical entry in (33a), non-existent in the adult grammar, come to exist in the
early grammar? Clearly, not through positive evidence. Nor is the one-root/one
binyan route helpful here. Not only have we shown that this generalization does
not hold, in general, for the early grammar, it most certainly does not hold for this
particular root and for this particular child, as the data in (27)–(28) directly
shows: Na’ama clearly has both ya�a.I and ho�i.V. The only possibility, then,
would be for ho�i-1 came to exist through a wrongly formulated rule of word-
formation, essentially as in (34a) or alternatively, (34b). Rule (34a) would derive
an intransitive hipcil from an intransitive paʔal, with an identical meaning and
argument structure. Rule (34b) would derive an intransitive hipcil from a transitive
hipcil form. Neither rule exists in the adult grammar:

(34) a. Verb.I (theme) ⇒ Verb.V (theme)
(e.g., ya�a.intrans ⇒ ho�i.intrans)

come-out.intrans take-out.trans

b. Verb.V (causer, theme) ⇒ Verb.V (theme)
(e.g., ho�i.trans ⇒ ho�i.intrans)

take-out.trans take-out.intrans

(34b) would further require the child to assume the equivalent of 0-affixation (or
conversion) for valence decrease, otherwise not attested in the Hebrew binyan sys-
tem.33 A second rule of 0-affixation, this time for valence increase, would have to be
postulated to account for the derivations in (10a,ƒb). This rule, in essence as in (35a),
would allow a transitive paʔal to be derived from an intransitive paʔal. (35b), on the
other hand, would derive the neutralized form of šapa�, used in (12a). The child
must now be hypothesized to have two rules of 0-affixation with a diametrically-
opposed effect, none of which is attested in the input:34

(35) a. Verb.I (theme) ⇒ Verb.I (causer, theme)
(e.g., zaz.intrans ⇒ zaz.trans)

move.intrans move.trans

b. Verb.I (causer, theme) ⇒ Verb.I (theme)
(e.g., šapa�.trans ⇒ šapa�.intrans)

spill.trans spill.intrans

Turning to (34a), note that this rule would require of the child to assume vacuous
morphological affixation, mapping binyan I to binyan V without any modification
in argument structure, again a situation otherwise not attested in the Hebrew binyan
system. To make matters worse, with respect to the mapping operations in (34a,ƒb)
and (35a,ƒb), none present in the adult grammar, once assumed to exist in the early
grammar, one must address the question of why the child abandons them, especially
in the absence of negative evidence which would be required to exclude them.
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And finally, the child clearly must also be assumed to have the correct adult
operation in (36), deriving transitive ho�i.V ‘take-out’ from intransitive ya�a.I,
as the derived form ho�i.V is already present in the early language, as attested
by (28b):

(36) Verb.I (theme)⇒ Verb.V (causer, theme)
(e.g., ya�a.intrans ⇒ ho�i.trans)

come-out.intrans take-out.trans

In short, assuming projection from a lexical entry requires the child to postulate
four distinct mapping operations, of which only one is attested in the adult lan-
guage. Alongside the correct rule, which involves overt affixation together with
valence increase, the child must also assume affixation with no valence effect, as
well as two rules of 0-affixation with valence increase and valence decrease respect-
ively, three mapping operations not available in the adult system.

. The morpho-syntactic stage: undertaking to correct the adult system

As has been established already by Bowerman (1982), English learning children
pass through a stage in which 0-affixation is overgenerated, giving rise to forms
such as (37):

(37) a. It always sweats me„(4;3)
b. This is aching my legs„(5;3)

At first sight, the existence of examples such as (37) in Early English seems to
support the existence of similar processes in Early Hebrew, rendering, it would
appear, the existence of mapping operation such as (34b), (35a,ƒb) more plausi-
ble. However, it is very unlikely that the phenomena illustrated by (37) represent
the same developmental stage as that represented by neutralization in Early
Hebrew. Adult English, unlike adult Hebrew, does have rules of 0-affixation,
productively relating intransitive and transitive verbs, such as moveƒ/move;
walkƒ/walk; sinkƒ/sink; raceƒ/race; etc. For the child to assume a rule of 0-affixation
as based on these attested cases is extremely plausible and straightforward, and
clusters together with well-known cases of overgeneralization of morphological
regularities. Not so in Hebrew, where 0-affixation is not independently attested
in the input.

From a developmental perspective, assuming that neutralization represents
the same stage as the utterances in (37) is problematic as well. The stage at which
English speaking children overgenerate causative 0-affixation ranges from 3;5 all
the way to over 6;0. The Hebrew learners whose behavior is reported here are
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quite a bit younger, and their neutralization errors are attested roughly between
2;2 and 2;11, at which point they stop.

But most strikingly, Hebrew learning children clearly do go through a stage
very akin to that of English children, and precisely at the same age. If (37) could
be viewed as an extension, on the part of the child, of an existing adult mapping
operation (which for English happens to involve 0-affixation) then Hebrew
learning children at the relevant stage should likewise be extending an existing
mapping operation, which for Hebrew, unlike English, involves overt, non-0-
affixation. Cases of overgeneration of morphological marking are given in (38):35

(38) a. Lama ’at mad�ipa.V ’oti kaka.„3;2 (earliest occurrence)
why you push me so
cf. adult do�epet.I

b. ’Ani yodacat lebad le-ha�lic.V ’et ha-nacalayim.„3;3
I know alone to-take-off acc the-shoes
cf. adult la-�loc.I

c. Ze mamaš masrip.V ’oti, ha-šemeš.„4;7
it really burns me the-sun
cf. adult sorep.I

d. Uf, at kimcat hiclalt.V ’oti.„4;7
exp. you almost made-dive me
novel, derived from adult calal.I.intrans ‘dive’

e. Ba-yam ’aba mas�e.V ’oti.
in-the-sea daddy make-swim me
novel, derived from adult sa�a.I.intrans ‘swim’

The examples in (38) are of two kinds. In (38a–c), the child replaces an existing
word, occurring in the adult grammar in binyan I, with a form derived from the
same root, but in binyan V. In (38d,ƒe), the child is coining a novel causative form
in binyan V, which is related to an intransitive form in binyan I. The adult lexicon
does not contain a causative form for these roots.

While all cases in (38) involve gravitating towards binyan V, involving either
creative derivation of V forms from I (38d,ƒe), or replacing I forms with V (38a–c).
This, again, does not actually represent the early performance at that stage.
Replacements of other binyanim are illustrated in (39)–(40):

(39) a. Ha-qosem cilem.III ’et ha-šapan„4;5
the-magician disappeared acc the-rabbit
cf. adult hecelim.V

b. cAkšav ’at masmi�a.V ’oti
now you cheer-up me
cf. adult mesama�at.III
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(40) a. Lama ze ha-kol nipraq.II.„3;11
why it the-all fell-apart
‘Why did it all fall apart?’
cf. adult hitpareq.VII

b. ’Ani nora mitcaleb.VII kše-’omrim li kaka.„5;2
I very offended when-say.pl to-me that
‘I become very offended when someone says that to me.’
cf. adult necelab.II

How is the pattern of errors exhibited by (38)–(40) different from the pattern of
errors attested with the younger children? Crucially, note, in all the ‘errors’ made
in (38)–(40), the children respect the canonical morpho-syntactic properties of
the different binyanim which they are using. Recall, specifically, that binyan I does
not have any canonical properties, binyanim II and VII are always intransitive,
both often corresponding to inchoative and middle interpretation, and binyanim
III and V are dominantly transitive, often with a causative interpretation. If we
assume that at this stage, the morpho-syntactic stage, the children take the syn-
tactic environment in which a verb form is inserted very seriously, quite possibly
more seriously than adults, then the pattern of errors is readily explained. Binyan
I was previously favored, being the most common morpho-phonological template
in the language. But now, the children are avoiding it, precisely because it has no
well-defined morpho-phonological properties. They replace it with those binya-
nim which best correspond to the particular syntactic structure which they wish
to express: binyanim III and V for transitive configurations, binyanim II and VII
for intransitives. Of that particular stage, Berman (1982) and Berman and Sagi
(1981) make the specific claim that while children often confuse III and V, on the
one hand, and II and VII on the other hand, mistakes involving the replacement
of III/V by II/VII never occur, resulting in the generalization in (41):

(41) Verb.III ⇔ Verb.V ⇐*⇒ Verb.II ⇔ Verb.VII
cilem macalim necelam† mitcalem†
simea� masmia� nisma�† mistamea�†
pereq† hipriq† nipraq hitpareq
celeb† hecelib† necelab mitcaleb

†Not attested in early speech with the relevant argument structure

What can account for this particular pattern of behavior? Recall that we assumed
a model of lexical insertion, for adults, according to which the particular selection
of a lexical item for a particular root is dependent both on the syntactic environ-
ment and on a list matching up syntactic argumental properties with particular
morpho-phonological realizations. Such list is made available at some point by the
end of the syntactic derivation. For the adults, both are needed: while the syntactic
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environment determines the selection of the appropriate lexical item, it does not
predict its morpho-phonology. It is an arbitrary fact of the Hebrew lexicon that
the relation between burn.trans and burn.intrans is expressed as sarap.I.trans

and nisrap.II.intrans, the relation between drown.trans and drown.intrans is
expressed as hitbiac.V.trans and tabac.I.intrans, and the relation between
grow.trans and grow.intrans is expressed as gidel.III.trans and gadal.I.intrans

(see Table 16b). While the syntactic structure would exclude some possible
morpho-phonological binyanim from consideration (i.e., II and VII, which are
always intransitive, would never occur as causatives), other binyanim could, in
principle, occur in any argument structure combination.

But suppose our child has now moved from the earlier stage, the morpho-
phonological stage, to a new stage. From the morpho-phonological stage she
comes equipped with the knowledge of roots and with the knowledge of the set of
morpho-phonological well-formed outputs in the language. She also appears to be
equipped with some statistical guidelines, as concerning which of these morpho-
phonological outputs is more common, leading her to favor binyan I, the most
common in the vocabulary of the language and in her input. What she could not
do at that earlier stage were two things: she was not aware of the fact that the
choice of a particular morpho-phonological form is conditioned by the syntactic
environment, or that some binyanim are absolutely excluded in some syntactic
contexts. Without that knowledge, all entries related to the same root were on an
equal footings, and were equally appropriate in any syntactic contexts, and
further, when memory of the particular binyan associated with a particular root
failed, she simply guessed, embedding that root in some possible binyan.

Suppose that now she has learned that the particular morpho-phonological
form to be used is dependent on the syntactic context. Largely, she will avail
herself of remembered tokens, now to be paired with syntactic features accumu-
lated throughout the syntactic derivation. But as before, memory will often fail
her.36 When that happens, she again must let the grammar guide her in producing
a form. Previously, equipped with morpho-phonological knowledge alone, she
simply chose an appropriate morpho-phonological output as based on its statisti-
cal distribution in the language. Now, equipped with morpho-syntactic knowledge
as well, she lets that knowledge guide her in selecting the right forms: binyanim II
and VII for intransitive structures; binyanim III and V for transitive structures.
Binyan I, so statistically dominant in the language otherwise, is now a liability.
Having no morpho-syntactic properties, it provides the child with no guidance
whatsoever as to the preferred form of the word, and is hence to be avoided in all
productive operations.

In short, just as in the morpho-phonological stage, in the morpho-syntactic
stage the child could not possibly be projecting argument structure based on
information in lexical entries. In fact, she is now often by-passing the mental
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lexicon, by associating morphology directly with the syntactic projection of argu-
ments, and doing so to a much larger degree than adults are. The result is an
appearance of attempting to ‘fix’ the adult mess, regularizing, incorrectly, the
correlation between the selection of the binyan and the syntax of the arguments.
Within an approach to argument structure such as the one outlined in this chapter,
it is thus plausible to assume that at this stage, the child does not merely check the
appropriateness of a particular lexical form against the syntactic structure, as we
assumed for the adults, but rather, allows the structure to determine the particular
form used. Specifically, I propose that at the morpho-syntactic stage, the child is
projecting exactly the same structures as she did in the morpho-phonological stage.
She continues to assume the mapping in (25), repeated here as (42), and the
structures in (26). However, she now adds the morphological generalizations in
(43) to guide her through productive word formation (and compare with the adult
system in (17)–(18)):

(42) a. originator ⇔ [Spec,ASPP]
b. subject-of-result/quantity ⇔ [Spec,ASPQ]
c. ASPP’’ dominates ASPQ¹¹

(43) a. [[root]+FI]] ⇒ V,III‡
b. [[root]+ASP] ⇒ II, VII (ASP=ASPP or ASPq)

‡(F1=functional head coindexed with its Case-marked specifier)

The resulting trees are in (44), and the input to the morphology in (45):37

(44) a. Telic transitive, compare with (26a).

ASP¹¹P

ASP ¹¹QASPP

ASPQ–1

Spec

VP

V
ZZ†

s-o-rƒ**
acc

Spec1

or-torƒ*

(F )1

V, III

root: 9LM, SMX, CLL
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b. Atelic transitive, compare with (26d)

ASP¹¹P

ASPP

Spec

VP

V
ZZ†

part

Spec1

or-tor

F1

V, III

root: SXH, CLL

FP¹¹

c. Telic intransitive, compare with (26c)

ASP ¹¹|Q

ASPQ VP

V
ZZ†

s-o-r
Spec

II, VI

root: PRQ, 9LB

*originatorƒ; **subject-of-resultƒ/subject-of-quantity

(45) Syntax to morphology
Structure Example

a. [[cLMƒ] + F] ⇒ [III, V
cilem; hecelim] (44a) (39a)

[[CLL] + F] ⇒ [III, V (cilelƒ); hiclil] (44a) (38d)
[[SMX] + F] ⇒ [III, V simea�, hismia�] (44a) (39b)
[[SîHƒ] + F] ⇒ [III, V (si�ah); mas�eh] (44b) (38e)
[[SRPƒ] + F] ⇒ [III, V (sirep), hisrip] (44b) (38c)

b. [[PRQƒ] + ASP] ⇒ [II, VII nipraq, hitpareq] (44c) (40a)
[[cLBƒ] +ASP] ⇒ [II, VII ne�elab, hit�aleb] (44c) (40b)

Within the structures now associated by the child with the projection of argu-
ments, morphological marking associated with the configurations in (44)–(45)
remain under-determined. Both binyan III and V are compatible with transitive
argument configurations, be they telic or atelic. Both binyan II and VII are
compatible with intransitives. We therefore expect precisely the behavior reported
in (38)–(41): a measure of randomization when it comes to the selection between
II and VII, or III and V, but no errors across these types.
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To conclude, the child has learned to focus on syntactic argument structure
configurations as determining the particular selection of an appropriate morpho-
phonological form. However, at this point, she still clearly projects argument
structure independently of any one particular lexical entry. Rather, having at her
disposal the syntactic structures in (26), she continues to project arguments as
based exclusively on syntactic considerations, linking argumental interpretation
with particular syntactic position. As before, whenever memory fails her, she will
let her grammar alone select the correct morphological form of the verb for her.
Unlike the previous stage, however, she now considers not only morpho-phonol-
ogy, but morpho-syntax, as reflected in the particular syntactic structure associ-
ated with particular argument structure configurations.

. Conclusion

The main purpose of this chapter was to investigate the ramifications, for acquisi-
tion, of a grammatical model in which the projection of arguments is not based
on information in individual lexical entries, but rather, is associated with specific
syntactic structures. Within such an approach, verbs function as modifiers, rather
than as determinants of syntactic information. Crucially, if this model is on the
right track, a child acquiring language could not resort to her understanding of
the meaning of a particular verb to guide her into the projection of arguments.
Such a child must be in possession of the correct structure for projecting argu-
ments independently of her knowledge of lexical entries, and is hence expected to
produce utterances in which the argument structure projected and the actual verb
embedded in it do not match. Such cases of mismatch were, indeed, found, and
were shown to cluster in a way that gave evidence for the existence of two devel-
opmental stages:

A. The morpho-phonological stage, in which the child knows the syntax of
arguments and the morpho-phonology of the binyan system, but does not show
knowledge of the fact that the particular morphological form used with a particu-
lar root is not just conditioned by the morpho-phonology, but also by the syntax
of the arguments. At that age, errors in binyan selection tended to be random, and
their statistical distribution across binyan types mirrored their distribution across
binyan types in the language in general.

B. The morpho-syntactic stage, in which the child augments her knowledge of
the syntax of arguments and the morpho-phonology of the binyan system with the
understanding that the selection of a particular binyan is conditioned by the
syntax of the arguments. However, unlike adults, who use the syntax primarily to
check the selection of the correct lexical item, the child frequently associates the
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binyan morphology directly with specific syntactic structures. As a result, she
continues to confuse binyanim which have the same function and tends to favor,
at times erroneously, binyanim with well-defined morpho-syntactic properties,
over binyan I, which lacks them.

A final important question must concern the recovery from the morpho-syntactic
stage leading to adult performance. Clearly, at some point the child does learn that
the forms in (38)–(40) are not the standard adult forms, and that lexical insertion
involves primarily a search through a finite vocabulary list, that would return
unique and at times idiosyncratic items for a particular syntactic environment.

Viewed differently, however, the adult system and the child grammar, at the
morpho-syntactic stage, are not very different. Both adult and child have a list
which they match against a set of syntactic environments. The child must, in fact,
be assumed to have such a system, or a phenomenal rate of errors would be
expected. We suggested that the child resorts to the system in (43)–(45) whenever
memory fails her and she must be productive, and that the structures in (43)–(45)
are those that underlie productive word formation at that stage. But adults, too,
have a productive word-formation system, virtually identical in properties to that
outlined in (43)–(45). Such productive word-formation knowledge, on the part of
the adult, comes to the front in the adult ability to comprehend novel expressions
and to produce them in the context of innovative word formation, extremely
common in current day Israeli society, in many varied social and cultural domains.

Both the child at the MS stage and adult, then, have a productive word for-
mation component. Both have a lexicon, from which they select items in accor-
dance with the guidelines in (18). They differ, however, on one issue: that of
memory. The adult’s list is bigger, and the adult’s access is easier. The child is
more creative, quite simply, because her memory fails her more often, forcing her
to resort to rule governed behavior. Forms produced in this fashion, however, are
not stored. Rather, they are produced ‘on line’, like syntactic structures, which are
not committed to memory. When her ability to store lexical items and to access
the mental lexicon improves, ‘improvised’ forms such as those in (38)–(40)
disappear, quite simply because they are no longer produced on line. The ability
to produce them, however, stays intact, and is at the core of all future productive
word formation and comprehension.

There remains an open question, concerning not just the grammar of Hebrew,
but grammar in general, concerning the fact that while syntactic structures are
produced and comprehended on line and syntactic knowledge does not avail itself
of a list, word-formation remains a generative system which exist only at the
periphery of a lexicon which contains a conventionalized list, and which consti-
tutes the bulk of any language’s vocabulary. The picture of the language learner
which emerges from this study, however, shows her to acquire the generative,
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rule-governed aspects of linguistic behavior independently of that list and well
before the mental lexicon is fully in place. Computationally, the child is sophisti-
cated and adult-like at a very early age. It is exactly those aspects of the linguistic
behavior which are not computational in nature and which may very well interact
with general cognitive development, which the child comes to acquire fully at a
late stage, well past the solidification of the computational system.

Notes

. As is clear from later writings within both approaches, both sides acknowledge that some
measure of learning from situations alongside some presupposed structure are both
essential. These approaches continue to differ, however, in the relative weight that they
assign to these components, and crucially, in their assumptions as concerning the relation-
ship between the acquisition of lexical items and the acquisition of structure. See discussion
later in this section.

. See, among others, Baker’s (1985, 1988) UTAH; Conceptual Structure, as developed by
Jackendoff (1990) and subsequent work; the linking approach developed in Levin and
Rappaport-Hovav (1994 and previous work) among others.

. See Marantz, (1997) and Borer (1999, to appear) for some discussion.

. Within the generative tradition, much of this work is inspired, in various ways, by the
Universal Alignment Hypothesis (Perlmutter and Postal 1984). Specific recent executions have
been proposed by van Hout (1992, 1996); Hale and Keyser (1993); Borer, (1994, 1998, 1999,
to appear); Travis (1994, 1997); Kratzer (1994, 1996); Ritter and Rosen (1998); among others.

. For the classification of eventualities into different aktionsart classes such as activity,
state, accomplishment, achievement, see, especially, Vendler (1967); Dowty (1979). It is
traditional to assume that while activities and states are atelic, which is to say, do not have
a natural ending point, accomplishments and achievements are telic, in having a telos, a
natural endpoint which serves to make the event bound. For instance, the activity expressed
by Kim ran does not have a natural endpoint, in that it has an arbitrary duration, and is
hence atelic. On the other hand, Kim built the house is bound by the completion of the
house, beyond which it cannot continue, and is hence telic.

. Where TP is Tense Phrase, headed by the grammatical formative Tense, assigning
nominative Case, and structurally equivalent to S.

. See Borer and Grodzinsky (1986) for discussion of this latter phenomenon together with
the relevant diagnostics. For recent discussion, see Reinhart (1996), Reinhart and Siloni
(1999).

. As a point of fact, Levin and Rappaport-Hovav propose a more complex structure for
variable behavior verbs which relates them to transitive verbs. Their basic claim, however, is
independent of any particular execution: within their approach, different syntactic environ-
ment must be projected from distinct (albeit related) lexical entries of hitpareq ‘fall-apart’.
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. The transliteration system used in this work is a compromise between the actual
pronunciation of Modern Hebrew and an attempt to abstract away as much as possible
from phonological factors which are largely orthogonal to the main subject matter of this
work. Thus in conjunction with a root such as K.T.B., and depending on rather well-
defined phonological factors, the consonant K may be pronounced as either /k/ or /x/,
while the consonant B may be pronounced as /b/ or as /v/. To complicate matters, /k/, /x/
and /v/ all exist in the language (differently spelled), and are immune to phonological
variation of the type attested with K, B, and P. Similarly, although the historical sounds /c/
and /’/ are both pronounced as /ƒ’/ in Modern Hebrew, they interact differently with various
phonological environments. In turn, although Hebrew has two /t/ sounds, one correspond-
ing to a historical emphatic one, there are, currently, no phonological rules which affect one
but not the other.
„Wishing to give the reader who is not familiar with the phonology of Modern Hebrew a
sense of relatedness, then, the relatedness of K in both its pronunciations is represented,
setting it apart from both invariant /x/ and invariant /k/, but not so the distinction between
the two /t/ sounds, although the latter is still reflected in spelling conventions. The
following is a list of transliteration correspondences used in the text between the Hebrew
alphabet and the Roman transcript (consonants only):

! v " # $ % & ' ( ) * ƒ , - / 1 2 3 � 5 7 8 9 : ;
’ b b g d h v z � � y k k l m n s

c
p p 	 q r š t

. For an approach to transitivity alternations within a semantic bootstrapping approach
see Pinker (1989), as well as Gropen et al. (1991).

. The particular syntactic execution in this chapter follows Borer (1998), where it is also
motivated in greater detail. However, the logic of the argument to be put forth here is
independent of any particular syntactic structure. To the extent that it can be established
that the projection of arguments is independent of lexical entries, clearly some syntactic
structure must exist such that it represents the unique linking between structural positions
and argumental interpretation. The specific properties of that structure could then be the
subject matter of a separate debate. For an elaboration of these structures, see Borer (to
appear).

. The structures in (4) are partial syntactic representations, focusing on the syntactic
placement of arguments. Facets of the syntactic structure which are not directly relevant,
such as verb movement and the movement of arguments to get Case (see (2)) are ignored
here for the sake of simplicity. As for functional structure (syntactic phrases headed by
grammatical formatives, rather than lexical items), in addition to the aspectual nodes ASPP

and ASPQ themselves, only TP is marked (see n. 6).
In Borer (1999) it is further argued that lexical categorial labels such as V, N, A are
determined by the functional structure dominating them. Slightly simplifying, a TP would
render a lexical projection dominated by it verbal, while a determiner phrase would render
a lexical projection dominated by it nominal etc. It is further suggested that arguments
which remain in the VP may project as PPs. As these claims are not crucial to the acquisi-
tion discussion in the rest of this chapter, they are largely ignored.

. For the sake of simplicity, I abstract away here and in the rest of the chapter, from the
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distinction between accomplishments and achievements, both treated here as the super-
category telic. Here, and throughout this chapter, stative predicates (including experiencer
verbs) are set aside.

. We are setting aside here a number of complications related to difficulties with the
Krifka (1991) system. See, specifically, Schein (1999) for discussion.

. Or, possibly, a result of semantic mapping that is not reflected in distinct syntactic
structures. See Van Valin (1990) for a suggestion along these lines.

. On the properties of non-argumental datives in Hebrew see Berman, (1981), Borer and
Grodzinsky (1986), Landau (1998).

. For the sake of completeness, it is necessary to show that possessor dative is, in and of
itself, compatible with atelic predicates, which is shown in (i):

i. Ha-yeladim si�aqu li ba-�a	er.
the-boys played to-me in-the-yard
‘The boys played in my yard.’

On the other hand, reflexive dative does induce a process reading in all cases. Nevertheless,
a process reading can only be induced in the presence of an external argument (and note
that in this respect, reflexive dative is different from the English progressive marked with
-ing). Verbal passive predicates, for instance, may never occur with a reflexive dative, as (ii)
shows, in stark contrast with adjectival passive predicates, where reflexive datives are
possible, as the minimal pair in (ii) illustrates (and see Levin and Rappaport 1986, for the
argument that adjectival passives always take an external argument):

ii. a. *Ha-�ul	a hun�a la cal ha-šul�an.
the-shirt laid-pass to-it on the table
‘The shirt was laid on the table (by someone).’

b. Ha-�ul	a hayta muna�at la ‘al ha-šul�an.
the-shirt was laying to-it on the table
‘The shirt was lying on the table.’

. Importantly, the respective morpho-phonological form of zaz, ‘move.intrans’ and heziz,
‘move.trans’ in isolation, do not suffice to determine the number of arguments associated
with either. The morpho-phonological template associated with zaz (binyan I) is often
associated with transitive verbs, at times extremely close to the meaning of transitive heziz
(e.g., da�ap, ‘push’; sarap ‘burn.trans’) while the morpho-phonological form of heziz is
often associated with intransitive verbs, including inchoative ones (e.g., higlid ‘form-scab’;
hibri’ ‘get-healthy’, etc.). See tables in (15)–(16) and related discussion.

. The investigation of the early grammar in this work is based entirely on naturalistic
production. Insofar as insight into the early grammar at the relevant age can be gained from
studies of comprehension and perception, it is to be hoped that such studies, once
conducted, will confirm the findings put forth here.

. The templates, binyanim, ranging from I-VII, are marked after each verbal form. See
Table 15 and discussion in Section 2.2.1 for the Hebrew binyan system.

. As is traditional within Semitic linguistics, forms are given in past.3.sg.masc. The list in
(14) does not contain nominals derived from verbs. The text discussion focuses on syntactic
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properties of binyanim. The choice of phonological representation is thus intended to
highlight the relevant syntactic properties. See note 9 for some discussion.

. See, especially, Bolozky (1978) and subsequent work for discussion. One comment is
noteworthy from the morpho-phonological perspective: binyanim III and VII are (poten-
tially) morpho-phonologically quadro-consonantal, making them the only possible choice
for morphological innovations based on quadro-consonantal roots, regardless of their
morpho-syntactic properties.

. As is clear from the table in (15), the Hebrew binyan system does not mark telicity
alternation, making any particular binyan in principle ambiguous between the two, and
confirming the status of aspectual nodes as neutral in the selection of morpho-phonological
patterns. Not all morphological systems opt to leave telicity unmarked. For instance, as is
well known, Slavic languages do mark telicity on the verbal root.

. Passive binyanim IV, VI, rare in adult speech, are not attested in pre-school children
altogether, clearly for independent reasons.

. A reviewer notes that the formation of both kines and le-ša’er might emerge on analogy
with yebaqeš.III ‘ask.fut’ -biqeš.III ‘ask.pst’. We note that while this might be prima facie
possible, it is not obvious why children should prefer the future form as a source for the
past form over the often attested correct forms niknas.II, ‘enter.pst’, ‘enter.pres’, niš’ar.II
‘stay.pst’, ‘stay.pres’, especially since for binyan II, present forms and past forms are
homophonous and hence quite common.

. Where by underived Levy means that each root only occurs in the data counted in one
binyan, making the number of different roots and the number of different types identical. I
return to this issue at length in Section 3, where I evaluate the claim that morphological
biases or deficiencies account for the early neutralization facts.

. That is, a root XYZ in binyan I is a distinct type from the same root XYZ in binyan II,
but both count as one root.

. Clearly, it would have been best to conduct an analysis on the adult input to Na’ama.
Such direct analysis is unfortunately impossible, as the adult tier in the CHILDES files is
rarely included. Adult data here is from a sample text containing a total of 519 verbs (to-
kens), taken from the Hebrew newspaper šabua israeli ‘An Israeli Week’, July 19, 1999. It
represents three differently authored articles, and so does not actually characterize the lan-
guage of any one particular individual. As this is a written, rather than a spoken sample, it
probably represents a higher linguistic register. In view of that, the almost identical
distribution among binyanim to that of the children is particularly striking. Distribution of
verbs in the passive binyanim, IV and VI, is included for completeness, as is the one
occurrence in the stylistically elevated variant of VII, marked here as VII’, nitpa’el. Particip-
ial forms (requiring an auxiliary in past and future tenses), including adjectival passives, are
not included in sample.

. Berman (1993, 1994) suggests that at the earlier stage, that corresponding here to the MP
stage, children have acquired specific tokens as unanalyzed amalgams. It is not clear, however,
how that can be, or how the facts could possibly support such a claim. The ability to extract
the root must be assumed, given the competence children show at the relevant age in
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producing inflectional morphology. Further, the fact that the children err on binyanim but not
on roots also indicates an ability to separate the root from the morpho-phonological template.
None of these is expected if the children treat specific tokens as unanalyzed amalgams.

. See Benua and Borer (1996) for the argument that the universal linking regulations in
(23) apply both to accusative and to ergative languages.

. As an aside, we note that the child has not yet acquired the correct use of the reflexive
dative, ungrammatical for adults in the context in (27a).

. Higher numbers for usage of binyan I are reported in Berman (1994), where binyan I
is used in 67% of neutralized cases (although for individual children it is at times as low as
35%). Berman only counts neutralization, and although other unconventional cases are
considered, their distribution across binyanim is not given. It is also not clear whether the
67% result is of tokens or of types. Note that if the former is the case, it continues to reflect,
quite closely, the ratio of binyan I tokens in both adult and early speech, independently of
derivational considerations.

. Where by 0-affixation, or conversion, we refer to a morphological rule which alters
properties of the stem without phonological marking. Such a rule is often assumed to map,
e.g., intransitive move, drop, sink to transitive move, drop, sink.

. Interestingly, in the one case in which 0-derivation increasing valence might be
involved, as in (16b.5), the relevant verbs in binyan V are always derived from adjectives,
and never from verbs in any other binyan. Further, see Borer (1991) for an argument that
each of the members of the inchoative-causative pair is independently derived from the
source adjective, and that the forms are not directly derivationally related through 0-
affixation or otherwise.

. Data and generalization in this section are all based on the ground-breaking work
reported in Berman (1982) and Berman and Sagi (1981). While the pervasive ‘‘creativeness’’
on the part of children at the relevant age is amply demonstrated in these studies, data on
its overall frequency in the corpus is not available. A developmental study of Na’ama, as
compared to her earlier stage, is not possible, as the Na’ama corpus ends at age 2;6.4.

. In the absence of information on frequency of errors, the frequency of such memory
failure cannot be evaluated. Clearly, however, it occurs frequently enough to differentiate
the early performance from the adult one.

. Data on atelic intransitives is missing from the child sample. Atelic intransitives are
hence excluded from the structures in (44).
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Chapter 16

‘Empty’ subjects in Hebrew

A developmental perspective

Yonata Levy and Anne Vainikka

Linguistic theory has considered sentences such as the Hebrew:

(1) a. Aliti al ha-rakevet.
step-past:1sg on the-train
‘(I) stepped on the train.’

as having ‘empty’ subjects, since in sentences of this sort the subject slot, that
which may be occupied by the subject pronoun, is not filled by an overt subject.
Traditionally, languages have been considered as allowing ‘empty’ subjects, e.g.
Italian or Spanish, or not allowing them, e.g. English. The former have been
referred to as ‘null’ subject or ‘pro(nominal)-drop’ languages, while the latter are
‘non-null’ subject or ‘non-pro-drop’ languages. Hebrew is particularly interesting
because it has a ‘mixed’ pattern of omission: subject omission varies according to
the different persons and tenses. Clearly, this ‘mixed’ pattern sets a challenge for
linguistic theory as well as to theories of language acquisition.

This chapter concerns the acquisition of the Hebrew ‘mixed’ pattern of
subject omission. It is organized in the following way: the first section presents
some facts concerning omission patterns in Hebrew. The second section briefly
reviews previous accounts of subject omission in adult and child language. Most
of these accounts have neglected to take into consideration ‘mixed’ patterns such
as exist in Hebrew. Section three reviews Vainikka and Levy’s model (1995, 1999)
which offers an account of all three types of languages (1) languages which are
uniformly non-null subject, (2) languages which allow null-subjects and (3)
‘mixed’ languages in which subject omission pattern differs among persons and
tenses. Section 4 presents longitudinal data from three children acquiring Hebrew
as their first language. The data are compatible with the hypothesized acquisi-
tional course according to Vainikka and Levy (1999). We conclude with a brief
summary.
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Table 1.‚Hebrew subject pronouns and verb inflections in the past and future tense

(ani) halaxti/elex ‘I went/will go’
(ata) halaxta/telex ‘you-masc-sg went/will go’
(at) halax�/�elxi ‘you-fem-sg went/will go’
hu halax/yelex ‘he went/will go’
hi halxa/telex ‘she went/will go’
(anaxnu) halaxnu/nelex ‘we went/will go’
(atem) halaxtem/�elxu ‘you-masc-pl went/will go’
(aten) halaxten/telxu ‘you-fem-pl went/will go’
hem halxu/yelxu ‘they-masc went/will go’
hen halxu/yelxu ‘they-fem went/will go’

Noteƒ: Pronouns that may be optionally omitted appear in brackets.

Some facts about overt subjects in Hebrew

In Hebrew, first and second person subject pronouns are optional whereas in the
third person overt subjects are normally required. Thus, example (1a) where a 1st
person singular pronoun has been omitted is grammatical, whereas omitting 3rd
person singular pronoun, as in (1b), is ungrammatical. In the Hebrew present
tense — where there is no person marking — subject pronouns are obligatory
throughout, as in (1c).

(1) b. *Ala al ha-rakevet.
stepped-past:3sgm on the-train
‘(He) stepped on the train.’

c. Ani ole al ha-rakevet.
I step-pres:1sg on the-train
‘I am stepping on the train.’

Table 1 gives the pronouns and verb inflections in past and future tense. Note that
while 1st and 2nd person verbs have an added suffix that marks person, 3rd
person has a zero suffix. Nevertheless, the 3rd person form is distinct from all
other person forms in both singular and plural and in that sense, it is marked for
person no less than 1st and 2nd (see Glinert 1989 as well as others, for a discus-
sion of these facts).

In the past tense, the second person agreement affixes are strongly related to
the pronoun forms (cf. Berman 1990; Ritter 1995; Ariel 1996; as well as many
traditional grammarians): ata vs. -ta, at vs. -t, and atem vs. -tem, aten vs. -ten. A
similar correspondence is found in the first person plural (ana�nu vs. -nu), and
slightly less obviously in the singular: ani vs. -ti (both containing an alveolar stop
plus the vowel Iƒ). There is no such correspondence in the third person, however,
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where there is hu vs. no suffix, hi vs. -a, and hem vs. -u. In the future tense, there
may be a similar relationship, in that the consonant t is found both in the second
person pronouns and affixes, while n occurs in the first person pronouns and in
the 1st person plural affix. The third person pronouns and affixes do not share a
consonant.

Third person subjects are not always preserved in Hebrew, however. In
expletive, generic, and embedded constructions third person subject can be
omitted, as demonstrated in examples (2a–c):

(2) a. Nire she-Nurit tena	ea�.
seem-pres:sgm that-Nurit win-fut:2sgf

‘It seems that Nurit will win.’
b. Oxlim harbe ba-�oref.

eat-pres:pl much in-winter
‘One eats a lot in the winter.’

c. Hivtaxti lo she-yedaber kama
promise-past:1sg him that-speak-fut:3sgm as-much
she-yr	e.
that-want-fut:3sgm

‘I promised him that he will speak as much as he wants.’

Thus, unlike Italian in which subject pronouns can be dropped in all persons and
tenses, or English, in which subject pronouns can never be dropped1, Hebrew has
a ‘mixed’ pattern of omission that varies according to person and tense. In current
linguistic terminology, Hebrew has a mixed ‘pro-drop’ system (Rizzi 1986). The
distribution of obligatory and optional overt subjects in Hebrew is marked on the
pronouns appearing in Table 1.

Whereas this chapter focuses on Hebrew, it is nevertheless, interesting to note
that exactly the same pattern of ‘mixed’ omission obtains in Finnish which, like
Hebrew, is fully inflected for person and number. Furthermore, in Finnish too, a
phonological relatedness is seen between verb inflections and personal pronouns
(Vainikka and Levy 1999). Unlike Hebrew, however, Finnish allows omission in
first and second person in the present tense as well since in Finnish, present tense
forms are marked for person.

Previous accounts of subject omission and their application to child
language

Cross-linguistic studies of language acquisition consistently show children’s pre-
ponderance to omit overt subjects over and above omission of other NP constitu-
ents such as direct objects. This has been attested in languages with a uniform
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pattern of subject omission, for example, English, which typically does not allow
omission of overt subjects, and Italian, which uniformly allows such omissions.
The tendency to omit subjects has been reported for Hebrew child language as
well (Berman 1990; Elisha 1997).

The proposal that has engendered the most discussion within grammatical
accounts of subject omission in child language has been formulated within the
Principles and Parameters framework (P&P; Chomsky 1986; Rizzi 1986). This
work concerned conditions on the syntactic licensing of subject omission and the
ways in which the referent of the missing subject may be recovered. It was argued
that syntactic licensing of non-overt subjects together with the possibility of iden-
tification of the subject referent determine whether a language is ‘pro-drop’ and
therefore it allows subject omission. e.g. Italian, or not e.g. English.

Although identifying the referent of a non-overt subject has typically been
related to rich agreement marking on the verb, it has been known for some time
that a simple correlation between subject omission and verb agreement is not
sufficient, neither as a characterization of the adult patterns nor as a predictor of
children’s behavior (Jaeggli and Safir 1989). On the one hand, there exist lan-
guages of the Chinese type in which there are no overt agreement features at all
and yet subjects may be systematically omitted (Huang 1987); while on the other
hand, there are languages such as German which have rich inflectional paradigms,
but where omission of referential subjects is excluded as a grammatical option
(Safir 1985). The situation is further complicated if Hebrew and Finnish are
considered, since although these languages have rich inflectional paradigms, sub-
ject omission is restricted to certain persons or tenses.

Borer (1989) is the best known analysis of the ‘mixed’ system of adult
Hebrew. A discussion of Borer (1989) is beyond the scope of the present chapter
(but see Vainikka and Levy 1999) particularly since Borer (1989) is not a develop-
mental model and the ramifications of her approach for acquisition theory have
not been determined.2

Unlike Borer (1989), Elisha’s (1997) account of subject omission pattern in
Hebrew has been extended to acquisition. In fact, it is the only work that presents
quantitative data concerning the acquisition of subject omission in Hebrew.
Surprisingly, however, Elisha’s (1997) model for Hebrew is based on the assump-
tion that preservation of overt subject in 3rd person past and future is a recent
phenomenon in Modern Hebrew and therefore not as yet a fact of the grammar.
Elisha (1997) quotes from letters and notes written in the beginning of the century
and argues that the omissions of overt 3rd person subjects that appear in those
letters demonstrate that subject omission in 3rd persons past and future tenses
was a grammatical option less than a hundred years ago. She argues that the
obligatoriness of overt 3rd person subjects in present day Hebrew is a rather
recent phenomenon that is due to three factors:
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(1) Preservation of subjects in 3rd person past is done in analogy with 3rd person
present tense since there is phonological similarity between 3rd person singular
past tense forms and 3rd person singular present tense forms. For example (root
consonants are in capitals):

GaDaL-
grow-past:3sgm ‘(he) grew’
GaDeL-
grow-pres:3sgm ‘(he) is growing’

(2) The phonological similarity between 1st person and 3rd person in the future
forced speakers to introduce overt subjects in both persons (Bolozky 1981). For
example,

eGDaL (often pronounced yGDaL)
grow-fut:1sg ‘(I) will grow’
yGDaL-
grow-fut:3sgm ‘(he)will grow’.

(3) The frequent use of 2nd person future forms in an imperative sense forced
speakers to use overt subjects more often in order to distinguish future forms that
function as future from those that function as imperatives. Notice that the
argument in (1) is the reverse of that in (2) and (3).

In fact, Elisha’s (1997) proposed account does not view Hebrew as a ‘mixed’
language with respect to subject omission in any grammatically interesting sense,
since she considers only present tense overt subjects as deserving of a grammatical
explanation. Recall that Hebrew present tense lacks person distinction and it is
therefore not surprising, given traditional P&P approaches, that overt subjects are
required.

Unfortunately, the first author of the present chapter completely disagrees
with Elisha’s (1997) intuitions and has a very different interpretation of the ex-
amples that Elisha (1997) quotes to support her contention with respect to the
nature of subject omission in Hebrew 3rd person past and future tense. Further-
more, to the best of our knowledge the view of Hebrew as a language with a
‘mixed’ pattern of subject omission diacronically as well as synchronically — a
view which we hold — has been and still is the acceptable one among Hebrew
linguists of all persuasions (p.c. G. Goldenberg, Feb. 26, 1999).3 Since we disagree
with Elisha (1997) on the way she views the obligatoriness of subjects in 3rd
persons in Hebrew, we will not consider her model in any further detail.

Following Hyams (1986) seminal work on the acquisition of null subjects, in
which development was related to agreement and to the setting of the ‘pro-drop’
parameter, other proposals have been put forth to account for subject omission in
child language, typically involving a crucial portion of the sentence referred to as
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the Inflectional Phrase (IP). Recent syntactic explanations have related subject
omission in child language to missing or underspecified elements within the IP.
There have been proposals concerning the under specification of Tense (O’Grady
et al. 1989), Agreement (Clahsen and Penke 1992; Roeper and Rohrbacher 1994)
or Number (Sano and Hyams 1994; Hoekstra and Hyams 1995) in early gram-
mars. Given the close relationship between the subject NP and the other compo-
nents of the IP (Tense, Person, Number), the impoverished status of the latter in
children’s early grammars may prevent the subject from being overtly realized in
the sentence. Whereas all of the above approaches presuppose the existence of the
major phrase-structure constituents, albeit in an impovrished form, from the
earliest phases of language development, an alternative approach suggests that the
syntactic tree in fact, develops. Thus, young children omit subjects since they have
not yet developed an IP without which the obligatoriness of subjects cannot be
stated (Guilfoyle and Noonan 1989; Radford 1990). On this view, the child does
not yet ‘‘know’’ that there is a syntactic requirement that there be subjects and
nothing in fact compels her to have an overt subject.

It appears that, with the exception of Borer (1989), all of the above grammati-
cal models and their application to development are based on the assumption that
there is a two-way distinction between languages of the world: those which allow
subject omission and those which do not, suggesting no solution for the acquisi-
tion of the ‘mixed’ systems. Clearly, the claim to universality of these proposals
crucially depends on the flexibility with which in future work, each can be revised
so as to take adult and child non-uniform languages into account.

In view of the lack of concern of traditional approaches to null subjects with
languages of a ‘mixed’ type, it is not surprising that Berman (1990) opts for a
‘mixed’ approach to development. While she accepts the traditional P&P model
which views Hebrew as a ‘pro-drop’ language, Berman (1990) suggests that in
addition to syntactic developments, subject omission involves different types of
licensing: syntactic interclause licensing, discourse and situational licensing. While
we accept the complexity of the Hebrew situation, we believe that a grammatical
mechanism that is different in its details from the traditional P&P approach, is
needed in order to better account for the Hebrew data.

Apart from its limitations with respect to ‘mixed’ systems, recent cross-
linguistic work suggests that there might be inherent inadequacies in the traditional
approach to null subjects even as it applies to uniform languages. Thus, a central
prediction of the P&P approach is that there will be a stage in development during
which children’s productions will be universally similar, reflecting an earlier, default
setting of the pro-drop parameter (Hyams 1986; Rizzi 1986). Contrary to such
expectations, Valian (1991, 1994) has shown that from the earliest developmental
phases children’s productions resemble the target language. Valian (1991) reports
of a study of American and Italian children, ages 1;6–2;5. The lowest MLU group of
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American children — five children between MLU 1.5–2.0, average 2 years in age —
produced subjects almost 70% of the time. The equivalent group of Italian children
used overt subjects only 27% of the time. Similar low percentages of subjects were
seen in children speaking other null-subject languages such as Greek and Portu-
guese (Valian and Arsenidou, unpublished data quoted in Valian 1994; Valian and
Eisenberg 1996). In studies of elicited imitation in American children ranging in
MLU 1.5 to 3.0, ages 1;10 to 2;6 (Gerken 1991; Nunez del Prado et al. 1993; Valian
et al. 1996), children imitated subjects between 70% and 91% of the time. This high
percentage of imitation of subject pronouns contrasts with the low percentage of
subject production seen in children speaking null-languages. Berman’s (1990) and
Elisha’s (1997) studies of the acquisition of Hebrew likewise show a distinctive
pattern of omission in the different tenses and persons that is unlike the pattern of
omission seen in other languages.

In sum, recent cross-linguistic studies have pointed out serious inadequacies in
the traditional P&P approach to the acquisition of subject omission patterns, speci-
fically, with the idea that the ‘pro-drop’ parameter is pre-set. With respect to ‘mixed’
systems such as Hebrew, the problems are even more severe for the traditional view
offers no solution at all. One may be driven to the position of arguing that the
Hebrew ‘mixed’ pattern of omission is not a grammatical fact of the language (Elisha
1997) or else suggest a syntactic model that is different from the traditional ‘pro-
drop’ account (Hyams 1986; Valian 1991; Hoekstra and Hyams 1995).

In line with the latter option, the current chapter adopts Vainikka and Levy’s
model (1999) for null-subjects which seeks to give syntactic expression to the
intuition that in languages with fully inflected verbs, omission of subject pronoun
does not result in ‘null-subject’ sentences. This model offers a unified analysis of
the three types of subject patterns found in the world languages: (1) overt subjects
required throughout, as in English, (2) overt subjects optional throughout, as in
Italian and (3) subjects required in some persons but not in others, as in Hebrew
and Finnish. Focusing on the ‘mixed’ pattern seen in these languages, it is proposed
that it is not a coincidence that 1st and 2nd persons are omitted while 3rd persons
are obligatorily preserved. Rather, this system is a syntactic reflection of the prag-
matic distinction between 1st and 2nd persons who are participants in the dis-
course, and 3rd person who is always a non-present party. With respect to develop-
ment, it follows from this approach that the acquisition of the syntax of subject
omission crucially involves the acquisition of the pragmatics of conversation.

Vainikka and Levy’s (1995, 1999) proposal for NP subject omission

The motivation for the approach to subject omission proposed in Vainikka and
Levy (1995, 1999) is two fold. The primary aim is to encode in the syntax the
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intuition that for certain languages, instances of agreement morphology in fact
function as a pronominal subject. Such an intuition is evident in much of the
previous work on the distribution of null subjects (and is most explicitly expressed
in McClosky and Hale 1984:ƒ498), yet, until now, it has not been directly reflected
in syntactic structure. From the point of view of acquisition, this will distinguish
between children’s subject omissions in the Italian-type languages, which result in
grammatical utterances, and their omissions in the English-type languages, which
are ungrammatical. A second motivation was to account for the ‘mixed’ systems
of Hebrew and Finnish, in which conditions upon subject omission differ among
tenses, persons, and even among different syntactic constructions.

In line with traditional approaches, Vainikka and Levy’s (1995, 1999) proposal
makes crucial use of person agreement features in modeling the null subject
phenomenon. A consideration of the ‘mixed’ pattern of omission seen in Hebrew
and Finnish makes it clear, however, that one cannot talk about Person as a
unified notion. Vainikka and Levy (1995, 1999) stress the particular ‘mixed’
combination of omission and none other that is seen in Hebrew and Finnish and
places the deictic distinction between the speaker/ hearer, i.e. 1st and 2nd persons,
and all others, i.e. 3rd persons, at the focus of the proposed analysis.

It is proposed that due to its more remote connection to the conversational
situation, the obligatory presence — or potential absence — of thematic (i.e. non-
expletive) subjects in the third person is a crucial diagnostic of the pattern of
subject omission. Thus, languages which allow omission of subjects in the 3rd
person under canonical conditions of referentiality will drop subjects throughout,
i.e. Italian.4 However, languages which do not drop 3rd person subjects may be of
two types; either they are consistent ‘non-pro-drop’, i.e. English, or they are of the
‘mixed’ type, i.e. Hebrew and Finnish. Being of the ‘mixed’ type means that the
language expresses syntactically the pragmatic distinction between 1st/2nd person
who are always present in conversation and all others, non-present participants.5

It is proposed that languages can select between agreement features being
base-generated in the subject position, i.e. Spec(VP) position, or in AGR posi-
tion. In the Italian-type languages agreement features (corresponding to the
affixes on the verb) fill the subject position, while in the English-type languages
all of the person agreement features are base-generated in AGR. The varying
position of agreement features allows for the possibility of a ‘mixed’ pattern of
position of features even within languages. In languages which choose this
syntactic option, i.e. Hebrew and Finnish, 1st and 2nd features are base-gener-
ated in the subject position and the 1st/2nd person subject pronouns can be
omitted, while 3rd person features are based generated in AGR position and
subjects cannot be omitted. It is predicted that 3rd person features cannot be the
only features in the whole paradigm which are base-generated in subject position
in any language. Therefore, it cannot be the case in the world’s languages that
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only 3rd person subject pronouns maybe omitted, while 1st/2nd pronouns must
be retained.6

The distinction between person features in terms of syntactic position requires
certain assumptions about syntactic derivation. These have been expanded on in
Vainikka and Levy (1999) and are beyond the scope of the present chapter, since
our concern is mainly with acquisition.7 What might inform the learner who has
already observed that her language tends to preserve subjects in the third person,
that she is acquiring a language of the ‘mixed’ type rather than a uniform ‘non-
pro-drop’ language?

Vainikka and Levy (1995, 1999) argue that the particular resemblance between
specific affixes and subject pronouns that can be seen in Table 1 for Hebrew is not
a coincidence. The affix on the verb is expected to be related to the subject pro-
noun in just those cases when person features are base-generated in the Spec(VP)
position and subject pronoun can be omitted.8 The morphological paradigm
therefore provides the necessary evidence for the language learner concerning
the special status of the 1st/2nd person features with respect to the subject
position.

Summarizing, Vainikka and Levy’s proposal (1995, 1999) offers an approach
to subject omission which regards inflectional affixes as subjects and gives
syntactic expression to the pragmatics of conversation.9 Based on this approach,
our current work seeks to explain acquisition in terms of mastering the notion of
person in a conversational context along with the consequences that this prag-
matic notion might have for the syntax of a given language.

A hypothesized course of acquisition of the syntax of subject omission
based on Vainikka and Levy (1995,ƒ1999).

Recall that the crucial feature distinguishing for the learner a consistent ‘pro-drop’
language from a ‘non-pro-drop’ or a ‘mixed’ language is omission of thematic
subjects in the 3rd person, under canonical conditions of referentiality. Since the
trigger is claimed to be omission of 3rd person subjects, neither omission of
imperative second person subjects nor omission of 1st and 2nd person subjects of
the kind that is found in the style that is frequently used in diary writing will
trigger a consistent ‘pro-drop’ language.

The following is sufficient for the acquisition of subject omission pattern in
uniform pro-drop languages like Italian:

a. The Inflectional Phrase (IP) becomes available as evidenced by the usage of
IP-related elements such as tense and agreement morphology on finite verbs.

b. Specifically, the child is able to identify a 3rd person finite context.

A further trigger, however, is required to distinguish the English-type ‘non-pro
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drop’ languages from the Hebrew/Finnish type. Recall that the form of the verbal
paradigm, i.e. its phonological resemblance to pronouns in 1st and 2nd persons
and the lack of such phonological relatedness in 3rd person, was proposed as a
trigger for the child for the ‘mixed’ languages. Consequently, control of the forms
of personal pronouns involving a distinction between 1st/2nd and 3rd, as well as
productive knowledge of the inflectional paradigms, at least for one tense, are
required for mastering the adult ‘mixed’ pattern of subject omission and distin-
guishing it from the uniform ‘non-pro-drop’ pattern of languages such as English.

Thus, in order to distinguish between English-type and Hebrew-type lan-
guages the following development should take place:

c. A distinction should exist in the child’s pronominal system between 3rd
person and another person (presumably 1st person), and

d. The child should control verb inflection in either the past or the future.

It follows from the above that Vainikka and Levy’s (1999) model is in accord with
the familiar intuition which links subject omission in child language to the
development of verb inflection, in particular as it has been expressed in the work
of Clahsen and Penke (1992) but also in the work of Radford (1990), and Guil-
foyle and Noonan (1992; cf. Hoekstra and Hyams 1995). However, the current
model makes specific predictions with respect to a ‘mixed’ system such as Hebrew,
in which different grammatical persons behave in different syntactic ways. It makes
specific predictions with respect to the crucial role of 3rd person subjects, the
development of person distinction outside the verbal paradigm, i.e. in the pro-
nominal system, and the development of relevant parts of verb inflection.

In the next section we present longitudinal data from three children ages 1;9–
2;4, MLU 1.5–3.2, acquiring Hebrew as their first language. The data address two
questions: (1) does the development of Hebrew confirm the cross-linguistic
pattern observed by Valian and her colleagues (1991, 1994) in which children’s
early productions approximate the target language? and (2) are the data compati-
ble with the developmental course hypothesized by Vainikka and Levy’s model
(1995, 1999)?

Early data from child Hebrew

Subjects and procedure

Longitudinal, naturalistic data from two girls, R and N, and a boy, A, were col-
lected. The data have been audio-recorded and later transcribed by the children’s
parents. R’s data were collected in a play and book-reading situation in the
presence of her father and occasionally her mother. A and N’s data were collected
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in various home situations in the presence of other members of the family. MLU
was calculated based on Dromi and Berman (1982) as revised by Levy et al. (1992).

In an attempt to present the children’s development as it unfolds in time the
naturalistic, on-going recordings were divided, post-hoc, into four phases accord-
ing to proximity of time between sessions. Increase in verb usage was taken into
consideration as well. The latter is generally considered as reflecting developmen-
tal progress (Dromi and Berman 1986).

R’s data were collected between the ages 1;10.3 with an MLU of 1.5 and 2;2.7
with MLU 3.05. The analyzable data from A begin at the age of 1;11.7 with an MLU
of 1.65 and ends at 2;3.2, with an MLU of 3.2. Unfortunately, though not a-typical
of such naturalistic data, following phase 2, there is a two-month gap in the
recordings of A. During these months, there is only one session for A with a total
of 20 utterances. In the following month, however, A. seemed to be already rather
advanced. N.’ s data were collected between the ages 1;9.2–2;4.14, MLU 1.6–3.2.

Sessions were coded using the CHILDES conventions (MacWhinney 1995)
along with a special coding system devised for Hebrew (Levy et al. 1992). Unintel-
ligible utterances, hesitations, repetitions and imitations were excluded. Each file
was coded by two coders. Utterances for which agreement could not be reached
were excluded. None of the authors participated in the coding.

The development of the following elements was investigated: the inflectional
paradigm for the various tenses and persons, the distribution of pronominal subjects
in the different persons and tenses and grammatical person in the pronominal
system. Subject omission was categorized as follows. Overt subjects refer to pronom-
inal subjects, in all persons and tenses. An example is given in (3a). Subject omission
in the 1st and 2nd person verbs in the past and future tense was considered gram-
matical. An example is given in (3b). Subject omissions were considered unaccept-
able in the context of a 3rd person past or future tense verb, or in the present tense,
as exemplified in (3c). Omission of subjects in 3rd person past or future and in the
present tense was however, acceptable if it was pragmatically licensed, e.g. in cases of
elliptical replies to questions. An example of such a question-answer exchange is
provided in (3d). Such pragmatically licensed omissions do not appear in the counts
in Tables 3–5. The examples in (3) come from A’s first file, at age 1;11.

(3) a. Overt subject
Hi amra li.
she say-past:3sg:fem to-me
‘She said to me.’

b. Grammatical subject omission
Lakax-ti uga’
took-1sg:past cake
‘(I) took a piece of cake.’
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c. Unacceptable omission of subject
*Shote et ze.
drink-pres:sgm dir-obj this
‘Drinks this.’

d. Acceptable omission of subject
Mot: Ma ose kelev?

‘What does the doggie do?
A: �Soek.

scream-pres:sg:masc

‘Screams.’

Note that it is quite common for 2nd person future forms in Hebrew to be used
in an imperative context. However, unlike verbs that are in the imperative and
therefore force omission of 2nd person pronoun subjects, future tense verbs used
in an imperative sense allow an overt subject. This suggests that with respect to
subject omission, morphological form rather than function take priority.10 The
2nd person future forms, whether used to refer to future events or in an impera-
tive context, will thus be included in the analysis.

Another coding decision concerned the 3rd person pronoun ze ‘it, that’.
Although ze may be used as an expletive as well as be anaphoric, children do not
use ze in its expletive sense until later, whereas anaphoric uses are frequent from
early on and, in fact, precede personal pronouns such as hu ‘he’, or hi ‘she’
(Berman 1985). Coding was done conservatively counting occurrences of ze for
which the context clearly showed that they were used as 3rd person pronouns.
Thus, set phrases such as ma ze? ‘what this?’ and et ze (object marker+’this’), were
excluded from the count, as were all the isolated, single word utterances of ze
‘this’.

In the tables below, percent of utterances with verbs and percent of finite
verbs were calculated out of the total number of codable utterances. Percent of
verbs with and without subject for 1st and 2nd person past/future and for 3rd
person past/future and present, were calculated out of the total verbs in these
tenses and persons, respectively.

Developmental Phases

Data from R.

Phase 1: The earliest recordings — R. age 1;10.3–2;0.16, MLU 1.5
This phase covers the first four recordings made of R., representing 284 utter-
ances, 19 of which have verbs. As can be seen in Table 2, overall there are but few
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Table 2.‚Subject omission pattern in R. — ages 1;10.3–2;2.7, MLU 1.5–3.05

R I
1;10.3-
2;0.16

II
2;0.25-
2;0.28

III
2;1.3-
2;1.10

IV
2;1.19-
2;2.7

MLU 1.5 2.34 2.85 3.05
Utterances (N) 284 144 235 358
Utterances with verbs (%) 6.7% (19) 20.8% (30) 29.7% (70) 44.9% (161)
Finite verbs (%) 6% (17) 20.1% (29) 28% (66) 39.7% (142)

Subject in I, II past/future (%) „0 50% (4) 22% (4) 48% (33)
Omission in I, II past/future (%) 100% (2) 50% (4) 78% (14) 52% (36)

Subject in III past/future and in
the present (%)

‚„0 85% (17) 86% (31) 93% (51)

Omission in III past/future and
in the present (%)

45% (4) 15% (3) 14% (5) ‚7% (4)

Pronoun I ‚1 11 17 78
Pronoun II ‚2 ‚2 ‚1 ‚2
Pronoun III 40 44 34 57

sentences containing finite verbs in R’s data at this point. In two of the sentences
with 1st and 2nd person subjects, pronouns have been omitted. We conclude that
the evidence for tense, person or number marking on R’s earliest verbs does not
seem very strong.

Recall that in the present tense and in the 3rd person past and future an overt
subject is normally required in adult Hebrew. Of the nine present tense and 3rd
person verb forms used by R., 45% had unacceptable omission while 55% had
overt subjects, as required. In other words, R’s subject omissions appear basically
random. These data therefore suggest that a full IP associated with tense, agreement
and the adult-like subject position is not productively available at this stage. While
the 3rd person pronoun ze is very common, there is no evidence for a person
distinction since neither 1st nor 2nd person pronouns appear to be productive.

Phase 2: Emerging tense distinctions — R., age 2ƒ;0.25–2ƒ;0.28, MLU 2.34
Out of a total of 144 analyzed utterances for R. in phase 2, 30 sentences have
verbs. Of these, eight contain verb forms in the 1st person past or future for which
overt subject omission is possible. Fifty percent of these utterances (altogether 4
utterances) are either not well-structured or contain agreement errors. Example
(4a) is an error of agreement. An example of a string that is not well-structured is
given in (4b). In this example the child strings together two verbs in the impera-
tive mode and one verb in the past tense, adding the pronoun ze.
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(4) a. *Kum ka� aka�ti ze.
get up-imp:sgm take-imp:sgm take-past:1sg this
‘Get up-masc, take-msc, (I) took this.’

b. *Ani aka�ta.
I take-past:2sg:masc

‘I (you) took.’

Given the many agreement errors and the rarity of the various person forms, it
seems that R. has not mastered the person paradigm with respect to 1st and 2nd
persons, although there is evidence of an emerging person and tense distinction.

An examination of the present tense and 3rd person future and past tense
forms gives further evidence that tense distinctions are emerging in R’s produc-
tions. Furthermore, most of the verb forms occur with an overt subject, as
required in adult Hebrew. Unacceptable subject omissions comprise 15% of the
total of sentences with present tense and 3rd person future or past forms for R.
One can conclude that R’s productions approximate the adult grammar in terms
of the requirement to have overt subjects with certain verb forms. Given the many
agreement errors, however, the evidence is still not conclusive with respect to
omission patterns in 1st and 2nd person in the future and the past tense. At this
stage, the marking of person is clearly observable in R’s pronominal system and it
is more clearly evident in the distinction between the 1st and the 3rd person
singular.

Phase 3: More evidence for tense distinctions — R., age 2;1.3- 2;1.10, MLU 2.85
Phase 3 in R’s recordings contain 235 analyzable utterances, 70 of which have
verbs. The distinction between the present and past tense in the pattern of subject
omission is clearly observable in R’s data at this point. R omits subjects in most of
the verbs that she produces in the 1st and 2nd past and future, but preserves
subjects in most verb forms in the 3rd past and future as well as in the present
tense. However, unacceptable subject omission still occurs in 14% of the sentences
containing an inflected verb in either the present tense or in 3rd person past.
Agreement errors are no longer attested. A distinction between 1st and 3rd person
pronoun exists but R. is still not using 2nd person pronouns.

Phase 4: Productive first and second person forms — R., age 2;1.19–2;2.7, MLU 3.05
During phase 4 recordings R. produced 358 utterances. Of these utterances, 161
have verbs. The data at this point reveal that the child is using many 1st and 2nd
verb forms with the expected subject omission pattern. The proportion of
unacceptable subject omission has been reduced to 7% which constitute four out
of 55 instances. As for personal pronouns, there is still a scarcity of 2nd person
pronouns while the distinction between 1st and 3rd has been established.
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Table 3.‚Subject omission pattern in A. — ages 1;11.7–2;3.2, MLU 1.65–3.2

A I
1;11.7-
1;11.14

II
1;11.16-
2.0.11

III IV
2;2.24-
2;3.2

MLU 1.65 2.75 – 3.2
Utterances (N) 233 125 – 391
Utterances with verbs (%) 12.4% (29) 19.2% (24) – 39.6% (155)
Finite verbs (%) 9.4% (22) 18.4% (23) – 36.8% (144)

Subject in I, II past/future (%) 0 63% (5) – 29% (9)
Omission in I, II past/future (%) 1 38% (3) – 71% (23)

Subject in III past/future and in
the present (%)

86% (12) 82% (14) – 91% (66)

Omission in III past/future and in
the present (%)

14% (2) 18% (3) – 9% (6)

Pronoun I 42 35 – 56
Pronoun II ‚2 ‚1 – ‚6
Pronoun III 11 ‚8 – 40

Data for A

Phase 1: The earliest recordings — A., age 1ƒ;11.7–1ƒ;11.14, MLU 1.65
This phase covers the first analyzable recordings of A., representing 233 utterances
of which 29 have verbs. As is evident in Table 3, while A. produced more verb
forms than R., his data contain not a single instance of a 1st or 2nd person verb.
As for present tense forms, A’s data, looks somewhat more advanced than R’s,
with relatively fewer unacceptable subject omissions and overall more verb usage.
While there is some evidence in A’s production for a distinction between present
and past tense, in view of the paucity of past and future verbs we conclude that
there is no evidence yet, for a person distinction in A’s verb paradigm.

As for pronouns, 3rd person forms are contrasted with 1st person pronouns,
revealing some knowledge of grammatical person. However, this person distinction
is not yet realized in the verb paradigm since in the same recording that contains
the 42 instances of ‘I’, A. produced no instances of a 1st person verb form.

Phase 2: Emerging tense distinctions — A., age 1;11.16–2;0.11, MLU 2.75
During this phase there is a total of 24 verb forms out of 125 analyzable utterances
for A. Eight verbs occur in the 1st or 2nd person future or past tenses, that is, they
are forms that allow subject omission in adult Hebrew. Indeed A. omits overt
subjects in 38% of these instances. Furthermore, unacceptable subject omissions
in the present tense and 3rd person future or past forms comprise no more than
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18% of the total of sentences with these respective persons and tenses. One can
conclude that A’s grammar moves towards the adult language in terms of the
requirement to have overt subjects with certain persons and tenses, although
errors of unacceptable omissions still abound.

As for pronouns, while person distinction between 1st and 3rd is clearly
observable, there is only one instance of 2nd person pronoun. In view of the time
that elapsed and the increase in MLU and in verb usage, the next set of recordings
reported for A. are considered as phase 4 rather than phase 3.

Phase 4: Productive first and second person forms — A., age 2;2.24–2;3.2, MLU 3.2
During this phase A. produced a total of 391 utterances, 155 with verbs. The
pattern of omission seen in 1st and 2nd person past and future is the expected one.
As for 3rd person and present tense verbs, the proportion of unacceptable subject
omission has been reduced to 9%, which is close to the amount of unacceptable
omissions seen in R. Unlike R., however, A does use second person pronouns to
some extent, although 1st and 3rd person pronouns are more frequent.

Data from N

Phase 1: The earliest recordings — N. age 1;9.2–1;10.0, MLU 1.6
The data for N. at phase 1 consist of 206 codable utterances of which 48 have verbs.
Table 4 reveals use of verbs that is high relative to the two other children. Most of
the verbs, however, are in the imperative. Thus, N., just like the other children, has
a rather small number of verbs in 1st and 2nd person past and future. N. tends to
omit subjects in all persons and tenses. She omits subjects in 60% of 1st and 2nd
person past and future tense verbs and in 75% of present tense and 3rd person past
and future tense verbs. Thus, her pattern of omission does not seem to differ in
accordance with the grammatical options of the language. Furthermore, N’s data at
this phase are full of agreement errors in which pronoun and inflected verb do not
agree in person or gender. As for pronouns, there seems to be some differentiation
between 1st person pronouns and 3rd person pronouns. We conclude that at this
phase, a fully developed IP is not yet available.

Phase 2: N. age 1;11.0–2;0.10, MLU 2.67
N’s data at this phase has 255 utterances, 112 of which have verbs. The mature
pattern of subject omission can already be seen, with overt subjects missing in 70%
of 1st and 2nd persons in the past and the future and overt subjects preserved in
71% of 3rd person and present tense verbs. However, overt subjects are still missing
in 29% of the cases in 3rd person and present tense and agreement errors still
abound. Second person pronouns are not attested in the data but the distinction
between 1st and 3rd person is very clearly expressed in N’s use of pronouns.
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Table 4.‚Subject omission pattern in N. — ages 1;9.2–2;3.2, MLU 1.6–3.6

N I
1;9.2-
1;10.0

II
1;11.0-
2;0.10

III
2;0.24-
2;1.12

IV
2;2.12-
2;3.2

MLU 1.6 2.67 2.9 3.2
Utterances (N) 206 255 242 349
Utterances with verbs (%) 23.3% (48) 44% (112) 45.8% (111) 55% (192)
Finite verbs (%) 17.5% (36) 36.8% (94) 41% (100) 50.4% (176)

Subject in I, II past/future (%) 40% (2) 30% (9) „0% 13% (7)
Omission in I, II past/future
(%)

60% (3) 70% (21) 100% (46) 87% (48)

Subject in III past/future and
in the present (%)

25% (1) 71% (10) 83% (14) 92% (22)

Omission in III past/future
and in the present (%)

75% (3) 29% (4) 17% (3) ‚8% (2)

Pronoun I ‚6 22 13 65
Pronoun II ‚0 ‚0 ‚0 ‚3
Pronoun III 24 80 54 98

Phase 3: N. age 2;0.24–2;1.12, MLU 2.9
There are 242 analyzable utterances of N. at this phase, 111 of which have verbs.
While N. has many 1st and 2nd person verb forms, all of them are without overt
subjects. Although grammatical, this pattern of omission is unlike the pattern seen
in the other children (see also Elisha 1997). With respect to 3rd person and
present tense verb forms, in 17% of the cases subjects are erroneously omitted.
Agreement errors are still attested although less frequently than in phase 2. Second
person pronouns are still not produced.

Phase 4: N. age 2;2.12–2;3.2, MLU 3.2
The analyzable data for N. at this phase has 349 utterances, 192 of which have
verbs. Some of the 1st and 2nd person past and future tense verbs appear with
overt subjects while in most cases subjects are omitted. The reverse pattern is seen
with 3rd person and present tense verbs — while overt subjects are erroneously
omitted in 8% of the cases, the remaining 92% have overt subjects as required.
Interestingly, N. has many morphological errors involving inflections as well as
derivations and resulting in semantic as well as grammatical errors. Examples of
this kind are not attested in either R. or A’s data. Many of N’s errors reveal an
underlying systematicity that diverges from the adult pattern, yet stays within the
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structural properties of Hebrew derivational and inflectional system. None of
these errors, however, involve person agreement nor do they implicate subject
omission patterns.

Brief summary and conclusion

Longitudinal, naturalistic data from 3 children — R., A. and N. — acquiring
Hebrew as their first language is presented. The data were divided into four
developmental phases. At phase 1, R. and A. do not have past and future forms at
all which suggests that tense has not yet developed, while N. frequently omits
subjects in 3rd persons and in the present tense. N. has many person agreement
errors suggesting that the notion of person is not yet available to her. The overall
subject omission seen in R. A. and N. at phase 1 is about 50%, which is higher
than omission by English speaking children of equivalent ages and MLU and
lower than omission seen in Italian or Portuguese children at a similar develop-
mental phase (Valian 1991, 1994). As children move to phase 2 approximation to
the adult pattern becomes evident as usage of verbs in the different persons and
tenses increases, and subject omission becomes differentiated. Progression from
phase 2 to 4 brings about an increase in verb usage and an adult-like pattern of
subject omission.

These data are in accord with previous studies of the acquisition of Hebrew
(Berman 1990; Elisha 1997). Specifically, the pattern of subject omission seen in
Elisha’s (1997) youngest subjects, whose ages and MLU are similar to R., A. and
N. in phase 1, is likewise immature and their productions still do not resemble the
adult pattern. Children with higher MLU in Elisha’s (1999) cross-sectional sample
closely resemble R. A. and N. in later developmental phases. In their case too,
occurrences of personal pronouns and tense inflections increase, the pattern of
subject omission become adult like and errors of subject omission are drastically
reduced.

While our data concur with the statements concerning cross-linguistic
differences in the rate of subject omissions at the early stages (Valian 1991, 1994),
this is not in itself sufficient in order to argue that the children’s grammar is
complete at this phase, as claimed by Valian (1994). Rather, our data suggest that
at phase 1, the children have still not developed a full IP and the grammatical
options that depend on it are therefore not fully realized. It follows that the
parametric choices that are unique to Hebrew, as modelled in Vainikka and Levy
(1999), are not yet in place. The latter become evident as children move into
phase 2. As children move from phase 2 to phase 4, a gradual but unique,
Hebrew-like developmental course is observed, leading up to the adult pattern of
subject omission.
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Notes

. Subjects may drop in English too under specific discourse situations. For example, in
diary style or in certain daily conversations, e.g. Wanna come with us?

. The main problem with Borer (1989) is that it involves a narrow, construction specific
mechanism of an anaphoric AGR in order to account for subject omission in Hebrew. For
further discussion see Vainikka and Levy (1999).

. Elisha’s (1997) examples concerns quotes from letters by the Israeli poet Raxel to her
father as well as recollection of episodes from that period, as told to the writer of Raxel’s
biography. These date from a period in which it was customary to omit 3rd person pro-
nouns as a form of respectful address (p.c. G. Goldenberg, Feb. 26 1999). This is no longer
found in colloquial Hebrew.

. The requirement that the trigger for the learner be found in canonical constructions is
not surprising given the arguments in J. Fodor (1992). Fodor (1992) shows that has this not
been so, much misanalysis would be expected in child language based on idiomatic
constructions and constructions which are peripheral to the grammar.

. The fact that not all languages express in their syntax the deictic distinction between 1st
and 2nd person and 3rd persons should not raise doubt concerning the theoretical import
of this notion, for the cross linguistic generality resides in the need to address pragmatic
concerns and not in the way in which those concerns are resolved. The latter need not be
uniform across languages any more than one might expect syntactic principles to have
invariant manifestations cross-linguistically.

. Using a discourse-oriented approach which posits differential strength of accessibility of
various referential markers, Ariel (1990) comes to a similar conclusion, namely, that if a
language has pro-drop it cannot be the case that 3rd person NP subjects are omitted, while
1st/2nd person NP subjects are retained.

. A syntactic distinction between the different person features involves a variant of
Chomsky’s (1993) Checking Theory, allowing for the possibility that the AGR position does
not always carry agreement features, but that these can be base-generated in the subject
position (SpecVP). It further requires a principle of licensing POOL (Vainikka and Levy
1995, 1999; Vainikka 1996). POOL is a modification of ƒSpeas’ (1994) Principle of Licens-
ing, stating that in order to be licensed, both the head and the specifier of a syntactic
position must be filled by phonetic or semantic material at some level of representation.
Both conditions, when considered simultaneously, will guarantee the appropriate surface
realization of overt and null subjects in Vainikka and Levy’s (1995, 1999) system.

. Ariel (1996) emphasizes the morphophonological connectedness between pronouns and
verbal inflection in the 1st and 2nd persons in the Hebrew past and future tense, and the
lack of such connectedness in 3rd person. She suggests that due to the accessibility of the
1st and 2nd person reference, their linguistic expression has become shortened and reduced
resulting in a cliticization of the pronoun onto the verb (i.e. halax+ata ‘go-past:sg+you-
masc:2sg’ → halaxta ‘go-past:masc:2sg)’. Pursuing Ariel’s (1990) discourse-oriented
approach, Gutman (1999) likewise suggests that the morphological relationship that exists
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between pronouns and AGR in Hebrew and Finnish may account for NP subject omission.

. The following are the theoretical advantages of Vainikka and Levy’s (1995, 1999)
approach over more traditional approaches. Both Speas’ Principle of Licensing (1994) and
the newly proposed POOL (see n. 6) allow the replacement of the requirement that all
clauses must have subjects — i.e. the Extended Projection Principle — by a more general
approach to licensing syntactic positions. This is clearly a desirable theoretical consequence
of both approaches. Similarly, licensing and identification (Rizzi 1986) are no longer
conceived of as two separate mechanisms necessary to account for the null subject
phenomenon. Furthermore, the current approach is an improvement over Speas (1994) as
well in that POOL does not allow totally empty syntactic positions to be posited whereas
Speas’ principle allows either the head or the specifier to remain empty. This restriction
over the projection of empty syntactic positions is in the spirit of the Minimalist architec-
ture (Marantz 1995:ƒ367). A further advantage of the current approach concerns ‘mixed’
systems, specifically Hebrew. Speas (1994:ƒ198–9) briefly discusses the problem posed for
any notion of a uniform inflectional paradigm (Roeper and Rohrbacher 1995) — including
hers — by the ‘mixed’ null subject system in Hebrew past and future tense. She tentatively
suggests that the affixes in the first and second person might really be incorporated
pronouns. However, unlike the current approach, the obligatoriness of these elements in
the 1st and 2nd person has not been accounted for.

. Compare, in English, ‘‘Finish your food!’’ vs. ‘‘You will finish your food now!’’
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